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ABSTRACT

A Grammatical Overview of Santa Mongolian

by
Kenneth L. Field

The Santa (or Dongxiang) nationality is one of the fifty-five officially recognized national minorities of the People's Republic of China. Numbering over 370,000 according to the 1992 census (Grimes 1992), the Santa live in southern Gansu Province in the arid and mountainous Dongxiang Autonomous County which is situated to the south of Lanzhou, the capital of Gansu province.

Santa is a Mongolic language. It has SOV word order with strictly suffixed, agglutinative morphology. Santa is mutually unintelligible with any other members of the Mongolic language family, including Baoran (or Bao'an), Monguor (or Tuzu), and Eastern Yugur (not to be confused with Uighur spoken in Xinjiang province in northwestern China), which are all spoken in the Gansu-Qinghai border region. These four languages are considered to be orphans of the Mongolic language family because there are no direct historical links tying them with Mongolic proper, and because of their geographic isolation from the rest of Mongolic proper as well. However, comparative methodology reveals that these languages are indeed of Mongolic origin.

My hypothesis is that Santa Mongolian has undergone at least two significant stages of contact-induced language change. The first stage, an example of language shift, which dates back to the emergence of the Santa language during the Yuan dynasty in the 13th or 14th century, is characterized by the presumed shift of a significant number of Turkic and also possibly Persian speaking people to Mongolic. The interference from this Turkic substratum is apparently responsible for the ultimate stress pattern found in modern Santa Mongolian as well as a number of other Turkic-like features.
The second stage, an example of language maintenance, is more recent, dating back perhaps only two or three hundred years and continuing to the present. It is characterized by intense contact with the Chinese Hui of Linxia in Gansu Province, Muslims who speak a northwestern Mandarin dialect. As a result of this contact, Santa has incorporated numerous Hui borrowings in the phonological, lexical, and morphosyntactic domains.

This dissertation is a grammatical overview of Santa Mongolian. My hope is that this work will not only serve as a general reference for both linguists and non-linguists alike but that it will be a valuable contribution in the study of contact-induced language change as well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation is a grammatical overview of Santa Mongolian, a language spoken in Gansu province in the People's Republic of China. My hope is that this work will serve as a general reference for both linguists and non-linguists alike. One of my objectives has been to touch on each of the subsystems of Santa grammar. Included are chapters on phonetics, phonology, morphology (which includes discussion of the verbal complex), the lexicon, the noun phrase and the postpositional phrase, and syntax. I have also included two short texts in Chapter 9. A general historical and linguistic background of Santa, as well as my methodology, is covered in Chapter 2.

Another objective has been to point out contact-induced language change whenever possible. This is because the language contact situation in the Gansu/Qinghai border region of China is so enormously interesting and pervasive. Moreover, studies in language contact phenomena, until recent years, have been lacking in the literature.

Since this dissertation is an overview, I do not consider any given chapter to be the complete and final word. The analyses in this dissertation are my own and cover structures that I have personally encountered in my own research. I have made no attempt to cover all the possible structures in Santa. I have however, gone into greater detail in three specific areas of Santa grammar. In Chapter 4, section 4.2, there is a discussion regarding Santa syllable structure and how it has been influenced by Chinese Hui. In Chapter 7, section 7.2.4, there is a detailed discussion about adjectives. And in Chapter 8, section 8.3, there is a discussion about non-finite clause-chaining strategies in Santa.
As research continues on Santa and related languages, I hope our understanding of Santa and the Mongolic language family as a whole will be greatly expanded.
Chapter 2

Background

2. Introduction

In this chapter, I will give some background information that will facilitate discussion in later chapters. First I will briefly discuss the historical background of the Santa nationality in section 2.1; then I will look at the linguistic background of the Santa language in section 2.2; then I will consider the language contact situation in section 2.3; next I will review the relevant literature in section 2.4; finally I will discuss my methodology in section 2.5.

2.1 Historical background

The Santa (or Dongxiang) nationality is one of the fifty-five officially recognized national minorities of the People's Republic of China. Numbering over 370,000 according to the 1992 census (Grimes 1992), the Santa live in southern Gansu Province in the arid and mountainous Dongxiang Autonomous County which is situated to the south of Lanzhou, the capital of Gansu province. The Yellow River forms the northwestern boundary of the county. Most of the county is situated at 6000 feet above sea level to the east of the town of Linxia. Linxia has been an important cultural, trade, and Islamic center for most of the national minorities of Gansu and Qinghai Province since the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368 A.D.). The Chinese name ‘Dongxiang’ (pronounced dunčian), literally ‘east villages’, was given to them by the Hui (Chinese Muslims) and Han (non-Muslim Chinese) inhabitants of Linxia due to the fact that their villages are located to the east of Linxia. However, the people call themselves sānta which is probably derived from the Middle Mongolian word sarta'ul referring to the Muslims of Central Asia. The Santa still practice Islam today. Throughout this dissertation, I will refer to the people and the language as Santa.
There is a great deal of ethnological and historical evidence suggesting that the Santa people were Islamic artisans of Central Asia captured by the Mongolian Army on its western expeditions during the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century. They have been classified as se mu ren, 'people with colored eyes', belonging to different ethnic groups speaking different languages in Central Asia. After being captured, they were brought back to Gansu and forced to acquire the language of their masters and settle in their present home land. (See Ma & Ma, 1982). The ethnic roots of the Santa nationality may be traced back to a mix of Turkic, Central Asian, Mongolic, and Chinese ancestors.

2.2 General linguistic background

Santa is a Mongolic language. It has SOV word order with strictly suffixing, agglutinative morphology. Santa is mutually unintelligible with any other members of the Mongolic language family, including Baonan (or Bao’an), Mongor (or Tuzu), and Eastern Yugur (not to be confused with Uighur spoken in Xinjiang province in northwestern China), which are all spoken in the Gansu-Qinghai border region. These four languages are considered to be orphans of the Mongolic language family because there are no direct historical links tying them with Mongolic proper, and because of their geographic isolation from the rest of Mongolic proper as well. However, comparative methodology reveals that these languages are indeed of Mongolic origin.

Mongolic, together with the Turkic, Chuvash, and Manchu-Tungus language families, and even possibly Korean and Japanese, have been said to be subsumed under a proposed macro-stock called Altaic. These languages share many typological features (SOV, suffixing, agglutinative) and some common vocabulary. However, many scholars, most notably Sir Gerard Clauson (1957), do

---

1 I will be using the term “Mongolic” to refer to what has been previously called the Mongolian language family. This usage parallels the usage of the term “Turkic”. The term “Mongolic” eliminates any possible misunderstandings. I will be using the term “Mongolian” to designate a particular language of the Mongolic language family and not the family itself.
not hold the view that all of these languages are genetically related. Clauson firmly believed that much of the similarity between Mongolic and Turkic was due to language contact. This view has been supported more recently by a panel of five linguists who concluded, ‘... all of us found that we regard the hypothesis of a grand Proto-Altaic family spanning the Eurasian landmass with considerable suspicion (Unger 1990:479).’ Thus, whether the Mongolic language family is related to Turkic, Chuvash, Manchu-Tungus, and possibly Korean and Japanese is still a matter of great debate.

Within the Mongolic language family, the situation is no less clear. Poppe (1965:7-24) classifies Santa as a descendant of Southern Middle Mongolian along with Monguor and Dagur. To this could also be added Baonan and Eastern Yugur. Unfortunately, there are no extant records of the Southern Middle Mongolian that Poppe has suggested. One feature that these languages share, is that initial /f/ and /h/ have been retained. The languages descended from Eastern Middle Mongolian (by Poppe’s classification) on the other hand, e.g. Khalkha and Ordos, have lost initial /f/ and /h/.

Binnick (1987), however, states that ‘... there is reason to doubt that any simple Stammbaum model can adequately capture the realities of Mongolian language history (Binnick 1987:181).’ And, ‘Given the nature of nomadic society, it is not surprising that the sharp, discrete dichotomies of the Stammbaum model, designed for sedentary populations living within communities with sharply defined boundaries, might prove less adequate to an understanding of Mongolian linguistic history than some kind of reticulated model (Binnick 1987:194).’ Binnick’s proposal is to differentiate the Mongolic languages in terms of a central and peripheral split. Those languages in the central group, which include Khalkha (or Mongolian), Buriat, Kalmuck, Oirat, and Ordos, share a number of properties which Binnick (1987) has identified, while those languages of the peripheral group do not. The languages of the peripheral group include Moghol (of Afghanistan), Dagur (of Heilongjiang Province), and Monguor, Baonan, Eastern Yugur, and Santa (of the Gansu-Qinghai border region). Binnick (1987) points out, ‘What these facts strongly suggest is that the members of the peripheral group
became isolated, perhaps at different times, from the members of the central group, but certainly prior to the period of significant shared innovations in the latter languages. That there was no period of unity of the peripheral languages is suggested not only by the geographic and historical facts, which do not directly concern us, but more relevantly by the lack of shared innovations not only across the group as a whole, but even relatively speaking, pairwise within the group (Binnick 1987:191-2).’ Binnick (1987) seems to assume that all the peoples speaking Mongolic languages in the peripheral group are ethnic Mongolians (see section 2.3 for my arguments against this position), and we know this is true of Moghol and Dagur from historical records. But there are no such historical records that show the four orphans are the same as Moghol and Dagur. However, Binnick does support the notion that these languages are orphans and thus they are difficult to classify using the Stammbaum model.

Santa shares a number of features with the central group proposed by Binnick (1987). It is a strictly suffixing agglutinative language with basic SOV word order. As a peripheral language, however, Santa differs from the central group and Middle Mongolian in a number of ways. It has lost distinctive vowel length (see section 4.5) and productive vowel harmony of which now there are only fossilized remnants (see section 4.4). Furthermore, Santa has an ultimate stress pattern (see section 4.3). Middle Mongolian, on the other hand, had word initial stress (Menges 1968). Other phonological features foreign to the central Mongolic group that can be found in Santa are a simplified syllable structure (see section 4.2) and a retroflex series of obstruents (see section 4.6). Khalkha (Poppe 1970:29-39), Oirat (Quejingzhubu 1987), and Barhu (Wu 1985) of the central group do not have a retroflex series of obstruents. Neither does Dagur (Enhebatu 1988) which is one the peripheral languages. However, Baonan (Chen 1985, Chen 1987), Monguor (Hasibate’er 1985, Qingge’ertai 1991), and Eastern Yugur (Bao 1984, Bao and Jia 1991) all have a retroflex series of obstruents. This may be due to influence from Chinese or from Tibetan (Charles N. Li, personal communication).
2.3 Language contact situation

For many years, historical linguistics has relied primarily on internally motivated explanations while ascribing contact-induced language change a secondary role. P. Sture Ureland and Iain Clarkson expressed it this way in *Scandinavian Language Contacts*:

The role of language contact in causing linguistic change is not unknown in the history of linguistics. However, the genetic-evolutional view of change dominated the field in the past century and still prevails in most modern introductory books on historical linguistics. The spectacular success of the evolutionists in the Neo-grammarians camp as well as the consolidation of the synchronic structuralist and the generative paradigms in this century has made research on language contact a peripheral activity. The search for inherently conditioned evolutorial laws ... [and] the search for synchronic systematism in structural and generative grammars gave little or no space to the study of linguistic change caused by languages in contact (Ureland and Clarkson 1984:1-2).

But recent studies, such as Thomason and Kaufman’s 1988 book, *Language Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics*, suggest that contact-induced language change is more common than once thought. Purely internally motivated explanations of language change often downplay or overlook the possibility of externally motivated ones, thus neglecting an important source of language change. Comprehensive explanations of language change should allow for and recognize the possibility of externally motivated explanations as well as internal ones. Externally motivated explanations do not seek to diminish the role of internally motivated ones, but to complement them.

If our goal as linguists is to account for a present or past synchronic state of any given language accurately, then we must look at the history of the language and the peoples who speak or spoke it and the social contexts in which the language is or was spoken. If this context includes or included interaction with
other language speaking people groups with widespread bilingualism, then the possibility of contact-induced language change should not be ignored.

Thomason and Kaufman’s *Language Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics* contains a number of case studies exemplifying the results of contact-induced language change in a number of languages. One of the basic distinctions they make is the difference between *language shift* and *language maintenance*. This distinction plays a significant role in our understanding of the development of the Santa language.

My hypothesis is that Santa Mongolian has undergone at least two significant stages of contact-induced language change. The first stage, an example of language shift, which dates back to the emergence of the Santa language during the Yuan dynasty in the 13th or 14th century, is characterized by the presumed shift of a significant number of Turkic speaking people to Mongolic.\(^2\) The interference from this Turkic substratum is apparently responsible for the ultimate stress pattern found in modern Santa Mongolian as well as a number of other Turkic-like features.

The second stage, an example of language maintenance, is more recent, dating back perhaps only two or three hundred years and continuing to the present. It is characterized by intense contact with the Chinese Hui of Gansu Province, Muslims who speak a northwestern Mandarin dialect. As a result of this contact, Santa has incorporated numerous Hui borrowings in the phonological, lexical, and morphosyntactic domains. Both of these contact situations are discussed in detail in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

### 2.3.1 Past contact: Turkic substratum interference in Santa

I hypothesize the presence of a Turkic substratum in Santa Mongolian. Linguistic evidence to support this hypothesis includes the Turkic-like ultimate stress pattern found in Santa and a number of Turkish loan words which preserve

\(^2\) It is also possible that there were some Persian speaking people that shifted to Mongolic since at the time of the Mongol conquests there were significant numbers of Persians in Central Asia.
some Middle Turkic pronunciations. In the next section I will briefly discuss the contact-induced linguistic features in Santa that can be identified as being of Turkic origin. In section 2.3.1.2 I will discuss my tentative hypothesis of the source language which I believe to be a Middle Turkic language dating from the 13th or 14th century.

2.3.1.1 Turkic features in Santa

Menges (1968) discusses stress in Common Altaic as follows:

In Common Altaic, as in Common Uralic, the root syllable always retains the stress, so that the accentuation of the prima has become the rule, still followed in a great majority of the Uralic and Altaic languages. Generally it is supposed that this accent was expiratoric, a stress accent; in addition, or later in the history of the languages, a secondary accent developed on the last syllable of the word, which was the last suffixal syllable, as a musical or tonal accent, quite similar to the accentuation in Swedish. This accentuation is supposed to have finally led in the Turkic group to a combination of expiratoric and musical stress on the last syllable, so that in Turkic today there is an ultima accentuation slightly reminiscent of French. While the Mongolian languages have prima accentuation throughout, the Tungus languages seem to have both types of accentuation ... (Menges 1968:74, italics mine)

The picture that Menges paints suggests that Middle Mongolian had a prima, that is to say a word-initial stress pattern. Menges was probably unfamiliar with the Mongolic languages of China that have ultimate stress: Santa, Baonan,
Monguor, and Eastern Yugur. The ultimate stress pattern in Santa is discussed in detail in section 4.3.

The Middle Mongolian word-initial stress pattern can still be found in a number of contemporary Mongolic languages and dialects including Khalkha Mongolian. The word-initial stress pattern of Khalkha is illustrated in the examples below. Examples are taken from Khalkha (Poppe 1970).

(1) 'mori 'horse'
   'ardq 'ten'
   'bərnxə 'to catch'

When there is a single diphthong or long vowel in the word, it receives the stress as in the Khalkha words below.

(2) 'dərə 'on, above'
    qa'luu 'goose'
    do'lae 'sea'
    u'ləŋ 'red'
    xo'doodə 'colon (intestine)'

When there is more than one diphthong or long vowel in the word, the penultimate diphthong or long vowel receives the stress.

(3) mori'oort 'by means of his own horse'

As these examples show, the word-initial stress pattern in Khalkha is also sensitive to syllable weight, as examples (2) and (3) show above. The ultimate stress pattern found in Santa, however, is not sensitive to syllable weight. This is also true of the ultimate stress patterns found in the Turkic languages.

---

3 Ultimate stress is found on indigenous words of Mongolic origin. Borrowed words may not exhibit this stress pattern.
4 Also see section 5 below for discussion of the symbols '−', '=' and '+' that precede the Santa suffixes.
The ultimate stress pattern found in Santa, then does not appear to be a feature directly inherited from Middle Mongolian. Santa must have either a) acquired ultimate stress through intra-systematic language change or b) acquired ultimate stress through contact-induced language change.

If Santa acquired ultimate stress through intra-systematic language change, then the mechanism for this probably resembles Menges’ hypothesis in Turkic that, ‘a secondary accent developed on the last syllable of the word, which was the last suffixal syllable (Menges 1968:74)’ and this eventually led to the development of ultimate stress in Santa. Although this hypothesis cannot be disproved, the evidence in favor of ultimate stress being acquired through contact-induced language change is strongly suggestive. One of the characteristic features of the Turkic language family is ultimate stress (Menges 1968). Furthermore, when a suffix is added, the stress shifts to the added suffix, except for a small subset of suffixes that don’t cause the stress to shift. The stress pattern found in Turkic is identical to the pattern found in Santa.

If ultimate stress in Santa is a result of a Turkic substratum, when did this stress shift occur? Santa, Baonan (Charles N. Li, personal communication), Monguor (Mostaert 1964), and Eastern Yugur (Schwarz 1984) — the Mongolic orphans of the Gansu/Qinghai border region discussed in section 2.2 above — all exhibit ultimate stress on words of Mongolic origin. This suggests that ultimate stress may have developed in a common ancestor of these four languages. However, the historical development of each of these nationalities is so varied that a common genetic source is unlikely. (See Schwarz (1984) for his views on the origins of each of these nationalities.)

If the ultimate stress pattern in these languages did not come from a common genetic source, where did it come from? We have already discounted the possibility of Middle Mongolian having ultimate stress. Thus, the only other possibility is that ultimate stress developed independently in Santa, Baonan, Monguor, and Eastern Yugur. This is not as untenable as it first appears. There were large numbers of Turkic peoples living in Central Asia during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and the Mongol domination of China and Central Asia at
that time. Different groups of Turkic peoples shifting to Mongolic at that time would not be unusual given the socio-cultural conditions present at that time.\textsuperscript{5}

I have hypothesized the possibility of a Turkic substratum in Santa. There is also evidence of a Turkic substratum in both Eastern Yugur and Monguor.

The Yellow Yugurs of China are a single ethnic group with a single origin which traces back to the Orkhon Uighurs (Schwarz 1984:57-68). Although this nationality’s ethnic origin is Turkic, only one third of the Yellow Yugurs speak a Turkic language, Western Yugur. One third speak Eastern Yugur, the Mongolic language in question here, and the other third speak Chinese.

When the Mongols destroyed the Tangut Xixia state in the early 13th century, the Yugur came under Mongol control. This apparently led to the shift of a number of Turkic speaking Yugurs to Mongolic, thus creating the Eastern Yugur language. In addition to having ultimate stress, Eastern Yugur has a considerable number of Western Yugur (Turkic) loanwords. This point is important, because these loanwords should be viewed as retentions rather than loans. I make a similar point with respect to Santa below.

Father Louis Schram in his \textit{The Monguors of the Kansu-Tibetan Frontier} (1954) presents conclusive historical evidence for the existence of a number of Shatou Turk clans that have been assimilated into the Monguor nationality. On their switch from Turkic to Mongolic he states:

The written sources and the tradition, however, clearly establish the fact that not all of the Monguors are of Mongol origin. There are no data, however, to explain the process by which the Shat’o group lost its original Turkish language and adopted that of the Monguors (Schram 1954:28).

Owen Lattimore writes in the Introduction to Schram’s work:

\textsuperscript{5} I have chosen not to go into detail regarding Turkic-Mongolic relations of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Good sources for this include Clauson (1962), De Rachewiltz (1983), Eberhard (1982), and Jackson (1978).
... the inclusion among the Monguor Mongols of Turkish (and Tibetan and Chinese) elements was not anomalous but a phenomenon of a kind that recurred again and again in Inner Asian history (Schram 1954:9).

The evidence supporting Turkic substrata in both Eastern Yugur and in Monguor as well as in Santa supports my hypothesis that ultimate stress in this areal group of Mongolic languages is not due to the presence of ultimate stress in a common genetic source, which we have no extant evidence for, but due to the presence of individual Turkic substrata in Santa, Eastern Yugur, and Monguor.6

The retention of prosodic features arising in the target language from the source language is not unusual. Thomason and Kaufman assert:

It is true that prosodic features of the original native language are frequently maintained in a shifting group’s TL; intonation is one of the most striking features of both Irish and Indian English (1988:42).

A case of partial stress shift is discussed in Thomason and Kaufman as follows:

... several Russian dialects of Olonets, influenced by the typical Uralic word-initial stress pattern of the Finnic language Karelian, have moved all original word-final stresses to the first syllable of the word. Since non-final stresses remain on their original syllables, stress is still phonemic in these dialects (Thomason & Kaufman 1988:241).

A Santa stress shift due to Turkic substratum interference therefore is not an inconceivable situation. Admittedly, further historical and linguistic evidence is needed if this hypothesis is to be ultimately accepted.7

---

6 At this point, I have not yet found similar evidence for Baoran.
7 The types of evidence that would be supportive are historical records and documents from that era as well as further linguistic analysis of Santa for Turkic features. In addition, there may be ethnological and anthropological evidence that the Santa were not originally Mongols.
In addition to the ultimate stress pattern found in Santa, Santa also has a number of Turkic ‘loanwords’. I hypothesize in Chapter 6, section 6.3 that many of these words of Turkic origin may not be borrowings at all, but rather retentions from the original Turkic language that some of the ancestors of the Santa spoke. This is supported by the fact that some of these words of Turkic origin retain Middle Turkic pronunciations that are not found in any of the modern Turkic languages spoken in China today. That is to say that these words are not recent loans, but date back to the time when the Santa nationality was being formed. For a detailed discussion of words of Turkic origin in Santa, see section 6.3.

2.3.1.2 Tentative hypothesis of the source language

At this point, I want to make a very tentative proposal in regard to the Turkic language that the ancestors of the Santa may have spoken. This language may have been a form of Karakhanide (XI-XIII century) or Post-Karakhanide (XII-XIV century) Turkic. The reasons for suggesting this are a) that the periodization of Karakhanide or Post-Karakhanide Turkic coincides with the time of the Mongol conquest of Central Asia (see section 2.1 above); b) that Karakhanide or Post-Karakhanide Turkic has initial /s/ in such words as sittsgaːn ‘rat’ which is retained in sidzawar ‘rat’ in Santa (see section 6.3 in Chapter 5); and c) the Karakhanides were Islamic Turks who ‘... were promoters of Islam over the Turkic paganism of the steppes (Menges 1968:26)’. Since the Santa are Muslim today, the fact that the hypothesized Turkic speaking substratum was Islamic is hardly surprising.

Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the self-appellation santa is probably derived from the Middle Mongolian word sortaːul < sortaq which referred to ‘... the Turkish-speaking, mainly Muslim Central Asian people whom the Mongols called ‘Sart’. (Lattimore’s Intro to Schram 1954:6).’ A simple derivation of this word — /t/ > /n/ in syllable coda, syllable coda /q/ is lost — produces santa. (See section 4.2 for the historical changes that took place in Santa syllable

8 See section 6.3 below for a discussion of Turkic language periodization (Poppe 1965).
structure.) This appellation in itself, if the etymology is accepted, refers to Turkic-speaking peoples.

Finally, the Santa people do not consider themselves to be of Mongolic descent, even though they speak a Mongolic language (Ma Zixiang and Ma Tong, personal communication). Furthermore, the Santa do not consider themselves to be ethnic Han Chinese either. Historians such as Ma Tong and Ma Zixiang (personal communication) consider the ancestors of the Santa to be Central Asians. The ethnological facts, as well as the historical and linguistic facts, agree with my hypothesis that there was a Turkic substratum in Santa Mongolian.

2.3.2 Present contact: Hui borrowings in Santa

The Santa have lived alongside and interacted with the Hui of Linxia for hundreds of years. The language of the Linxia Hui (Hui, hereafter) is a northwestern Mandarin Chinese dialect that has been heavily altaicized. The Hui dialect is considered to be of the Zhongyuan Mandarin group in the Longzhong sub-grouping (Language Atlas of China 1988). This dialect is unusual in that it has only three contrastive tones; leans toward SOV word order, not SVO; and has a fledging case system, a typologically rare feature for a Chinese dialect. Li (1983, 1984) makes no claims with respect to the source of the altaicization — whether the influence has come from a Mongolic or Turkic language or perhaps even both. These characteristics can be attributed to interference with the Turkic and Mongolic languages of the Gansu/Qinghai border region, which includes Santa. (See Li 1983, 1984 and Dwyer 1992 for more on Hui.) A comparison of linguistic features found in Santa and Hui is given below.

(4) Comparison of features in Santa and Linxia Hui
Santa (Mongolic)                      Linxia Hui (Northwestern Mandarin)
a. SOV                               a. SVO, SOV
b. suffixing, agglutinative          b. largely isolating morphology
c. no tones (ultimate stress)        c. three contrastive tones
d. full case system                  d. fledgling case system
As we can see in (4) above, Santa and Hui are quite typologically distinct. But this has had little effect on Santa’s inclination to borrow heavily from Hui. This is because a number of socio-historical factors contribute to language contact between the Santa and the Hui. These include 1) Dongxiang Autonomous County’s close proximity to Linxia (a major community of the Hui) and nearby Hui settlements; 2) the Hui outnumbering the Santa by two to one: 485,366 to 237,879 respectively in 1982 (Ma Zhengliang 1988:7); 3) both the Hui and the Santa people being Muslim and not ethnically identifying themselves with the Han Chinese; 4) the dominance of the Hui culture; and 5) the Hui and the Santa interacting and intermarrying for perhaps centuries (Schwarz 1984: 99-100).

If we examine these factors more closely, we see first that the Santa and the Hui are in close proximity. This is a prerequisite for contact. Secondly, we see that mutual identity and commonality are established through religious and ethnic lines (both being Muslim and non-Han). This promotes interaction and contact. Thirdly, an asymmetrical relationship with the Santa is formed through the relative dominance of Hui culture and population. This results in the Santa borrowing from the Hui language. Finally, the extended length of their interaction (likely hundreds of years) results in more intensive borrowing. The overall effect of these factors with respect to Santa is that it has incorporated over 2000 lexical items from Hui, including nouns, verbs, and adjectives. See chapter 6 for a more detailed discussion of Hui Chinese loans in Santa. In addition to lexical items, there are a number of borrowed phonological and morphosyntactic features as well.

Phonologically, Santa has over time changed from having a Mongolic type syllable structure to a Chinese type syllable structure. In fact, Santa syllable structure is identical to Hui syllable structure. For a detailed discussion of this, see section 4.2 in Chapter 4.

Morphosyntactically, Santa has a hybrid equational construction which employs the copula verbs from both Santa and Hui. An example of this is given in
(5) where the Chinese copula ɕi falls between the two NPs and the Santa copula wọ follows the two NPs.

(5) ɕi mi ni ɕudọọ ɕi wọ.  F06:59
   this 1SG-GN knife COP.S
   "This is my knife."

For a more detailed discussion of this construction, see section 8.1.3.1 in Chapter 8.

Another borrowed morphosyntactic construction is the manner adverbial construction. In Chinese, onomatopoetic and manner adverbials precede the verb and are set off with the particle de. An example from Mandarin Chinese is given in (6).

(6) nẹi-ge zhòng dingdang-dingdang-de xiāng. (Li & Thompson 1981:328)
   that-CL bell dingdong-dingdong-DE make.noise
   "That bell makes noise in a dingdong-dingdong manner."

A similar example from Santa is given in (7) where the onomatopoetic phrase əndʒi əndʒide precedes the verb ongononə ‘cry out’.

(7) sudoro-na əndʒi əndʒi=ðzi ongononə. T4:006
   inside-R/P ONOM ONOM-DE cry.out=IMP
   Inside of it there is [someone] crying out in a "əndʒi əndʒi" manner.

For a more detailed discussion on manner adverbials, see section 8.2.2.1 in Chapter 8.

2.3.2.1 Santa Mongolian and the Borrowing Scale

The ‘borrowing scale’ proposed by Thomason and Kaufman in their 1988 publication, Language Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics is given in (8) below. (See discussion of Thomason and Kaufman 1988 in section 2.4.2.5.) The purpose of this scale is first, to show that there is a strong correlation between
intensity of contact — from casual contact to very strong cultural pressure; and extent of borrowing — from lexical borrowing only to heavy structural borrowing. The second purpose is to classify languages according to this scale.

(8) Borrowing Scale (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988:74-6)
Type 1 Casual contact: lexical borrowing only
Type 2 Slightly more intense contact: slight structural borrowing
Type 3 More intense contact: slightly more structural borrowing
Type 4 Strong cultural pressure: moderate structural borrowing
Type 5 Very strong cultural pressure: heavy structural borrowing

If we consider the linguistic evidence presented above, then according to Thomason and Kaufman’s borrowing scale, Santa straddles the fence between a type 4 and a type 5 language. This means that Santa has moderate to heavy structural borrowing resulting from strong to very strong cultural pressure. The major linguistic difference between a type 4 and a type 5 language is that borrowing of the type 5 kind leads to ‘significant typological disruption (T & K 1988:75)’ while type 4 borrowing results in ‘relatively little typological change’. The hybrid equational construction discussed briefly above is a good example of a possible typological change in process. Whether Santa will one day cross the line to a type 5 language is a function of time and the Santa’s willingness to be more fully acculturated to the socio-cultural pressures of the Hui and the Hui language. The Santa face the same challenge as a host of other ethnic nationalities in the People’s Republic of China — how to maintain their identity and live at peace with their neighbors at the same time.9

9 In my opinion, the Santa language is not currently endangered. Although the Santa are educated in Chinese, attendance is quite low. In addition, those who do attend do not necessarily complete high school, and very few go on to higher education. This trend is indicative of the Santa people’s unwillingness to be completely assimilated.
2.4 Review of the literature

In this section I will look at previous publications that are relevant to this current work. These include other grammatical descriptions of Santa in section 2.4.1, language contact publications in section 2.4.2, and works concerning the origins of the Santa nationality in section 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Other grammatical descriptions of Santa

The work in this dissertation primarily represents my own analysis of Santa. Other grammatical descriptions that are available are Liu (1981) and Bu (1986), both published in Chinese; and Todaeva (1961) published in Russian.

The data that I have drawn from represents a composite of my own data (collected in Linxia in the summer of 1990 and in Lanzhou and Linxia in the fall of 1991) and data from publications in Russian: Todaeva (1961); and Chinese: Bu (1983, 1987), and A Ibrahim (1987).

These publications are briefly reviewed below.

2.4.1.1 Todaeva’s Dunsianskii iazyk, The Dongxiang Language

Todaeva (1961) is the first extended grammatical description of Santa that I am aware of. Todaeva was a noted Russian linguist who published extensively on the Mongolic languages of China, Mongolia, and the former U.S.S.R..

The first half of Todaeva (1961) includes discussion of the phonetics, phonology, morphology, and syntax of Santa. Todaeva draws upon her widespread knowledge of other Mongolic languages for comparative analysis with Santa. She recognizes that Santa preserves many archaic features that many other Mongolic languages have lost (Todaeva 1961:5).

The second half of her book consists of 8 Santa texts, their translation into Russian, and a fairly complete Santa-Russian glossary of the vocabulary used in the texts.
2.4.1.2 Liu Zhaoxiong’s *Dongxiangyu Jianzhi*, Grammatical Sketch of Dongxiang

Liu (1981) is the first grammatical description of Santa of any length published in China. It consists of four sections, the first three of which are devoted to phonological, lexical, and syntactic descriptions of the Santa language. Morphological description is subsumed under the section on syntactic description. The last section is a glossary of over 2000 lexical items. Unfortunately, the glossary is not alphabetized and is thus difficult to use.

As a descriptive work, Liu Zhaoxiong’s sketch is invaluable.

2.4.1.3 Bu He, editor, *Dongxiangyu he Mengguyu*, Dongxiang and Mongolian

Bu (1986) is the most complete grammatical description of Santa published in any language to date. The author is a linguist of Mongolian descent who specializes in the Mongolic languages of China. This work consists of four sections which are devoted to phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical descriptions. At 265 pages, this is a sizable work, filling in a lot of the areas not covered by Liu (1981). In addition, as the title suggests, there is extensive comparative study of Santa with the present-day Mongolic languages of China, Mongolia, and the former U.S.S.R. as well as with Script Mongolian, an ancient written form of Middle Mongolian still used today in Inner Mongolia and currently being resurrected in the Republic of Mongolia. Script Mongolian preserves the Middle Mongolian pronunciation in its writing system, including many -VgV- sequences that have become V: in contemporary pronunciations (Bu 1986:60-5).

Overall, the level of scholarship in Bu (1986), especially with respect to comparative analysis, is impressive.

2.4.1.4 Bu He, editor, *Dongxiangyu Cihui*, Dongxiang Language Dictionary

Bu (1983) is the only sizable work to date on the Santa lexicon. Both Todaeva (1961) and Liu (1981) contain glossaries, but they are much shorter. Bu (1983) contains over 4500 entries. The Santa lexical entries are glossed in
Chinese. Parts of speech, language of origin, and the equivalent Script Mongolian translation if any are also indicated. Approximately 50% of the entries are borrowed from Hui. The pervasiveness of Hui loans in Santa is striking. See Chapter 6 for more on the influence of Hui on the Santa lexicon.

2.4.1.5 Bu He, editor, *Dongxiangyu Huayu Cailiao*, Dongxiang Discourse Material

Bu (1987) represents the largest collection of narratives published in Santa. It includes an introductory section comprising 47 pages (20 short chapters) of pedagogically oriented Chinese-to-Santa translation sentences, a collection of 10 proverbs and 26 riddles, and 27 narratives of varying length.

The contents are formatted in an interlinear style throughout. The first line is the Santa text given in IPA; the second line is Mongolian Script\(^\text{10}\); and the last line is the sentence-by-sentence Chinese translation of the Santa.

Although the narratives in this collection are edited and thus not do not represent completely natural oral discourse, they still represent an important body of work approximating oral data. Since Santa is not a written language, significant differences between written and oral language are less likely to occur in these texts.

2.4.1.6 A Ibrahim’s *Dongxiangyu Huayu Cailiao*, Dongxiang Discourse Material

A Ibrahim (1987) consists of two Santa narratives with morpheme-by-morpheme glosses in Chinese followed by free Chinese translations of the texts. In addition, A Ibrahim (1987) includes a short glossary and translation of all the suffixes found in the texts.

---

\(^{10}\) This is not a written form of Santa, but classical Mongolian Script used to translate words of Mongolic origin.
2.4.2 Language contact publications

Publications on contact-induced language change directly relevant to this current work include four articles published by Charles N. Li between 1983 and 1986 and Thomason and Kaufman’s 1988 book, *Language Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics*.

2.4.2.1 Charles N. Li’s *Languages in contact in Western China*

In his 1983 article, Li briefly discusses contact-induced features found in Wutun (a northwestern Mandarin Chinese dialect heavily influenced by Tibetan) and Hui (a northwestern Mandarin dialect heavily influenced by Altaic). Li goes into more depth in his discussion of contact-induced features found in Baonan (a Mongolic language heavily influenced by Hui). These features include lexical, phonological, and syntactic items. Li found that 50-55% of the Baonan lexicon consists of Hui loans. He also found that Baonan is in the initial stages of developing tone due to Hui Chinese influence. Syntactically, Baonan has borrowed the resultative, equational, and comparative constructions from Hui.

2.4.2.2 Charles N. Li’s *From verb-medial analytic to verb-final synthetic language: A case of typological change*

Li’s 1984 article addresses contact-induced language change in Hui, a northwestern Mandarin Chinese dialect that has been heavily altaicized. Phonologically, Hui only has three tones as compared to four or more for other northwestern Mandarin dialects. (Altaic languages are not tonal). Limited instances of vowel harmony can also be found. Morphologically, Hui is unusual in that it has a case system, a feature typologically unknown to Chinese. In addition, Hui favors verb-final word order and postpositions. Li points out that these features are common to Altaic and hypothesizes the presence of an Altaic substratum although he does not specify whether it might be Turkic or Mongolic.
2.4.2.3 Charles N. Li’s Contact-induced semantic change and innovation

Published in 1985, this article examines contact-induced semantic change. Li provides two lexical examples and one syntactic example of semantic change in Baonan and a morphological example of semantic change in Wutun. One of the lexical examples of semantic change in Baonan is explained by Li as follows:

Through contact with Hui, the Baonan people saw the need for the semantic notion, ‘thousand’. Instead of borrowing the Hui morpheme, /tcan/, for ‘thousand’, the Baonan people copied the homophonous nature of the Hui expressions for ‘one day’ and ‘one thousand’ by assigning the same two readings to their indigenous word /naqudár/. Subsequent re-analysis of the word /naqudár/ yields the new phonologically-indigenous morpheme /-dər/ ‘thousand’ (Li 1985:328-9).

2.4.2.4 Charles N. Li’s The rise and fall of tones through diffusion

Li’s 1986 article explores the development of tones in Baonan Mongolian and the loss of tones in Wutun, a northwestern Mandarin Chinese dialect. Baonan is in the process of gaining phonemic tone through contact with Hui. Indigenous Baonan words have predictable ultimate stress, but Hui loans have contrastive high and low pitch. Wutun, on the other hand, has lost all tones through contact with Amdo Tibetan, a toneless Tibetan language.

* * * * *

Li’s articles on Baonan and Hui are essential building blocks for my research. Many similarities can be found in the historical development of Baonan and Santa, which are sister languages. The main point of interest, however, is not found in the features common to these Mongolic ‘orphans’, but the similarities found in their contact-induced features such as 1) the pervasiveness of Hui loans, 2) the borrowed equational construction, and 3) the borrowed resultative construction.
Li's work on Hui is equally important because Hui is the major source of contact-induced features in Santa.

2.4.2.5 Thomason and Kaufman's *Language Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics*

Thomason and Kaufman's *Language Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics* (1988) is the most important work of its kind to date since Uriel Weinreich's *Languages in Contact* (1968). The commonly held assumption that language change arises chiefly through intrasystematic changes is not advocated by Thomason and Kaufman (T & K henceforth). Their position is that 'the history of a language is a function of the history of its speakers, and not an independent phenomenon that can be thoroughly studied without reference to the social context in which it is embedded (T & K 1988:4). Consequently, social factors may and often do prevail over purely linguistic ones such as markedness and analogic change in determining what is borrowed.

T & K identify two distinctly different types of contact-induced language change: borrowing and substratum interference. T & K define borrowing as 'the incorporation of foreign features into a group's native language by speakers of that language: the native language is maintained but is changed by the addition of incorporated features (T & K 1988:37). When borrowing occurs, vocabulary items are routinely the first features incorporated.

As already discussed above, a very useful contribution of T & K's book is their proposed 'borrowing scale'. See section 2.3.2.1 for discussion of the borrowing scale and how Santa is classified according to it.

Substratum interference, on the other hand, is defined by T & K as 'a subtype of interference that results from imperfect group learning during a process of language shift. That is, in this kind of interference a group of speakers shifting to a target language fails to learn the target language (TL) perfectly. The errors made by members of the shifting group in speaking the TL then spread to the TL as a whole when they are imitated by original speakers of that language (T & K 1988:38-9). Phonology and syntax are generally initially affected by substratum
interference. Vocabulary items are least affected by this type of contact-induced language change.

The distinction between borrowing and substratum interference and the results produced by these two different types of contact-induced language change will be crucial for solving the puzzle of the Santa language and its development.

Also included in T & K’s book are nine case studies of contact-induced language change. I hope that this present work will be a valuable addition to the limited amount of literature available on this topic.

2.4.3 Works concerning the origins of the Santa nationality

Little is definitely known about the origin of the Santa nationality. Since the answer to this question is important with respect to the current work, previous speculations regarding the origin of the Santa nationality are evaluated below.

2.4.3.1 Ma & Ma’s Concerning the Origin of the Santa People

Published in 1982, Ma & Ma’s article suggests that the Santa people were Islamic artisans of Central Asia captured by the Mongolian Army on its western expeditions during the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century. These artisans were classified as se mu ren, ‘people with colored eyes’, belonging to different ethnic groups speaking different languages in Central Asia. After being captured by the Mongols, they were forced to acquire the language of their masters and settle in their present home land. This scenario suggests that the Santa language may originally have come into being through the process of language shift.

2.4.3.2 Henry G. Schwarz’s The Minorities of Northern China

Schwarz discusses three theories concerning the origin of the Santa nationality. The first is an oral tradition and asserts that the Santa are ‘descendants of Mongol soldiers who during Chinggis Khan’s campaigns settled in the Hezhou region (now the area around the Dongxiang autonomous county) where they ultimately lost their military function and status (Schwarz 1984:99).’
The second theory claims that the Santa were originally part of the Chagatay khanate\footnote{Genghis Khan parceled out these khanates (or realms) to his four sons. The Chagatay khanate was ruled by his son Chagatay.} which prospered in Central Asia. After being converted to Islam, they moved southward due to discrimination where one branch eventually ended up in the Hezhou area. Another ended up in Inner Mongolian and is known today as the Alashan Left Banner.

The third theory maintains that the Santa were originally Hui who lived in the current region inhabited by the Santa who socialized with Hans and Mongols for generations.

Schwarz dismisses the last theory as untenable due to lack of supporting evidence, while leaning to the first one. He asserts, ‘at any rate there is a general consensus that the main stock of the original Dongxiang was Mongol, not Hui (Schwarz 1984:99).’ However, the Santa people strongly reject any notion that they are of Mongolic descent (Ma Tong and Ma Zixiang, personal communication). Ma Tong and Ma Zixiang maintain that the ancestors of the Santa were primarily Central Asians. This fact supports my hypothesis that a Turkic substratum exists in Santa Mongolian. The second theory mentioned by Schwarz above, that the Santa people were originally part of a Chagatay khanate, is the most favorable with respect to my work, but even the first would not count out the possibility of a Turkic substratum.

2.5 Methodology

In this section I will discuss methodology, the database for this work, and the transcription systems that were used.

With respect to the analysis of the Santa data, my aim was to present what I know about Santa with the data that I have at hand. In addition to this, I have relied mostly upon examples from texts. Occasionally I have consulted data that was elicited from a language consultant, but I have avoided these kinds of examples whenever possible. The consequence of this is that the linguistic
structures I cover here tend to be those that occur more frequently in folktale and narrative data. Linguistic structures that are more common in everyday conversational data, for instance, may not be treated here.

2.5.1 The database

The core of my database consists of 23 folktales and narratives from various sources. These sources include A Ibrahim (1987), Bu He (1987), Todaeva (1961), and data that I collected in Linxia and Lanzhou in Gansu province, the People’s Republic of China in 1990 and 1991 respectively. These texts are listed in Table 2.1.13

12 Folktales indicated by ‘F’ in the genre column of Table 2.1 below, and narrative is indicated by ‘N’.
13 The fact that the surnames (which come first in Chinese) are nearly all identical in Table 2.1 below doesn’t mean that the narrators are related. Mā which literally means ‘horse’ is the most common Santa surname and is probably derived from Mohammed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name of Story</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>IUs</th>
<th>Narrator</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>The small grandson</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>A Ibrahim (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>The two brothers</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>A Ibrahim (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH</td>
<td>A boy and his horse</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Jùn</td>
<td>Field (7-25-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F05</td>
<td>The cat and the tiger</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Xuětiān</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F06</td>
<td>The goat and the sheep</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Tēnglín</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F07</td>
<td>The lion and the tiger</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yáng Sēnlin</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F08</td>
<td>The tiger and the rabbit</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Tēnglóng</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11</td>
<td>“Leaky pot”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Tēnglín</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F13</td>
<td>The man who grew horns</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Jünzhōng</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Santa hospitality</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhūxīn</td>
<td>Field (7-31-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Green apricots</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhīxīn</td>
<td>Field (7-31-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Now and then</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhūxīn</td>
<td>Field (7-31-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>My childhood</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhūxīn</td>
<td>Field (7-31-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>The Peach River</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhūxīn</td>
<td>Field (7-31-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Marriage customs</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>339</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhōujiāng</td>
<td>Field (11-5-91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>The magpie and the pheasant</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Kēxiāng</td>
<td>Field (7-11-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Our customs and habits</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhōngshūn</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>My own experience</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mǎ Zhōngshūn</td>
<td>Bu He (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>The witch</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Todaeva (1961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>The wood gatherer</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Todaeva (1961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Ma Cheba</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Todaeva (1961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>The dog and the cat</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Todaeva (1961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>The vole and the zokor</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Todaeva (1961)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Santa texts referred to in this dissertation

Examples in this work are referenced in the following manner. The capital letters and possibly number which precede the colon is the identification (ID) for the text given in Table 2.1 above. The number or numbers that immediately
follow the colon refer to the sentence or intonation unit (IU) number from the text. This tag immediately follows each sentence or intonation unit in the example, or it follows the last sentence or intonation unit. An example is given below.

(9) “bi tsi-ni bari-dzi fuja-sa dzuuladzi=dana idzim=na.” F06:47
1SGNM 2SG-AC take-SS tie-DL hang.up=DQ eat=IMP
"After I catch and tie you up, I will hang you up, and then I will eat you."

In (9) above, ‘F06’ is the ID for the folktale titled The goat and the sheep in Table 2.1 above. ‘47’ means that this example was the 47th sentence in this text. In addition to this, underlining and other devices are used to highlight specific items in the example.

The format of the published folktales and narratives in Bu He (1987) is interlinear style. The first line is Santa, transcribed using an adapted form of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The second line is a word-by-word translation using Script Mongolian. This writing system is not used by the Santa. Although it is still used in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Script Mongolian is unable to represent the Santa language satisfactorily. There are two reasons why this is so: 1) Script Mongolian spelling still represents the Middle Mongolian spelling. So even in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, colloquial pronunciation and Script Mongolian vary greatly; 2) the Santa vocabulary has incorporated a large number of Chinese lexical items from Hui, the local northwestern Mandarin dialect spoken mainly by Chinese Muslims. These loan words are represented in Script Mongolian by the Mongolian equivalent given in parentheses. There are also a number of grammatical differences which cannot be satisfactorily represented. The Script Mongolian glossing is useful for historical/comparative study by those who are able to read

14 An intonation unit is a unit of speech that occurs in natural discourse that is unified by a single intonation contour.
Script Mongolian, but generally not for our purposes here. The third and final line is a free translation into Chinese.

The folktales from A Ibrahim (1987) have morpheme-by-morpheme glossing into Chinese as well as a free translation.

The folktales from Todaeva (1961) were transcribed using a transcription system based on Cyrillic. There is no morpheme-by-morpheme glossing, but there is a glossary which contains most of the words used in the texts. There is also a free translation of each text into Russian.

The Santa language has no accepted written form. In other words, the Santa language is an oral language with no written tradition. The adapted IPA transcription used in the texts published in China would thus be incomprehensible to the average Santa speaker. Only those with specific training in this area would be able to read the published form of these texts.

In addition to the Santa data, data for Hui was also collected during my 1990 and 1991 field trips to Gansu. However, data collected by Charles N. Li on Hui that he has made available to me has proved invaluable.

2.5.2 Transcribing Santa: Phonetic, phonemic, and orthographic approaches

There is no written script in use for Santa today. Santa has never been a written language. Education in Dongxiang Autonomous County is carried out in Chinese, so any written communication is done in Chinese as well. A Ibrahim, a Santa linguist who studies the Santa language, introduced a written script in his 1984 manuscript, An Alphabetic Script for Dongxiang. But to the best of my knowledge, it has never had any widespread use.

2.5.2.1 The phonetic approach

There are three approaches I will use for transcribing Santa as a written language. The first approach is to transcribe the speech sounds phonetically using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). This is valuable for phonetic detail and research, but in normal circumstances, the IPA is too detailed. Therefore, I will only use the phonetic IPA approach when phonetic detail is important. All
phonetic transcriptions will be contained in square-brackets ‘[ ]’ unless otherwise noted.

2.5.2.2 The phonemic approach

The second approach I will use is a broader phonemic representation. In this approach phonetic (or predictable) detail is not transcribed, although the IPA is still used. Speech sounds in allophonic relationship to each other — in complementary distribution or in free variation — are represented by one abstract segment. This is a standard approach for transcribing an unwritten language where phonetic detail is unimportant. In addition, this representation of speech is believed to approximate more closely the speech sounds the speaker understands he or she is using. All phonemic transcriptions will be contained in slanted-brackets ‘/’ unless otherwise noted.

2.5.2.3 The orthographic approach

The third approach is orthographic. However, it should be noted that this approach is not strictly orthographic because it still uses the IPA symbols rather than a standard alphabet that one would find on a typewriter or a computer. This approach emphasizes readability, learnability, and phonemic distinctiveness to guide its development. Most of the Santa examples will be transcribed using the orthographic approach and will be unmarked as such. Within the discussion text, orthographic transcriptions will be underlined.

2.5.2.4 Some transcription problems

I will discuss two problems with transcription here: the problem of transcribing the stops and affricates and the problem of transcribing the glides.

2.5.2.4.1 Transcribing the stops and affricates

One of the chief difficulties one encounters when transcribing Santa is how to transcribe the stops and affricates. Phonetically in Santa, the distinction
between the two stop/affricate series is one of aspiration, not voicing. Thus we have an unaspirated series [p, t, k, q, ts, tc, ts] and an aspirated series [pʰ, tʰ, kʰ, qʰ, tsʰ, tcʰ, tsʰ]. Phonemically, these series would be transcribed identically: /p, t, k, q, ts, tc, ts/ and /pʰ, tʰ, kʰ, qʰ, tsʰ, tcʰ, tsʰ/. A problem arises here though of readability and recognizability if one uses a purely phonemic transcription system. This is mainly due to the influence of English where we would aspirate something we see as ‘p’ or ‘k’ (when they are actually unaspirated in this context). To avoid this, I will be using the orthographic system to transcribe the unaspirated series as b, d, g, c, dz, dz, dz and the aspirated series as p, t, k, q, ts, tc, ts. Thus, orthographically, the distinction is represented as a voicing distinction, but phonemically the distinction is actually one of aspiration. I believe this system facilitates readability. This approach agrees in style with many of the Chinese scholars who publish on Santa in China. In addition, this approach parallels pinyin, the romanization system used to transcribe Mandarin.

2.5.2.4.2 Transcribing the glides

The problem of transcribing the glides is more complicated. My analysis of the Santa and Chinese syllable claims that there are no complex vowel nuclei. (See section 4.2 for more on Santa syllable structure.) That means that if there is more than one [-consonantal] segment in the syllable, then only one can be [+syllabic] and all others must be [-syllabic]. More plainly, these [-consonantal, -syllabic] segments must be on- or off-glides.

Phonetically, I will transcribe the bilabial central approximant as [u] and the palatal central approximant as [i]. They function as glides and this phonetic representation emphasizes their [-consonantal, -syllabic] nature. ¹⁵

Phonemically, I will transcribe the bilabial central approximant as /w/ and the palatal central approximant as /y/.

Orthographically, I will transcribe the bilabial central approximant as w when it is in the C₁ position and C₂ is null; at all other times u will be used. I will

¹⁵ However, both of the central approximants have [+consonantal] allophones that are fricativized.
transcribe the palatal central approximant as y when it is in the C₁ position and C₂ is null, at all other times i will be used.

I will be using pinyin, the accepted romanization system used in the People's Republic of China to represent Chinese. However, it should be understood that the dialect of Mandarin that is in contact with Santa is Hui, a northwestern dialect that only has three tones. I have made no attempt to reconcile the tonal or segmental differences between Hui and Mandarin in most of my discussion. For more on Hui see Li (1983, 1984, 1985, 1986).

2.5.2.5 The phonetic, phonemic, and orthographic transcription systems

As mentioned above, I will be using three different transcription systems — the phonetic, the phonemic, and the orthographic transcription systems — to represent Santa throughout this work. Table 2.2 on the following page is an equivalence table for the consonants. Table 2.3 is an equivalence table for the vowels, vowel+glide sequences, glide+vowel sequences, and glide+glide+vowel sequences.

---

16 I have not included an equivalence table for the pinyin symbols with the IPA here. See Li & Thompson (1988:3-9) or most any Chinese-English English-Chinese dictionary.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[Phonetic]</th>
<th>/Phonemic/</th>
<th>Orthographic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p^h$, $p\phi$</td>
<td>$p^h$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t^h$, $t\theta$</td>
<td>$t^h$</td>
<td>$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k^h$, $k\lambda$</td>
<td>$k^h$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q^h$, $q\chi$</td>
<td>$q^h$</td>
<td>$q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ts^h$, $s$</td>
<td>$ts^h$</td>
<td>$ts$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tc^h$</td>
<td>$tc^h$</td>
<td>$tc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ts^h$</td>
<td>$ts^h$</td>
<td>$ts$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ts$</td>
<td>$ts$</td>
<td>$dz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tc$</td>
<td>$tc$</td>
<td>$dz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\varsigma$</td>
<td>$t\varsigma$</td>
<td>$dz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>$s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>$h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
<td>$\varsigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$, $m$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$, $m$, $N$</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$, $\rho$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>$l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\upsilon$, $\upsilon$</td>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>$w$, $u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J$, $\ddot{i}$</td>
<td>$j$</td>
<td>$j$, $i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The phonetic, phonemic, and orthographic equivalence table for consonants
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[Phonetic]</th>
<th>/Phonemic/</th>
<th>Orthographic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i, i, ɪ, ì</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ, ŭ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>uu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, ŭ</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e, ɛ, ɤ, ɔ</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o, wɔ</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, æ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aɪ, æi</td>
<td>aj</td>
<td>ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aʊ, ɒu</td>
<td>aw</td>
<td>au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eɪ</td>
<td>ej</td>
<td>ei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eʊ, ɛu</td>
<td>ew</td>
<td>eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td>ja, ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɯa</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wa, ua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɨɛ</td>
<td>jɛ</td>
<td>jɛ, iɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɪu</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>ju, iu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɪau, iʊu</td>
<td>jaw</td>
<td>jau, iau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊɑɪ, ʊɛɪ</td>
<td>waj</td>
<td>wai, uai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊɛɪ</td>
<td>wɛj</td>
<td>wɛi, uɛi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: The phonetic, phonemic, and orthographic equivalence table for vowels, vowel+glide sequences, glide+vowel sequences, and glide+glide+vowel sequences.
Chapter 3

Phonetics

3. Introduction

In this chapter, I will introduce the consonant and vowel inventories of Santa in section 3.1, discuss some general phonetic rules that occur in Santa in section 3.2, and finally, I will give an articulatory description of each segment in section 3.3.

3.1 Consonant and vowel inventory

The consonantal inventory of Santa consists of the following segments listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Santa Consonant Inventory: Phonetic representation
(Orthographic representation in parentheses)\textsuperscript{17}

The vowel inventory consists of the following segments listed in Table 3.2:

Table 3.2: Santa Vowel Inventory
(Orthographic representation)

3.2 General phonetic rules and constraints

In this section, I will discuss some general phonetic rules and constraints that I have identified in Santa.

\textsuperscript{17} See section 2.5.2 for discussion of phonetic vs. phonetic vs. orthographic representation.
3.2.1 Affrication of aspirated stops

There is an optional rule in Santa where aspirated stops are affricated before high vowels. This affrication occurs at the same point of articulation as the stop closure, except for /tʰ/, for which the affrication occurs at the dental point of articulation rather than the alveolar. This rule is loosely formalized in (1).

(1) /aspirated stop/ → [affricate]/__V [+ high]

Some examples are given below.

(2) pičia ‘belt’ /pʰɪčjə/ → [pʰɪčjə]
(3) tuqa ‘chicken’ /tʰuqa/ → [tʰuqa]
(4) kidzio ‘to lie down’ /kʰitʃə/ → [kʰitʃə]
(5) quдоро ‘knife’ /qʰutorо/ → [qʰutorо]

Aspirated stops preceding non-high vowels are not affricated as shown below.

(6) ta ‘to guess’ /tʰa/ → [tʰa]
(7) koroloŋ ‘footprint’ /kʰoroŋ/ → [kʰoroŋ]
(8) qalunŋ ‘hot’ /qʰalunŋ/ → [qʰalunŋ]

The amount and salience of the friction is variable depending on which segment it occurs after. The most salient presence of friction is found after /qʰ/, /pʰ/, and /tʰ/, in that order from highest to lowest. The presence of friction after /kʰ/ is the least salient, but it does occur.

The vowel is also voiceless in this environment. On one hand, the high vowel provides the environment for the affrication of aspirated stops. On the other hand, the affricated aspirated stop induces the devoicing of high vowels. See section 3.2.9 for more discussion on the devoicing of vowels.

The affrication of aspirated stops is an areal feature that can be found in other languages of the Gansu-Qinghai-Shaanxi region of China such as Minhe
Monguor (Keith W. Slater, personal communication) and the Hui northwestern Mandarin dialect of Linxia (Li 1984).

3.2.2 Fricativization of central approximants

There is an optional rule in Santa where both /j/ and /w/ are fricativized before vowels when they are syllable initial. This fricativization is most evident before high vowels, but it also occurs before mid and low vowels. This rule is loosely formalized in (9).

(9) /central approximant/ $\rightarrow$ [fricative]/$\_\_\_$/V

Some examples are given below.

(10) jibai ‘one hundred’ /jipai/ $\rightarrow$ [jipɛi]
(11) wəila ‘to cry’ /wəjila/ $\rightarrow$ [vəj'ilə]

This rule rarely applies before low back vowels as illustrated below.

(12) jara ‘wound’ /jara/ $\rightarrow$ [ja'ɾa]
(13) warada ‘to shout’ /warata/ $\rightarrow$ [warə'ta]

This rule is also an areal feature also found in Minhe Monguor (Keith W. Slater, personal communication) and Hui (Li 1984).

This fricativization rule has caused Chinese scholars to classify these sounds as fricatives rather than as approximants (Liu 1981, Bu 1986), but I have chosen to classify them as approximants because they pattern like glides and not like consonants in the syllable structure. See section 4.2 for more on Santa syllable structure.

3.2.3 Adjacent sonorants constraint

In mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin in Santa, there is a constraint on adjacent sonorants across syllable boundaries. More specifically, if a nasal, /n/ or /ŋ/, is present in the syllable coda of the first syllable, the onset of the
following syllable cannot be a sonorant: /n/, /m/, /l/, /r/, /j/, or /w/. There are three exceptions to this constraint given below. These all involve nasal-lateral approximant sequences.

(14) мэнлэу 'forehead'
(15) тэнлэй 'palate'
(16) тэнлэй 'to listen, to hear'

This constraint does not apply when there is a glide in the coda as in (17) or when the word is of Chinese origin as in (18).

(17) сэйра 'easy' /qэйра/ → [qэй'ра]
(18) зэлэйнин 'people' (from Chinese рэнмин)

3.2.4 Palatalization

There is an areal feature in the Gansu-Qinghai border region where alveolar stops are palatalized before /i/ or /j/. This applies to words of both Mongolic and Chinese origins. In example (19), Santa has тц (/tcʰ/) where the other Mongolic languages have т (/tʰ/). In example (20), Santa has дц (/tc/) where the others have д (/t/) This shows that Santa тц and дц in these examples were originally т and д respectively. There are many more examples like these.

---

18 Tonal markings on Chinese source words are from Mandarin, not the local Hui dialect which only has three tones. See Chapter 2 section 2.5.2 for more on this.
19 My impression is that this rule is still productive. Any new loans would undergo the same palatalization rule.
(19) (Kuribayashi 1989:357)

Script M.     temūr     ‘iron’
Mongolian    tom∂r
Dagur       --
E. Yugur    təmər
Monguor    təmur
Baoran     təmər
Santa      tɕiəmu

(20) (Kuribayashi 1989:213)

Script M.     degesü(n)     ‘rope’
Mongolian    dəes
Dagur       dəes
E. Yugur    diisən
Monguor    deesə
Baoran     desuŋ
Santa      dziasuŋ

Examples (21) and (22) show that in words of Chinese origin, ɬ and d are also palatalized before /i/ and /j/.

(21) tɕiəntɕi    ‘weather’ (from Chinese tiānqì)
(22) dʑiːdʐu       ‘host, landlord’ (from Chinese dìzhǔ)

3.2.5 Insertion of syllable onset /n/

There are a number of Chinese loans in Santa where /n/ has been inserted in the syllable onset where previously there was no onset. Just a few of these are listed below.

(23) naiji    ‘to love, to like, to be fond of’ (from Chinese ài)
(24) nágбan    ‘kneading board’ (from Chinese ànbān)
(25) baunən gə    ‘to pay a debt of gratitude’ (from Chinese bāo’ēn)

There appears to be a constraint on words borrowed from Chinese which have no onsets and begin with either /a/ or /ɑ/. There is only one exception given
in (26), but even for this, there is another borrowing for which there is an /n/ in
the onset, given in (27).

(26) antøu ‘saddle’ (from Chinese āntóu)
(27) naŋdzəŋ ‘saddle’ (from Chinese ānchàn)

This constraint is not confined to Santa. It can be found in Baonan as well
where the appellation baunon is derived from Chinese bāo’ān.

3.2.6 Homorganic nasal-stop constraint

In mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin, there is a constraint where
if a syllable-initial stop or affricate is preceded by a nasal, than this nasal must be
homorganic. There are four instances where this constraint does not hold: two
examples of stops in (28) and (29) and two examples of affricates in (30) and (31).
Example (31) has an alternative pronunciation where the preceding nasal is
homorganic.

(28) maŋta ‘to dig, to excavate’
(29) miŋnu ‘silver’
(30) jaŋtʃi ‘to thresh grain (on the threshing floor)’
(31) gaŋdzʊŋ ~ gandʒʊŋ ‘sleeve’

A possible explanation for these counterexamples is that these words were
not originally mono-morphemic and have since been grammaticalized as such.

This constraint also applies to nasal-bilabial stop sequences. In (32) a
bilabial nasal occurs in the syllable coda at the phonetic level. (Bilabial nasal/stop
sequences are not allowed at the phonemic level. See section 4.2 for more on
Santa syllable structure.) One can also find examples of this constraint applying to
words of Chinese origin, as in (33).

(32) unþær ‘to sink, to subside’ /ʊnþær/ → [ʊmpæʼræ]
(33) dzʊnbí giæ ‘to get ready’ /tʃʊnpi kjæ/ → [tʃʊmpʼi kje]
(from Chinese zhûnbéi)
In nasal-uvular stop sequences, the nasal is uvular as in (34), even though this segment isn’t present in the Santa consonantal inventory.

(34) suŋqu ‘to choose, to opt, to select’ /suŋqu/ → [sŭn’qu]

In some rare instances, when the nasal is followed by a bilabial stop, it is difficult to determine if the segment is an /n/ or an /ŋ/ at the phonemic level as in the example below.

(35) nəŋpəŋ quɔi ‘a type of insect’ /nəŋpəŋ quɔi/ → [nəm’pəŋ qu’i] unknown source/Santa

3.2.7 Deletion of nasal codas and vowel nasalization

There is an areal feature in the Gansu-Qinghai border region where nasal codas are routinely deleted. Vowels are normally nasalized when they precede a nasal in Santa. When the nasal coda is deleted, a nasalized vowel is left behind: vn > ʋn > ʋ. Some examples are given below.

(36) tʃusun ‘blood’ /tʃusun/ → [tʃ’un’su]
(37) oljan ‘cloud’ /oljan/ → [ɔ’liz]  
(38) tʃiŋan ‘white’ /tʃiŋan/ → [tʃ’iŋqā]

This rule is not restricted to word-final nasals, as can be seen in (39). But the frequency of the rule applying in non-word-final situations is much less. This is probably due to consonantal onsets in the following syllable which seem to influence the presence of the nasal.

(39) dzioŋjị ‘proposal, recommendation’ /tʃjəŋji/ → [tʃj’iŋji]

The deletion of nasal codas results in the neutralization of the alveolar-velar nasal distinction in the coda. But this distinction is not lost when the vowel is /a/. This is because /a/ has an [æ] variant which occurs before alveolar nasals and an [a] variant which occurs before velar nasals. In these cases, when the nasal is deleted, a distinction is still made in the vowels, as the minimal
pair in examples (40) and (41) shows. This rule may eventually lead to the phonemicization of \([æ]\), but since the deletion of the nasal coda is optional, I do not consider the phonetic variants \([ā]\) and \([\ddot{a}e]\) to contrast at the phonemic level yet.

(40) dan 'carrying pole and the loads on it' /tan/ \(\rightarrow [tæ]\)
(41) daŋ 'political party' /tan/ \(\rightarrow [tā]\)

3.2.8 Anticipatory vowel and nasal assimilation

In fast speech, when two vowels are adjacent to each other across syllable boundaries and within the same intonation unit, the first vowel assimilates to the quality of the second vowel. The timing remains basically the same or is perhaps slightly shorter in duration than if there were two full vowels. This is illustrated in (42). The /i/ of mori ‘horse’ has assimilated to [u]. The stress pattern remains unchanged with ultimate stress falling on the last syllable of mori ‘horse’, even though the quality of the vowel of the final syllable has changed.

(42) jaw mori unu-dzi MC:121
    /jaw mori unu-tṣi/ \(\rightarrow [jo\ddot{u} mo'r\ddot{u}nu,ti\ddot{s}i]\)
    want horse ride-SS
    want to ride a horse

I have also encountered instances of assimilation of a coda nasal with the following vowel as well, as in (43). This is not uncommon. In this case, the nasal takes on all the features of the following vowel, but retains its [+ nasal] feature so that the vowel is nasalized. Again, timing and stress assignment remains basically the same. In (43), the syllable coda nasal of axuŋ ‘imam’ assimilates to the following vowel and becomes [ā].

(43) axuŋ asa-dzi balu MC:186
    /axuŋ asa-tṣi palu/ \(\rightarrow [a'xūûsa,tṣi pə'lu]\)
    imam ask-SS finish
    finish asking the imam
3.2.9 Devoicing of vowels

In Santa, simple high vowels, /i/, /u/, or /u/, are voiceless when they occur between voiceless segments in an initial unstressed syllable. Some examples are given below.

(44) ḷu:nuŋ ‘hard, stiff, tough’ /qʰu:nuŋ/ → [qʰu'nuŋ]
(45) tɕi:ŋ ‘ear’ /tɕʰiːŋ/ → [tɕʰi'ŋ]
(46) sidara ‘to catch fire, to be on fire’ /sɪtara/ → [sɪtə'ra]

Examples (47) and (48) shows that the vowel is not voiceless if it precedes a voiced segment. This rule is obligatory in words of Mongolic origin.

(47) tɕiːla ‘to be weary, to be exhausted’ /tɕʰiːla/ → [tɕʰi'la]
(48) suma ‘arrow’ /sumɑ/ → [su'ma]

There are also examples of the mid central vowel /ə/ being voiceless as well, as in (49).

(49) pesə ‘again, still’ /pʰəsə/ → [pʰə'sə]

This rule may also apply to words of Chinese origin as in (50), but the application of the rule is optional.

(50) tʂugəi ‘cupboard, cabinet’ /tʂʰukəi/ → [tʂʰy'kəi]

In addition, there are numerous instances of voiceless /i/ following /s/ in non-word-initial syllables as in (51) and (52). However, not all instances of /i/ following /s/ are voiceless as in (53).

(51) ’basi ‘tiger’ /pasi/ → [pasi]
(52) kʰəwələ ‘children’ /kʰəwələ/ → [kʰəwə'lə]
(53) bositu ‘pregnant’ /pəsɪtu/ → [pəsɪtu]
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3.3 Articulatory description of the consonants and vowels

The Santa consonants will be described in section 3.3.1 in terms of voicing, aspiration, place of articulation, and manner of articulation. Recognized variations (allophones) of the basic consonantal segments will also be described.

The Santa vowels will be described in section 3.3.2 in terms of vowel height, frontness/backness, rhoticization (if present), and rounding. Recognized variations (allophones) of the basic vocalic segments will also be described.

Santa ‘diphthongs’ and ‘triphthongs’ will be described in section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 The Santa consonants

There are 29 basic consonantal segments in the Santa consonantal inventory. Phonemically, they are: /pʰ, tʰ, kʰ, qʰ, p, t, k, q, tʃʰ, tʃ, ts, tʃ, ts, f, s, ʃ, s, x, h, z, r, m, n, ŋ, l, w, j/.

3.3.1.1 /pʰ/ = [pʰ, pɸʰ]

/pʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop. Before high vowels, this phoneme tends to be realized as [pɸʰ], rather than [pʰ]. See section 3.2.1 for more on the affrication of aspirated stops.

(54) pəsə ‘again, still’ /pʰəsə/
(55) pʃiʃə ‘belt’ /pʰʃiʃə/ → [pɸʰʃiʃə]

3.3.1.2 /tʰ/ = [tʰ, tθʰ]

/tʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated alveolar stop. Before high vowels, this phoneme tends to be realized as [tθʰ], rather than [tʰ], as in example (57). However, the affrication is more salient before [u] than before [u].

(56) təiʃə ‘walking stick’ /tʰəjəʃə/
(57) tʰiθə ‘chicken’ /tʰiθə/ → [tθʰiθə]
3.3.1.3 /kʰ/= [kʰ, kxʰ]

/kʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated velar stop. The presence of [kxʰ] before high vowels is not very salient, but it does occur as in (59).

(58) kəwənəŋ ‘boy, son’ /kʰəwənəŋ/
(59) kideziə ‘to lie down, to recline’ /kideziə/ → [kxʰi+tɕiə]

3.3.1.4 /qʰ/= [qʰ, qxʰ]

/qʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated uvular stop. Before high vowels, this phoneme tends to be realized as [qxʰ] rather than [qʰ]. The affrication is very salient.

(60) qə‘hand’ /qʰə/ 
(61) qudoqo ‘knife’ /qʰutoqo/ → [qxʰutoqo]

3.3.1.5 /p/= [p]

/p/ is a voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop.

(62) bəŋ ‘honey’ /bəŋ/

3.3.1.6 /t/= [t]

/t/ is a voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop.

(63) daləu ‘shoulder’ /taləw/

3.3.1.7 /k/= [k]

/k/ is a voiceless unaspirated velar stop.

(64) giəduŋ ‘a few, several, some’ /giətəŋ/

3.3.1.8 /q/= [q]

/q/ is a voiceless unaspirated uvular stop.

(65) goləi ‘throat, larynx’ /goləi/
3.3.1.9 /tsʰ/ = [tʃ, s]

/tsʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated alveolar affricate. Not indigenous to Mongolic, it is found only in words of Chinese origin. It is often in free variation with the voiceless alveolar fricative [s], which is indigenous to Santa.

(66) tsai ~ sai ‘vegetable, greens’ /tsʰaj/
(from Chinese cài)

3.3.1.10 /tʃʰ/ = [tʃʰ]

/tʃʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated alveolo-palatal affricate.

(67) tʃiːmán ‘stone mill’ /tʃʰj̥amän/

3.3.1.11 /tʂʰ/ = [tʂʰ]

/tʂʰ/ is a voiceless aspirated retroflex affricate.

(68) tʂʰnljo ‘to hear, to listen’ /tʂʰnlja/

3.3.1.12 /ts/ = [ts]

/ts/ is a voiceless unaspirated alveolar affricate. It is not found in words of Mongolic origin, but in words borrowed from Chinese and Persian.

(69) dzəmi ~ dzəmiː ‘the earth, the globe’ /tsəmi/
(from Persian)

3.3.1.13 /tʃ/ = [tʃ]

/tʃ/ is a voiceless unaspirated alveolo-palatal affricate.

(70) dzʃərə ‘on, above, over, on the surface of’ /tʃərə/

3.3.1.14 /tʂ/ = [tʂ]

/tʂ/ is a voiceless unaspirated retroflex affricate.
(71) դցառասուն  ‘fish’  /ցառասուն/

3.3.1.15 /f/ = [f]
/f/ is a voiceless labiodental fricative.

(72) ֆունիջառա ‘fox’  /ֆունիջառա/

3.3.1.16 /s/ = [s]
/s/ is a voiceless alveolar fricative.

(73) սամու ‘turnip, white vegetable’  /սամու/

3.3.1.17 /ç/ = [ç]
/ç/ is a voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative.

(74) ջուռո ‘night, evening’  /ջուռո/

3.3.1.18 /ʂ/ = [ʂ]
/ʂ/ is a voiceless retroflex fricative.

(75) շառա ‘earth, land, soil’  /շառա/

3.3.1.19 /χ/ = [χ]
/χ/ is a voiceless velar fricative.

(76) խոդաւ ‘maggot’  /խոդաւ/

3.3.1.20 /h/ = [h]
/h/ is a voiceless glottal fricative.

(77) հեբուսի ‘butterfly’  /հեբուսի/
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3.3.1.21 /z/ = [ʐ]

/z/ is a voiced retroflex fricative. It is not found in words of Mongolic origin, but rather in words of Chinese and Arabic origin.

(78) ṭæŋʂəŋ 'ginseng' /tʂəŋʂəŋ/ from Chinese rénhēn

3.3.1.22 /ɕ/ = [ɕ]

/ɕ/ is voiced uvular fricative. In fast speech, /k/ is often a voiced uvular approximant rather than a fricative. The voiced uvular fricative and the voiced uvular approximant are represented by the same symbol in the IPA.

(79) nɔŋoŋ 'green' /nɔŋoŋ/

3.3.1.23 /m/ = [m]

/m/ is a voiced bilabial nasal.

(80) mutuŋ 'tree, wood, lumber' /mutʰuŋ/

3.3.1.24 /n/ = [n, m]

/n/ is a voiced alveolar nasal. Before labials, /n/ is often realized as [m] as in (82).

(81) nuŋŋuŋ 'eye' /nʊŋŋuŋ/
(82) unpa 'to swim' /unpa/ → [ũm'pa]

3.3.1.25 /ŋ/ = [ŋ, N, m]

/ŋ/ is a voiced velar nasal. Before uvulars, this phoneme is realized as [N] as in example (84). Before labials, /ŋ/ is often realized as [m] as in (85).

(83) maŋ 'all' /maŋ/
(84) dzəŋqa 'walnut' /tʂəŋqa/ → [tʂän'qa]
(85) bŋbŋ 'club, stick' /pəŋbŋ/ → [pəm'pəŋ] (from Chinese bàngbang)
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3.3.1.26 /r/ = [r, r]

/r/ is a voiced alveolar trill. The length of the trill varies according to speed of speech. In fast speech, a voiced alveolar flap [ɾ] is often encountered.

(86) suru ‘to learn, to study’ /suru/

3.3.1.27 /l/ = [l]

/l/ is a voiced alveolar lateral approximant.

(87) lausa ‘mule’ /lawsa/

3.3.1.28 /w/ = [u, v]

/w/ is a voiced labial-velar central approximant. Especially before high vowels and front vowels, this phoneme tends to be realized as a voiced labiodental fricative [v] rather than [u], but one can also find it preceding low back vowels as in (90).

(88) wo ‘COPULA’ /wo/ → [uə]
(89) wəliə ‘work, labor’ /wəlja/ → [və'liə]
(90) wəsa ‘to wash’ /wa'za/ → [va'za]

3.3.1.29 /i/ = [i, i]

/i/ is a voiced palatal central approximant. Before high vowels, this phoneme tends to be realized as a voiced palatal fricative [j] rather than [i] as in (92).

(91) jəj ‘what’ /jaŋ/
(92) jibai ‘one hundred’ /'jibaj/ → ['jipei]

from Chinese yìbāi
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3.3.2 The Santa vowels

There are 7 basic vocalic segments in Santa. Phonemically, they are: i, u, o, e, a, o, a/. Phonetic variants will be discussed for each vowel when relevant. For discussion of voiceless variants see section 3.2.9 above.

3.3.2.1 /i/ = [i, ɨ, i, ]

/i/ is a high front unrounded vowel. After the retroflex obstruents ɨsʰ/, ɨtʃ/, ɨs/, and ɨz/ the retroflex apical vowel [i] is found as in (94). After the alveolar obstruents ɨsʰ/, ɨts/, and ɨs/ the dental apical vowel [i] is found as in (95).²⁰ [i] does not occur after ɨβʰ/, ɨv/, ɨqʰ/, ɨf/, ɨx/, and ɨh/. After all other consonants [i] is found as in (93).

(93) bi ‘I, 1ST SINGULAR PRONOUN’ /pi/ → [pi]
(94) tshi ‘you, 2ND SINGULAR PRONOUN’ /tʃʰi/ → [tʃʰi]
(95) misi ‘to fly’ /misi/ → [mi’si]

3.3.2.2 /ɯ/ = [ɯ]

/ɯ/ is a high back unrounded vowel. This vowel is only found after ɬʰ/, ɬtʰ/, ɬkʰ/, ɬqʰ/, ɬq/, and ɬs/. Some examples are given below.

(96) qɯgu ‘pig, swine’ /qɯɡu/,
(97) eʃɯ ‘to beat, to strike’ /eʃɯ/,

3.3.2.3 /u/ = [u]

[u] is a high back rounded vowel.

(98) duwa ‘to mix, to stir, to blend’ /tʃuwa/

²⁰ The phonetic descriptions of [i] and [ɨ] are based on Chao (1968: xxiii). The phonetic symbols that he uses, however, are slightly different. Although these vowels occur in both indigenous words and borrowings, the quality of these vowels and their restricted distribution is most certainly influenced by Chinese.
3.3.2.4 /ɔ/ = [ə, ɛ, ɣ]

/ɔ/ is a mid central unrounded vowel. In stressed syllables that do not precede the velar nasal ⟨ŋ⟩, this phoneme tends to be realized as a mid front unrounded vowel close to [ɛ] as in (99). In unstressed syllables [ə] is normally found as in (99). After the glide ⟨j⟩ one also finds [ɛ] as in (100). In stressed syllables preceding [ŋ], one finds a mid back unrounded vowel close to [ɣ] as in (101).

(99) əndʒeˈʁa  ‘donkey’  /əntʃəˈʁa/ → [əntʃəˈɾɛ]
(100) niə  ‘one’  /njə/ → [ŋjuə]
(101) aməŋ  ‘rice; broom corn millet’  /aːməŋ/ → [aˈməŋ]

3.3.2.5 /əɾ/ = [əɾ]

/əɾ/ is a mid central unrounded rhoticized vowel. ⟨ɾ⟩ is always syllabified as its own syllable never co-occurring with an onset or a coda. There is one exception to this, in (104), which is an Arabic borrowing which has ⟨h⟩ in the onset.

(102) tɡiəɾa  ‘vehicle’  /tʃiəɾa/ → [tʃi.ɾa.kə]
(103) ɐɾsi  ‘twenty’  /ɐɾsi/ → [əɾ.ɾi]
(104) zʊhəɾ  ‘soul, spirit’  /zʊhəɾ/ → [zʊ.ɾə]

3.3.2.6 /o/ = [ɔ, ɔ̌o]

/ɔ/ is a mid back rounded vowel. /ɔ/ is often produced with a great deal of labialization as [ɔ̌o]. However, the degree of labialization at any given time is inconsistent.

(105) oŋqono  ‘to shout’  /oŋqono/ → [õŋqoˈno]
(106) oljaŋ  ‘cloud’  /oljaŋ/ → [oˈljaŋ]
(107) bolu  ‘to cook’  /polu/ → [pəlu]
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3.3.2.7 /a/ = [a, ã]

/a/ is a low back unrounded vowel. Before the voiced alveolar nasal /n/, this phoneme is realized as a vowel approaching a low mid or low front unrounded vowel [ã], while [a] is realized before the voiced velar nasal /ŋ/. These are illustrated below. See section 3.2.7 above for discussion on nasal coda deletion and the possible phonemicization of [ã] and [ã].

(108) apa ‘barley’ /apa/  
(109) dan ‘carrying pole and the loads on it’ /tæn/ → [tæn]  
(110) dān ‘political party’ /tān/ → [tān]

3.3.3 Santa vowel+glide and glide+vowel sequences

There are no instances of complex vowels in Santa syllable nuclei. In other words, contiguous vowels do not exist in the syllable nucleus. See section 4.2 for more on Santa syllable structure.

However, the Santa vowels /a/, /ã/, and /u/ occur with pre-vocalic and post-vocalic glides and sometimes both.21

3.3.3.1 Vowel+glide sequences

The vowel+glide sequences are /æj, əw, əj, aw/. Phonetically, the vowels in the vowel+glide sequences /æj/, /əw/ and /əj/ are raised before the glides. The vowel in the glide /əw/ is retracted. There seems to be a general phonetic principle present here where the vowel’s place of articulation is influenced by the place of articulation of the following glide resulting in the raising of the vowel in the former three instances and the retracting of the vowel in the latter instance.

---

21 I have included this section because most Chinese sources include a discussion section on diphthongs and triphthongs, although according to my analysis, Santa does not technically have diphthongs or triphthongs but combinations of glides and vowels.
3.3.3.1.1 /aj/ = [aŋ, əŋ]

Phonetically, the vowel of /aj/ is often raised so that it falls somewhere between [aŋ] and [əŋ] as in (111).

(111) bai 'to stop, to stand' /pəj/ → [pej]

3.3.3.1.2 /aw/ = [aw, əw]

Phonetically, the vowel of /aw/ is often raised so that it falls somewhere between [aw] and [əw] as in (112).

(112) nau ‘to hit the mark’ /naw/ → [nou]

3.3.3.1.3 /æj/ = [æŋ]

Phonetically, the vowel of /æj/ is often raised so that it falls somewhere between [æŋ] and [i] as in (113).

(113) guqoŋi ‘pig, swine’ /qʰuŋæj/ → [qʰuŋ'æŋ]

3.3.3.1.4 /ɑw/ = [ɔŋ, ɔŋ]

Phonetically, the vowel of /ɑw/ is often retracted so that it falls somewhere between [ɔŋ] and [ɔŋ] as in (114).

(114) xodəŋ ‘maggot’ /xotəŋ/ → [xʰo'təŋ]

3.3.3.2 Glide+vowel sequences

The glide+vowel sequences are /ja, wa, ja, jo/.

3.3.3.2.1 /ja/ = [ja]

Phonetically, /ja/ is [ja] as in (115).

(115) niə ‘to glue, to stick’ /njə/ → [nja]
3.3.3.2.2 /wɔ/ = [ʊa]
Phonetically, /wɔ/ is [ʊa] as in (116).

(116) gua ‘two’ /qwa/ → [quɑ]

3.3.3.2.3 /ja/ = [iɛ]
Phonetically, /ja/ is [iɛ] as in (117).

(117) biɔri ‘wife, daughter-in-law’ /pjɔri/ → [pje’ri]

3.3.3.2.4 /ju/ = [iu]
Phonetically, /ju/ is [iu] as in (118).

(118) niu ‘to hide’ /nju/ → [niu]

3.3.3 Glide+vowel+glide sequences
The glide+vowel+glide sequences are /jaw, waj, wɔj/. As with the vowel+glide sequences, the vowels in the glide+vowel+glide sequences are usually raised before the following glide.

3.3.3.3.1 /jaw/ = [jɔu, jɔu]
Phonetically, the vowel of /jaw/ is often raised so that it falls somewhere between [jɔu] and [jɔu] as in (119).

(119) otciau ‘old’ /ɔtɔhjaw/ → [ˈɔtʊ̃jɔu]

3.3.3.3.2 /waj/ = [uaj, uɛi]
Phonetically, the vowel of /waj/ is often raised so that it falls somewhere between [uɔi] and [uɛi] as in (120).

(120) kuaisuŋ ‘navel’ /kʰwajsuŋ/ → [kʰuɛi’suŋ]
3.3.3.3. /wəj/ = [uəj]

Phonetically, the vowel of /wəj/ is often raised so that it falls somewhere between [uəj] and [ui] as in (121).

(121)  Guəilu  ‘to become, to turn into’  /qəwəjlu/ → [qə̇ə̇jlu]
Chapter 4

Phonology

4. Introduction

In this chapter, I will be looking at some features of the Santa phonological system. These include a distributional description of the Santa phonemes in section 4.1; Santa syllable structure and syllable inventories in section 4.2; stress in section 4.3; the lack of productive vowel harmony in section 4.4; the lack of long vowels in section 4.5; and the retroflex series of consonants in section 4.6.

4.1 Distributional description of the Santa phonemes and the influence of language contact

In this section I will i) give a distributional description of each phoneme; and ii) discuss how language contact has affected its distribution. The distribution is illuminating because it reflects what happens when two typologically different phonological systems — Mongolic and Chinese — meet, so to speak, in one language, a situation that has been brought about by intense language contact.

For more detail on Hui and its influence on Santa, see section 2.3.2 above, section 4.2, Chapter 6, and Field (1991, 1993).

4.1.1 Relevant distributional environments and Santa syllable structure

The following is a list of relevant distributional environments with respect to the Santa phonemes: a) source language: Mongolic vs. non-Mongolic; b) syllable periphery: onset or coda; c) word-initial; d) after vowels; e) after nasals; f) after glides; g) before glides; h) presence of a morpheme boundary; and i) stressed or unstressed syllables. I will briefly discuss each environment, but first it is
necessary to give a brief description of Santa syllable structure. For a more
detailed discussion of Santa syllable structure, see section 4.2.

One version of the Santa maximal syllable template is given in (1).

(1) Santa maximal syllable template (A)
     \((C_1)(C_2)V_1(C_3)\)
     \(C_1 \neq \eta, j, w\)
     \(C_2 = j, w\)
     \(C_3 = n, \eta, j, w, (r)\)

Consonant clusters are allowed in the syllable onset, but of a very limited
type: \(C_2\) must be a glide, either /w/ or /j/ and \(C_1\) must not be /w/, /j/, or /\eta/.

Consonant clusters are not allowed in the syllable coda. Only the nasals /n/
and /\eta/, or the glides /w/ and /j/, or occasionally /t/ may occur in the coda.

Another representation of the Santa maximal syllable template is presented
in (2).

(2) Santa maximal syllable template (B)\textsuperscript{22}

     \((C)(G)V(\{G\, N\})\)

     \(C = [+\text{ consonantal}], G = [-\text{ consonantal}, -\text{ syllabic}],\)
     \(V = [+\text{ syllabic}], N = [+\text{ nasal}]\)

To summarize (1) and (2) above, \(C_2\) must be a glide (G) and \(C_3\) must be a
slide (G) or a nasal (N).

\textsuperscript{22} The phoneme /t/ has not been included in this representation because of its very peripheral
nature. For more on this see sections 4.1.2.5.4 and 4.2.
4.1.1.1 Source language: Mongolic vs. non-Mongolic

This is not a phonological environment. However, the heavy influence of language contact on Santa has caused phoneme distribution to be radically affected by the source language of a given lexical item. Therefore, some phonemes may have a limited distribution in words of Mongolic origin; for example, the phoneme /pʰ/ which only occurs word-initially in words of Mongolic origin. But in words of Chinese origin, the phoneme /pʰ/ has a more general distribution. It occurs in the syllable onset, therefore it may occur after vowels, nasals, and glides as well as word-initially. Therefore, it is important to distinguish the source language of the word in question when discussing phoneme distribution.23

4.1.1.2 Syllable periphery: onset or coda

The syllable onset environment is the most general of the phonological environments discussed here. If a phoneme can occur without restriction in the syllable onset, then it logically follows that it will a) occur word-initially (see section 4.1.1.3); b) occur after vowels (see section 4.1.1.4); c) occur after nasals (see section 4.1.1.5); after glides (see section 4.1.1.6); and before glides (see section 4.1.1.7). This follows from Santa syllable structure which allows only nasals or glides in the syllable coda. Because there are only consonant clusters of a very limited type in Santa (Consonant-Glide), then any consonant that occurs in the C₁ position in the syllable onset must be word-initial, follow the previous syllable's vowel nucleus, or follow the previous syllable's nasal or glide coda. Some examples of phonemes that occur in the syllable onset environment are /p/, /t/, and /k/.

In addition to this, it also logically follows that any consonant that occurs in the C₁ position in the syllable onset will precede glides in the C₂ position. It

23 The language consultants that I had the privilege of working with were quite aware if a particular lexical item was a Chinese loan or not. However, all of the education of the Santa is conducted in Chinese.
turns out that this environment is more limited. For instance, /p/ rarely precedes glides in words of Mongolic origin.

The syllable coda environment is very restricted in Santa. Only the nasals /n/, /ŋ/, the glides /y/ and /w/, and occasionally /r/ can occur in the syllable coda.

4.1.1.3 Word-initial

There are a number of instances of phonemes in words of Mongolic origin which only or primarily occur in word-initial position. These are /pʰ/, /qʰ/, /tɭ/, /x/ and /h/. This is more restricted than the syllable onset environment because any phoneme that occurs exclusively in the word-initial position will not occur after vowels, nasals, or glides.

There are some phonemes that occur in the word-initial position and in combination with some other environment. In these cases, the phoneme in question has a more general distribution than just the word-initial environment, but the distribution is more restricted than the syllable onset environment. An example of this is the phoneme /ɕ/ in words of Mongolic origin which occurs in the word-initial position and after vowels, but not after nasals or glides.

4.1.1.4 After vowels

There are no phonemes in Santa that occur only after vowels. There is one phoneme in Santa that only occurs after vowels or glides: /r/. There is one phoneme that only occurs after vowels or after nasals: /s/. Some phonemes that occur in the word-initial position and after vowels in words of Mongolic origin are /tɕʰ/, /ɕ/, /ʃ/ and /m/.

4.1.1.5 After nasals

There are no phonemes in Santa that occur only after nasals. There is one phoneme that occurs only after vowels or nasals: /s/.
4.1.1.6 After glides

There are no phonemes in Santa that occur only after glides. There is one phoneme in Santa that occurs only after vowels or glides: /ɾ/. 

4.1.1.7 Before glides

There are no phonemes in Santa that occur only before glides. But /tʃʰ/, /tʃ/, and /ʃ/ only occur before /j/ or [i].

There are some phonemes that occur only before /j/ glides, but not /w/ glides, for instance, /tʃʰ/, /tʃ/, and /ʃ/.

And there are some phonemes that occur only before /w/ glides, but not before /j/ glides in words of Chinese origin, for instance, /tʂʰ/, /tʂ/, /s/, and /x/.

There are many phonemes that do not occur before glides in words of Mongolic origin, for instance, /pʰ/, /tʰ/, /f/, and /tʂʰ/.

4.1.1.8 Presence of a morpheme boundary

Morpheme boundaries play an important role in the distribution of phonemes. Across morpheme boundaries, one may find sequences of phonemes that do not occur in mono-morphemic words. For instance, /t/ cannot follow /ŋ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin, but if there is a morpheme boundary after /ŋ/, then a /t/ may follow.

4.1.1.9 Stressed or unstressed syllables

Stress is relevant only for the distribution of vowels. For instance, voiceless vowels may only occur in unstressed syllables. See section 3.2.9 for more discussion on the devoicing of vowels.

4.1.2 The consonant phonemes

There are 29 consonant phonemes in Santa: /pʰ/, /tʰ/, /kʰ/, /qʰ/, /p/, /t/, /k/, /q/, /tsʰ/, /tʃʰ/, /tʃ/, /ʃ/, /s/, /ʃ/, /s/, /h/, /ʐ/, /s/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /r/, /l/, /w/, /j/.
4.1.2.1 Stops

In this section I will cover the aspirated stops /p\h/, /t\h/, /k\h/, and /q\h/ (orthophonemically p, t, k, q) and the unaspirated stops /p/, /t/, /k/, and /q/ (orthophonemically b, d, g, q). Nasals preceding stops in words of Mongolic origin are usually homorganic. For more on this see section 3.2.6 above on the homorganic nasal-stop constraint.

4.1.2.1.1 The phoneme /p\h/ = p

i) The phoneme /p\h/ only occurs word-initially in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin, as in example (3). Therefore it does not occur after vowels, nasals or glides, or in the syllable coda. Moreover, /p\h/ does not occur before glides.

(3) pudža ‘bean, pea’

There is only one example of /p\h/ occurring after a vowel in a mono-morphemic word of Mongolic origin. This is given in (4).

(4) apɑ ‘barley’
(5) lapa dzasun ‘snowflake’

There is also lapa dzasun ‘snowflake’, but the first word lapa is of unknown origin.²⁴ dzasun ‘snow’ is of Mongolic origin.

There are two examples of /p\h/ occurring after vowels in words of Mongolic origin that are not mono-morphemic. These are given in (6) and (7).

(6) xupulaŋaŋ ~ xupulaŋaŋ ‘very red’
(7) šipuraŋaŋ ~ šipuraŋaŋ ‘yellow-orange’

²⁴ Bu (1983) gives the source language, when known, of all the entries. There are a number of words, however, where the origin is unclear or unknown.
Interestingly enough, these words seem to make use of an infix -\textipa{pa}- ~ -\textipa{pu}- as well as the suffix -\textipa{kan\textWS}. The unaffixed forms of these words are given in (8) and (9).

(8) xulan\textWS ‘red’
(9) sira ‘yellow’

The infix is inserted after the first syllable (or before the final syllable) in each case. At this time it is unclear to me whether the change in meaning from ‘red’ to ‘very red’ and from ‘yellow’ to ‘yellow-orange’ is a result of just one or a combination of both affixes, but one of the functions of -\textipa{kan\textWS} is an intensifier when used with an adjective, as in example (10).

(10) udan\textipa{kan\textWS} ‘slower’ (from udan ‘slow’ + -\textipa{kan\textWS})

There is no comparative evidence to support the hypothesis that the infix -\textipa{pa}- ~ -\textipa{pu}- is an archaic remnant of the root. However, the Script Mongolian (Middle Mongolian) for ‘red’ is hulayan (Kuribayashi 1989) which might lead one to assert that -\textipa{kan\textWS} is a remnant from the Script Mongolian, but the Script Mongolian for ‘yellow’ is sira. Moreover, -\textipa{aya-} sequences have become a in most modern pronunciations (Bu 1986:60-5). So the source and meaning of -\textipa{pa}- ~ -\textipa{pu-} is a mystery.\footnote{Charles N. Li (personal communication) has found similar color terms with infixation in Baonan.} In words of Chinese origin, /p/ occurs in the syllable onset in the \textit{C}_1 position, but it does not occur in the syllable coda.\footnote{Since only /n/ and /\textipa{n}/ occur in the syllable coda in both Chinese and Hui, henceforth I will not mention that other consonants do not occur in the syllable coda.} This means it occurs after
vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as in (11) through (14). In addition, /pʰ/ occurs before glides as in (15). ²⁷

(11) putuŋ ‘grape’
(12) xoŋ ‘peace’
(13) niŋŋəŋ ‘washbasin’
(14) taŋ ‘peace and tranquility’
(15) pū ‘ticket’

ii) The distribution of /pʰ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and words of Chinese origin is radically different. All non-initial occurrences of /pʰ/ are of non-Mongolic origin, (except for the examples (4) and (5) given above).

4.1.2.1.2 The phoneme /tʰ = t/

i) The phoneme /tʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it can occur after vowels or nasals.

(16) tūŋ ‘chicken’
(17) mūŋ ‘tree’
(18) antąŋ ‘gold’

There is only one example of /tʰ/ occurring after /ŋ/ in a mono-morphemic word of Mongolic origin, given in (19). All other instances of /tʰ/ occur after /n/ when it follows a nasal.

(19) məntə ‘to dig, to excavate’

²⁷ In this section, examples are usually laid out in the following manner, unless otherwise noted. The first example illustrates the word-initial environment. The second example illustrates the after-vowels environment, and the third example illustrates the after-nasals environment.
There are many examples, however, where a suffix beginning with /tʰ/ is added (especially the adjectivizer -tu) to words ending in /ŋ/, as in (20). Thus the homorganic nasal-stop constraint only applies to mono-morphemic words.

(20) saxaŋtu
     'bearded' (from saxaŋ 'beard' + -tu)

There are only two instances of /tʰ/ occurring after glides. These are given in (21) and (22).

(21) naita
     'to sneeze'
(22) cičutulio
     'to kneel'

There are no instances of /tʰ/ occurring before glides in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin.

In words of Chinese origin, /tʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it can occur after vowels and nasals in polysyllabic words as in (24) and (25). In addition, /tʰ/ occurs before glides, as in (26).

(23) tofəŋ
     'hump of a camel'
(24) mutaŋ
     'charcoal'
(25) tšaŋtəu
     'gain, profit'
(26) tuŋjan
     'member'

However, examples (27) and (28) are the only instances of /tʰ/ occurring after a glide. In example (28), udzə is Santa for ‘to see’.

(27) xəitaŋ
     'brown sugar'
(28) cičuta udzə
     'to sneer, to jeer' Chinese/Santa

ii) The distribution of /tʰ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /tʰ/ does not occur after /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin (one exception: (19)), while this does occur in Chinese loans, as in example (25) above; b) /tʰ/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin (two instances: (21) and (22)) and in words of Chinese origin (two instances: (27) and (28)); and c) /tʰ/ never occurs before
glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /tʰ/ does occur before glides (but only /w/ glides due to palatalization: see section 3.2.4).

4.1.2.1.3 The phoneme /kʰ/ = k

i) The phoneme /kʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it can occur after vowels or nasals. In addition, /kʰ/ occurs before glides as in (30), but it does not occur after glides.

(29)  kai  ‘wind’
(30)  nokia  ‘to knit, to weave’
(31)  tuŋku  ‘to push, to shove’
(32)  kiali  ‘to say’

There are no examples of /kʰ/ occurring after /n/ in words of Mongolic origin. There are very few examples of /kʰ/ occurring after vowels in monomorphemic words of Mongolic origin. Here are some more examples.

(33)  gadunj məkiə  ‘mother-in-law’
(34)  skia  ‘female or mother animal; female, mother’
(35)  nokian  ‘hole, hollow, pit’
(36)  pukutu  ‘for the sky to become cloudy’

There are many examples of /kʰ/ occurring after vowels in polymorphemic words of Mongolic origin. These involve the imperfective nominalizing suffix -ku as in (37).

(37)  dzəɾəɾəku  ‘disagreeable things, disgusting things’
(from dzəɾə ‘to be disgusted with’ + -ku)

In words of Chinese origin, /kʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it can occur after vowels and nasals in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /kʰ/ occurs before glides as in (40) and (41).
(38) kudan ‘gall bladder’
(39) dukəu ‘ferry’
(40) tɕiŋkwaŋ ‘condition, situation’
(41) kuadzi ‘hip’

In words of Chinese origin, /kʰ/ may follow /n/.

(42) niŋkwɔŋdзи ‘eye socket’

But /n/ commonly becomes /ŋ/ when preceding /kʰ/, even in words of Chinese origin.

(43) məŋkaj ‘threshold’ (from Chinese mənkən)

There is only one example of /kʰ/ occurring after a glide, given in (44). qia is a Mongolic verb meaning ‘to do’. When a disyllabic verb is borrowed from Chinese, it almost always occurs with qia. All verbal morphology is attached to qia.

(44) bauko qia ‘to include, to consist of’ Chinese/Santa

ii) The distribution of /kʰ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /kʰ/ is somewhat rare after vowels in words of Mongolic origin; b) /kʰ/ only occurs after /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin, while it does occur after /n/ in words of Chinese origin; and c) /kʰ/ occurs before both /j/ and /w/ glides in words of Mongolic origin, but only before /w/ in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.1.4 The phoneme /qʰ/ = q

i) The phoneme /qʰ/ occurs word-initially in the C₁ position and only in words of Mongolic origin.

(45) qara ‘black, dark’
(46) quqɔei ‘pig, swine’
There are a few exceptions to this. There are two examples of /qʰ/ occurring after vowels in (47) and (48).

(47) qoqo  'short' Santa
(48) qaruqa(da)  'next door' Santa (Longquan dialect)

There are two examples of /qʰ/ occurring after a nasal. Phonetically /ŋ/ preceding /qʰ/ in examples (49) and (50) is [N], a voiced uvular nasal.

(49) dzänqoi  'to swallow' Santa
(50) qaŋqoŋ osun  'sandthorn weed' Santa (Longquan dialect)

There are also four examples of /qʰ/ occurring before /w/ glides. However, /qʰ/ does not occur before /j/ glides or after glides.

(51) qaʁitšəŋ  'old, worn, used'
(52) qaʔina  'after, later'
(53) qaʔitu awəi  'step-father'
(54) qaʔištə udu  'the next day, the second day'

The phoneme /qʰ/ never occurs in words of Chinese origin.

ii) The phoneme /qʰ/ is indigenous to Mongolic. It is also found in a few words of unknown origin. /qʰ/ is never found in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.1.5 The phoneme /pʰ = b/

i) The phoneme /pʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it can occur after vowels and nasals.

(55) buła  'spring (of water)'
(56) həbəʁi ~ həbusi  'butterfly'
(57) şuŋbəŋ  'fly'  /şuŋbəŋ/ → [ʃuŋbəŋ]

Example (57) illustrates that phonemic /n.p/ sequences are phonetically [m.p]. This is striking, because Santa syllable coda constraints do not allow for
the presence of the nasal /m/ in the syllable coda. Only the nasals /n/ and /ŋ/ are allowed. This is the strongest evidence for the presence of a homorganic nasal-stop constraint. Other examples are given in (35) and (59).

(58) ṇʊmbaŋ gùsi  ‘a type of insect’

/ʊnمبان ɡùsi/ → [nɜm'pɑŋ ɡu'si]  unknown source/Santa

(59) unba  ‘to swim’  /unpa/ → [uṁ'pa] ~ [uṁ'pɑ]

Example (59) is interesting because I have encountered both pronunciations. Historical and comparative analysis supports the original presence of the /m.p/ sequence as seen in (60).

(60)  (Kuribayashi 1989:368)

| Script M. | umba- |
| Mongolian | umban |
| Dagur | χompaa- |
| E. Yugur | umba- |
| Monguor | xumba- |
| Baonan | mba- |
| Santa | unba-, umba- |

But the syllable coda restraints on /m/ may be changing because of the reanalysis of [m.p] sequences yielding unba in some pronunciations. This may be a snapshot of contact-induced language change in process because Chinese influence on the Santa syllable structure disallows the presence of a bilabial nasal in the coda. Thus, even though all occurrences of [m] in the syllable coda are at the phonetic level, apparently these are also being affected by Santa syllable structure constraints yielding [n.p] sequences.

However, the extent to which the homorganic nasal-stop constraint permeates Santa is evidenced by the rule applying to borrowed Chinese words as in (61).
(61) нанбан ‘kneading board’ /nɐŋpɐŋ/ → [nɑ̃m'pɑŋ]
(from Chinese ănbăn)

/p/ does not occur after glides in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin. There are three instances of /p/ occurring before the /j/ glide in examples (62) through (64).

(62) бири ‘wife, daughter-in-law’
(63) биадун ‘wide, thick’
(64) биашэн ‘monkey’

In words of Chinese origin, /p/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C1 position. This means it may be found after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as the examples below show. In addition, /p/ occurs before /j/ glides as in (69), but not before /w/ glides. In this way, the distribution of /p/ before glides is the same as Mongolic.

(65) бин ‘soldier’
(66) тшабудо ‘nearly, almost’
(67) ганби ‘pen’
(68) маibo ‘pulse’
(69) бианші ‘dumpling’

ii) The distribution of /p/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) if a nasal precedes /p/ in words of Mongolic origin or non-Chinese origin, phonetically it will most likely be [m], while phonemically it will be /n/ or /ŋ/. One does find [ŋp] and [np] sequences in words of Chinese origin as seen in (67) above. And b) /p/ does not occur after glides in words of Mongolic origin while it does in words of Chinese origin.
4.1.2.1.6 The phoneme /t/ = d

i) The phoneme /t/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C1 position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it can occur after vowels and nasals.

(70) durōŋ ‘wish, hope, desire, aspiration’
(71) xoduŋ ‘star’
(72) ēndasī ‘egg’

In mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin, /t/ never follows /ŋ/. But in poly-morphemic words, /t/ may follow /ŋ/ after a morpheme boundary as in (73).

(73) orōŋ-da ētši ‘to substitute for, to replace’
   place-LOC go

There are two instances of /t/ occurring after a glide in (74) and (75).

(74) kaiðaŋa ‘to cast, to let go’
(75) dzaiðaŋ mori ‘bare-backed horse’

There is one instance of /t/ occurring before a glide in (76).

(76) duan –doŋ ‘folk song’

In words of Chinese origin, /t/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C1 position. This means it can occur after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as the examples below demonstrate. In addition, /t/ occurs before glides as well.

(77) doŋ ‘political party’
(78) todon ‘stable, steady, proper’
(79) liŋdau ‘leader, leadership’
(80) maudon ‘ball’
(81) xodusī ‘bonfire, campfire’
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ii) The distribution of /t/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The chief differences are that a) /t/ never follows /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin; and b) /t/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin it is common; and c) /t/ rarely occurs before glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /t/ does occur before glides (but only /w/ glides due to palatalization; see section 3.2.4).

4.1.2.1.7 The phoneme /k/ = q

i) The phoneme /k/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it occurs after vowels and after nasals. /k/ also occurs before /j/ glides as in (84) and (85), but not before /w/ glides.

(82) gun 'deep'
(83) fugu 'to die'
(84) hongjiori 'to fall, to tumble'
(85) kugio 'blue'

There is one instance of /k/ occurring after /ŋ/ in a word of Mongolic origin. /ŋ/ precedes /k/ in all other cases.

(86) miangwu 'silver'

There is one instance of /k/ occurring after a glide given in (87).

(87) daigoșun 'immediately'

In words of Chinese origin, /k/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it occurs after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /k/ occurs before glides as in (92).
(88) ĝanbu
    ‘cadre’
(89) dzisgo
    ‘outcome, result’
(90) dangau
    ‘cake’
(91) baigo
    ‘hunchbacked’
(92) guanci
    ‘relationship’

ii) The distribution of /k/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /k/ rarely follows /n/ in words of Mongolic origin while this is common in words of Chinese origin as shown in (90); b) /k/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin while it does in words of Chinese origin; and c) /k/ occurs before /j/ glides in words of Mongolic origin but not /w/ glides, but in words of Chinese origin /k/ occurs primarily before /w/ glides but not /j/ glides.

4.1.2.1.8 The phoneme /q/ = q

i) The phoneme /q/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C1 position in words of non-Chinese origin. It may be found after vowels and nasals, but not after glides.

(93) goni
    ‘sheep’
(94) tšigən
    ‘ear’
(95) sunqə
    ‘to choose, to opt, to select’ /sunqə/ → [sun'qə]

When /ŋ/ precedes /q/ as in example (95) above, phonetically it is [N], a voiced uvular nasal.

/q/ is fairly rare between vowels. There are 10 mono-morphemic examples of intervocalic /q/, a few are given below.

(96) tšiqən
    ‘white’
(97) tšiqəra
    ‘urgent, pressing, tense, busy’
(98) cɪqəidzi ʊdzə
    ‘to stare, to gaze fixedly’

There is one instance of /q/ occurring before a glide in a mono-morphemic word given in (99).
The phoneme /q/ never occurs in words of Chinese origin.

ii) The phoneme /q/ is indigenous to Mongolic. It is also found in some words of Turkic and Arabic origin, but never in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.2 Affricates

The aspirated affricates are /tsʰ/, /tçʰ/, and /tsʰ/ (orthophonemically ts, tç, and ts) and the unaspirated affricates are /ts/, /tç/, and /ts/ (orthophonemically dz, dç, and dz). Nasals preceding affricates in words of Mongolic origin are usually homorganic. For more on this see section 3.2.6 above on the homorganic nasal-stop constraint.

The affricates along with the coronal fricatives /s/, /ç/, /š/, and /z/ form three natural classes. These natural classes are distinguishable by the the phonetic variants of the phoneme /i/ and the other vowels which follow them. This is illustrated in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural classes</th>
<th>Phonetic variant of /i/ and other vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tsʰ/, /ts/, /s/</td>
<td>[t] and other vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tçʰ/, /tç/, /ç/</td>
<td>only [i] or /j/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tsʰ/, /ts/, /š/, /z/</td>
<td>[t] and other vowels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Phonetic variants of /i/ that follow the affricates and coronal fricatives

Because of this distribution of the variants of the phoneme /i/ and the other vowels across these three natural classes, segments are not reducible to a single phoneme. In other words, /s/, /ç/, and /š/ are not reducible to a single phoneme because /s/ and /š/ occur before the same vowels. Reducing /s/ and /ç/ to a single phoneme is unsatisfactory, because /š/ is in paradigmatic relationship with both /s/ and /ç/. This same reasoning also follows for the aspirated affricates /tsʰ/, /tçʰ/,
and /tʂʰ/ and the unaspirated affricates /ts/, /tɕ/, and /tʂ/. Therefore each of these segments is represented as its own phoneme.

This situation in Santa is identical to the one present in Mandarin Chinese and is clearly a result of contact-induced language change.

4.1.2.2.1 The phoneme /tsʰ/ = ts

i) The phoneme /tsʰ/ does not occur in words of Mongolic origin.

In words of Chinese origin, the phoneme /tsʰ/ only appears in eleven examples in Bu (1983). Ten of these occurrences are word-initial in the C₁ position. The other occurrence is after a vowel in the C₁ position as in (101). It does not occur after nasals or after glides. Moreover, it does not occur before glides.

(100) tsaili argued ‘data, material’
(101) itsi ‘fishbone’

/tsʰ/ is often reduced to a voiceless alveolar fricative [s], which is indigenous to Santa as in (102). (See section 4.1.2.3.1.)

(102) sai ‘vegetable, greens’ (from Chinese cǎi)

ii) The phoneme /tsʰ/ does not occur in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin. It only occurs in words of Chinese origin. The status of /tsʰ/ as a phoneme in Santa is questionable.

4.1.2.2.2 The phoneme /tɕʰ/ = tɕ

i) The phoneme /tɕʰ/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it does not normally occur after nasals. However /tɕʰ/ does occur before /j/ glides as in (105), but not before /w/ glides.
(103) tciauruj ‘head’
(104) otcin ‘girl, daughter’
(105) otciat ‘old’

There is one example from Bu (1983) of /tcʰ/ following /u/ given in (106). There are no examples of /tc/ following /ŋ/.

(106) tciəntciələ ‘to feel about, to fumble, to grope’

There is one instance of /tcʰ/ occurring after a glide given in (107).

(107) naiťcian ‘wet’

In words of Chinese origin, /tcʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as the examples below demonstrate. In addition, /tcʰ/ occurs before /j/ glides, but not before /w/ glides. This is true for words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin, in fact, /tcʰ/ must always precede either /j/ or [i].

(108) tciən ‘money’
(109) xotci ‘amiable, gentle, kind, polite’
(110) cɨntci ‘week’
(111) daitci giə ‘to replace, to substitute for’ Chinese/Santa
(112) tciulciəu ‘flavoring, seasoning’

In Santa, there is a palatalization process (an areal feature found in the Gansu-Qinghai border region) which affects /tʰ/ and /t/ before /i/ or /j/ resulting in /tcʰ/ and /tc/ respectively. Thus, most instances of the phoneme /tcʰ/ in Santa are a result of this process. This is true not only for words of Mongolic origin, but for words of Chinese origin as well as can be seen in (113). As one can see in the comparative evidence with Baonan in examples (114) and (115), there is a /tcʰ/ to /tʰ/ correspondence. See section 3.2.4 for more on palatalization.
(113) тɕiḅou ‘bag, handbag’ (from Chinese тибао)
(114) Santa Baonan funiʨiə ‘to smell’

 honərə
(115) Santa Baonan kuəʨiən ‘cold (adj.)’

 kitọŋ

Example (116) shows some words of Chinese origin that originally have /tɕʰ/ and are not a result of palatalization.

(116) jautɕiui ‘claim, demand’ from Chinese yāoqiū
tɕiʂŋ ‘gun, rifle’ from qianq
ɕiŋցi ‘week’ from Chinese xinqi

ii) The distribution of /tɕʰ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /tɕʰ/ does not follow nasals in words of Mongolic origin (one exception: (106)) but common in words of Chinese origin; and b) /tɕʰ/ does not occur after glides in words of Mongolic origin (one exception: (107)) but common in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.2.3 The phoneme /tɕʰ/ = tɕ

i) The phoneme /tɕʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it may occur after vowels and nasals. /tɕʰ/ does not occur before glides.

(117) tɕiŋɕ ‘white’
(118) aʈʂ ‘to go’
(119) bantʂə ‘grazing land, pasture’

The phoneme /tɕʰ/ rarely follows nasals in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin. There is one example of /tɕʰ/ following /ŋ/ in a word of Mongolic origin given in (120).
(120) jaŋtsi  ‘to thresh grain (on the threshing floor)’

There are also two instances of /tʃʰ/ occurring after a glide:

(121) qaitši  ‘scissors, shears’
(122) qaqtʃan  ‘old, worn, used’

In words of Chinese origin, /tʃʰ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words. In addition, /tʃʰ/ occurs before /w/ glides as in (127), but not before /j/ glides.

(123) tʃedzi  ‘car, pushcart, small vehicle’
(124) dʒitsu  ‘foundation, base, basis’
(125) dʒiŋtsan  ‘constantly, frequently, often’
(126) xaiŋtʃu  ‘tide’
(127) tʃuan  ‘boat, ship’

ii) The distribution of /tʃʰ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /tʃʰ/ rarely follows /n/ or /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin; b) /tʃʰ/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin; and c) /tʃʰ/ never occurs before glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /tʃʰ/ precedes /w/ glides but not /j/ glides.

4.1.2.2.4 The phoneme /ts/ = dʒ

i) The phoneme /ts/ does not occur in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin.

In words of Chinese origin, /ts/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it occurs after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /ts/ occurs before /w/ glides as in (132), but not before /j/ glides.
(128) dzai-xai  ‘calamity, disaster’
(129) fudza  ‘complex, complicated’
(130) dünčíañdu  ‘Santa nationality’
(131) baudzi  ‘leopard’
(132) dzuandzi  ‘drill, auger’

It should be noted that over 200 of the 300 plus occurrences of /ts/ in Bu (1983) are instances of the suffix -dzi which functions as a noun suffix in Chinese.

The phoneme /ts/ is found in words of other origins as well.

(133) bádzá  ‘city, free market’ Turkic
(134) dzəmî ñ dzəmîn  ‘the earth, the globe’ Persian
(135) orodzo  ‘fast (abstain from meat, wine, etc.)’ Arabic

ii) The phoneme /ts/ is not found in words of Mongolic origin. It is only found in borrowed words of Chinese, Turkic, Persian, Arabic origin and a number of words of unknown origin.

4.1.2.2.5 The phoneme /ts/ = dz

i) The phoneme /ts/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it may occur after vowels or nasals. In addition, /ts/ occurs before /j/ glides as in (139), but not before /w/ glides.

(136) dzìærə  ‘on, on top of’
(137) gudzin  ‘fast, quick’
(138) dziliän  ‘glossy, sleek’
(139) dzìau  ‘younger brother’

There are no examples of /ts/ following /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin.

There are three instances of /ts/ occurring after a /w/ glide as in the examples given below.
(140) čaudžiə ‘shadow’
(141) šaudziōrəŋ ‘dew’
(142) dzaudziŋ ‘dream’

In words of Chinese origin, /tɕ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /tɕ/ occurs before /j/ glides, but not before /w/ glides. This is true for words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin, in fact, /tɕ/ must always precede either /j/ or [i].

(143) dziu ‘wine, liquor’
(144) faidzi ‘airplane, aircraft’
(145) dzuandziə ‘crops’
(146) laudziə ‘birthplace, hometown’
(147) dziandan ‘simple’

As previously mentioned in 4.1.2.2.2, there is a palatalization process (an areal feature found in the Gansu-Qinghai border region) which affects /tʰ/ and /t/ before /i/ or /j/ resulting in /tɕʰ/ and /tɕ/ respectively. Thus, most instances of the phoneme /tɕ/ in words of Mongolic origin are a result of this process. This is true not only for words of Mongolic origin, but it is also true for words of Chinese origin as is shown in example (148). As one can see in the comparative evidence with Baonan in examples (149) and (150), there is a /tɕ/ to /t/ correspondence. See section 3.2.4 for more on palatalization.

(148) dzian ‘electricity’ (from Chinese diàn)
(149) Santa dziaŋrəŋ ‘four’
    Baonan derŋəŋ
(150) Santa dziauli ‘to jump’
    Baonan dəl

There are many words of Chinese origin which have /tɕ/ which are not a result of the palatalization process. Some examples are shown in (151).
(151) dziau 'cellar' from Chinese jiào
     dzila 'to record, to take notes' from Chinese ǔ
     maumaudziŋ 'artisan who makes fur clothing'
     from Chinese máomaojiàng

ii) The distribution of /tʃ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin
and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /tʃ/ never
follows /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin;
and b) /tʃ/ rarely follows glides in words of Mongolic origin but common in
words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.2.6 The phoneme /tʃ/ = dz

i) The phoneme /tʃ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words
of Mongolic origin. This means it may occur after vowels and nasals. However,
/tʃ/ does not occur before glides.

(152) dzanšun 'snow'
(153) udʒə 'to see'
(154) endʒən 'donkey'

There is only one example in a mono-morphemic word of Mongolic origin
with /tʃ/ following /ŋ/, but this pronunciation alternates with one where /tʃ/
follows /n/.

(155) gandʒun ~ gandʒun 'sleeve'

There is one instance of /tʃ/ occurring after a glide, given in (156).

(156) dziaudžiliə 'to hang, to suspend'

In words of Chinese origin, /tʃ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁
position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic
words as in the examples below. In addition, /tʃ/ occurs before /w/ glides as in
(161), but not before /j/ glides.
(157) dzuntau ‘hour’
(158) fadzan ‘development, expansion’
(159) tundzi ‘comrade’
(160) gaidzi ‘ring’
(161) teciandzuan ‘strong, sturdy, robust’

ii) The distribution of /tʂ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /tʂ/ does not follow /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin (one exception: (155)) but common in words of Chinese origin; and b) /tʂ/ never occurs before glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /tʂ/ precedes /w/ glides but not /j/ glides.

4.1.2.3 Coronal fricatives

The coronal fricatives in Santa are /s/, /ʂ/, /ɕ/, and /ʑ/. The coronal fricatives are distinguishable from the non-coronal fricatives in that the blade or tip of the tongue is used to produce them. Also, see discussion in section 4.1.2.2 above.

4.1.2.3.1 The phoneme /s/ = ʃ

i) The phoneme /s/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. Moreover, /s/ rarely occurs after glides or nasals and never before glides.

(162) sara ‘month, moon’
(163) usu ‘water’

There are three instances of /s/ occurring after nasals in words of Mongolic origin (Bu 1983) given in (164) through (166).
(164) mansuŋ  ‘ice’
(165) daŋsuŋ  ‘salt’
(166) dzəŋsuŋ  ‘snow’

It appears that the /sun/ of these three examples may be some sort of suffix that has now been incorporated into the noun root. These words cannot stand alone without -sun.

There are three instances of /s/ occurring after glides, given below.

(167) kuaisuŋ  ‘navel’
(168) lausa  ‘mule’
(169) dʑiausi  ‘to unfold (a mattress), to pad (a mattress)’

Both Liu (1981:16) and Bu (1986:42) claim that /s/ may occur in the syllable coda, albeit rarely. Examples (170) through (172) illustrate their claim.

(170) dos  ‘friend (believing brother)’ from Liu (1981:16)
(171) kəwos  ‘child’ from Liu (1981:16)
(172) təsbixœ  ‘Islamic rosary’ from Bu (1986:42)

Liu (1981) and Bu (1986) also both agree that these words have alternate pronunciations with an epenthetic vowel [œ] inserted after the /s/ which results in the /s/ becoming part of the syllable onset rather than the coda. My consultant, Ma Zixiang, consistently agreed that the /s/ in words like this should be syllabified as its own syllable. Therefore, I do not consider the possibility of /s/ occurring in the Santa syllable coda. The two factors that are misleading with respect to this problem are that the a) the epenthetic vowel is voiceless and b) this syllable does not receive stress, even when it occurs word-finally. Thus, in my analysis, example (170) above is given as (173) below.

(173) dos  ‘friend (believing brother)’  /təsi/ → [²d̪oœsi]

In words of Chinese origin, /s/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it occurs after vowels and nasals in polysyllabic words as in
the examples below. In addition, /s/ occurs before /w/ glides as in (177), but not before /j/ glides.

(174) si ‘silk’
(175) isan ‘umbrella’
(176) fuṣsu ‘custom, habit’
(177) suanpan ‘abacus’

There is one instance of /s/ occurring after a glide, given in (178).

(178) nausuɔi ‘brain’

ii) The distribution of /s/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /s/ rarely occurs after nasals in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin; and b) /s/ does not occur before glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origins /s/ occurs before /w/ glides, but not before /j/ glides.

4.1.2.3.2 The phoneme /ç/ = ç

i) The phoneme /ç/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in words of Mongolic origin. It does not occur after nasals or glides. However, /ç/ occurs before /j/ glides, but not before /w/ glides.

(179) çiniɔ ‘to laugh’
(180) picio ‘belt, waistband’
(181) çiausɔ ‘earring’

In words of Chinese origin, /ç/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /ç/ occurs before /j/ glides, but not before /w/ glides. This is true for words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin, in fact, /ç/ must always precede either /j/ or [i].
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(182) ɕia  ‘gorge’
(183) dzući  ‘chairman’
(184) duŋciŋ  ‘Dongxiang, Santa’
(185) laubaičin  ‘common people, ordinary people’
(186) ciaući  ‘news, information’

ii) The distribution of /ɕ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /ɕ/ does not occur after nasals in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin; and b) /ɕ/ does not occur after glides in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.3.3 The phoneme /ʂ/ = ʂ

i) The phoneme /ʂ/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. It does not occur after nasals or glides. Moreover, /ʂ/ does not occur before glides.

(187) ʂiduŋ  ‘tooth’
(188) oșiri  ‘heel’

There is one example where /ʂ/ follows a nasal in a word of Mongolic origin, given in (189).

(189) ơnși ~ wənși  ‘to read’

In words of Chinese origin, /ʂ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /ʂ/ occurs before /w/ glides, but not /j/ glides.
(190) șanų ‘injury, wound’
(191) tași ‘dependable, steady and sure’
(192) xuņșuņi ‘flood’
(193) lauși ‘teacher’
(194) şuŋŋ ‘pair’

ii) The distribution of /ʂ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is somewhat different. The differences are that a) /ʂ/ does not occur after nasals in words of Mongolic origin (one exception: (189)) but common in words of Chinese origin; b) /ʂ/ does not occur after glides in words of Mongolic origin but is common in words of Chinese origin; and c) /ʂ/ does not occur before glides in words of Mongolic origin but is common in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.3.4 The phoneme /ʐ/ = z

i) The phoneme /ʐ/ does not occur in words of Mongolic origin.

In words of Chinese origin, /ʐ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. Example (199) is the only instance of /ʐ/ occurring before a glide in Bu (1983).

(195) ʒənluŋi ‘humanity, mankind’
(196) ːdziazi ‘festival, holiday’
(197) ʂəŋzəŋ ‘sage, wiseman’
(198) ʂəuŋu ‘income, earnings, revenue’
(199) ʒuandziəŋ jawudə ‘trotting style (of horses)’

/ʐ/ also occurs in one word of Arabic origin.

(200) ʒuhə ‘spirit, soul’

ii) The phoneme /ʐ/ does not appear in words of Mongolic origin. In words of Chinese origin, /ʐ/ appears in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. It also occurs in words of Arabic origin.
4.1.2.4 Non-coronal fricatives

The non-coronal fricatives are /ʃ/, /χ/, /h/, and /s/. These are distinguishable from the coronal fricatives in that the tip or blade of the tongue is not used to produce them.

4.1.2.4.1 The phoneme /ʃ = ʃ /

i) The phoneme /ʃ/ occurs only word-initially in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. That means it does not occur after vowels, nasals, or glides. Moreover, /ʃ/ does not occur before glides.

(201) fuda ‘long’
(202) fugu ‘to die’

In words of Chinese origin, /ʃ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it occurs after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. However, /ʃ/ does not occur before glides.

(203) futʃi ‘good fortune’
(204) fufəŋ ‘blessing, good fortune, happiness’
(205) bənʃu ‘way, method, means’
(206) dəufu ‘bean curd, tofu’

ii) The distribution of /ʃ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is quite different. The phoneme /ʃ/ only occurs word-initially in words of Mongolic origin, but it occurs in the syllable onset in words of Chinese origin. Thus any /ʃ/ encountered after a vowel, nasal, or glide is not of Mongolic origin.

4.1.2.4.2 The phoneme /χ = χ /

i) The phoneme /χ/ only occurs word-initially in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it does not occur after vowels, nasals, or glides.
(207) xulan\'j

‘red’

There is one instance given in (208) where /x/ occurs after a vowel. However, there is another pronunciation where /x/ alternates with /\theta/.

(208) tuxan\'j ~ tu\\'\check{s}an\'j

‘thin, lean’

There are two instances of /x/ occurring before glides, given below.

(209) xuan

‘year’

(210) xu\\'\check{s}ija

‘to tie, to fasten’

In words of Chinese origin, /x/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as the examples below demonstrate. In addition, /x/ occurs before /w/ glides as in (215), but not before /j/ glides.

(211) xai

‘sea, ocean’

(212) maxu

‘careless, casual’

(213) jaoxo

‘matches’

(214) dzaixai

‘disaster, calamity’

(215) xuantu\'j

‘brass’

ii) The distribution of /x/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is quite different. The differences are that a) /x/ only occurs word-initially in words of Mongolic origin while it occurs after vowels, nasals, and glides in words of Chinese origin; and b) /x/ rarely occurs before glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /x/ is common before /w/ glides, but never before /j/ glides.

4.1.2.4.3 The phoneme /h/ = h

i) The phoneme /h/ only occurs word-initially in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it does not occur after vowels, nasals, or glides. Moreover, /h/ does not occur before glides.
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(216) ḥarəŋ  ‘ten’
(217) ḥuntura  ‘to sleep’

There are two Arabic loans where /h/ occurs after a vowel.

(218) ḥuḥaʁ  ‘spirit, soul’
(219) məhə'luₜəi  ‘people and all kinds of animals’

The phoneme /h/ does not occur in words of Chinese origin.

ii) The phoneme /h/ only appears word-initially in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin. In some Arabic loans it occurs after vowels. It is not found in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.4.4 The phoneme /u:/ = ə

i) The phoneme /u:/ occurs after vowels or nasals in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. It does not occur word-initially. However, Bu (1983) gives two examples of word-initial /u:/ . Both are suspect. One, example (220), can be analyzed as a suffix (appearing only after numerals). The other, example (221), is mono-morphemic semantically with no apparent morpheme boundaries, so it is analyzable as a single word.

(220) niə-ŋa  ‘one bowl of’
(221) oki ← o ɤi  ‘to dawn’
(222) dzuŋə  ‘heart’
(223) guŋŋi  ‘kite, sparrow hawk’

There is only one instance of /u:/ occurring after /n/. This is given in (224).

(224) baṇəŋan  ‘wife of elder brother, sister-in-law’

There are two instances of /u:/ occurring after glides, given below. However, the -ŋan in example (226) may be a lexicalized or fossilized form of an adjectival suffix which is an intensifier.
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(225) ɕiauŋa ‘earring’
(226) ɕəiŋəŋ ‘beautiful, pretty’

There are also two instances of /ɕ/ occurring before glides, given below. Example (228) has an alternate pronunciation where /ɕ/ does not occur before a glide.

(227) aɣusi ‘wide, broad’
(228) tuŋua ~ tuŋa ‘post, pillar’

The phoneme /ɕ/ does not occur in mono-morphemic words of Chinese origin. The causative suffix /-ŋa/ may be encountered on numerous Chinese loans as in (229), but a morpheme break precedes the /ɕ/.

(229) losoŋa ‘to be overelaborate’ (from Chinese luošuo + -ŋa)

ii) The phoneme /ɕ/ only occurs after vowels and nasals in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in a number of words of unknown origin. It does not appear in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.2.5 Sonorants

The sonorants are /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /ɻ/, /l/, /w/, and /j/. In mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin in Santa, there is a constraint on adjacent sonorants across syllable boundaries. See section 3.2.3 for discussion of the adjacent sonorants constraint.

4.1.2.5.1 The phoneme /m/ = m

i) The phoneme /m/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. It does not occur after nasals.

(230) mori ‘horse’
(231) olima ‘fruit, pear’
Phonemically, /m/ does not occur in the syllable coda. But phonetic occurrences of [m] may be encountered before /p/. Examples of this are given in (232) and (233). See section 4.1.2.1.5 for more on this.

(232) nanbøŋ gusìi ‘a type of insect’
/nanpøŋ gusìi/ → [näm'pøŋ gusìi] unknown source/Santa

(233) unba ‘to swim’ /unpa/ → [ūm'pa] ~ [ūn'pa]

There is one instance of /m/ occurring after a glide in (234).

(234) nøimøŋ ‘eight’

There is also one instance of /m/ occurring before a glide in (235).

(235) miøŋgu ‘silver’

In words of Chinese origin, /m/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, and glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /m/ occurs before /j/ glides as in (239) and (240), but not before /w/ glides.

(236) mindzu ‘nationality, ethnic group’
(237) liuøn ‘hoodlum, hooligan, rogue’
(238) zøŋmin ‘people’
(239) baømin ‘north’
(240) miøu ‘second (of time)’

ii) The distribution of /m/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /m/ does not occur after nasals in words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin; b) /m/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin (one instance: (234)) but common in words of Chinese origin; and c) /m/ rarely occurs before glides in words of Mongolic origin (one instance: (235)) while in words of Chinese origin, /m/ occurs before /j/ glides but not before /w/ glides.
4.1.2.5.2 The phoneme /n/ = ȵ

i) The phoneme /n/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin, but it does not occur after nasals or glides. /n/ occurs before /j/ glides as in (243), but not before /w/ glides. /n/ also occurs in the syllable coda in the C₃ position. Examples (244) and (245) illustrate syllable coda (before another syllable) and word-final distribution of /n/ respectively.

(241) nĩə  ‘one’
(242) ɕoni  ‘sheep’
(243) niu  ‘to hide’
(244) hundzu  ‘sparrow, small bird’
(245) kuan  ‘foot’

In words of Chinese origin, /n/ occurs in the syllable coda as well as in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. It occurs after vowels as in (247), nasals as in (248), and glides as in (249) in polysyllabic words. /n/ also occurs before /j/ glides when in the C₁ position as in (250), but not before /w/ glides. Examples (251) and (252) illustrate syllable coda (before another syllable) and word-final distribution of /n/ respectively.

(246) nuli  ‘slave’
(247) mɑnəu  ‘agate’
(248) pənju  ‘roc (legendary bird of prey)’
(249) xaunjan  ‘year after next’
(250) niəntau  ‘idea, thought’
(251) dzundzu  ‘pearl’
(252) dzuan  ‘brick’

In addition, /n/ occurs before glides when in the C₃ position as in (253) and (254). This occurs across syllable boundaries.

(253) dzioŋji  ‘proposal, suggestion’
(254) ċiənwo  ‘whirlpool, vortex, eddy’
ii) The distribution of /n/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is quite similar. The differences are that a) /n/ does not occur after nasals in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin but common in words of Chinese origin; b) /n/ does not occur after glides in words of Mongolic origin and does occur in words of Chinese origin; and c) in words of Chinese origin /n/ occurs before glides across syllable boundaries while this does not occur in words of Mongolic origin.

4.1.2.5.3 The phoneme /ŋ/ = η

i) The phoneme /ŋ/ only occurs in the syllable coda in the C₃ position in words of Mongolic origin. It does not occur before or after glides. It also does not occur before other nasals across syllable boundaries.

(255) манлэу ‘forehead’
(256) кун ‘person’

In words of Chinese origin, /ŋ/ only occurs in the syllable coda in the C₃ position. It does not occur after glides.

(257) лиңдэу ‘leader’
(258) пин ‘flat, level’

There are many instances of /ŋ/ occurring before glides and nasals across syllable boundaries in words of Chinese origin as in (259) and (260).

(259) хүңжэу ‘butter, grease’
(260) чүңнээн ‘leap year’

ii) The distribution of /ŋ/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is almost identical. The only difference is that in words of Chinese origin /ŋ/ occurs before glides and nasals across syllable boundaries but not for words of Mongolic origin.
4.1.2.5.4 The phoneme /r/ = ɻ

i) The phoneme /r/ only occurs after vowels and glides in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. That means it does not occur word-initially or after nasals.

(261) ɻərə ‘to come’
(262) ɻəura ‘soil, earth’

There are three instances of /r/ occurring before /w/ glides given below, but there are no instances of /r/ occurring before /j/ glides. In each of these cases, there is an alternative pronunciation. In (263) haron ‘ten’ is phonetically [harʰɔn]. (See section 3.3.2.6 and 4.1.3.6 for more on /o/.) In (264) and (265), /r/ occurs in the syllable coda and precedes /w/ across the syllable boundary. In the alternative pronunciations, /w/ has been deleted and /r/ is now in the syllable onset.

(263) ɻərən ~ haron  ‘ten’
(264) ɻurwaŋ ~ ɻuraŋ  ‘three’
(265) ɻəɻəwəŋ ~ ɻəɻəŋ  ‘four’

There are some instances of /r/ occurring in the syllable coda. Examples (266) through (269) illustrate the only syllable coda instances of /r/ which are not also word-final (Bu 1983). But each of these has an alternate pronunciation where either the /r/ has been deleted as in (266), the following onset has been deleted so that /r/ is the onset as in (267) and (268), or it has been syllabified with an epenthetic vowel so that /r/ is the syllable onset rather than the syllable coda as in (269).

(266) ɻərəta ~ mata  ‘to forget’
(267) ɻurwaŋ ~ ɻuraŋ  ‘three’
(268) ɻəɻəwəŋ ~ ɻəɻəŋ  ‘four’
(269) gurga ~ guɾiga  ‘Adam’s apple’
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Examples (270) through (276) illustrate the only word-final instances of /r/ (Bu 1983). Examples (271) through (273) are lexicalized phrases and (274) through (276) are onomatopoetic in nature. Since syllable coda /r/ seems to be dispreferred by Santa speakers and is probably on its way out as being acceptable (see section 4.2 for more on Santa syllable structure), it is not surprising that the contexts in which it does occur are contexts in which it is more likely to be retained, i.e. lexicalized phrases and onomatopoetic words.

(270)  guar ~ gua     ‘two’
(271)  guar udu      ‘two days’
(272)  anə guar udu   ‘recently, the last two days’
(273)  giər ədzən   ‘head of a household, host’
(274)  dər dər       ‘sound used for calling horses, donkeys, and mules’
(275)  magar magar    ‘sound used for calling sheep’
(276)  əzir əzir      ‘depicts the sound of water in a brook’

My consultant considers many of the attested syllable coda instances of /r/ to be syllabified as [ɾ]. The epenthetic insertion of [ɾ] allows /r/ to be syllabified as part of the following syllable onset rather than the previous syllable coda. The fact that there are two possible interpretations (with varying degrees of use and acceptance) with respect to the syllabification of /r/ is probably good evidence of a language change in process.

The phoneme /r/ does not occur in mono-morphemic words of Chinese origin. One can find words of Chinese origin with the suffix -ra ‘BVS’ attached, but a morpheme boundary precedes the /r/ as in (277).

(277)  minbərə      ‘to come to realize’ (from Chinese mingbái + -ra)

ii) The phoneme /r/ only occurs after vowels and glides and occasionally in the syllable coda in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin. The phoneme /r/ does not occur in words of Chinese origin.
4.1.2.5.5 The phoneme /ɬ/ = ɬ

i) The phoneme /ɬ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position in words of Mongolic origin. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides as the examples below demonstrate. In addition, /ɬ/ occurs before /ʃ/ glides as in (282), but it does not occur before /w/ glides.

(278) łaʂaŋ  ‘leaf’
(279) була  ‘spring’
(280)  маӈлаӈ  ‘forehead’
(281)  төѡлай  ‘rabbit, hare’
(282)  туліӈ  ‘to scald, to burn’

However, there are only a few examples of /ɬ/ following nasals in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin. Examples (283) and (284) are the only other instances from Bu (1983).

(283)  тʂанлиӈ  ‘to listen, to hear’
(284)  ӈаӈлай  ‘palate’

In words of Chinese origin, /ɬ/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₁ position. This means it may be found after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below. In addition, /ɬ/ occurs before glides as in (289).

(285)  луӈсы  ‘teacher’
(286)  нули  ‘slave’
(287)  ӈуӈлу  ‘highway, road’
(288)  луӈліӈ  ‘woods, grove’
(289)  ӈяӈдаӈ  ‘sickle’

ii) The distribution of /ɬ/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is quite similar. The differences are that a) /ɬ/ rarely occurs after nasals in words of Mongolic origin while common in words of Chinese origin; and b) /ɬ/ only occurs before /ʃ/ glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin, /ɬ/ occurs before both /ʃ/ and /w/ glides.
4.1.2.5.6 The phoneme /w/ = w, u

i) The phoneme /w/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in the C₂ position in words of Mongolic origin. /w/ also occurs in the syllable coda in the C₃ position as in (292). It does not occur after nasals.

(290) wala ‘to wash, to bathe’
(291) jàwu ‘to walk, to go’
(292) sàu ‘to live, to dwell; to sit’

There is one instance of /w/ occurring after a glide, as in (293).

(293) gɔiwa ‘easy’

In words of Chinese origin, /w/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₂ position and in the syllable coda in the C₃ position. This means it occurs after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below.

(294) wàŋ ‘net’
(295) tɔwu ‘spy, special agent’
(296) zənwu ‘assignment, job, mission, task’
(297) dziauwo ‘kitchen’

/w/ does not occur before other glides in the C₂ position, but /w/ occurs before other glides across syllable boundaries when it is in the C₃ position as in (298).

(298) biuqjan gia ‘to act, to perform’ Chinese/Santa

ii) The distribution of /w/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /w/ does not occur after nasals in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /w/ occurs after nasals across syllable boundaries; b) /w/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin across syllable boundaries when /w/ is in the C₂ position while in words of Chinese origin this does occur; and c) /w/ never occurs
before glides in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin this occurs across syllable boundaries when /w/ is in the C₃ position.

4.1.2.5.7 The phoneme /j/ = ŋ Ɂ

i) The phoneme /j/ occurs word-initially and after vowels in the C₂ position in words of Mongolic origin. /j/ also occurs in the syllable coda in the C₃ position as in (301). When in the C₂ position, /j/ occurs after nasals which are in the C₁ position as in (302).

(299) jasuŋ ‘bone, skeleton’
(300) bajan ‘rich, prosperous, wealthy’
(301) bai ‘to stop, to stand’
(302) nia ‘to glue, to stick’

There are three instances of /j/ occurring after a /j/ glide across syllable boundaries when it is in the C₂ position as in the examples below.²⁸

(303) fajja ‘to tie, to fasten’
(304) qajja ‘sheep grass’
(305) tajja ‘walking stick; club, cudgel, bludgeon’

In words of Chinese origin, /j/ occurs in the syllable onset in the C₂ position, and in the syllable coda in the C₃ position. This means it may occur after vowels, nasals, or glides in polysyllabic words as in the examples below.

(306) jansa ‘color’
(307) daji ‘overcoat, topcoat’
(308) cianja ‘ivory’
(309) gaujjan ‘highland, plateau’

²⁸ Phonemically, the /j/ in these examples is geminated: /fajja/, /qajja/, and /tajja/ respectively. These types of geminates are rare. Most geminates in words of Mongolic origin are disallowed by the adjacent sonorants constraint discussed in section 3.2.3 in Chapter 3.
/i/ does not occur before other glides in the C₂ position, but /i/ occurs before other glides across syllable boundaries when it is in the C₃ position as in (310).

(310) baiwan 'one million'

ii) The distribution of /i/ in mono-morphemic words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The differences are that a) /i/ does not occur after nasals across syllable boundaries in words of Mongolic origin while in words of Chinese origin /i/ does occur after nasals across syllable boundaries; b) /i/ rarely occurs after glides in words of Mongolic origin across syllable boundaries when /i/ is in the C₂ position while in words of Chinese origin this does occur; and c) /i/ rarely occurs before glides in words of Mongolic origin across syllable boundaries when /i/ is in the C₃ position while in words of Chinese origin this does occur.

4.1.2.6 Summary

The distribution of consonants for words of Mongolic and Chinese origin is quite varied. Some consonants like /pʰ/, /f/, /h/ occur in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin, but in words of Mongolic origin they only occur word-initially. Other consonants like /qʰ/, /ɭ/, /ɭʰ/, /ɭɾ/, and /ɾ/ only occur in words of Mongolic origin while the consonants /tsʰ/, /ts/, and /ts/ only occur in words of Chinese origin. The distribution of the remaining consonants is similar in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origins. Most of the differences in distribution that do occur are explained by the adjacent sonorants constraint and the homorganic nasal-stop constraint which generally only apply to words of Mongolic origin.
4.1.3 The vowel phonemes

There are 7 vowel phonemes in Santa /i, u, u, a, o, a/.

4.1.3.1 The phoneme /i/ = i

i) The phoneme /i/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic origin. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/. It does not occur in vowel+glide/glide+vowel sequences. Some examples are given below.29

| i   | (311) əri | 'to seek, to look for' |
| in  | (312) otɕin | 'girl, daughter' |
| iŋ  | (313) əmɪŋ | 'life, destiny, fate' |

In words of Chinese origin, /i/ occurs in the syllable nucleus. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/. It does not occur in vowel+glide or glide+vowel sequences. Some examples are given below.

| i   | (314) bi | 'pen' |
| in  | (315) ɕiŋ | 'letter, mail' |
| iŋ  | (316) ɕiŋ | 'soldier' |

In section 3.3.2.1 I discussed the phonetic variants of /i/. The influence of Chinese is evident here. In Chinese, after /tɕʰ/, /tʃ/, /ɕ/, and /z/ only [i] occurs; after /tsʰ/, /tˢ/, and /s/ only [i] occurs; and after /tɕʰ/, /tɬ/, and /ʃ/, [i] or /i/ occurs. This situation in Santa is identical to the one found in Chinese.

ii) The distribution of /i/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is quite similar. Even the distribution of the phonetic variants of /i/ in words of Mongolic and Chinese origin is identical.30 This has come about through language contact with Hui.

29 In this section, segments preceding the example number are in phonemic transcription. "/'" are not used her.
30 This does not include the voiceless variants.
4.1.3.2 The phoneme /u/ = 𬀩

i) The phoneme /u/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic origin. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/ as in (318) and (319), but these are the only instances. It does not occur in vowel+glide or glide+vowel sequences.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u} & \quad (317) \quad \text{ᠬᠢᠶ᠋ᠰᠢᠶ᠋ᠷ} & \quad \text{‘stairs, steps, ladder’} \\
\mathbf{ʊn} & \quad (318) \quad \text{ᠬᠢᠶ᠋ᠰᠠ᠌᠋᠎᠋} & \quad \text{‘to fight, to go to war’} \\
\mathbf{ʊŋ} & \quad (319) \quad \text{ᠬᠢᠶ᠋ᠰお互い} & \quad \text{‘sparrow hawk, kite (bird)’}
\end{align*}
\]

The phoneme /u/ does not occur in words of Chinese origin.

ii) The phoneme /u/ only occurs in words of Mongolic origin and usually in only CV syllables with only two instances of nasal codas. It does not occur in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.3.3 The phoneme /u/ = думал

i) The phoneme /u/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic origin. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/. It also occurs in glide+vowel sequences with pre-vocalic /j/ glides. It does not occur in vowel+glide sequences, nor does it occur with both a pre-vocalic glide and the nasal coda at the same time. Some examples are given below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u} & \quad (320) \quad \text{᠌᠎᠎᠎᠎᠎᠎} & \quad \text{‘day’} \\
\mathbf{ʊn} & \quad (321) \quad \text{᠌᠎᠎᠎᠎᠎} & \quad \text{‘deep’} \\
\mathbf{ʊŋ} & \quad (322) \quad \text{᠎᠎᠎᠎᠎} & \quad \text{‘hair, feather’} \\
\mathbf{jʊ} & \quad (323) \quad \text{᠎᠎᠎᠎᠎} & \quad \text{‘to hide’}
\end{align*}
\]

In words of Chinese origin, /u/ occurs in the syllable nucleus. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/. It also occurs in glide+vowel sequences with pre-vocalic /j/ glides. It does not occur in vowel+glide sequences, nor does it occur with both a pre-vocalic glide and the nasal coda at the same time. Some examples are given below.
ii) The distribution of /u/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is identical.

4.1.3.4 The phoneme /ə/ = ə

i) The phoneme /ə/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic origin. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/ as in (329) and (330). It also occurs in glide+vowel sequences with a pre-vocalic /j/ glide as in (329) and (331), and in vowel+glide sequences with a post-vocalic /j/ or /w/ glide as in (332) and (333). In addition, it occurs in glide+vowel+glide sequences with both a pre-vocalic /w/ glide and a post-vocalic /j/ glide as in (334). Moreover, it occurs with a pre-vocalic /j/ glide and a nasal coda as in (335).

ə (328) ənə ‘this’
ən (329) ʃan>>& ‘to smell, to sniff, to scent’
əŋ (330) ʃudʒŋ ‘neck’
ə (331) jʊŋ ‘nine’
əj (332) ʃaimən ‘eight’
əw (333) qurəu ‘frost’
əə (334) ʃaitə ‘narrow’
jən (335) ʃiŋkiaŋ ‘thin, flimsy’

There is one example of /ə/ occurring with a pre-vocalic /w/ glide as in (336).

wə (336) kəwə ‘bran’

In words of Chinese origin, /ə/ occurs in the syllable nucleus. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/ as in (338) and (339). It also occurs in glide+vowel sequences with a pre-vocalic /j/ glide as in (340) and in vowel+glide
sequences with a post-vocalic /j/ or /w/ glide as in (341) and (342). In addition, it
occurs in glide+vowel+glide sequences with both a pre-vocalic /w/ glide and a
post-vocalic /j/ glide as in (343). Moreover, it occurs with a pre-vocalic /j/ glide
and a nasal coda as in (344).

ə (337) tə ‘too much, excessive’
ən (338) bəndzi ‘book, notebook’
əŋ (339) dəŋ ‘stirrup’
jə (340) ciə ‘crab’
ej (341) məi ‘coal’
əw (342) dəłfu ‘tofu, bean curd’
əŋ (343) dzəŋ ‘crime, guilt, sin, fault, blame’
jən (344) dzəŋ ‘electricity’

ii) The distribution of /ə/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of
Chinese origin is almost identical.

4.1.3.5 The phoneme /ə/ = ə

i) The phoneme /ə/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic
origin without an onset, but it is very rare. It does not occur with nasal codas, nor
does it occur in glide+vowel or vowel+glide sequences.

There are two words of Mongolic origin which have /ə/. In both instances,
/ə/ is syllabified as its own syllable.

ə (345) tɕiəŋə ‘vehicle’
ə (346) tɕinəɹ ‘day after tomorrow’

Comparative and historical evidence shows that /ə/ in (345) corresponds
to /r/ as can be seen in (347). The influence of Chinese has probably caused the
reanalysis of the Mongolic syllable coda /r/ into /ə/ in Santa. It is syllabified as its
own syllable and therefore does not conflict with Santa syllable coda constraints.
See section 4.1.2.5.4 for more on the phoneme /r/ and section 4.2 for more on
Santa syllable structure.
(347) (Kuribayashi 1989:358)
Script M. terge(n) ‘vehicle, cart’
Mongolian tæg
Dagur tæg
E. Yugur teryen
Monguor tõgex
Baoran tšadzi (Chinese loan)
Santa tšiægæ

In words of Chinese origin, /ɔ/ occurs in the syllable nucleus without an onset. It does not occur with nasal codas, nor does it occur in glide+vowel or vowel+glide sequences. Some examples are given below.

\[ ɔ \quad (348) \quad ɔʃi \quad \text{‘twenty’} \]
\[ ɔ \quad (349) \quad ʣœwɔ \quad \text{‘jujube, Chinese date’} \]

ii) The distribution of /ɔ/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is quite similar. However, the presence of /ɔ/ in words of Mongolic origin is quite rare, and is probably solely due to the influence of Chinese.

4.1.3.6 The phoneme /o/ = o

i) The phoneme /o/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic origin. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/. It does not occur in glide+vowel or vowel+glide sequences. Some examples are given below.

\[ o \quad (350) \quad no \quad \text{‘lake, pond’} \]
\[ on \quad (351) \quad gondʒiə \quad \text{‘to suffer from the cold, to suffer frostbite’} \]
\[ on \quad (352) \quad oloŋ \quad \text{‘many, much, a lot’} \]

In words of Chinese origin, /o/ occurs in the syllable nucleus. It does not occur with nasal codas. In pinyin, the romanized transcription system used in the People’s Republic of China, words with this vowel are transcribed with both o and uo. The difference is that o is used after y, w, b, p, m, f, and the zero initial
whereas *uo* is used after all other initials. In the Santa transcription system, these are all represented using *o*, not *uo*. This is because the pre-vocalic labialization [*w*] that usually occurs before [o] patterns phonetically and not phonemically as a pre-vocalic */w*/ glide. Therefore, in my analysis, words of Chinese origin with the vowel */o*/ do not occur in glide+vowel or vowel+glide sequences. Some examples are given below.

\[
\begin{align*}
&o \quad (353) \text{po} \quad \text{‘broken, damaged’} \quad /p^h{o}/ \rightarrow [p^{hw}o] \\
&\quad \text{(from Chinese pò)} \\
&o \quad (354) \text{loto} \quad \text{‘camel’} \quad /l̄o^h{o}/ \rightarrow [l^{w}o^t^{hw}o] \\
&\quad \text{(from Chinese luòtuo)} \\
&o \quad (355) \text{tsoban} \quad \text{‘washboard’} \quad /t^s^h{o}p^h{o}/ \rightarrow [t^{hw}o^p^h{o}] \\
&\quad \text{(from Chinese cuòbān)}
\end{align*}
\]

ii) The distribution of */o*/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is similar. The only difference is that */o*/ occurs with nasal codas in words of Mongolic origin while it does not in words of Chinese origin.

4.1.3.7 The phoneme */a*/ = *a*

i) The phoneme */a*/ occurs in the syllable nucleus in words of Mongolic origin. It occurs with the nasal codas */n*/ and */ŋ*/ as in (357) and (358). It also occurs in glide+vowel sequences as in (359) and (360) and in vowel+glide sequences as in (361) and (362). In addition, it occurs in glide+vowel+glide sequences as in (363) and (364). Moreover, */a*/ occurs with both a pre-vocalic glide and a nasal coda as in (365) through (367).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>(356)</th>
<th>asa</th>
<th>‘to ask’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>an</td>
<td>(357)</td>
<td>giɾan</td>
<td>‘bright, shiny, luminous’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aŋ</td>
<td>(358)</td>
<td>baŋ</td>
<td>‘honey’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>(359)</td>
<td>jasuŋ</td>
<td>‘bone, skeleton’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa</td>
<td>(360)</td>
<td>qawa</td>
<td>‘nose’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aj</td>
<td>(361)</td>
<td>kai</td>
<td>‘wind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aw</td>
<td>(362)</td>
<td>taw</td>
<td>‘to catch up with, to overtake’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaw</td>
<td>(363)</td>
<td>tɕiauŋ</td>
<td>‘head’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waj</td>
<td>(364)</td>
<td>qaɨtʃəŋ</td>
<td>‘old, worn, used’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaŋ</td>
<td>(365)</td>
<td>baŋəŋ</td>
<td>‘rich, wealthy, prosperous, well-off’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wan</td>
<td>(366)</td>
<td>kuan</td>
<td>‘foot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waŋ</td>
<td>(367)</td>
<td>guŋgiəŋ</td>
<td>‘hard working’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In words of Chinese origin, /a/ occurs in the syllable nucleus. It occurs with the nasal codas /n/ and /ŋ/ as in (369) and (370). It also occurs in glide+vowel sequences as in (371) and (372) and in vowel+glide sequences as in (373) and (374). In addition, it occurs in glide+vowel+glide sequences as in (375) and (376). Moreover, /a/ occurs with both a pre-vocalic glides and a nasal coda as in (377) through (379).

---

31 This is the only one that does not allow a consonantal onset in the C1 position of the syllable.
ii) The distribution of /a/ in words of Mongolic origin and in words of Chinese origin is almost identical.

4.1.3.8 Summary

The distribution of the vowels for words of Mongolic and Chinese origin is almost identical. This similarity is a result of heavy influence from Hui. This situation will be discussed in the next section where the issue Santa syllable structure and language contact is taken up in more depth.

4.2 Santa syllable structure and the effects of language contact

In this section, I will discuss the effect of contact-induced language change on the Santa syllable. See Chapter 2 for a discussion of current socio-historical factors that promote language contact between the Santa and the Linxia Hui.

The effect of language contact on the Santa syllable manifests itself in two primary types of evidence. The first type of evidence is the effect on the basic

---

32 This section of the dissertation was first presented at the Second UCSB East Asian Linguistics Workshop, May 1, 1993 and then again at the LASSO conference in Houston, TX on October 22nd, 1994.
structure of the Santa syllable. This is shown chiefly in the movement away from
the typical Mongolic syllable type to the Mandarin Chinese syllable type. The
second type of evidence is the effect on the Santa syllable inventory. This is
exhibited in the overall similarity between the Santa and Hui syllable inventories.

In section 4.2.1 I will give a general account of comparative Mongolic
syllable structure. In section 4.2.2 I will give a detailed account of Santa syllable
structure and discuss how it differs from Mongolic as a whole. In section 4.2.3 I
will give a detailed account of Hui syllable structure and its similarities to Santa.
In section 4.2.4 I will compare the Santa and Hui syllable inventories and show
that they overlap to an unusually large degree. In section 4.2.5 I will look solely at
the Santa syllable inventory and show the number of syllable types shared by
words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin. Finally, in section 4.2.6 I will use
comparative Mongolic evidence to illustrate how the Santa syllable structure
might have evolved from the Mongolic type into the Mandarin Chinese type.

4.2.1 Comparative Mongolic Syllable Structure

I will look at six languages in the Mongolic language family and their
respective syllable structures. These six languages are 1) Mongolian (the language
spoken by the people of both Inner and Outer Mongolia); 2) Dagur (spoken in
northeastern China near the eastern tip of Outer Mongolia); 3) Eastern Yugur;
4) Monguor; 5) Baiyin; and 6) Santa, the latter four being spoken in the
Gansu-Qinghai border region in northwestern China.

Before I give a general overview of Mongolic syllable structure, I want to
briefly review the major component parts of the syllable.

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) & \quad \sigma \\
\text{Onset} & \quad \text{Rhyme} \\
\text{Nucleus} & \quad \text{Coda} \\
(b) & \quad \sigma \\
\text{C} & \quad \text{V} \\
\text{Onset} & \quad \text{Nucleus} & \quad \text{Coda}
\end{align*}
\]
Example (380)(a) illustrates the traditional hierarchical viewpoint of the syllable. Example (380)(b) illustrates the autosegmental viewpoint (Clements and Keyser 1983). In both, the onset may consist of one or more consonants, the nucleus may consist of one or more syllabic elements, and the coda may consist of one or more consonants. The basic difference between these two is the rhyme found in (380)(a) but not in (380)(b). I will be thinking in terms of (380)(b), in this paper, since I have not yet found any phonological significance for the rhyme in Santa. See section 4.3 for evidence that syllable weight places no role in the Santa stress system.

Syllable structure is language specific. In other words, each language has its own systematic limitations on which types of syllables are acceptable and which types are not. These limitations are best formalized in the maximal syllable template which shows a) the maximal allowable syllable; b) the syllable types that may be derived from the template; and c) the phonotactic limitations on particular segments.

4.2.1.1 Mongolian syllable structure

The maximal syllable template for Mongolian is illustrated in (381). Mongolian is spoken by over 3 million people in both Mongolia and Inner Mongolia province in China (Language Atlas of China 1988).

(381) Mongolian maximal syllable template (Derived from Daobu 1983)
(C₁)V₁(V₂)(C₂)(C₃)

C₁ = any consonant
if V₁ V₂ then V₁ V₂ = long vowel or complex vowel
C₂ = b, g, s, x, m, n, n̄, l, r, (n̄i, n̄ī, l̄, r̄)
C₃ = b, d, g, t, s, ʃ, x, dʒ, tʃ, (dʒi, gʃi, xi)

Consonant clusters are allowed in the syllable coda, but there are some restrictions on which consonants may appear in clusters and what sequence they may appear in. Long vowels and complex vowels may also appear in the syllable nucleus.
4.2.1.2 Dagur syllable structure

The maximal syllable template for Dagur is illustrated in (382). Dagur is spoken in Heilongjiang province in the northeastern tip of Mongolia. There are an estimated 60,000 speakers (Language Atlas of China 1988).

(382) Dagur maximal syllable template (Derived from Zhong Suchun 1982 and Enhebatu 1988)

\[(C_1) V_1(V_2)(C_2)(C_3)\]

\(C_1 = \) any consonant
if \(V_1 V_2\) then \(V_1 V_2 = \) long vowel or complex vowel
\(C_2 = b, g, (y), m, n, l, r, j\)
\(C_3 = d, p, t, k, s, f, dʒ, tʃ\)

Comparing (382) with the maximal syllable template for Mongolian in (381) above, it is evident that they are very similar. Both allow consonant clusters in the syllable coda and both allow long or complex vowels in the syllable nucleus. The major difference lies in the list of consonants which may appear in the coda.

4.2.1.3 Eastern Yugur syllable structure

The maximal syllable template for Eastern Yugur is illustrated in (383). Eastern Yugur is spoken near the border region of Gansu and Qinghai provinces north of Lanzhou. There are an estimated 4000 speakers (Language Atlas of China 1988).

(383) Eastern Yugur maximal syllable template (Derived from Zhaonasitu 1981a)

\[(C_1)(C_2)V_1(V_2)(C_3)\]

if \(C_1 C_2\) then \(C_1 = s, ʃ, χ, h, m, n, η, t, r\)
\(C_2 = b, d, g, ʒ, dʒ\)
if \(V_1 V_2\) then \(V_1 V_2 = \) long vowel or complex vowel
\(C_3 = b, d, g, ʒ, s, ʃ, m, n, η, l, r\)
Comparing (383) with (381) and (382) above, there is a clear distinction. We have just seen that consonant clusters are allowed in the syllable coda in Mongolian and Dagur, but in Eastern Yugur, the consonants clusters are only allowed in the onset. But comparing the list of consonants that may appear in the coda, they overlap to a considerable degree with those allowed in the coda for Mongolian and Dagur.

4.2.1.4 Monguor (Tu) syllable structure

The maximal syllable template for Monguor (or Tu) is illustrated in (384). Monguor is spoken in mainly Qinghai province near the Gansu/Qinghai border region. There is also a small community in Gansu in the same region. There are an estimated 90,000 speakers split between two dialects: Huzhu 60,000 and Minhe 30,000 (Language Atlas of China 1988). The data in this section is representative of the Huzhu dialect (Keith Slater, person communication).

(384) Monguor (Tu) maximal syllable template (Derived from Zhaonasitu 1981b)
\[(C_1)(C_2)V_1(V_2)(C_3)\]
if \(C_1\) \(C_2\) then \(C_1 = \varsigma, \xi, x, m, n, \eta, r\)
\(C_2 = b, d, g, s, r, t, k, dz, dz, dz, t\varsigma, t\xi\)
if \(V_1\) \(V_2\) then \(V_1\) \(V_2 = \) long vowel or complex vowel
\(C_3 = b, d, g, s, \xi, \varsigma, m, n, \eta, l, r\)

Comparing (384) with (383), it is obvious that they are similar. Consonant clusters are allowed only in the onset. The consonants that may appear in these clusters are similar for \(C_1\) but vary somewhat for \(C_2\). The consonants that may appear in the coda are almost identical to those for Eastern Yugur.

4.2.1.5 Baonan syllable structure

The maximal syllable template for Baonan is illustrated in (385). Baonan is spoken in the Gansu/Qinghai border region to the west of Linxia. There are two main dialects. The Tongren dialect in Qinghai province with an estimated 4000
speakers has been heavily influenced by Tibetan. The Dahejia dialect in Gansu province has an estimated 6000 speakers and has been heavily influence by Linxia Hui (Language Atlas of China 1988).

(385) Baonan maximal syllable template (Derived from Bu He and Liu Zhaoxiong 1982)

\[(C_1)(C_2)V_1(V_2)(C_3)(C_4)\]

if \(C_1 C_2\) then \(C_1 = t, f, s, \chi, m, n, \eta\)

\(C_2 = b, d, g, t, dz, dz\)

if \(V_1 V_2\) then \(V_1, V_2\) = complex vowel

if only \(C_3\) then \(C_3 = b, d, g, g, s, \zeta, \chi, t\zeta, m, n, \eta, l, r\)

if \(C_3 C_4\) then \(C_3 = l, r\)

\(C_4 = t\zeta\)

The Baonan maximal syllable template differs from those which we have examined previously in two ways. First, there are no long vowels, only complex ones. And secondly, clusters are allowed in the coda, but only of a very limited type where \(l\) or \(r\) is the first member and \(t\zeta\) is the last member of the cluster. Moreover, \(t\zeta\) is a morpheme, thus a morpheme boundary is involved here where previously one was not, i.e. in Mongolian and Dagur. Otherwise, the list of consonants allowed in a simple coda are very similar to those we have seen before.

33 The sources on Baonan disagree to some extent. This disagreement is primarily due to the existence of two different dialects — the Dahejia dialect which has been influenced chiefly by Hui (described for the most part in Bu He and Liu Zhaoxiong (1982)) and the Tongren dialect which has been influenced chiefly by Tibetan (described for the most part in Chen Naixiong (1987)). I have elected to use Bu He and Liu Zhaoxiong (1982) because it is a part of the series in which most of the other syllable structure data for this section has been drawn.

Chen Naixiong (1987) disagrees in whether a) Baonan has long vowels or not; and b) the list of consonants found in \(C_1 C_2\) clusters. However, these dialectal differences do not affect the results of this study to any large degree.
To summarize what we have encountered so far, Mongolian and Dagur allow consonant clusters in the coda (I consider Baonan borderline here since clusters arise in the coda from one specific morpheme) and Eastern Yugur, Monguor, and Baonan allow consonant clusters in the onset. Is there a correlation for this split? In fact, Mongolian and Dagur are initial stress languages (that is, the first syllable of the word receives the stress) and Eastern Yugur, Monguor, and Baonan are ultimate stress languages (that is, the stress falls on the last syllable of the word). My hypothesis is that in the initial stress languages, an unstressed vowel may have been lost in the final syllable of a two syllable word resulting in a consonant cluster as in (386)(a).

\[(386)(a) \text{ Initial stress languages} \quad (386)(b) \text{ Ultimate stress languages} \]

'CVCvC $\Rightarrow$ 'CVCC  
Cv'CVC $\Rightarrow$ 'CCVC

Conversely, in ultimate stress languages, an unstressed vowel may have been lost in the first syllable resulting in a consonant cluster as in (386)(b).

Some examples are given in (387).

\[(387) \quad (\text{Kuribayashi 1989: 226, 211, 204, 249}) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script M.</th>
<th>a) ‘to wear’</th>
<th>b) ‘wine’</th>
<th>c) ‘to be able’</th>
<th>d) ‘ox, cow’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>emüs</td>
<td>darasun</td>
<td>čida</td>
<td>hüker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>əms</td>
<td>ariŋŋu</td>
<td>šadän</td>
<td>uŋšr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Yugur</td>
<td>məs</td>
<td>xuandʒu</td>
<td>ʃda</td>
<td>hgor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monguor</td>
<td>musə</td>
<td>daraasə</td>
<td>ʃda</td>
<td>fŋgor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baonan</td>
<td>musi</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>fŋgor, gor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>musi, misi</td>
<td>daraasuŋ</td>
<td>ʃida(^{34})</td>
<td>fugiŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (387)(a) the first vowel has been retained in Script Mongolian, Mongolian, and Dagur, the initial stress languages. The vowel /ü/ has been lost in the modern languages Mongolian and Dugur creating a /ms/ sequence. The

\[^{34}\text{Not given in Kuribayashi (1989).}\]
ultimate stress languages all retain a corresponding vowel. In Santa, both /u/ and
/i/ are possible. In (387)(b) the consonant cluster /rs/ in the coda has resulted from
the loss of the vowel /a/ and the final syllable in Mongolian. This vowel is
retained in both Monguor and Santa.

In (387)(c) the first vowel has been lost in Eastern Yugur and Monguor,
creating a consonant cluster in the onset. In (387)(d) the vowel /u/ has been lost in
Eastern Yugur and Baonan, creating consonant clusters in the onset.

This phenomenon has only been touched on here, but it deserves further
attention and analysis. If this hypothesis basically proves to be correct, then it may
be an indication of how deep the stress dichotomy in Mongolic really is.

4.2.2 Santa syllable structure

The maximal syllable template for Santa is illustrated in (388).

(388) Santa maximal syllable template (A)
\[(C_1)(C_2)V_1(C_3)\]
- $C_1 \neq \eta, j, w$
- $C_2 = j, w$
- $C_3 = n, \eta, j, w, (r)$

Comparing (388) with the Mongolic syllable templates mentioned above,
it is clear that Santa bears almost no resemblance to the rest of Mongolic.
Consonant clusters are restricted to the onset (this is what one expects because
Santa is an ultimate stress language), but the $C_2$ of these clusters is limited to
glides. There are no long vowels and no complex vowels. The consonants that
may appear in the coda are limited to nasals, and glides (and occasionally $r$; this
will be discussed below). This differs dramatically from the rest of Mongolic.

Another way to represent the Santa maximal syllable template is repeated
in (389) where $C$ is [+ consonantal]; $G$ is [- consonantal, - syllabic]; $V$ is
[+ syllabic]; and $N$ is [+ nasal].
(389) Santa maximal syllable template (B)$^{35}$

$(C)(G)V\{G\}N$

$C = [+ \text{consonantal}], \ G = [- \text{consonantal, - syllabic}],$
$V = [+ \text{syllabic}], \ N = [+ \text{nasal}]$

In other words, the maximal syllable type consists of a consonantal onset followed by a glide followed by the vocalic nucleus followed by a glide or a nasal in the coda. Only the vowel of the nucleus is obligatory. Everything else is optional. Example (390) illustrates the possible syllable types that are derived from this maximal syllable template:

(390) Possible Santa syllable types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>GV</th>
<th>CGV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VG</td>
<td>CVG</td>
<td>GVG</td>
<td>CGVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>CVN</td>
<td>GVN</td>
<td>CGVN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the twelve possibilities is illustrated in example (391). None of these words are Chinese loans. They are all indigenous to Mongolic. The relevant syllables are underlined.

---

$^{35}$ See footnote 22 on page 59.
(391) Santa syllable type examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>qlima</td>
<td>'fruit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VG</td>
<td>aĩ</td>
<td>(INTERJECTION EXPRESSING AGREEMENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>əndʒəɾa</td>
<td>'donkey'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>naŋa</td>
<td>'the Han nationality'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVG</td>
<td>saĩɾaŋ</td>
<td>'beautiful, handsome'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVN</td>
<td>moran</td>
<td>'river'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV</td>
<td>jəsun</td>
<td>'nine'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVG</td>
<td>awai</td>
<td>'father'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVN</td>
<td>jan</td>
<td>'what'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGV</td>
<td>fuguio</td>
<td>'large, big'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGVG</td>
<td>kuaisuŋ</td>
<td>'navel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGVN</td>
<td>kiəliŋ</td>
<td>'speech, language'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should also be noted here that I am simplifying the issue by claiming that all Santa syllables fit into just these twelve types. In fact, there are words which seem to contradict the Santa syllable structure which I have just outlined, mainly those with r in the coda. I will return to this issue when I address the historical changes that may have led to the present situation in the Santa syllable in section 4.2.6.

4.2.3 Hui syllable structure

The Hui maximal syllable template is found in (392).

(392) Hui maximal syllable template

\[(C)(G)V(\begin{cases} G \\ N \end{cases})\]

\[C = [+\text{ consonantal}], \ G = [-\text{ consonantal}, \ -\text{ syllabic}],\]
\[V = [+\text{ syllabic}], \ N = [+\text{ nasal}]\]

Comparing example (392) with (389), one sees that the Hui and Santa maximal syllable templates are, in fact, identical. Therefore, the twelve possible
syllable types derived from example (392) for Hui are identical to Santa as well. These twelve types are found in example (390) above. Each of these twelve possibilities is illustrated in example (393).

(393)  Hui syllable type examples:
V    a    24   '(used before a kinship term or personal name)'
VG   ou   24   'vomit'
VN\[36] ma  44   'horse'
CVG  mei  24   'coal'
CVN  gau  24   'steel'
GV   jy   44   'rain'
GVG  jao  42   'to bite'
GVN  jin  24   'hawk'
CGV  guo  24   'country'
CGVG xuai 42   'bad'
CGVN dzuan 24   'expert'

From these initial encounters with the Santa and Hui syllable, we see that they appear almost identical in structure. The obvious question is, why are they identical since genetically Santa and Hui are descended form unrelated language families? The answer is contact-induced language change. In section 4.2.6, we will look at the likely historical linguistic changes that led to the present situation in Santa. But first, I want to discuss the similarities between the Santa and Hui syllable inventories.

\[36\] Notice that there is a hole for VN type syllables. Many of these have /n/ onsets in Hui, for example /an/ which means 'peace' is pronounced /nan/ in Hui and is the same /nan/ found in the name Baonan. For more on this process in Santa, see section 3.2.5.
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4.2.4 The Santa and Hui syllable inventories

The main purpose of Table 4.2.(a) through (c) is to compare the Santa and the Hui syllable inventories and see where there is overlap. The layout for these tables (commonly encountered in the presentation of Chinese syllable inventories) is based in part on The Pocket English-Chinese Dictionary: Table of the Combinations of the Initials and Finals (Wang, Zhu, and Ren 1987). In the first column on the left hand side of each table are the initials for Santa. Across the top are the finals.\textsuperscript{37} I have identified 445 syllable types in Santa so far. According to the Table of the Combinations of the Initials and Finals, there are 409 syllables in Mandarin Chinese. (This does not take tone into account). Since in Hui, the phones d and t are palatalized before [i], 11 of the Mandarin syllables have merged with those beginning with dx and tx. In addition, I have chosen not to include the syllable type which is represented in pinyin as q which is phonetically something like [e]. This syllable is extremely rare and only occurs in interjections. This leaves 397 syllable types in the Hui syllable inventory. Unfortunately, my data for Hui is incomplete.\textsuperscript{38} Because of this, I have only been able to identify 294 or 74% of the 397 syllables that I would expect to find in Hui. This means that there are still 103 syllables that I have not yet identified in Hui. However, I want to emphasize that a large number of these syllables are, in fact, rare in Mandarin with sometimes only one or two characters representing each syllable. Therefore, with the data that I have, it is not surprising that I have not encountered every syllable. This \textit{does not mean} that they do not exist in Hui. Therefore, I have chosen to compare the Santa syllable inventory with the 397 syllable inventory that I would expect to find in Hui.

Example (394) is a key to Table 4.2.(a) through (c) and should clarify what I am trying to illustrate in these tables.

\textsuperscript{37} Notice that initial does not necessarily equal onset and final does not necessarily equal syllable rhyme - in the traditional sense of the syllable - when the inventory is presented in this way.

\textsuperscript{38} Data for Hui was also collected during my research trips to Gansu in the summer of 1990 and the fall of 1991, but data collected by Charles N. Li on Hui has proved invaluable.
(394) Key to the Santa and Hui syllable inventory: Table 4.2.(a), (b), and (c)

| \( \text{dzi} \) | syllable in both Santa and Hui |
| \( \text{sa} \) | syllable only in Santa |
| \( \text{\textbackslash\textbackslash} \) | syllable only in Hui |
| \( \) | syllable in neither Hui nor Santa |

The first square, with the syllable \textit{dzi}, shows a syllable found in \textit{both} Santa and Hui (notice that this square is not shaded); the second square, with the syllable \textit{sa}, shows a syllable found \textit{only} in Santa (notice that this square is lightly shaded); the third square, with \textit{\textbackslash\textbackslash} in it, shows a syllable found only in Hui (one identifies which syllable this is by locating its position in the table); the fourth square represents syllables found in neither Hui nor Santa (notice that this square is darkly shaded).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>jw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 (a): Santa syllable inventory (with reference to the Hui syllable inventory)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i</th>
<th>in</th>
<th>in</th>
<th>io</th>
<th>in</th>
<th>iao</th>
<th>iou</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>en</th>
<th>eng</th>
<th>eng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>ji</td>
<td>jin</td>
<td>jin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>bin</td>
<td>bin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>lin</td>
<td>lin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dż</td>
<td>dżi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tsi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>si</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tš</td>
<td>tši</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š</td>
<td>ši</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>Zi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tç</td>
<td>tçi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ç</td>
<td>Çi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qi</td>
<td>qì</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cì</td>
<td>cì</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>sì</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2.(b): Santa syllable inventory (with reference to the Hui syllable inventory)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>o</th>
<th>on</th>
<th>ong</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>un</th>
<th>ung</th>
<th>uan</th>
<th>uen</th>
<th>uai</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>un</th>
<th>ung</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>ong</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>ung</td>
<td>uan</td>
<td>uen</td>
<td>uai</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>ung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>jum</td>
<td>jum</td>
<td>ujjun</td>
<td>juan</td>
<td>uajuan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td>wun</td>
<td>wun</td>
<td>wuwun</td>
<td>wuan</td>
<td>wuwuan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>bun</td>
<td>bun</td>
<td>bun</td>
<td>bun</td>
<td>bun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>fu</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td>fun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>dun</td>
<td>dun</td>
<td>dun</td>
<td>dun</td>
<td>dun</td>
<td>duni</td>
<td>duni</td>
<td>duni</td>
<td>duni</td>
<td>duni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>lun</td>
<td>lun</td>
<td>lun</td>
<td>lun</td>
<td>lun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>ru</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzu</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzuai</td>
<td>dzuai</td>
<td>dzuai</td>
<td>dzuai</td>
<td>dzuai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tsu</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzu</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td>dzun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tsu</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td>tsun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>zu</td>
<td>zun</td>
<td>zun</td>
<td>zun</td>
<td>zun</td>
<td>zun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2(c): Santa syllable inventory (with reference to the Hui syllable inventory)
The results of this comparison are illustrated in the Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Common syllables in the Santa and Hui syllable inventories

The syllable inventories of Santa and Hui share 332 syllables. This accounts for 84% of the Hui syllable inventory. Only 65 of the 397 syllables in the Chinese syllable inventory or 16% are not shared by Santa without phonetic alteration. Of these, 20 out of the 65 or 31% of those syllable types which are not shared contain front-rounded vowels or glides which are not found in the Santa phonemic inventory. 113 of the 445 syllables in the Santa syllable inventory or 25% are not shared by Hui. Most of these syllables contain segments that are not found in the Hui phonemic inventory, for instance those segments which are produced at the uvular place of articulation: /q/, /g/, and /%!.

4.2.4.1 Phonetic alterations of borrowed syllable types

As mentioned above, there were 65 syllable types in Hui that were not directly borrowed into Santa without phonetic alteration. Of these, 29 or 45% of

---

39 In this section, I have only counted those syllables that have an identical phonetic makeup in both Santa and Hui.
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the Hui syllables have no correlation in Santa at all. Many of these syllable types, in fact, are rare in Mandarin. These are listed in (395).

(395) Hui syllables with no correlation in Santa

ząu  pəu  sən  tən  nü  zən
ei  fau  kən  pia  nüə  dzəui
dəi  təu  wən  miu  lüə  tšuai
gəi  dzən  laŋ  dzəŋ  jo  ruəi
kəi  tən  dzəŋ  təiŋ  zo

However, 36 of 65 or 55% of the syllable types were borrowed, but with phonetic alterations. These phonetic alterations are, for the most part, predictable. They are discussed below.

4.2.4.1.1 ts ⇒ s

The first type of phonetic alteration is where ts in Hui has become s in Santa. There are no words of Mongolic origin in Santa with ts, so syllables with ts are likely to be changed to s. This change affects six syllable types. Examples of these are given in (396) through (401). (See section 4.1.2.2.1 for more on the phoneme /ts/.)

(396) tšuan ⇒ suan

suəŋgən  giə  ‘to do jointing’
(from Chinese cuàngān + Santa giə ‘to do’)

(397) tšɔi ⇒ suəi

suai  ‘brittle, fragile’ (from Chinese cuì)
suəiji  ‘to hurry, to urge’
(from Chinese cuì + Santa ji ‘BVS’)

(398) tšəŋ ⇒ suŋ

suŋməŋ  ‘bright, intelligent’
(from Chinese cōngmíng)
(399) tsu ⇒ su
    su                   ‘vinegar’ (from Chinese cù)

(400) tsau ⇒ sau
    saujan              ‘prairie, grasslands’
    (from Chinese cǎoyuán)

(401) tsan ⇒ san
    sanfēi              ‘broken, dilapidated’ (from Chinese cānpò)

There is also another phonetic alteration to the syllable type tsan which
retains the initial ts but the coda ʌ becomes η as in (402).

(402) tsan ⇒ tsan
    tsanďdzǐń gǐe        ‘to join the army’
    (from Chinese cānjūn + Santa gǐe ‘to do’)

In addition, there is another phonetic alteration to the syllable type tsa
where the initial ts becomes tζ and not s as in (403).

(403) tsa ⇒ tζa
    dz掸tζa              ‘policy’ (from Chinese zhèngcè)

4.2.4.1.2 ø ⇒ ŋ

The next type of phonetic alteration is where ŋ is inserted before a zero
initial. This is discussed in section 3.2.5 above. This change affects two syllable
types. Examples are given in (404) and (405).

(404) au ⇒ nau
    dzqiunau             ‘pride’ (from Chinese jiāo’āo)
    nauji                ‘to cook in water’
    (from Chinese āo + Santa ji ‘BVS’)

(405) au ⇒ nɐu
    nɐu                  ‘lotus root’ (from Chinese ɐu)
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4.2.4.1.3 $\eta \Rightarrow \eta$

The next type of phonetic alteration is where $\eta$ in Hui becomes $\eta$ in Santa. This change affects two syllable types. Examples are given in (406) and (407).

(406) $\eta\eta \Rightarrow \eta\eta$

\begin{align*}
gulu\eta & \quad \text{‘farm laborer’ (from Chinese guănóng)} \\
\end{align*}

(407) $\eta\eta \Rightarrow \eta\eta$

\begin{align*}
lon\eta\eta & \quad \text{‘hot pot’ (from Chinese nuănquōzǐ)} \\
\end{align*}

Example (407) above has an additional change where $Š\eta$ has become $\eta\eta$. The $\eta$ has become $\eta\eta$ probably due to the influence of the following $\eta$.

4.2.4.1.4 High front rounded vowels and glides $\Rightarrow$ unrounded

This, by far, is the most common change, affecting 17 syllable types in all. Santa has no front rounded vowels are glides. So when words containing these rounded segments are borrowed from Hui in Santa, the rounded vowels and glides become unrounded. There are a number of subtypes of this phonetic alteration. The first is where $[\ddot{u}]$ in Hui becomes $[i]$ in Santa. This change affects nine syllable types. This are illustrated in examples (408) through (416).

(408) $\ddot{u} \Rightarrow i$

\begin{align*}
dzǐn\ddot{u} & \quad \text{‘whale’ (from Chinese jīngyú)} \\
jidz\ddot{u} & \quad \text{‘universe’ (from Chinese yǔzhòu)} \\
\end{align*}

(409) $\ddot{u} \Rightarrow i$

\begin{align*}
lidz\ddot{i} & \quad \text{‘inn’ (from Chinese lūdiàn)} \\
\end{align*}

(410) $\ddot{u} \Rightarrow i$

\begin{align*}
daras\ddot{u} \quad \text{‘drinking song’} \\
\text{(from Santa darasun ‘wine’ + Chinese qǔzǐ ‘song’)} \\
\end{align*}
(411) dzü ⇒ dzi
    śaudzi ‘receipt’ (from Chinese shōujù)
dźidźi ‘tangerine’ (from Chinese jūżi)

(412) cū ⇒ cī
cijau ‘needs’ (from Chinese xūyào)
tciancī ‘modest’ (from Chinese qiānxū)

(413) jūn ⇒ jīn
    jîndâu ‘iron (for ironing)’
    (from Chinese yūndōu)
    mînjîn ‘destiny, fate’
    (from Chinese mìngyùn)

(414) tćūn ⇒ tćīn
tćîndzn̑g ‘the masses’
    (from Chinese qūnzhòn̑g)
wâtćīn ‘apron’ (from Chinese wēiqùn)

(415) dzūn ⇒ dzīn, dzin
    dziańdzīn ‘general (military)’
    (from Chinese jiāngjūn)
    tsǎndzīn gīa ‘to join the army’
    (from Chinese cānjūn + Santa gīa ‘to do’)

(416) cūn ⇒ cīn, cīŋ
    śanćīn ‘first ten-day period of a month’
    (from Chinese shàngxūn)
    dziaućīn gīa ‘to rebuke, to reprimand’
    (from Chinese jiàoxùn + Santa gīa ‘to do’)

In the last two examples above, (415) and (416), the coda ŋ has become ŋ before g of gīa ‘to do’.
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There are also instances of lü becoming lu in Santa, rather than li. In these cases, the rounding is retained but the front vowel has become a back vowel. These are given in (417).

(417) lü ⇒ lu
    ludou
    (from Chinese lüdou)
    lutšə
    ‘mung (green) bean’
    ‘green tea’ (from Chinese luchtó)

The next subtype of phonetic alternation affects six syllable types. In these, /ŋə/ which is phonetically [iə] becomes [ie]. These are given in examples (418) through (423).

(418) tʊə ⇒ tɕie
    tɕiædzjən
    (from Chinese quēdiǎn)
    ‘peacock’ (from Chinese kōngque)
    ‘defect, weakness’

(419) dzüə ⇒ dzie
    dzjædzjən
    (from Chinese juédìng)
    dzjædzjə gie
    ‘to resolve, to settle’
    (from Chinese jiējué + Santa gia ‘to do’)

(420) cüə ⇒ cie
    ciædzjə
    ‘boots’ (from Chinese xuězi)
    tunɕie
    ‘classmate’ (from Chinese tóngxué)

(421) tɕiən ⇒ tɕiən
    tɕiænlə
    (from Chinese quánh)
    wantɕiən
    ‘authority, power’
    ‘complete, whole’
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(422) dzüän ⇒ dzän
 dzândzi ‘to wrap, to roll up, to bind’
(from Chinese juän + Santa dzì ‘BVS’)

(423) cüän ⇒ çian
 çion ‘ringworm’ (from Chinese xuăn)
 çionwo ‘whirlpool’ (from Chinese xuánwō)

There is one more subtype of phonetic alteration that affects two syllable types where /qə/ which is phonetically [qe] becomes [je]. These are given in (424) and (425).

(424) jüə ⇒ /jə/ = [je]
 shëə ‘October’ (from Chinese shíyuè )
 jinjə ‘music’ (from Chinese yínjùè )

(425) jüän ⇒ /jän/ = [jen]
 jündändziə ‘New Year’s Festival’ (from Chinese yuándànjié)
 fuwujian ‘attendant’ (from Chinese fúwùyúán)

4.2.4.1.5 Miscellaneous phonetic alterations

In this section, the remaining eight syllable types which are affected by phonetic alterations are discussed briefly.

In (426) the syllable coda n of kan has become ñ in Santa.

(426) kan ⇒ kañ
 mänkanj ‘threshold’ (from Chinese ménkān)

In (427) ñ of kan has become ian in Santa.

(427) këñ ⇒ kïän
 mokian ‘bathroom, toilet’
(from Chinese mókēng)

In (428) au of mæu has become ü in Santa.
(428)  mœu ⇒ mu
        simulā ~ sumulā  ‘to think, to call to mind’
        (from Chinese simōu + Santa la ‘BVS’)

In (429) apparently tei of teii has become k in Santa. However, it seems
more likely that k should be palatalized to te under the influence of a front vowel.
So, in this case, is /ka/ the older pronunciation? Support for this might come from
the word otein ‘daughter, girl’ in Santa whose Script Mongolian cognate is ökin
(Kuribayashi (1989:309)).

(429)  teii ⇒ ka
        kadzi  ‘outpost of the tax office’ (from Chinese qiǎizi)

In (430) ai of sai has become ø in the first instance and in the second
instance sai has become cia in Santa.

(430)  sai ⇒ sæ, cia
        sæə  ‘sieve, screen’ (from Chinese shāiér)
        cia  ‘to dry in the sun, (for the sun) to shine upon’
        (from Chinese shài)

In (431) iun of ciun has become in in Santa.

(431)  ciun ⇒ cιŋ
        gauçiŋ  ‘bear’ (from Chinese gōuxióng)
        jincιŋ  ‘hero’ (from Chinese yīngxióng)

In (432) o of fo has become ø in Santa.

(432)  fo ⇒ fə
        fədziəu  ‘Buddhism’ (from Chinese fójiōo)
        xofiə  ‘Living Buddha’ (from Chinese huófō)

In (433) tun has become dun in Santa.
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(433) tun ⇒ dun
xundun ‘wonton, dumpling’ (from Chinese húntun)

4.2.4.2 Summary

If we take into account the 332 syllable types that have been borrowed directly into Santa with no phonetic alteration and the 36 syllable types that have been borrowed with some phonetic alteration, then altogether 368 or 93% of the 397 Hui syllable types have been borrowed into Santa in some form.

The results are striking, especially when one considers that Hui and Santa are members of completely different language families, Sino-Tibetan and Mongolic respectively. The fact that this is a result of language contact is not controversial, in my opinion. But what I find particularly noteworthy is the extent of the merger between the Santa and Hui syllable inventories.

In the next section, I will look at the Santa syllable types, and see to what extent these are common to words of both of Mongolic and Chinese origin.

4.2.5 The Santa syllable inventory

In this section, I will look solely at the Santa syllable inventory, without reference to the Hui syllable inventory. I will look at each of the 445 syllable types in Santa and determine whether each syllable type is present in only words of Mongolic origin,⁴⁰ in only words of Chinese origin,⁴¹ or whether each syllable type is present in both words of Mongolic and Chinese origin. The purpose of this analysis is to see the extent of the influence of Hui on the Santa syllable inventory. My working hypothesis is that a higher degree of influence will be represented by a higher number of syllable types that are present in both words of Mongolic and Chinese origin.

---

⁴⁰ Actually, I am also including words of other origins here because they are almost certainly from an older strata than those words borrowed from Chinese. These include words borrowed from Arabic, Persian, and Turkic. These borrowings are relatively few.

⁴¹ These include syllables that may have undergone phonetic alteration in Santa.
Chinese origin. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 4.3.(a) through (c). Example (434) is a key to these tables.

(434) Key to the Santa syllable inventory Table 4.3.(a), (b), and (c)

| ḏzi | syllable in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin |
| ḳa | syllable only in words of Mongolic origin |
| Ṣai | syllable only in words of Chinese origin |
| | syllable not present in Santa |

The first square, with the syllable ḏzi, shows a syllable found in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin (notice that this square is not shaded); the second square, with the syllable ḳa, shows a syllable found only in words of Mongolic origin (see footnote 40) (notice that this square is lightly shaded); the third square, with Ṣai in it, shows a syllable found only in words of Chinese origin (see footnote 41) (notice that this square has light horizontal lines across it); the fourth square represents syllables not found Santa (notice that this square is darkly shaded).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>ai</th>
<th>an</th>
<th>ao</th>
<th>ang</th>
<th>œ</th>
<th>en</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>æ</th>
<th>œn</th>
<th>œ</th>
<th>é</th>
<th>è</th>
<th>én</th>
<th>èn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>aí</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>øn</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>œn</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>è</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>jə</td>
<td>jau</td>
<td>jau</td>
<td>jan</td>
<td>jœn</td>
<td>jœ</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>œn</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wai</td>
<td>wai</td>
<td>wan</td>
<td>wan</td>
<td>œn</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td>èn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bə</td>
<td>bai</td>
<td>bau</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pai</td>
<td>pai</td>
<td>pən</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td>pə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td>moí</td>
<td>mau</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>fa</td>
<td>tau</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>dai</td>
<td>dau</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>ta</td>
<td>tau</td>
<td>tan</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td>taí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>nai</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>ra</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzə</td>
<td>dzai</td>
<td>dzau</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td>dzan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tsə</td>
<td>tsai</td>
<td>tsau</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td>tsan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
<td>sau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzh</td>
<td>dzhə</td>
<td>dzhai</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td>dzhau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃ</td>
<td>tʃə</td>
<td>tʃai</td>
<td>tʃau</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td>tʃan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td>hə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3(a) Santa syllable inventory (with reference to their sources)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i</th>
<th>in</th>
<th>in</th>
<th>io</th>
<th>ian</th>
<th>ia</th>
<th>iu</th>
<th>iau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>ji</td>
<td>jin</td>
<td>jin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>bin</td>
<td>bin</td>
<td></td>
<td>bio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td></td>
<td>pia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>min</td>
<td></td>
<td>mian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td></td>
<td>nia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>lir</td>
<td>lir</td>
<td>lir</td>
<td></td>
<td>lian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td>ri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td></td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td></td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>zia</td>
<td>zia</td>
<td>zia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td></td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td></td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
<td>dzia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td></td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
<td>tsia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>sia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>qi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td></td>
<td>cia</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>qia</td>
<td>qia</td>
<td>qia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kia</td>
<td>kia</td>
<td>kia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3.(b): Santa syllable inventory (with reference to their sources)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>o</th>
<th>on</th>
<th>onj</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>un</th>
<th>unj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>jn</td>
<td>jn</td>
<td>jn</td>
<td>jn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>bo</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>bun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>po</td>
<td>pu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>meng</td>
<td>me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>don</td>
<td>dnu</td>
<td>dnu</td>
<td>dnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>ton</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>non</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>lon</td>
<td>lnu</td>
<td>lnu</td>
<td>lnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>ro</td>
<td>rang</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzon</td>
<td>dznu</td>
<td>dznu</td>
<td>dznu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>so</td>
<td>sng</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzon</td>
<td>dznu</td>
<td>dznu</td>
<td>dznu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jg</td>
<td>jg</td>
<td>jgon</td>
<td>jou</td>
<td>jou</td>
<td>jou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zg</td>
<td>zg</td>
<td>zgon</td>
<td>znu</td>
<td>znu</td>
<td>znu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzon</td>
<td>dznu</td>
<td>dznu</td>
<td>dznu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>gon</td>
<td>gnu</td>
<td>gnu</td>
<td>gnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>kun</td>
<td>knu</td>
<td>knu</td>
<td>knu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>xo</td>
<td>xon</td>
<td>xnu</td>
<td>xnu</td>
<td>xnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>cnu</td>
<td>cnu</td>
<td>cnu</td>
<td>cnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>qo</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>ho</td>
<td>hou</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3.(c): Santa syllable inventory (with reference to their sources)
The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

![Bar chart showing syllable types](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Common syllable types in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin

Figure 4.2 above shows that 232 syllable types were found in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origins. This represents 58% of the overall Hui syllable inventory of 397 syllables, but more importantly, it represents 72% of the 321 Hui syllable types that occur in Santa. 89 syllable types were found in only words of Chinese origin. 124 syllable types were found in only words of Mongolic origin. These results seem to support my hypothesis that a higher degree of influence from Hui will be represented by a higher number of syllable types that are present in both words of Mongolic and Chinese origin. In other words, 232 syllable types out of 321 of Hui origin, or 72%, occur in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin. That means that these syllable types are not confined to Chinese loanwords, but are actually permeating the Santa syllable inventory as a whole.

4.2.5.1 Discrepancies between Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2

In some ways, the results for Table 4.2.(a) through (c) given in Figure 4.1 don’t tally with the results for Table 4.3.(a) through (c) given in Figure 4.2. For
instance, Figure 4.1 states that there are 113 syllable types that are only found in Santa while Figure 4.2 states that there are 124 syllable types found in words of Mongolic origin. It would be expected that these totals would be equal. So why is there a difference of 11 syllable types? In addition, Figure 4.1 states that there are 332 syllable types that are shared by Santa and Hui. It would be expected then, in Figure 4.2 that the 232 syllable types that are found in both words of Mongolic and Chinese origin and the 89 syllable types only found in words of Chinese origin would add up to 332, but they add up to only 321. So why do these discrepancies exist?

In Table 4.2(a) through (c), a syllable was considered to be shared with Hui when it was identified in the Santa lexicon, regardless of the origin of the word in question. Therefore, it is possible that there were some syllable types that were identified as being shared with Hui that in fact were not present in words of Chinese origin. This situation did in fact occur. There are 23 syllable types that are shared with Hui in Santa that only occur in words of Mongolic origin. These are listed in (435).

(435) Shared syllables that only occur in words of Mongolic origin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dzø</th>
<th>pin</th>
<th>dzai</th>
<th>nə</th>
<th>ən</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tso</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td>aŋ</td>
<td>dzə</td>
<td>aŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsua</td>
<td>lia</td>
<td>pαŋ</td>
<td>sə</td>
<td>səŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lun</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>səŋ</td>
<td>dəi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zun</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>səi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, there are a number of syllable types that only occur in words of Chinese origin or that occur in both words of Chinese and Mongolic origin that are not recognized Hui syllable types. In all of these cases, there has been a phonetic alteration in Santa resulting in a syllable type not found in Hui. There are 12 syllable types that fit into this category, and they are given in the examples below. Also see section 4.2.4.1 above for more on phonetic alterations of borrowed syllable types.
4.2.5.2 Non-Chinese syllable types found in words of Chinese origin

In the examples below, syllable types found in words of Chinese origin have undergone phonetic alteration so that the syllable type in question is no longer one found in the Hui syllable inventory. These cases are isolated yet exhaustive.

In (436), jüăn has become [jüên] in Santa. This example is very unusual. There are no other examples in the Santa lexicon where two glides are adjacent in the syllable onset. Moreover, in my consultants pronunciation, it approaches [ju.üen], so that a syllable boundary has been inserted creating a two syllable word.

(436) /juan/ = [jüen] ⇐ jüăn
sara juanda ‘for the moon to become full, to wax (of the moon)’
(from Santa ‘moon’ + Chinese yuán + Santa -da ‘VS’)

In (437) jū has become ju in Santa. Similar to (436) above, ü has lost its front vowel quality but retained its rounding.

(437) ju ⇐ jū
jauju ~ jauju ‘potato’ (from Chinese yāngyuǔ)

In both (438) and (439) /a/ has become /u/ in Santa, possibly from the influence of the preceding labials.

(438) mʊŋ ⇐ mʊŋ
mʊŋu ‘Mongol (Mongolian) nationality’
(from Chinese měngqǔ)

(439) fuŋ ⇐ fəŋ
fuŋsu ‘custom, habit’ (from Chinese fēngsǔ)

In (440) ai has become uai in Santa.

(440) luai ⇐ ləi
zənluəi ‘mankind, humanity’ (from Chinese rénlèi)
4.2.5.3 Non-Chinese syllable types found in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin

In the examples below, syllable types found in words of Chinese origin (but are also found in words of Mongolic origin) have undergone phonetic alteration so that the syllable type in question is no longer one found in the Hui syllable inventory. Examples (441) through (447) represent isolated yet exhaustive cases. They are not productive.

In examples (441) through (443) o has become ə in Santa. Also in (441) bai has become ba.

(441) bə = bo, bai
balidzi ‘mirror’ (from Chinese bōliîngə)
minbərə ‘to understand, to comprehend’
(from Chinese mingbái + Santa -rə ‘BVS’)

(442) fə = fo
fadziäu ‘Buddhism’ (from Chinese fǒjiào)
xofə ‘Living Buddha’ (from Chinese huófō)

(443) wə = wo
bəwə ‘hold, grasp’ (from Chinese bāwò)

In (444) tə has become tɔi in Santa.

(444) tɔi = tə
taidziɔn ‘distinguishing feature, characteristic’
(from Chinese tèdiàn)

In (445) ja has become [ŋja] in Santa. See also sections 3.2.5 and 4.2.4.1.2 for more on insertion of n in the onset.

(445) nja = ja
niadzi ‘sprout, bud’ (from Chinese yázi)
In (446) kəŋ has become kian in Santa.

(446)  
  kian ← kəŋ
  mokian  ‘bathroom, toilet’ (from Chinese mǎokēng)

In (447) ga has become gia in Santa. This change is productive in that there many examples of ga becoming gia in Santa. Only a few are given below.

(447)  
  gia ← ga
  giäbi  ‘neighbor’ (from Chinese gébi)
  giämön  ‘revolution’ (from Chinese gémìng)
  tɕisgiä  ‘seventy pieces’ (from Chinese qishige)

4.2.5.4 Summary

If we were to exclude these examples from our previous totals in Figure 4.2 above, the results are percentage-wise, almost identical. There are 225 syllable types that occur in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin and 84 syllable types that occur in only words of Chinese origin. Therefore 73% of the borrowed syllable types from Hui occur in words of Mongolic origin as well.

In the next section, we will look at comparative and historical Mongolic evidence and show some of the historical changes that occurred in Santa.

4.2.6 Comparative and historical Mongolic evidence

The fact that the present situation arose through contact-induced language change, in my opinion, is uncontroversial. Some of the socio-historical factors that contribute to language contact between the Santa and the Hui are discussed in section 2.3.2 above.

In this section, I want to look at comparative Mongolic evidence and show the likely avenues of change that Santa took from the Mongolic syllable structure type to the Mandarin Chinese syllable type.
Table 4.4 is a summary of the consonants that may appear in the syllable coda in Mongolic, discussed earlier in examples (381) through (385) above.

| Language | b | d | g | t | s | ʃ | x | dʒ | tʃ | m | n | ŋ | l | r |
|----------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|---|---|---|
| Mongolian| b | d | g | t | s | ʃ | x | dʒ | tʃ | m | n | ŋ | l | r |
| Dagur    | b | d | g | p | t | k | s | ʃ | dʒ | tʃ | m | n | ŋ | l | r |
| E. Yugur | b | d | g | g | s | ʃ | dʒ | tʃ | m | n | ŋ | l | r |
| Monguor  | b | d | g | g | s | ɛ | ʃ | m | n | ŋ | l | r |
| Baoran   | b | d | g | c | s | ɛ | ʃ | c | m | n | ŋ | l | r |

Table 4.4: Summary of consonants that appear in the syllable coda in Mongolic

Of these, b, d, g, s, m, n, ɬ, and r are common to Mongolic. In addition, ʃ and ŋ occur in 4 out of the 5 languages surveyed here. These are listed in (448).

(448) b, d, g, s, (ʃ), m, n, (ŋ), ɬ, r

It is these consonants that I will concentrate on now. But first, because I want to emphasize the developments and changes in the syllable coda that brought Santa to its present state, I will eliminate n and ŋ from the following discussion because they are still allowed in the Santa syllable coda. That leaves us with eight consonants: b, d, g, s, s, m, ɬ, and r.

In the comparative examples that follow, I will be including Script Mongolian (abbreviated as Script M. in the examples). This written language, still used in Inner Mongolia today⁴³ dates back to the late 12th or early 13th century (Poppe 1965:15). Modern languages that employ this script have not modified it. Therefore Script Mongolian retains many archaic qualities and is a good indicator of what Middle Mongolian might have been like.

---

⁴² This table does not include glides.
⁴³ I have heard that Script Mongolian is being reintroduced in Outer Mongolia to replace Cyrillic.
Example (449) gives some comparative data from Mongolic for b.

(449)  
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{b} & \Rightarrow & \emptyset \\
\text{GLOSS} & \text{(a) ‘leaf’} & \text{(b) ‘button’} & \text{(c) ‘to lie down’} & \text{(d) ‘salt’} \\
\text{Script M.} & \text{nabči(n)} & \text{tobči} & \text{kebte-} & \text{dabusu(n)} \\
\text{Mongolian} & \text{nebtf} & \text{doebtf} & \text{gəbtən} & \text{dabs} \\
\text{Dagur} & \text{lartf} & \text{twartf} & \text{kərt-} & \text{--} \\
\text{E. Yugur} & \text{labdʒəg} & \text{tobtʃə} & \text{--} & \text{daabəsən} \\
\text{Monguor} & \text{labdʒə} & \text{tecdʒə} & \text{kədee-} & \text{dabsə} \\
\text{Baonan} & \text{labtʃəŋ} & \text{tabtʃə} & \text{--} & \text{dabsuŋ} \\
\text{Santa} & \text{latsəŋ} & \text{tədzı} & \text{kidziə-} & \text{daŋsuŋ} \\
\end{array}
\]

In Santa, the consonant b has been deleted in (449)(a) through (449)(c), and in (449)(d) the b has changed to ñ. Both of these changes allow these words to conform to Santa syllable structure.

I have only been able to find one clear example of what might have happened to d in Santa when it was in the syllable coda, illustrated in (450).

(450)  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
d \Rightarrow \text{tɕi} \\
\text{GLOSS} & \text{‘thick’} \\
\text{Script M.} & \text{hödkən} \\
\text{Mongolian} & \text{otgö} \\
\text{Dagur} & \text{urkun} \\
\text{E. Yugur} & \text{ŋədəŋ} \\
\text{Monguor} & \text{šdogoon} \\
\text{Baonan} & \text{ŋəŋ} \\
\text{Santa} & \text{otɕiŋəŋ} \\
\end{array}
\]

One can see in Santa that an i has been inserted at some point so that this word conforms to Santa syllable structure. At what time the consonant d (/t/) lost

\[\text{44 Data for these comparative examples is drawn for the most part from Kuribayashi (1989).}\]
its aspiration is unclear but it was subsequently palatalized. See section 3.2.4 for more on palatalization in Santa.

Examples (451)(a) through (451)(d) illustrate how g, y, or ə was deleted in syllable coda position in Santa.

(451) \[ g \Rightarrow \emptyset \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>Script M.</th>
<th>Mongolian</th>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>E. Yugur</th>
<th>Monguor</th>
<th>Baonan</th>
<th>Santa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) ‘time’</td>
<td>čay</td>
<td>tʃag</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>tʃeq</td>
<td>tɕag</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>tʃa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ‘cane’</td>
<td>tayay</td>
<td>tajig</td>
<td>tajig</td>
<td>tiag</td>
<td>tiag</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>tajja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) ‘spring (of water)’</td>
<td>bulay</td>
<td>bulag</td>
<td>bulaar</td>
<td>bulag</td>
<td>bulag</td>
<td>bulag, balar</td>
<td>bula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ‘knee’</td>
<td>ebü dúg</td>
<td>obdög</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>wədəq</td>
<td>vudəq</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>odəu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example (452) shows that an s was deleted after g which later became k, allowing it to become the onset of the next syllable, thus not violating Santa syllable structure.

(452) \[ g \Rightarrow k \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>Script M.</th>
<th>Mongolian</th>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>E. Yugur</th>
<th>Monguor</th>
<th>Baonan</th>
<th>Santa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘buttock’</td>
<td>bögse(n)</td>
<td>boxs</td>
<td>burs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bogor</td>
<td>boso</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples (453)(a) and (453)(b) show how i has been inserted after s making s the onset of the next syllable and in (453)(c) it shows the same thing except that s has been palatalized to ş.
Notice the Eastern Yugur word for ‘tiger’ in (453)(b), is *baras*. Since Eastern Yugur allows /s/ in the coda, but not consonant clusters, an ə has been inserted between r and s so that it conforms to Yugur syllable structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(453)</th>
<th>s ⇒ si</th>
<th>s ⇒ ʒi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLOSS</strong></td>
<td>(a) ‘to wear’</td>
<td>(b) ‘tiger’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script M.</td>
<td>emüs-</td>
<td>bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>omsön</td>
<td>bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>ams-</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Yugur</td>
<td>mäs-</td>
<td>bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monguor</td>
<td>musə-</td>
<td>bas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baonan</td>
<td>musi-</td>
<td>bas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>misi-</td>
<td>'basi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In regards to s in the coda, one can refer to (453)(c) above where s has been derived from ʂ in Script Mongolian. This is the only comparative example I have with ʂ in the coda.

In example (454) we see that what happened to m when it occurred in the coda is much more complicated. The most common type of change, by far is illustrated in (454)(a) and (454)(b) where m has become n or η respectively. But one can also find instances where m has been deleted as in (454)(c) and where u has been inserted so m is the onset of the following syllable as in (454)(d).
(454)  \[ m \Rightarrow n \quad m \Rightarrow \eta \quad m \Rightarrow \emptyset \quad m \Rightarrow mu \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>(a) ‘disease’</th>
<th>(b) ‘comb’</th>
<th>(c) ‘step’</th>
<th>(d) ‘to taste’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script M.</td>
<td>gem</td>
<td>sam</td>
<td>almum</td>
<td>amsa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>gəm</td>
<td>sanna, sand</td>
<td>alxam</td>
<td>amšan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>gəm</td>
<td>sam</td>
<td>alkud</td>
<td>ant-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Yugur</td>
<td>gəm</td>
<td>sam</td>
<td>solwəm, arəm</td>
<td>amsa-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|Monguor | --        | sam | xəlgəu | amsa- |
|Baonan  | gəm       | sam | ʁaʁuŋə | -- |
|Santa   | gian      | səŋ | ᵣuŋkʊ | umuŋa- |

Example (455) is interesting because the pronunciation umba does occur and seems to be in free variation with unba in Santa. If one were to analyze this synchronically, one would say that [m] is merely an allophone of /n/ which occurs before b (/p/) and therefore it does not conflict the the Santa syllable structure constraints. But looking at it diachronically, one sees that unba must be the more recent of the two pronunciations. So the pronunciation umba may well be on its way out and has thus been retained from an earlier stage. See sections 4.1.2.1.5 for more on the phoneme /p/, 4.1.2.5.1 for more on the phoneme /m/, and 3.2.6 for more on the homorganic nasal-stop constraint.

(455) \[ mb \Rightarrow mb \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>‘to swim’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script M.</td>
<td>unba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>ʁumbən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>ʁompən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Yugur</td>
<td>unba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monguor</td>
<td>xunba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baonan</td>
<td>mba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>unba- , unba-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In example (456)(a) \( \bar{l} \) has become \( \bar{n} \) and in (456)(b) and (456)(c) \( \bar{l} \) has become \( \bar{\eta} \) in syllable coda position.

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{GLOSS} & \bar{l} \Rightarrow \bar{n} & \bar{l} \Rightarrow \bar{\eta} \\
\text{Script M.} & \text{kol} & \text{gal} & \text{halqu-} \\
\text{Mongolian} & \text{xol} & \text{gal} & \text{alxan} \\
\text{Dagur} & \text{kulj} & \text{galj} & \text{alku-} \\
\text{E. Yugur} & \text{køl} & \text{gal} & \text{algø-} \\
\text{Monguor} & \text{køl} & \text{gal} & \text{xalgu-} \\
\text{Baonan} & \text{kual} & \text{øal} & \text{xalgø-} \\
\text{Santa} & \text{kua} & \text{qøn} & \text{høŋku-} \\
\end{array}
\]

In examples (457)(a) and (457)(b) \( \bar{l} \) has been deleted in the syllable coda position.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{GLOSS} & \bar{l} \Rightarrow \emptyset \\
\text{Script M.} & \text{tuləyur} & \text{aryal} \\
\text{Mongolian} & \text{tulqur} & \text{--} \\
\text{Dagur} & \text{twaaləg} & \text{həŋəl} \\
\text{E. Yugur} & \text{tulga} & \text{xarəal} \\
\text{Monguor} & \text{tulga} & \text{--} \\
\text{Baonan} & \text{tolga} & \text{--} \\
\text{Santa} & \text{tuxua, tuŋua} & \text{høŋə} \\
\end{array}
\]

In examples (458)(a) through (458)(c) \( \bar{r} \) has been deleted in syllable coda position.
(458) \( r \Rightarrow \emptyset \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>(a) ‘hand, arm’</th>
<th>(b) ‘yurt, house’</th>
<th>(c) ‘to deliver’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script M.</td>
<td>ṣar</td>
<td>ĝer</td>
<td>kürge-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>ḡar</td>
<td>ĝar</td>
<td>xurgān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>ḡarj</td>
<td>ĝarj</td>
<td>kurgāo-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Yugur</td>
<td>ḡar</td>
<td>ĝar</td>
<td>korget-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monguor</td>
<td>ĝar</td>
<td>ĝar</td>
<td>kurge-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baonan</td>
<td>ẖar</td>
<td>ẖar</td>
<td>kurgā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>qa</td>
<td>giä</td>
<td>quoso-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (459)(a) \( r \) has become \( n \) and in (457)(b) above \( r \) has become \( ñ \). In (459)(b) \( u \) has been inserted so that \( r \) is the onset of the following syllable.

(459) \( r \Rightarrow n \) \( r \Rightarrow ru \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>(a) ‘wife of an elder brother’</th>
<th>(b) ‘day before yesterday’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script M.</td>
<td>bergarten</td>
<td>urǰidur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>borgā</td>
<td>urdʒdār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>borgēn</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Yugur</td>
<td>biirge</td>
<td>urdʒydur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monguor</td>
<td>bergen</td>
<td>rdʒudur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baonan</td>
<td>urganj</td>
<td>ndʒudār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>bankon</td>
<td>urudʒūdu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I mentioned early on that \( r \) occasionally occurs in the syllable coda. Example (460) lists a number of these words in Santa where this occurs.
Instances of ɣ in the coda

a) guγγa ~ guγγa  ‘Adam’s apple’
b) biαmαr ~ biαmαri  ‘illness’
c) guαr ~ guα  ‘two’
d) mαrta ~ mαta  ‘to forget’
e) giγr adzan  ‘head of household’
f) maγgar maγgar  ‘used to call sheep’
g) dαr dαr  ‘used to call horses’
h) dzαr dzαr  ‘sound of a brook’

Both (460)(a) and (460)(b) have an alternate pronunciation. My consultant considers both (460)(a) and (460)(b) to be 3 syllable words which do not have ɣ in the coda. (460)(b) is in fact a Persian borrowing. Both (460)(c) and (460)(d) have common alternate pronunciations. Evidence for the presence of an ɣ in the coda in Middle Mongolian can be found by looking at Script Mongolian, as in (458) and (459) above. Thus it seems that these instances are, in fact, doublets and the more recent pronunciation is the ɣ-less one. (460)(e) is an interesting example since giγr ‘house’ has retained its original ɣ (see (458)(b) above with glia ‘house’), but this phrase seems to be lexicalized, and in addition, the following word adzan ‘host’ begins with a vowel, thus allowing the ɣ to be the onset of the following syllable in fast speech. (460)(f) and (460)(g) are both sounds used to call animals and (460)(h) is onomatopoeic. Syllables found in these latter types of lexical items are known to be more peripheral in nature.

It appears that ɣ is one of the final syllable coda consonants given in (448) above to go through the change from the Mongolic type to the Chinese type of syllable structure. The recent nature of this change is evidenced by the presence of doublets in Santa with ɣ and ɣ-less pronunciations. It is also known that in many Mandarin dialects, suffixation of a retroflex [ɭ] is common. This may be a significant factor in delaying the loss of syllable coda ɣ in Santa. For more on the phoneme ɣ, see section 4.1.2.5.4.

In summary, it is very clear that Santa originally had a syllable structure similar to that of other Mongolic languages. But due to language contact, those
consonants originally allowed in the coda position have gone through specific changes. One of the most common changes was the loss of the consonant altogether. We also saw, that among the sonorants m, l, and r, they were just as likely to change to n or ŋ as they were to be lost. Another common phenomena was the insertion of a vowel, either i or u, after the consonant so that the consonant in question could be syllabified as the onset of its own syllable. The result of all these changes is that Santa and Hui syllable structure are today almost identical.

4.2.7 Conclusions

I have shown that Santa syllable structure is quite different from the syllable structure of the other Mongolic languages spoken in China.\textsuperscript{45} I have also shown that the Santa syllable template and the Hui syllable template are in fact identical. This situation arose through contact-induced language change. From there, I went on to show that the Santa and Hui syllable inventories overlap to a large degree. Santa and Hui share 332 syllable types. That translates into 75% of the Santa syllable inventory and 84% of the Hui syllable inventory are shared. I have also shown that 72% of the Hui syllable types found in Santa are found in words of both Mongolic and Chinese origin. This demonstrates that the Hui syllable types have been largely incorporated into Santa linguistic structure as a whole and are not isolated cases only found in words of Chinese origin. Finally, I have shown by using comparative Mongolic examples how Santa changed over time from a language with the Mongolic syllable type to a language with a Chinese syllable type.

\textsuperscript{45} An exception to this is Minhe Monguor which also has a non-Mongolic syllable structure that is similar to Chinese (Keith Slater, personal communication).
4.3 Stress

Stress in words of Mongolic origin is ultimate in Santa. In other words, stress always falls on the last syllable of any given word. Some mono-morphemic words are given in (461).

(461)  
ja'wu  ‘to walk’
\( a'\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\texta} \) ‘village’
funia'\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\texta}  ‘fox’
hama'ra  ‘to rest’
mausumia\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\texta}tsi  ‘witch’

When a suffix is added, the stress normally shifts to the last syllable of the word. Some examples of this are given below. A hyphen ‘-’ precedes the suffix when the stress shifts to the last syllable of the word. This is the default situation.

(462)  
ku\text{\texta}\text{\texta}la  ‘people’ (ku\text{\texta} ‘person’ + -la ‘PL’)
\( a\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\textdia{\texta}} \) ‘at the village’ (a\text{\textdia{\texta}} ‘village’ + -\text{\textdia{\texta}} ‘LC’)
jawu-\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\textdia{\texta}} ‘walking style’ (jawu ‘to walk + -\text{\textdia{\texta}} ‘style’)
funia\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\textdia{\texta}}ni  ‘fox’s’ (funia\text{\textdia{\texta}} ‘fox’ + -ni ‘GN’)
hama\text{\textdia{\texta}}\text{\textdia{\texta}}-\text{\textdia{\texta}}wo  ‘rested’ (hama\text{\texta} ‘to rest’ + -\text{\textdia{\texta}}wo ‘PRF’)

However, there is a small set of markers that do not cause the stress to shift when they are added. These are preceded by the symbol ‘\( = \)’. Some examples are given below.\(^{46}\)

\(^{46}\) Items preceded by ‘\( = \)’ are almost always clitics. However, there are a number of clitics that are not preceded by ‘\( = \)’; for instance, all the case markers are clitics since they attach to NPs, not just to nouns.
(463) ja\'wu=na ‘will walk’ (jawu ‘to walk + =na ‘IMP’)
     to\'mo=ga\'la ‘use a hammer (tomo ‘hammer’ + =ga\'la ‘INST’)
     hamara=\=ana ‘after one rested’ (hamara ‘to rest’ + =\=ana ‘DQ’)
     bi\=ri=ni ‘his wife’ (biori ‘wife’ + =ni ‘GN’)
     atcio\=do=ni ‘in the past’ (atcio ‘early’ + -do ‘LC’ + =ni ‘TM’)

In addition to these, there are two disyllabic suffixes which only cause the stress to shift to the first syllable of the disyllabic suffix when they are added. The symbol ‘+’ precedes these suffixes.

(464) jawu+\=dziwo ‘walking’ (jawu ‘to walk + \=dziwo ‘PROG’)
     ir\=e+\=sanu ‘as soon as one comes’ (ire ‘come’ + =sanu ‘DM’)

There are only a couple of words of Mongolic origin which are exceptions to the Santa ultimate stress pattern.

(465) 'basi ‘tiger’ /\=pasi/ → [\=pasi]
     'bosi ‘cloth’ /\=posi/ → [\=posi]

Both of these words contain final voiceless vowels phonetically. The first instance 'basi ‘tiger’ is probably originally a Persian word, but it has long history in Mongolic. This can be seen in (466).

47 The genitive marker =ni does not cause the stress to shift when it is suffixed to the possessed NP in which case it indicates third person possession.
This example illustrates that the origin of the final i is due to epenthesis. It has been inserted so that 'bosi' 'tiger' conforms to Santa syllable structure. The stress did not shift after this vowel was inserted and the word was resyllabified.

Unfortunately, I do not have any comparative evidence for the next instance 'bosi' 'cloth', which is similer phonetically to the previous example. Interestingly enough, there is a verb bosi [p'w'o'si] 'to get up, to wake up' that follows the normal stress pattern and has ultimate stress. That means in this sole instance that stress is phonemic, but in words of Mongolic origin this is an isolated and exceptional case.

There are a number of words of unknown origin that do not follow the ultimate stress pattern. Some of these are given in (467).

(467) 'tɔŋgori 'wild goose'
      'dawala (urinary) bladder; blister'
      'bawɔ 'great-grandfather'

There are also words of Arabic origin that do not follow the ultimate stress pattern.

(468) 'qɔqili 'wisdom, ability'
      'məhəri 'dowry, bethrothal gifts'
      ga'labu 'body, stature, figure'
      'saxarı 'breakfast fast'
In words of Chinese origin the stress pattern is not predictable. For instance (469) is a minimal pair. However, examples like this are not common in Santa.

(469) 'șidzi
șidzi
‘persimmon’ (from Chinese shìzǐ)
‘lion’ (from Chinese shīzǐ)

Some more examples of words of Chinese origin that do not follow the ultimate stress pattern are given in (470). Examples like this are quite common.

(470) 'doudzi
'tusu
'xuși
'dadąu
'xuäməi
‘rice, paddy’ (from Chinese dàozǐ)
‘custom, habit’ (from Chinese tūsì)
‘nurse’ (from Chinese hùshì)
‘broad bean’ (from Chinese dàdòu)
‘a kind of thrush’ (from Chinese huàméi)

The stress pattern in Santa of Chinese loans has been most likely influenced by the original tones of these words. At this point, I am not willing to draw an conclusions. It should be noted that the Hui tones are not identical to the Mandarin Chinese tones given in (470) above. For a study on the influence of Hui tones on Baonan stress patterns, see Li (1986).

In summary, stress on words of Mongolic origin is predictable. Stress is ultimate and shifts to the last syllable when a suffix is added. Suffixes that do not cause the stress to shift are a small subset and are preceded by ‘=’. There are two disyllabic suffixes in which the stress shifts to the first syllable of the disyllabic suffix. These are preceded by ‘+’. Words that are not of Mongolic origin do not necessarily follow the ultimate stress pattern. Those that do not have ultimate stress are marked for stress in the orthophonemic and phonemic transcriptions. Finally, as the examples in this section show, syllable weight has no affect on the Santa ultimate stress pattern.
4.4 Lack of productive vowel harmony in Santa

Poppe (1965:181) claims that vowel harmony is common to all Altaic languages of which the front/back type is more ancient but the rounded/unrounded type is more recent. The Turkic and Mongolic language families both have a long history of productive vowel harmony.

Although a large number of the indigenous words in the Santa lexicon have either only front or back vowels, this is only a remnant of a once productive vowel harmony system that is no longer productive. The best evidence of this is to compare inflected Santa and Khalkha Mongolian nouns. In Khalkha, which retains productive vowel harmony, suffixes must agree in frontness or backness with the root (non-initial vowel /i/ is neutral). But in Santa, the form of the suffix is unchanged. Example (471) illustrates this by the addition of the ablative case suffix to roots with different vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Khalkha</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mori-sə</td>
<td>morin-oos</td>
<td>‘from the horse’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa-sə</td>
<td>gar-aas</td>
<td>‘from the hand’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giə-sə</td>
<td>gert-ees</td>
<td>‘from home’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some remnants of productive vowel harmony can be found in some isolated examples given in (472). These alternations are not productive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xula-ra</td>
<td>‘to become red’ (xulan ‘red’ + -ra ‘VAS’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noko-ro</td>
<td>‘to become green’ (nokon ‘green’ + -ro ‘VAS’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kugia-ra</td>
<td>‘to become blue’ (kugia ‘blue’ + -ra ‘VAS’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(473) dzoljia-tu  ‘to become soft’ (dzolian ‘soft’ + -tu ‘VAS’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsoko-to</td>
<td>‘to decrease’ (tsokon ‘few, less’ + -to ‘VAS’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48 It’s not clear that these are all from the same source. The suffix -ra may be a result of the grammaticization of the verb ira ‘to come’. It is found more frequently than -ro and -ra which only have isolated examples.
(474) gian udza-κα lit. 'to cause sickness to be seen'

(gian ‘illness’, udza ‘to see’ + -κα ‘CS’)

kuaitsian-κα ‘to become cold (of weather)’

(kuaitcion ‘cold’ + -κα ‘CS’)

In (472) above -ra, -ro, and -re immediately follow vowels of identical quality in the stem. There are other suffixes that derive verbs from color terms as well. See section 5.2.4 in Chapter 5 for more on this.

In (473) above the suffix -to follows a stem with o. The suffix -tu is productive while this is the only instance of -to. For more on -tu see section 5.2.4.1.

In (474) above the causative suffix -κα has an alternate -κα which follows the vowel o in both cases. The use of -κα is not productive. In fact, gian udzaκα ‘to see a doctor’ can be found in texts as gian udzaκα. For more on the causative suffix see section 5.3.2.1.2.1 in Chapter 5.

4.5 Lack of long vowels in Santa

Poppe (1965:177-8) claims that the long vs. short vowel distinction occurs in all Altaic languages. However, Santa has lost its long/short vowel distinction. According to Poppe, there are two types of long vowels -- primary and secondary. In Mongolic and Turkic, primary long vowels were preserved from the oldest sources and cannot be reconstructed any further while secondary long vowels were derived from VC or VCV sequences.

According to Poppe (1965:178-9) the primary long vowels are only preserved in Dagur and Monguor. A pair of examples are given in (475).
(475) (Kuribayashi 1989:350, 286)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script M.</th>
<th>Mongolian</th>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>E. Yugur</th>
<th>Monguor</th>
<th>Baonan</th>
<th>Santa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tabu(n)</td>
<td>tab</td>
<td>taaw</td>
<td>taawën</td>
<td>taavun</td>
<td>tawuj</td>
<td>tawuj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modu(n)</td>
<td>mød</td>
<td>mood</td>
<td>muudøn</td>
<td>(edzoose)</td>
<td>(çiú)</td>
<td>mutuŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From (475) above we see that Eastern Yugur preserves the primary long vowels as well. At the time of Poppe (1965), he probably did not have access to the Eastern Yugur data. However, as the examples show, the primary long vowels have been lost in Santa, Baonan, and Mongolian.

Some comparative examples of secondary long vowels in Mongolic are given in (476).

(476) (Kuribayashi 1989: 282, 176, 296, 246, 316)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script M.</th>
<th>Mongolian</th>
<th>Dagur</th>
<th>E. Yugur</th>
<th>Monguor</th>
<th>Baonan</th>
<th>Santa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ma(y)u</td>
<td>muu</td>
<td>moo</td>
<td>muu</td>
<td>mauu</td>
<td>muŋ</td>
<td>mau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayula(n)</td>
<td>uul</td>
<td>aul</td>
<td>uula</td>
<td>ula</td>
<td>(hi)</td>
<td>ula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niyur</td>
<td>nuur</td>
<td>(nedem)</td>
<td>nyyr</td>
<td>niuur</td>
<td>nur</td>
<td>nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hulayan</td>
<td>ulaañ</td>
<td>xulaan</td>
<td>tiian</td>
<td>fulaan</td>
<td>xulat</td>
<td>xulan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaya</td>
<td>xaan</td>
<td>xaan</td>
<td>xaæ</td>
<td>xaa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>qa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples show that Santa and Baonan have lost their secondary vowel length distinctions. Mongolian, Dagur, Eastern Yugur, and Monguor all retain secondary vowel length distinctions to varying degrees. As can be seen from Script Mongolian which preserves Middle Mongolian pronunciations, these
secondary vowel length distinctions developed from ‘ṾV’ sequences where the ɣ was eventually lost.

4.6 The retroflex series of consonants

Santa Mongolian phonemic inventory includes the following retroflex obstruents: /tʃʰ/, /tʃ/, /ʃ/, and /z/ (orthophonemically these are tʃ, dz, ʂ, and ẓ). When the phoneme /i/ occurs after these consonants, the retroflex apical vowel[i] is found. This state of affairs is identical to what is found in Linxia Hui and Mandarin Chinese.

However, the retroflex series of consonants is not only found in words of Chinese origin. The following comparative Mongolic examples show several words of Mongolic origin and their Script Mongolian equivalents.

(477) (Kuribayashi 1989: 322, 340, 278, 204)

| Script M. | qai̱i̱či(n) | külü̱gü̱gü | sine | čečeg |
| Santa     | qaitɕi     | cudzaṇ    | šini | tɕidzə |

These examples are fairly representative of the sources of retroflex consonants in words of Mongolic origin: tʃ of qai̱i̱či ‘scissors’ corresponds to č in Script Mongolian (which preserves Middle Mongolian pronunciations); dz of cudzaṇ ‘neck’ corresponds to ɬ; and ši in sine ‘new’ corresponds to si (the ş has been palatalized before i). In tɕidzə ‘flower’, dz corresponds to č. Perhaps it was first tʃ (/tʃʰ/) and then lost its aspiration between vowels. The phoneme /tʃ/ is not found in words of Mongolic origin in Santa but only in words of Chinese origin.

Santa also has an alveolo-palatal series of obstruents as well: kẉʰ/, /kw/, and /k̼/ (orthophonemically tɕ, dz, and ɕ). But almost all the occurrences of tɕ and dz in words of Mongolic origin are due to palatalization of ɬ and ɬ before a front vowel. Historically, they do not generally correspond with č, ɬ, and ɕ of Script
Mongolian. Thus, all the occurrences of the retroflex series of consonants in words of Mongolic origin in Santa have developed from non-retroflex consonants in Middle Mongolian.

The situation in the other Mongolic languages of the Gansu/Qinghai border region is much different. Dagur (Enhebatu 1988) and Khalkha Mongolian (Poppe 1970:29-39) do not have a retroflex series of obstruents, but Boanan (Chen 1985, Chen 1987), Monguor (Hasibate’er 1985, Qingge’ertai 1991), and Eastern Yugur (Bao 1984, Bao & Jia 1991) all do. This is where the similarity between these languages and Santa ends though: in Baanan (Tongren dialect), ts and dz are mainly found in words of Tibetan origin (Baanan does not have z); in Monguor, ts and dz are found in words of Chinese and Tibetan origin and z is only found in words of Chinese origin; and in Eastern Yugur ts, dz, s, and z are only found in words of Chinese origin. In both Boanan and Monguor s is found in words of Mongolic origin, but normally it corresponds with ʃ in Santa as in fujia ‘big, large’; Baanan gge ‘big, large’; Monguor gga ‘big, large’. s is also found in words of Chinese and Tibetan origin in both Baanan and Monguor.

As can be seen by the discussion above, Santa has incorporated the retroflex consonants into its phonological system to a much greater degree than Boanan (Tongren dialect), Monguor, or Eastern Yugur. This can most likely be accounted for by the influence of Linxia Hui on the Santa syllable inventory. For discussion of this see section 4.2 above.

---

49 There are some instances of Script Mongolian ʃi corresponding to çi as in qiarun ‘coarse, rough’ from sirügün (Kuribayashi 1989: 342).
Chapter 5

Morphology

5. Introduction

In this chapter, I will describe Santa morphology. After briefly discussing some of the differences between derivational and inflectional morphology, I will describe each of the major Santa derivational suffixes in section 5.2. In section 5.3 I will discuss the verbal complex in Santa and describe verbal inflectional morphology. Description of nominal inflectional morphology has been reserved for Chapter 7.

Santa is a typical SOV language with agglutinative strictly-suffixing morphology. There are no prefixes in Santa. When a suffix is added to a stem, there is always a clear cut boundary between the stem and the suffix.

Phonetically, there is little happening at the juncture where stem and suffix meet. The only phenomenon that I have encountered is the loss of stem-final /n/ or /ŋ/ when a suffix is added as in example (1).

(1) omini-tu ‘alive, lively’ (from omini ‘life’)

However, this is not always the case. In example (2), the stem-final nasal is not lost.

(2) osunj-tu ‘grassy’ (from osunj ‘grass’)

In some instances both forms with and without the stem-final nasal exist as in (3). See section 5.2.6.1 for more on the suffix -tu which derives adjectives from nouns.

(3) sawan-tu ~ sawa-tu ‘bearded’ (from sawan ‘beard’)
Stress, which is ultimate in words of Mongolic origin in Santa (that is it falls on the last syllable of a word), usually shifts to the the last syllable when a suffix is added. (Stress is discussed in detail in section 4.3 above.)

A brief review of the juncture markers that precede suffixes is given below. The symbol ‘-’ is used to show that the stress shifts to the last syllable as expected.

(4) qa'ra ‘black, dark’ → qara-la ‘to become black, to become dark’

For a small subset of prefixes, the stress does not shift. These suffixes are preceded by ‘=’.

(5) ø'tsi ‘to go’ → ø'tsi=na ‘go’ + ‘IMP’

In two cases, when a disyllabic suffix is added, the stress only shifts to the first syllable of the disyllabic suffix. These suffixes are preceded by ‘+’.

(6) ø'tsi ‘to go’ → atsi+dziwo ‘go’ + ‘PROG’
   ø'tsi ‘to go’ → atsi+sænu ‘go’ + ‘DM’

5.1 Derivational vs. inflectional morphology

A summary of some of the differences often cited to distinguish between derivational and inflectional morphology is given in Table 5.1. For any given affix, the criteria in points A-D may not all equally apply. I will give some examples from Santa to illustrate each point (Bybee 1985).

---

50 I am making no claims with respect to the status of the suffix with these juncture markers. In other words, I am only indicating the stress assignment with these markers, not whether a particular marker is a suffix or a clitic.

51 Bybee (1985) is a cross-linguistic study of the relationship of meaning and form in the morphology of the world’s languages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivational affixes ...</th>
<th>Inflectional affixes ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Change meaning or part of speech of the stem</td>
<td>Do not change meaning or part of speech of the stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Typically indicate semantic relations between the affix and its stem</td>
<td>Typically indicate syntactic or semantic relations between different words in the sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Typically occur with only some members of a class of morphemes</td>
<td>Typically occur with all members of some large class of morphemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Typically occur closer to the stem in relation to inflectional affixes</td>
<td>Typically occur farther away from the stem in relation to derivational affixes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of Derivational and Inflectional Morphology

An example of a prototypical derivational suffix is -dan in (7). For more on -dan see section 5.2.1.1.

(7) jawu-danj ‘walking style’ (from jawu ‘to walk, to go’)

The meaning of the derived noun is ‘X-ing style’ or ‘X-ing method’. So we can see from Table 5.1 that for point A, the suffix changes the part of speech from a verb to a noun and it changes the meaning as well. For point B, the stem must be a verb and the derived word is a noun. This suffix is not found on any other parts of speech except verbs and when it is used it always derives nouns. For point C, this suffix only occurs with a small subset of verbs, not all of them. And for point D, the suffix must occur directly after the verb stem. No suffixes can occur before -dan. These are all qualities of a derivational suffix.

In contrast, an example of a prototypical inflectional suffix is -wo in (8). For more on -wo see section 5.3.2.1.5.1.

(8) qara-la-wo ‘became black’ (from qara ‘black’)
The suffix \textit{-wo} indicates the perfective aspect. For point A in Table 5.1, it does not change the part of speech of the verb. The meaning of the verb does not change, although the aspectual meaning places the action of the verb in time as something already completed. For point B, the aspectual meaning of \textit{-wo} places the event of a whole sentence, not just the verb, as being already completed. For point C, \textit{-wo} is used on all verbs. For point D, the suffix comes after any derivational morphology. In this case, \textit{-wo} comes after the derivational suffix \textit{-la} which derives verbs from adjectives. (For more on \textit{-la} see section 5.2.4.4.) These are qualities of an inflectional suffix.

5.2 Derivational morphology

This section includes discussion for each of the major derivational suffixes in Santa.

5.2.1 Nouns derived from verbs

The following suffixes all derive nouns from verbs: \textit{-dan}, \textit{-sun}, \textit{-dun}, \textit{-lian}, \textit{-si}, and \textit{-n}.

5.2.1.1 \textit{-dan}

Discussed briefly above, the suffix \textit{-dan} derives nouns from verbs with the meaning ‘style’ or ‘method’ of verb. I have not encountered it being used with Chinese loans.

\begin{align*}
(9) & \text{ jawu-dan} & \text{‘walking style’ (from jawu ‘to walk’)} \\
(10) & \text{ bais\-a-dan} & \text{‘construction method’ (from bais\-a ‘to build’)}
\end{align*}

5.2.1.2 \textit{-sun}

The suffix \textit{-sun} derives nouns from verbs that often refer to bodily fluids and by-products.
(11) bandza-sun ‘vomit’ (from bandza ‘to vomit’)
(12) hungu-sun ‘fart’ (from hungu ‘to fart’)

There are a number of nouns in Santa that refer to bodily fluids and organs that end in -sun but do not contain a root otherwise identifiable. This suggests that these forms are historically bi-morphemic and that -sun may therefore be an old Mongolic morpheme that refers to bodily fluids and organs. These are listed in (13).

---

52 There are a number of body part nouns in Santa that have common endings with no obvious stem. This is an area where some further historical investigation is needed.

-isi

oširi ‘heel’
odzisi ‘penis’
tasi ‘baldhead’
tasisi ‘elbow’

-es

dzusə ‘heart’
sum ‘armpit’
tsuməsə ‘marrow, spinal cord’

-run

furun ‘lips’
irun ‘pus’
nurun ‘back, waist’
tciqurun ‘head’
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(13) งาสูญ ‘urine’
    บานุญ ‘feces, excrement’
    นวรุณุญ ‘saliva’
    ตุสูญ ‘blood’
    กอิสูญ ‘perspiration, sweat’
    ฮานุญ ‘pus’
    อาสูญ ‘skin’
    ใสดสูญ ‘arteries and veins, muscle’
    ไก่สูญ ‘intestines’
    สมอสูญ ‘eyelash’
    ขุนิสูญ ‘navel’
    ผูญ ‘hair, feather’
    กาย ‘bone’

The suffix -สูญ is also used to derive nouns from verbs that do not have any relation in meaning to bodily fluids or organs. In (14), ด้าสูญ ‘nail’ is an item used in construction, not a fingernail.

(14) ด้า-สูญ ‘nail’ (from ด้า ‘to nail’)

5.2.1.3 Some unproductive V → N suffixes: -ดู, -lian, -si, and -n

The following suffixes all derive nouns from verbs and the examples given are the only ones I have encountered so far.

The suffix -ดู:

(15) ฉุก-ดู ‘coughing sickness’ (from ฉุก ‘to cough’)
(16) ชินิ-ดู ‘jest, joke’ (from ชินิ ‘to laugh’)

The suffix -lian:

(17) ซือ-lian ‘curse’ (from ซือ ‘to curse’)

The suffix -si:
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(18) ki\l\=lia-\=si ‘dispute; message, news’ (from ki\l\=lia ‘to speak’)

The suffix -n:

(19) ki\l\=lia-n ‘language; tongue (body part)’
    (from ki\l\=lia ‘to speak’)

5.2.2 Nouns derived from nouns
There are three suffixes that derive nouns from nouns: -t\=si, -\=si, and -run.

5.2.2.1 -t\=si

When the suffix -t\=si is used, the derived noun has an agentive meaning as in ‘one who does X’.

(20) fuq\=ia-t\=si ‘one who sells cattle’ (from fuq\=ia ‘cattle’)
(21) tc\=iauru\=n-t\=si ‘chieftain, ringleader’ (from tc\=iauru\=n ‘head’)
(22) darasu-t\=si ‘drunkard’ (from darasu ‘wine, alcohol’)

It is also possible to use -t\=si to derive nouns from verbs.

(23) dadzia-t\=si ‘hired thug, hatchet man’
    (from Chinese d\=oji\=a ‘to fight’)
(24) daw\=ai-t\=si ‘hunter’
    (from Chinese d\=ow\=ei ‘to encircle and hunt down’)

In both (23) and (24), the stem is borrowed from Chinese. I have not encountered -t\=si being used to derive a noun from a Mongolic verb stem.
5.2.2.2 -si

The suffix -si is used to derive nouns from animate nouns. It is possible
that it is a diminutive of some sort. The only example I know of a noun derived
from a noun standing alone with -si is given below.53

(25) kəwə-si ‘child, son’ (from kəwən ‘boy, son’)

However, -si is often found along with the plural marker -la. For more on
-la see section 7.2.6.3.

(26) kəwə-si-la ‘children’ (from kəwən ‘boy, son’)
(27) oti-w-si-la ‘daughters’ (from oti-wn ‘girl, daughter’)
(28) hə-si-la ‘they’ (from hə ‘he, she’)
(29) awə-si-la ‘they’ (from awən ‘he, she’)

5.2.2.3 -run

I have encountered only one instance of the suffix -run which derives nouns
from nouns.

(30) nudu-run wəjı ‘to cut an eyehole’ (from nudun ‘eye’)

5.2.3 Verbs derived from nouns ‘VNS’

The following suffixes derive verbs from nouns: -la, -lis, -da, -si, -dgiə,
-tə, -təə, and -mara. The use of any particular suffix is predetermined depending
on the noun. There is no variability of usage.

5.2.3.1 -la

The suffix -la derives verbs from nouns. The meaning of the derived verb
frequently involves an instrumental use of the noun as in (31) and (32). In (33),

53 There is also fuqiası ‘both parents, elder member of a family’ which is derived from the
adjective fuqia ‘big, large’.
the meaning of the derived verb includes the original noun usu ‘water’ being used as a patient. However, all of these verbs are intransitive. The meaning of the derived verb in example (34) simply serves to make a verb from the noun.

(31) gurusu-la ‘to pinch, to nip’ (from gurusun ‘fingernail, hoof’)
(32) isu-la ‘to use a bowl to measure’ (from isu ‘bowl’)
(33) usu-la ‘to drink water’ (from usu ‘water’)
(34) duru-la ‘to wish, to hope’ (from duru ‘wish, hope, desire’)

The suffix -la can also be used to derive verbs from Chinese loans as in (35).

(35) səə-la ‘to sieve, to sift’
     (from Chinese shí ‘sieve, sifter’)

5.2.3.2 -lia

The suffix -lia is similar to -la above. Some examples are given below. The meanings of the derived verbs includes uses of the underlying noun as a patient as in (36) and (37) and instrumental uses of the underlying noun as in (38).

(36) andəki-liə ‘to lay an egg’ (from andəki ‘egg’)
(37) bosu-liə ‘to pick off lice’ (from bosun ‘louse’)
(38) odəu-liə ‘to crawl on one’s knees’ (from odəu ‘knee’)

The suffix -lia can also be used to derive verbs from Chinese loans as in (39).

(39) gudu-liə ‘to bud’ (from Chinese gūduo ‘flower bud’)

5.2.3.3 -da

The meanings of verbs derived with the suffix -da also contain instrumental uses of the underlying noun.
(40) fərəu-da 'to use a slingshot' (from fərəu 'slingshot')
(41) həŋça-da 'to clap, to slap, to pat' (from həŋça 'palm, hand')
(42) tosu-da 'to oil, to soak in oil' (from tosun 'oil')

The suffix -da is also used to derive verbs from Chinese nouns as in (43). However, the meaning of the derived verb is not instrumental.

(43) şəŋ-da 'to triumph, to be victorious'
     (from Chinese shèng 'victory, success')

5.2.3.4 Some unproductive N → V suffixes: -si, -dzia, -ta, -tə, and -məro

The following suffixes are used to derive verbs from nouns: -si, -dzia, -ta, -tə, and -məro. The examples given below are the only ones I am aware of.

The suffix -si is probably related to the one that derives verbs from adjectives in section 5.2.4.7. Both of the examples below are nature items.

(44) gura-și 'to get more rain' (from gura 'rain')
(45) tura-și 'to raise a cloud of dust' (from tura 'soil, earth')

The suffix -dzia:

(46) tərəu-dzia 'to saw' (from tərəu 'saw (noun)'

The suffix -ta:

(47) suwa-ta 'to become muddy, to sink into the mud'
     (from suwa 'mud')

The suffix -tə is illustrated below. In this particular case, the noun is derived as well. See example (19) above.

(48) kiəlian-n-tə 'to chat, to converse'
     (from kiəlian 'language; tongue (body part)')

The suffix -məro is unusual in that it is two syllables.
(49) gia-mæra ‘to get an illness, to fall ill’
(from gian ‘illness, sickness’)

5.2.4 Verbs derived from adjectives ‘VAS’

The following suffixes are all used to derive verbs from adjectives: -tu, -to, -da, -la, -lo, -sa, -si, -lu, -ra, -ro, -dzia, and -dza. Why does Santa have so many suffixes used for the same function? Part of the explanation lies in the fact that Santa has lost productive vowel harmony. Many of these suffixes are probably fossilized remnants from a time when vowel harmony was productive. These include -la, -lo, and -lu; -ra, -ra, and -ro; and -tu and -to. It is clear that many of these suffixes are no longer productive because there are only isolated examples.

Another reason is that some of the suffixes have different meanings. For instance -sa means ‘to appear to be too X’ where ‘X’ is the quality of the underlying adjective. Also, one of the meanings of -si is ‘to appear to be X’ or ‘to seem to be X’.

Otherwise, the meanings of the derived verbs are all very similar. They either have an inchoative meaning where the quality denoted by the adjective is ‘becoming’ or ‘starting to emerge’, as in dzoliara ‘to become soft’; or they have an intensified meaning where the quality is already present but it is becoming stronger, as in gunda ‘to deepen’. The only other meaning of the derived verbs is a strictly a predicative meaning of the adjective, as in wairula ‘to zigzag, to wind’ from wairu ‘winding, zigzagging’.

Looking at the basic color terms and the inchoative suffixes used for each of them, we see there is variability with respect to which suffix is used.
(50) qara-la ‘to become black’ (from qara ‘black, dark’)

(51) tsiqan-tu ‘to be white’ (from tsiqan ‘white’)

(52) xulan-ra ‘to become red, to redder’ (from xulan ‘red’)

(53) sir-a-tu
    sir-a-la
    ‘to become yellow’ (from sir ‘yellow’)

(54) noxo-tu
    noxo-ro
    ‘to become green’ (from noxon ‘green’)

(55) kugia-tu
    kugia-ro
    ‘to become blue’ (from kugi ‘blue’)

(56) boro-lo ‘to become grey’ (from boro ‘grey’)

Given the seven basic color terms in Santa, there are 6 different suffixes used for the same inchoative function: -la, -tu, -ra, -ro, -re, and -lo. In three cases, there are two possibilities. In each of these cases -tu is one of the choices.

Looking at some other verbs derived from adjectives, we also find cases where two suffixes are possible for the same meaning.

(57) bokoni-do
    bokoni-tu
    ‘to become short’ (from bokoni ‘short’)

(58) fugia-si
    fugia-tu
    ‘to become big’ (from fugia ‘big’)

(59) sanqia-re
    sanqia-tu
    ‘to become thin, sparse’
    (from sanqian ‘thin, sparse’)

Although there are many examples of doublets like this, a derived verb with -tu is always one of the choices. I imagine this suffix is the more recent
innovation and that its usage has been generalized. This is the same pattern that was encountered with the color terms above.

These derivational suffixes are infrequently used with Chinese loans. -da can be found in a few cases, (60) being one instance. Otherwise there is only one example each of -tu and -si being used with Chinese adjectives. These are shown below.

(60) bucín-da ‘to become weak, feeble’
(from bucín ‘weak, feeble’ < from Chinese bûxing ‘not well’)
(61) dzanaŋ-tu ‘to become dirty, filthy’
(from Chinese zăng’äng ‘dirty, filthy’)
(62) tšidžia-ši ‘to appear to be strenuous’
(from Chinese chijiin ‘strenous’)

5.2.4.1 -tu

Verbs derived with the suffix -tu have an inchoative meaning. The usage of -tu is the most widespread of all the suffixes that derive verbs from adjectives.

(63) šini-tu ‘to become new’ (from šini ‘new’)
(64) šira-tu ‘to become yellow’ (from šira ‘yellow’)
(65) dzoliä-tu ‘to become soft’ (from dzoliän ‘soft’)
(66) fumusi-tu ‘to become smelly’ (from fumusi ‘smelly, foul’)

5.2.4.2 -to

The suffix -to is probably a fossilized vowel harmony remnant of the suffix -tu. This is the only example.

(67) tšoku-to ‘to lessen, to decrease’ (from tšokuon ‘few, less’)

5.2.4.3 -da

Verbs derived from adjectives with the suffix -da have either an intensified meaning as in (68) or an inchoative meaning as in (69) and (70). This suffix is very common.
(68) gun-da ‘to deepen, to become deep’ (from gun ‘deep’)
(69) gau-da ‘to become well, to fully recover from an illness’
(from gau ‘good’)
(70) bucųn-da ‘to become weak, to become feeble’
(from bucųn ‘weak, feeble’ < from Chinese bucųn ‘not well’)

5.2.4.4 -la

Verbs derived with the suffix -la have either an inchoative meaning as in (71) and (72) or simply a predicating function as in (73). This suffix is found in many examples.

(71) šira-la ‘to become yellow’ (from šira ‘yellow’)
(72) tarsi-la ‘to become fat, to become stout’
(from tarsi ‘fat, stout, plump’)
(73) wairu-la ‘to zigzag, to wind, to become crooked’
(from wairu ‘winding, crooked’)

5.2.4.5 -lo

The suffix -lo is probably a fossilized vowel harmony remnant of -la. This is the only example.

(74) boro-lo ‘to become grey’ (from boro ‘grey’)

5.2.4.6 -sa

When the suffix -sa is used, the derived verbs mean either ‘to appear to be too X’ or ‘to seem to be too X’ where ‘X’ is the quality of the underlying adjective.

(75) undu-sa ‘to appear to be too tall’ (from undu ‘tall’)
(76) boson-sa ‘to appear to be too short’ (from boson ‘short’)
(77) biadu-sa ‘to appear to be too thick’
(from biadun ‘thick, wide’)
5.2.4.7 -si

The suffix -si has two basic meanings. The first is an inchoative meaning as in examples (78) and (79).

(78) qudu-şi ‘to become hard, to harden’ (from qudun ‘hard, stiff’)
(79) mila-şi ‘to become small’ (from mila ‘small’)

The second is ‘to seem to be X’ or ‘to appear to be X’ where ‘X’ is the quality of the underlying adjective.

(80) aşua-şi ‘to seem to be wide’ (from aşua ‘wide, broad’)
(81) udan-şi ‘to seem to be slow’ (from udan ‘slow’)

5.2.4.8 -lu

Verbs derived with -lu have an inchoative or predicative meaning as in (82) through (84).

(82) aru-lu ‘to clean, to become clean’ (from arun ‘clean’)
(83) otciu-lu ‘to be old, to become old’ (from otciu ‘old’)
(84) qusun-lu ‘to ache, for the muscles to be sore’
   (from qusun ‘hard, laborious’)

This suffix is probably the result of the grammaticization of the verb olu with the inchoative meaning ‘to become’. A non-grammaticized example is given in (85). Compare this with example (86).

(85) qara olu ‘to become dark, for evening to set’
(86) qara-la ‘to become black’ (from qara ‘black, dark’)

5.2.4.9 -ra

Verbs derived with -ra have an inchoative meaning.
(87) kugiə-ra  ‘to become blue’ (from kugiə ‘blue’)
(88) dzolìa-ra  ‘to become soft’ (from dzolìan ‘soft’)
(89) kuaitcia-ra  ‘to become cold’ (from kuaitciaan ‘cold, frigid’)

This suffix may be the result of the grammaticization of the verb ıra which means ‘to come’. ıra is often used as a sentence-final verb in clause-chaining constructions and its meaning is often bleached.

5.2.4.10 Some unproductive Adj → V suffixes: -ra, -ro, -dzia, and -dzə

As with most of the suffixes previously described, verbs derived with these suffixes have an intensified, inchoative, or simply a predicative meaning. Examples shown are the only ones I have encountered.

Verbs derived with -ra have an intensified meaning as in (90) or an inchoative meaning as in (90) through (93).

(90) xula-ra  ‘to redden, to become red’ (from xulan ‘red’)
(91) wāita-ra  ‘to become narrow’ (from wāitan ‘narrow’)
(92) quaitși-ra  ‘to become worn’ (from quaitșan ‘worn, old, used’)
(93) dziauxai-ra  ‘to become poor’ (from dziauxai ‘poor’)

The suffix -ro is probably a fossilized vowel harmony remnant of -ra.54

(94) nokο-ro  ‘to become green’ (from nokon ‘green’)

Verbs derived with the suffix -dzia have either an inchoative meaning as in (95) and (96) or an intensified meaning as in (97) and (98).

54 It is unclear to me whether -ro and -ro could be vowel harmony remnants of -ra, since the source of -ro may be ıra ‘to come’. 175
(95) undu-dzë ‘to become tall’ (from undu ‘tall’)
(96) fudu-dzë ‘to become long’ (from fudu ‘long’)
(97) gun-dzë ‘to deepen’ (from gun ‘deep’)
(98) gundu-dzë ‘to gain weight, to add weight’
    (from gundu ‘heavy’)

When the suffix -dzë is used, the derived verbs have either an inchoative meaning as in (99) through (101) or simply a predicating function as in (102).

(99) bōjā-dzë ‘to become rich’ (from bōjān ‘rich, wealthy’)
(100) biādu-dzë ‘to become thick’ (from biādun ‘thick, wide’)
(101) qudu-dzë ‘to become hard, to harden’
    (from qudu ‘hard, stiff’)
(102) gīrōn-dzë ‘to shine, to be luminous’
    (from gīrōn ‘bright, luminous, shiny’)

5.2.5 Verbs derived from verbs

There are two types of verbal derivation from verbs. The first type I have called borrowed verb suffixes (BVS). The other type of suffix is one that derives a verb with a new meaning from another verb. Examples of this latter type are rare however.

5.2.5.1 Borrowed verb suffixes ‘BVS’

The only function of borrowed verb suffixes (BVS) is to indicate that the verb is borrowed from Chinese. Because of this, they only exemplify some of the characteristics of derivational suffixes. The main difference is that they neither change the part of speech nor the meaning of the verb. In the other points discussed in Table 5.1 above, they behave like derivational morphology.

There are two suffixes that are affixed to monosyllabic verbs borrowed from Chinese: -ji and -dzi. There is also the verb qia ‘to do’ which follows disyllabic verbs borrowed from Chinese. These are quite productive in Santa. And
finally, there a few suffixes which are less common that are found on monosyllabic and disyllabic verbs alike. These are -la, -lo, -lia, -tei, -ra, and -ro.

5.2.5.1.1  -ji

The suffix -ji is affixed to monosyllabic verbs borrowed from Chinese that end in a non-nasal. Some examples are given below.

(103) dza-ji  ‘to pound, to smash’ (from Chinese zá)
(104) tau-ji  ‘to draw out, to fish out’ (from Chinese tāo)
(105) dzu-ji  ‘to save’ (from Chinese jiù)

5.2.5.1.2  -dzi

The suffix -dzi is affixed to monosyllabic verbs borrowed from Chinese that end in a nasal. Some examples are given below.

(106) niŋ-dzi  ‘to wring, to twist’ (from Chinese nǐng)
(107) bian-dzi  ‘to change’ (from Chinese biàn)
(108) guan-dzi  ‘to be in charge, to manage’ (from Chinese guǎn)

Aspectual verbal morphology is affixed after the BVS, as in (109).

(109) āna dosi-ni  dzu饜  bian-dzi-wo.  T4:070
   this friend-GN  heart   change-BVS-PRF
   This friend’s heart changed.

5.2.5.1.3  gia

The verb gia ‘to do’ generally follows disyllabic verbs borrowed from Chinese. It is included here because it resembles a regular morphological process. Some examples are given below.
(110) dānwu gīa ‘to delay, to hold up’ (from Chinese dānwù)
(111) liūŋ gīa ‘to use, to utilize’ (from Chinese liūŋ)
(112) jōutṣau gīa ‘to be sad, to be worried’ (from Chinese yōuchōu)

Aspectual verbal morphology is affixed to the the verb gīa, not to the borrowed verb. When gīa is used in this way, it resembles an auxiliary verb.

(113) ḳiŋgiū-so ḳaladzi ḳajjīn gīa+dziwọ. MP:27
and.so-DI magpie agree do+PROG
And so the magpie agrees.

It is clear that gīa is a verb and not a suffix because it can occur independently. In addition, the borrowed disyllabic verb maintains its own stress pattern when gīa is used in combination with it.

5.2.5.1.4 Other BVS suffixes: -la, -lo, -liə, -tji, -ro, and -ro

In addition, to -ji, -dzi, and gīa, there are some other BVS suffixes. -la is one of the most frequently encountered of these. Some examples are given below.

(114) ḳan-ja ‘to stitch the sole (of a shoe) to the upper’
(from Chinese shōng ‘to stitch the sole (of a shoe) to the upper’)
(115) tɕian-ja ‘to rob, to seize’ (from Chinese qiāng)

The BVS -lo may be a vowel harmony remnant of -la. This is the only example.

(116) dzuŋ-ja ‘to load, to pack’ (from Chinese zhuōng)

There are a few examples of the BVS -liə. A couple of these are given below.

(117) dzəŋ-liə ‘to evaporate, to steam’ (from Chinese zhēng)
(118) dzia-liə ‘to greet, to meet’ (from Chinese jiē)
There are a few examples of the BVS -tɕi. A couple of these are given below.

(119) ʂuɑi-tɕi  ‘to swing, to move forward and backward’
       (from Chinese ʂuɑi)
(120) pâu-tɕi  ‘to dig, to excavate’ (from Chinese pâo)

There are only two examples of the BVS -r̃ used alone. Example (122) is unusual in that it is disyllabic and gîa is not used.

(121) dʑi-r̃  ‘to be depressed, to be lonely’ (from Chinese jì)
(122) mînba-r̃  ‘to make it clear, to come to realize’
       (from Chinese míngbáï)

However, there are a few examples of -r̃ being used in combination with the BVS -jî and -dʑi. These are all shown below. Notice that both -jî and -dʑi precede -r̃.

(123) mɑ̌-jî-r̃  ‘to be apathetic, to be numb’ (from Chinese má)
(124) tɑ̌-jî-r̃  ‘to sink, to collapse’ (from Chinese tɑ̌)
(125) in-dʑi-r̃  ‘to be dizzy’ (from Chinese yûn)
(126) dûn-dʑi-r̃  ‘to understand, to comprehend’
       (from Chinese dōng)

This suffix -r̃ is likely a fossilized vowel harmony remnant of the BVS -r̃. Bu (1983) claims the source of lomo is from Chinese luòn. This seems somewhat questionable.

(127) lomo-r̃  ‘to be in chaos, to be in disorder’
       (from Chinese luòn)

5.2.5.2 Other unproductive suffixes that derive verbs from verbs: -lɑ and -rɑ

There are two suffixes that derive verbs from verbs: -lɑ and -rɑ. There are only two examples with the suffix -lɑ.
(128) jawu-la  ‘to walk behind’ (from jawu ‘to walk, to go’)
(129) anda-la  ‘to open, to unfold’
          (from anda ‘to release, to let go’)

There is only one example of the suffix -ra. Notice the similarity in meaning of (130) with (129) above.

(130) anda-ra  ‘to extend, to unfold’
          (from anda ‘to release, to let go’)

5.2.6 Adjectives derived from nouns ‘ANS’

There are two suffixes that derive adjectives from nouns, -tu and -ra.

5.2.6.1 -tu

The suffix -tu is quite productive. It can be used to derive adjectives from borrowed nouns as well as in (132) and (133).

(131) gian-tu  ‘ill, sick’ (from gian ‘illness, sickness’)
(132) bongi-tu  ‘capable, skillful’
          (from Chinese běnshì ‘skill, capability’)
(133) 'agili-tu  ‘intelligent, resourceful’
          (from 'agili ‘wisdom, intelligence’ < from Arabic ḥaqīl)

5.2.6.2 -ra

The suffix -ra is less common with only three examples given below. The adjectives are all derived from nouns that refer to body waste and fluids.

(134) ṣesu-ra  ‘of an old urine pit’ (from ṣesun ‘urine’)
(135) basu-ra  ‘shitty’ (from basun ‘feces, excrement’)
(136) qawa-ra  ‘snotty nosed’ (from qawa ‘nasal mucus’)
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5.2.7 Negative adjectives derived from nouns

_u_ is used after some nouns to derive adjectives that have negative meanings. The marker is used with borrowed nouns as well as in (139). _u_ is not a suffix because it receives its own stress without affecting the stress of the word it follows. Notice in example (138) that the locative case suffix _da_ is attached before _u_. These are all the examples I know of.

(137) duruŋ _u_ ‘no desire, hopeless’ (from duruŋ ‘desire, hope’)
(138) ojin-da _u_ ‘not happy, not pleased, not satisfied’
      (from ojin ‘feeling, emotion, state of mind’)
(139) šumu _u_ ‘countless, innumerable’
      (from Chinese shùmù ‘amount, number’)

5.2.8 Adjectives derived from verbs

There is one suffix that derives adjectives from verbs: _-lan_.

5.2.8.1 _-lan_

The examples below are the only instances of the suffix _-lan_ that I am aware of.

(140) bajasu-lan ‘joyful’ (from bajasu ‘to be happy’)
(141) tšudu-lan ‘full (from eating)’ (from tšudu ‘to be full’)

5.2.9 Adjectives derived from adjectives

There are two types of strategies used to derive adjectives from adjectives: the infix/suffix combination of _-pa- _-pu_- along with _-kan_ and the suffix _-lon_.

5.2.9.1 _-pa-_ _-pu_- with _-kan_

One of the most unusual morphological strategies found in Santa is an infix/suffix combination used only in color terms. The infix _-pa-_ _-pu_- is inserted after the first syllable of the color term and the suffix _-kan_ is attached to the resulting stem. The derived adjective has an intensified meaning from the original
color term, so 'red' becomes 'very red' and 'yellow' becomes 'yellow-orange' which can be understood as a more intensified form of yellow. The suffix -\textit{\textgon} may be related to the intensifier suffix (see section 5.3.3) but the Script Mongolian for 'red' is \textit{\texthulan} which makes -\textit{\textgon} not look like a suffix at all, but a retention of the older pronunciation. Evidence against this position is twofold: 1) V\textit{\textgamma}V sequences became VV sequences in the modern Mongolic languages and in Santa VV sequences (long vowels) have become V (see section 4.5 above for more on this; and 2) the Script Mongolian word for 'yellow' is \textit{\textsiro} with no trace of the final -\textit{\textyan}. The examples below are the only ones I am aware of in Santa, but in Baanan Mongolian, there are similar examples of this phenomenon (Charles N. Li, personal communication.)

(142) xu-pa-la-\textit{\textgon} \sim xu-pu-la-\textit{\textgon} 'very red' (from xulan 'red')
(143) \textit{\textsi}-pa-ra-\textit{\textgon} \sim \textit{\textsi}-pu-ra-\textit{\textgon} 'yellow-orange' (from \textit{\textsiro} 'yellow')

5.2.9.2 -\textit{\textlon}

There is only one example of the suffix -\textit{\textlon} deriving an adjective from another adjective.

(144) doxo-\textit{\textlon} 'crippled, lame' (from doxon 'bad, ugly')

5.2.10 Borrowed adjective suffix (BAS)

There are two suffixes that only appear on borrowed adjectives: -\textit{\textni} and -\textit{\textmat\textsa}.

5.2.10.1 -\textit{\textni}

Some borrowed adjectives in Santa are borrowed with the Chinese marker =\textit{\textdzi} which is a palatalized version of Chinese \textit{\textde}. The function of this marker is to show that whatever it is suffixed to is in a modifying relationship with whatever follows. There are only five examples of borrowed Chinese adjectives with the marker \textit{\textde} and these are shown below.
(145) dzunjau=dzi  ‘important’ (from Chinese zhòngyàode)
(146) čiāntsɔn=dzi  ‘ready-made’ (from Chinese xiànchéngde)
(147) čiānsi=dzi  ‘alike, similar’ (from Chinese xiāngsìde)
(148) fənsan=dzi  ‘scattered’ (from Chinese fēnsànde)
(149) ijan=dzi  ‘same’ (from Chinese yìyángde)

Most adjectives borrowed from Chinese have the indigenous suffix -ni, which functions the same way in Santa as the Chinese marker =dzi does in Chinese. Thus -ni is a calque of Chinese =dzi and in this way indicates that the adjective is borrowed. -ni does not occur with indigenous adjectives, and thus it is not a grammatical marker. Some examples are given below.

(150) šuliàn-ni  ‘skilled’ (from Chinese shūliàngde)
(151) dzia-ni  ‘fake, artificial’ (from Chinese jiāde)
(152) nan-ni  ‘difficult’ (from Chinese nănnde)

In two cases, the Santa suffix -ni is found along with the Chinese marker dzi which has been borrowed as a chunk with the adjective.

(153) sudzì-ni  ‘plain (not fancy)’ (from Chinese sùde)
(154) xuadzì-ni  ‘flowery’ (from Chinese huāde)

5.2.10.2 -matṣa

The suffix -matṣa only occurs in two instances. In the first example (155), the stem is borrowed from Chinese. In (156), the source of the stem is unknown. In both cases though, the quality of the adjective refers to position in space.

(155) čia-matṣa  ‘tilted, inclined, slanting’ (from Chinese xié)
(156) xuai-matṣa  ‘horizontal, transverse’ (from unknown source)

5.2.11 Suffixes added to question-word proforms

There are three ways to derive the meaning ‘no matter X’ where ‘X’ is a question-word proform. These are -ma ~ -ma, -koŋ boŋ, and liudzə.
5.2.11.1 -ma ~ -me

The suffix -ma ~ -me is added to question-word proforms with the resulting meaning ‘no matter X’ where ‘X’ is a question-word proform.

(157) ali-ma ‘no matter which one’ (from ali ‘which’)
(158) giædzə-ma ‘no matter when’ (from giædzə ‘when’)
(159) ja-ma ‘no matter what’ (from jañ ‘what’)
(160) matu-ma ‘no matter how’ (from matu ‘how, what’)
(161) kian-ma ‘no matter who’ (from kian ‘who’)
(162) qala-ma ‘no matter where’ (from qala ‘where’)

5.2.11.2 -kañ bokon

Another strategy is to add -kañ bokon to the question-word proform. (bokon does not have an independent lexical meaning.) The resulting meaning is the same, ‘no matter X’. This strategy is limited to the following cases.

(163) ali-kañ bokon ‘no matter which one’ (from ali ‘which’)
(164) kian-kañ bokon ‘no matter who’ (from kian ‘who’)
(165) matu-kañ bokon ‘no matter how, what, which’
    (from matu ‘how, what’)

5.2.11.3 liædzə

There is yet another morphological strategy for deriving the same meaning, ‘no matter X’. In this case liædzə is borrowed from Chinese liæozhê and means ‘since, now that’ when it is used alone.

(166) giædzə liædzə ‘no matter when’ (from giædzə ‘when’)
(167) giæduñ liædzə ‘no matter how many’
    (from giæduñ ‘several, some’)
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5.2.12 Suffixes added to numerals

There are a few suffixes that are found on numerals. In Santa, only the numerals one through ten are indigenous. All other numerals are borrowed from Chinese. See section 7.2.2 for more on numerals.

5.2.12.1 -lia

The suffix -lia is added to numerals with the meaning ‘altogether’. It can be found on borrowed Chinese numerals as in (170) and on quantifiers as in (171).

(168) tawu-lia ‘five altogether’ (from tawun ‘five’)
(169) jəsu-lia ‘nine altogether’ (from jəsun ‘nine’)
(170) sənšigə-lia ‘thirty altogether’ (from Chinese sənšige ‘thirty’)
(171) giədu-lia ‘several people altogether’
      (from giədun ‘several, some’)

An interesting point is that in example (170), the borrowed Chinese numeral sənšigə ‘thirty’ includes the classifier gə (from Chinese ge) which has been borrowed along with the numeral as one chunk. Santa does not have indigenous classifiers, although measure words are common. See section 7.2.3 for more on this.

5.2.12.2 -da

The suffix -da is added to numerals to indicate birth order in the family.

(172) gua-da ‘second eldest’ (from guə ‘two’)
(173) gəru-da ‘third eldest’ (from gəruə ‘three’)
(174) nəima-da ‘eighth eldest’ (from nəimən ‘eight’)

5.2.12.3 -dʒiə

The suffix -dʒiə is added to numerals to indicate how many ‘pieces each’. It can also be found on Chinese borrowed numerals as in (177) and quantifiers as in (178). Notice once more the borrowed Chinese classifier gə (from Chinese ge) appears in (177).
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(175) nia-dzia  ‘one piece each’ (from nia ‘one’)
(176) dziorua-dzia  ‘four pieces each’ (from dzioren ‘four’)
(177) cψigia-dzia  ‘twenty pieces each’
(178) giadu-dzia  ‘several each’ (from giadun ‘several, some’)

5.2.12.4 -kan

The suffix -kan is added to numerals to indicate ‘only X pieces’ where ‘X’ is a numeral. The suffix -kan can also be found in combination with -lio ‘altogether’ which it follows as in (180).

(179) tawu-kan  ‘only five pieces’ (from tawun ‘five’)
(180) tawu-liο-kan  ‘only five pieces altogether’ (from tawun ‘five’)

5.2.12.5 -i

The suffix -i is added to numerals when they precede certain measure words. (The measure word ka is a shortened form of the noun iqa ‘bowl’.)

(181) guar-i шuan  ‘two pairs’ (from guar ‘two’)
(182) dziar-i ka  ‘six bowls of’ (from dzioren ‘six’)
(183) har-i fa  ‘ten times’ (from haron ‘ten’)

5.2.13 Reduplicatory morphological processes

There are two related types of reduplicative morphological processes that occur in Santa: the first involves reduplication with some phonological alternation of the reduplicated item; the second type does not.

In the first type of reduplication, the entire word is reduplicated, but the first consonant and the first vowel of the reduplicated item is replaced with /ma/. The final dzi is a palatalized version of the Chinese marker de used in adverbials. (For more on adverbials see section 8.2.2.1.) The marker de is used to show that whatever precedes it modifies whatever follows. These are the only two examples of this type of reduplication that I have encountered in Santa, but Chen Xiaoyun
(1988) describes a similar process occurring in Khazakh, a Turkic language of northwestern China.

(184) dzindan mandan=dzi ‘hurriedly’ (from dzindan unknown source)
(185) dzanaŋ manan=dzi ‘filthy’ (from Chinese zāng’ānq ‘filthy’)

The second type, which is more common, is found in adverbials and onomatopoeia. There are a few different subtypes. The first subtype is where one, two, or three syllable strings are reduplicated as in (186) through (188). Only example (187) comes from a previous source that is known.

(186) dzir dzir ‘depicts the sound of water in a brook’
(187) godai godai ‘in a bending forward manner’
    (from godai ‘to bend down’)
(188) quduŋq uquduŋq ‘bent upwards and swaying’

Another type is the kind found in (189) where each syllable is repeated first.

(189) dzioandzioŋ kuŋkuŋ ‘in a jolting manner’
    (from Chinese diáŋ ‘jolt, bump’ and kuŋq ‘crash, bang’)

The marker =dzi is usually found after adverbials and onomatopoeia. It is used to indicate that whatever precedes it is in a modifying relationship with whatever follows.

(190) tʂatʂa=dzi ‘depicts the sound of clashing cymbals’
    (from Chinese chǔ ‘small cymbals’)
(191) laŋsa laŋsa=dzi ‘in a loitering manner’

5.3 Inflectional morphology

In this section, I will list and describe Santa inflectional morphology. However, the discussion on nominal inflectional morphology has been reserved for Chapter 7.
5.3.1 Nominal inflectional morphology

Nominal inflectional morphology includes case, number, and reflexive suffixes.

5.3.1.1 Case

Case relations are marked on nouns by a series of markers. These are -Ø ‘NOMINATIVE’, -ni ~ -ji ‘ACCUSATIVE, GENETIVE’, -do ‘DATIVE, LOCATIVE’, -so ‘ABLATIVE’, =gala ‘INSTRUMENTAL’, and -lo ‘COMITATIVE’. These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7 in section 7.3.

5.3.1.2 Number

The plural marker in Santa is -lo. Number is marked mostly on animate nouns in Santa. Number is discussed in Chapter 7 in section 7.2.6.3.

5.3.1.3 Reflexive

There are two markers that indicate reflexive meanings on nouns in Santa. These are -na ‘REFLEXIVE/POSSESSIVE’ and -nukun ‘REFLEXIVE’. These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7 in section 7.2.6.5.

5.3.2 The verbal complex

The verbal complex in Santa consists of a verb optionally preceded by a negative marker (discussed in section 5.3.2.2) and optionally followed by an auxiliary verb (discussed in section 5.3.2.3). Verbal inflectional morphology is attached directly to the verb or to the auxiliary verb if one is present. The verbal complex is illustrated in below.

(192) The verbal complex

(Neg) V (Aux)
5.3.2.1 Verbal inflectional morphology

In this section I will discuss verbal inflectional morphology in Santa. In section 5.3.2.1.2 I will look at the causative and collective/reciprocal markers; in section 5.3.2.1.3 I will look at mood; and in section 5.3.2.1.5 I will look at aspect. In Chapter 8, section 8.3 there is an in-depth study of switch-event markers.\footnote{I will define and motivate the use of this term later in the Chapter 8.}

But before moving on, I will look at the non-finite/finite verb distinction in Santa and look at the internal structure of the verb complex in non-finite and finite verbs.

5.3.2.1.1 Non-finite and finite verbs

In many languages there is a formal distinction between finite and non-finite verbs. Finite verbs are those which are marked for tense and aspect. Non-finite verbs do not carry this marking. In Santa, there is no grammatical category of tense, only aspect. Santa finite verbs are therefore marked only for aspect. Neither finite nor non-finite verbs are marked for person, number, or gender in Santa. See section 5.3.2.1.5 for a more detailed discussion of the aspect categories in Santa.

In Santa there is at most one finite verb per sentence. A sentence need not have a finite verb however. When a sentence has more than one verb, and one of these verbs is finite, it will be the last verb of the sentence. If the sentence contains any other verbs, then they will necessarily be non-finite.

A distinction related to the non-finite/finite one is the medial/final distinction. If there is a finite verb in the sentence, it is the sentence-final verb. Any other verbs that precede the sentence-final verb are considered medial verbs. But since a sentence need not have a finite verb, a sentence-final verb could be non-finite. An instance of this would be a verb in the imperative mood.

A verb stem may be formed by using one of many derivational suffixes. Some examples are given below.\footnote{However most verb stems in Santa are not derived.}
(193) ḍərauda- ‘to use a slingshot’ (from ḍerau ‘slingshot’)
(194) otćiaulu- ‘to be old, to become old’ (from otćiau ‘old’)
(195) kuaji- ‘to praise, to honor’ (from Chinese kuā)

In (193), the stem ḍerauda ‘to use a slingshot’ is derived from the noun ḍerau ‘slingshot’ by means of the VNS suffix -da. In (194), the stem otćiaulu ‘to be old, to become old’ is derived from the adjective otćiau ‘old’ by means of the VAS suffix -lu. And in (195), the stem kuaji ‘to praise, to honor’ is derived from the Chinese verb kuā by means of the BVS suffix -ji. For more on these derivational suffixes see Chapter 5.

Any verb stem may be marked with the causative or the collective/reciprocal marker. These markers precede both the non-finite and finite verb markers.

Non-finite verbs may be marked for mood and/or switch-event. If the non-finite verb is in the imperative mood, then it is final. This is indicated by the shading in Table 5.2. No other verbs may follow it and no other suffixes, excluding the causative and the collective/reciprocal, may be attached to it. If the verb is in the desiderative mood, it may be either a medial or a final verb. If it is a final verb, no other suffixes, excluding the causative and the collective/reciprocal, may be attached to it. Switch-event markers are attached only to medial verbs and may co-occur with the desiderative mood. The non-finite verb complex is illustrated in Table 5.2.

If the verb is finite, then in addition to causative and collective/reciprocal marking, it is marked for one of three aspects: perfective, imperfective, or progressive. Verbs marked with aspect are final. This is indicated by the shading in Table 5.3. The finite verb complex is illustrated in Table 5.3.

The same verb stem may not take both non-finite marking in Table 5.2 and the finite marking in Table 5.3. These markers are mutually exclusive.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem markers</th>
<th>Non-finite markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causative</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>Desiderative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Non-finite verb complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem markers</th>
<th>Finite markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causative</td>
<td>Perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>Imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Finite verb complex
5.3.2.1.2 Causative and collective/reciprocal markers

The causative and reciprocal markers are attached directly to the verb stem. They are the only markers that can occur with both non-finite and finite verb forms. Another feature that they share is that they may be used to change the valency of the verb. The causative marker normally raises the valency of the verb, while the reciprocal usage of collective/reciprocal marker may reduce the valency of the verb.

The causative and the collective/reciprocal markers may co-occur. When they do, the causative precedes the collective/reciprocal marker. An example of a verb marked with both the causative and the collective/reciprocal markers is given below.

1SG-GN chest-AS silver-AC IMPR.NEG move-CS-C/R-IMPR
“You guys do not move my chest of silver.”

57 Bu (1986) and Liu (1981) use the term ‘voice’ to cover both the causative and the collective/reciprocal markers. Traditionally, voice categories include active, passive, anti-passive, and middle. One feature that these markers do share with traditional voice categories is that they may be used to increase or decrease the valency of the verb.

Santa does not have an active/passive voice distinction. The example below is representative of a construction that is used in the absence of passive voice.

"na otein-ni ha kωan-də duan-dzi-wo. T5:89
this girl-AC that boy-DT break.up-BVS-PRF
This girl and that boy were broken up (by somebody).

The agent is unknown and not recoverable from the previous context. So it is simply not expressed.
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Notice that this example is in the imperative mood as well. This sentence is being addressed to some porters who are looking for accomodations, so the -ndu suffix is collective in this case.

5.3.2.1.2.1 Causative -ka ~ -kə

The causative marker in Santa is -ka. It has a phonetic variant -kə which is unproductive. It is probably a remnant from a time when vowel harmony was productive in Santa. Some examples are given below, but these are very rare.  

(197) gian udzę-kə ‘to see a doctor’ (*lit. ‘to cause sickness to be seen’)
kuaïteč-kə ‘to become cold (of weather)’ (*lit. to make cold’)
(from kuaïtečian ‘cold’ Adj)

When the causative marker is suffixed to an intransitive verb, the causative meaning of the verb is ‘to make/force X do Y’ where ‘X’ is the causee, the person being made to carry out the action ‘Y’. The action ‘Y’ will have the causative suffix -ka and ‘X’, the subject of the original intransitive verb, will now be in the accusative case. This process is known as increasing the valency of the verb because an originally intransitive verb may now have two arguments. An example is given below.


night-LC=TM lama this boy-AC grass house-LC-RP sleep-CS-PRF

And so the lama made this boy sleep in the grass house.

In this example, the normally intransitive verb kidziə is marked with the causative suffix -ka. The subject of the causative verb, or the causer, is the lama ‘lama’, and it is in the nominative case. The subject of the once intransitive verb, or the causee, is ana kawan-ni ‘this boy’. It is relegated to the accusative case.

---

58 gian udzę-ko is ‘sickness see-CS’. In my database, I have some examples of this lexical item, but they all have -ko not -kə as the causative marker.
There is also a permissive meaning of the intransitive causative verb which is ‘to let X do Y’. An example of this is illustrated in (199).

(199) ingia-sa ana kun-ni nokian-da bau-ka-wo. T4:021
and.so-DL this person-AC hole-DT go.down-CS-PRF
And so [he] let this person go down into the hole.

In this example the causative suffix is affixed to the normally intransitive verb bau ‘to go down’. The subject of the once intransitive verb, or the causee, is ana kunni ‘this person’. It receives accusative case-marking. Notice that in this example there is no explicit causer.

When the causative marker -ka is suffixed to a transitive verb, the meaning is ‘to make/force X to do Y to Z’ where ‘X’ is the causee, the person being made to carry out the action ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ is the patient of the action ‘Y’. This construction is different from the causative construction derived from an intransitive verb in that ‘X’, the causee, is relegated to the dative case instead of the accusative case. The patient of the normally transitive verb may be in the accusative case, but it may also be unmarked. An example of this is shown below.

(200) ingia mila kawan-da [adzisan baœ] bari-ka-wo. A2:015
and.so small son-DT some money take-CS-PRF
And so [the mother] made the younger son to take some money.

In (200), the patient of the once transitive verb is adzisan baœ ‘some money’, and in this case is unmarked morphologically since accusative marking is not obligatory. Context and word or cues serve to clarify its role. The causee mila kawanda ‘the younger son’, the subject of the once transitive verb bari ‘to take’ is in dative case morphologically. A similar example is given below.
(201) lama coroŋ-lo-ni  şu-dţj  aru-ŋa-da
lama courtyard-PL-AC sweep-SS clean-CS=DQ

one bowl noodles-AC dog-DT eat-CS-PRF

*Once the lama swept the courtyards clean, he made the dog eat a bowl of noodles.*

In this case, the patient of the once transitive verb *idzi* ‘to eat’ is *nio tuxon tuxonni* ‘a bowl of noodles’. This time it is in the accusative case. The causee, *noŋa* ‘the dog’ is in the dative case.

An example of the permissive meaning of a causative derived from a transitive verb is given in (202).59

(202) “nio*ŋa, nio*ŋa!
old.woman  old.woman

[tɕi ban-سا-na] ma-da nio idzi-a-wo.” T2:33
2SGNM honey-AB-RP 1SG-DT one eat-CS-IMPR

*“Old woman, old woman! Let me eat a little from your honey.”*

In this example, the speaker *ma* ‘I’ is the causee and is in the dative case as expected. However, *ban-سا* ‘from your honey’ is not in the accusative but in the ablative case. In addition, it is marked with the reflexive/possessive marker -*نا*. The circumstances which allow for the patient of the originally transitive verb to be in the ablative case is as yet unclear. We do know that the *idzi-a* ‘to cause to eat’ was derived from the transitive verb *idzi* ‘to eat’ and not an intransitive one because the causee is in the dative case, not the accusative. Instances like this deserve further attention.

59 The numeral *nio* ‘one’ preceding the causative verb delimits the action of the verb to ‘a little bit’.
5.3.2.1.2.2 Collective/Reciprocal -ndu

The collective marker expresses the fact that the action of the verb is being carried out by multiple participants collectively. The reciprocal marker expresses the fact that the action of the verb is mutually carried out by multiple participants toward or upon each other. Whether the action is interpreted as collective or reciprocal depends on the semantic content of the verb.

An example of the collective usage is given in (203) where three celestial beings rested together.

(203) סייא-דָּני (Parse) ַוָּן ַסַּכָּין ַיָּה-דָּ
night-LC=TM three celestial being come=DQ

גְּדוּךְ בולֵע-דָּ ַהָמָּר-נְדְו-וּוּ. ַA2:029
well edge-LC rest-C/R-PRF

At night, three celestial beings came and rested together at the well’s edge.

In the next example, the action is reciprocal because the white snake and the black snake are beating each other.

(204) ַניָּה ַעַד-דָּ-ניָּה ַאָה ַקָּוָנ ַעַו-דָּ ַאָתַּ-סָא
one day-LC=TM this boy mountain-LC go-DL

[ַנְיָּה ַגָּוָּר ַמָּר-וֹיָּ] ַ[ַנְיָּה ַסָּיָּגָנ ַמָּוָּר-וֹיָּ] ַגְּדוּךְ ַאַקָּו-נְדְו-דְזִיוו. ַT6:004
one black snake one white snake two beat-C/R+PRG

One day, as the boy was going up the mountain, a black snake and a white snake were beating each other.

When the action is reciprocal, the valency of the verb is reduced. This is because the normally transitive verb, אקָו ‘to beat’ in this example, does not have a subject and an object. Rather there are two subjects who are directing their
action toward each other. Another example of the reciprocal marker is given in (205).

(205) “ada matan guula gakatsa-ndu-ja.” T4:132
now IPLINNM two separate-C/R-DES
"Now we two are going to separate from each other."

In (206) is an example of the reciprocal marker suffixed to a medial verb rather than a final verb.

(206) nis tsa akwu-ndu-sa teigurun-la man ga olu-wo. T5:65
one while beat-C/R-DL head-PL all smash become-PRF
After beating each other for a while, [their] heads all became smashed.

5.3.2.1.3 Mood

The mood markers in Santa are the desiderative suffix -ja and the imperative mood which is unmarked. Mood is found only on non-finite verb forms and almost entirely in quoted or reported speech. As shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 above, mood markers follow the causative and collective/reciprocal markers.60

5.3.2.1.3.1 Desiderative -ja

The desiderative mood marker in Santa is -ja. The desiderative mood is used to indicate an intention, willingness, or desire on the part of the participant to carry out a specific action in the future. All events described in the desiderative mood are irrealis. If the verb is medial, switch-event markers may follow.61 If the verb is final, no other suffixes may follow the desiderative suffix.

60 The indicative mood is not marked in Santa. If a verb is is not in the imperative or the desiderative mood, it can considered to be indicative.
61 At this time, I have only encountered the sequential switch-event marked =dana and the integrative switch-event marker -Ø following the desiderative.
In the example below, both the medial verb ba\textipa{liaj\textipa{a}} ‘will carry on one’s back’ and the final verb jawu\textipa{ja} ‘will walk’ are in the desiderative mood. This example is illustrative of another point, that commonly both a medial verb and a final verb are in the desiderative mood in the same sentence.

(207) “bi $t\text{\textit{{i}}}-\text{ni}$ ba\textipa{liaj\textipa{a}}=\text{da} bau-\text{dzi} jawu-\text{ja}.” T6:026
1SGNM 2SG-AC carry.on.back-DES=DQ go.down-SS walk-DES
“I intend to carry you on my back and then I intend to go down [into the river] walking.”

The distribution of the desiderative markers in this example is enlightening as well. This sentence consists of two future events. The first verb ba\textipa{liaj\textipa{a}} ‘to carry on the back’ is marked for the desiderative mood and ends with a switch-event marker $=\text{da}$ ‘DQ’ indicating that this is end of an event and that the following clause is a different event that will follow sequentially. So the first event is, ‘I intend to carry you on my back’. The next verb, baudzi ‘to go down’ is marked with a switch-event marker $-\text{dzi}$ ‘SS’ which indicates that the following clause is part of the same event and that it is simultaneous with the $-\text{dzi}$ marked clause. The following clause contains the single verb jawu\textipa{ja} ‘go, walk’, which is also marked for the desiderative mood. So the second event is, ‘I intend to go down walking’. Thus it appears that the scope of the desiderative marker $-\text{ja}$ is the event, even though it may consist of more than one clause. I have no counter-examples in my database of more than one desiderative mood marker occurring within a single event that is realized as more than one verb.

Another example is given below which consists of multiple events.

(208) “bi $t\text{\textit{{i}}}i=\text{d}a\text{na}$ ha-\text{ni} ‘\text{a}gili-\text{ni}$ nia udza-\text{ja}=\text{d}a\text{na}$ in-\text{ja}.” F07:22
1SGNM go=DQ 3SG-GN wisdom-AC one see-DES=DQ come-DES
“After I go, [I] intend to see a bit of his wisdom and then I intend to come [back].”
In this case, the first verb atšidana ‘go’ is not marked in the desiderative mood, but it is marked with =dana ‘DQ’ indicating that the following clause is a different event. The next verb is udzajadana ‘see’ which is also marked with =dana ‘DQ’ indicating that the following clause is a different event. In addition to this, it is in the desiderative mood as well. The next verb iraja ‘come’ is also in the desiderative mood. So this sentence consists of three events, of which the last two — ‘I intend to see a bit of his wisdom’ and ‘I intend to come back’ — are both in the desiderative mood.

For a detailed discussion of switch-event markers and events, see section 8.3 in Chapter 8.

In (209) below is an example of the desiderative mood following the causative marker. In (205) above, in the previous section, is an example of the desiderative following the reciprocal marker.

(209) “bi tši-ni ha cudau-da bau-ja-ja.” A2:090

1SGNM 2SG-AC that well-LC go.down-CS-DES

“I intend to let you go down into that well.”

Of the 59 examples of the desiderative in my database, 57 cases or 97% occur in quoted or reported speech.

5.3.2.1.3.2 Imperative

The imperative mood in Santa is unmarked. However, there is no problem identifying when the imperative mood is used. This is because the verb in the imperative mood is a command issued to another referent. In addition, although the verb is non-finite, it is always final. That means no other suffixes may follow the imperative mood. The imperative mood is mutually exclusive with the desiderative mood, but causative and collective/reciprocal marking may be present as in the example below.
1SG-GN chest-AS silver-AC NEG.IMPR move-CS-C/R-IMPR
“Do not move my chest of silver.”

In (210), both the causative and collective/reciprocal markers are present. The imperative and desiderative moods also have a unique negative marker which is bu. For more on negation see section 5.3.2.2.

In Santa the second person pronoun addressee in an imperative is often expressed. My data suggest that the second person pronoun appears in 60% of the imperatives. The example below shows two instances of the second person singular pronoun tsi occurring with verbs in the imperative mood.

(211) “aiya! tsi sau-∅ bi ‘acili-na ana udu gia-da-na
aiya 2SGNM sit-IMPR 1SGNM wisdom-RP this day house-LC-RP
dzi=a da na iradziwo. tsi na cia sau-∅.” F07:30-2
fetch=DQ come+PROG 2SGNM one sit-IMPR
Aiya! You sit. Today I will go to my house and fetch my wisdom, and come back. You sit a a bit.

However, no subject need appear with the verb. In (212) mutun ‘tree’, which is repeated, is functioning as a vocative, but it is not the subject of the imperative verb which is also repeated.

(212) “mutun, mutun! undu-da-∅, undu-da-∅!” T2:100-1
tree tree become.tall-VAS-IMPR become.tall-VAS-IMPR
“Tree, tree! Grow tall, grow tall!”

Verbs in the imperative mood may also occur in clause chains. In (213), the verbs udurudæna ‘lead’, udzagala ‘cause to see’ and jawu ‘go, walk’ are all
non-finite verb forms, but jawu ‘go, walk’ is a final verb while the others are all medial.62

(213) "tši mi-ni uduru=dana nia udza-ka-la jawu=O!"  F08:43
  2SGNM 1SG-AC lead=DQ one see-CS-SP go-IMPR
  After you lead me [there], take me to go see!

As mentioned above, no suffixes may be affixed to the verb in the imperative mood other than the causative and collective/reciprocal markers. But utterance-final particles of different sorts commonly occur following the verb in the imperative mood. In (214), sa follows the verb kialia ‘tell, say’ which is in the imperative mood. The function of sa here is apparently to lessen the force of the command so that the effect is more of an invitation rather than a command.

(214) "dzirangoa asa, tši gudzin nia kialia=O sa."  A2:031
  wolf brother 2SGNM story one say-IMPR PRT
  "Brother wolf, you tell a story for a bit."

5.3.2.1.4 Switch-event markers

The switch-event markers -sa, =dana, -dzi, +sanu, and -tale are attached to non-finite medial verb forms that may be marked with the causative and collective reciprocal markers and/or the desiderative mood. An in-depth study of these markers and their function is given in section 8.3 in Chapter 8.

5.3.2.1.5 Aspect

According to Chung and Timberlake, ‘Aspect characterizes the relationship of a predicate to the time interval over which it occurs. This definition is intended to include two distinct types of relationship. First, change.

62 My impression is that the imperative mood has scope over all verbs within the same event. Since the verb udurudana ‘to lead’ is a different event (see section 8.3), the imperative does not have scope over it. The translation reflects this.
Predicates describe states, situations, properties, and so on, that can either remain constant or else change over time. ... Second, ... an event is composed of a predicate and some time interval selected by the speaker ... (Chung and Timberlake 1985: 213-4).

In Santa, aspect is morphologically expressed on finite verb forms as suffixes.

Aspect in Santa is of three types: perfective, imperfective, and progressive. The perfective aspect characterizes a completed action that has a definite endpoint. The imperfective aspect characterizes an uncompleted action that may or may not have commenced yet. The progressive aspect characterizes an ongoing event relative to a specific event frame. The progressive and imperfective aspects differ from the perfective in that they may have a different deitic center. In other words, rather than having an absolute reference point, the reference point may be relative to the time of utterance.

In addition to these considerations, the perfective aspect is limited to realis events. The imperfective aspect marker is used for irrealis events. In this way, the perfective aspect resembles past tense, and indeed Santa may be in the process of developing a tense system. Another point to support this is that the use of the progressive often resembles a present tense rather than a progressive. With this said, I will still make reference to these distinctions as aspect, not tense.

The aspect system in Santa deserves further investigation. Compared to other Mongolic languages, its categories are reduced and Santa has lost evidentiality as well, a feature found in Baonan (Charles N. Li, personal communication) and Monguer (Keith Slater, personal communication) and other Mongolic languages.

5.3.2.1.5.1 Perfective aspect -wo

The perfective aspect marker in Santa is -wo. The perfective aspect, as described above, characterizes a completed action that has a definite endpoint. Some examples are given below.

202
(215) bi ḥanγuŋ si nian sou-wo. N2:018
1SGNM hired.farm.laborer four year serve-PRF
I served as a hired farm laborer for four years.

(216) quaitʃi udu=ni ana nianaijia ana kuŋ-da man kiaľia-wo. T4:052
next day=TM this old.woman this person-DT all tell-PRF
The next day this old woman told all to this person.

(217) iŋgia-sa ana dzanɡai pasə qudzo-ni otsira-wo. F06:53
and.so-DL this wolf still sheep-AC meet-PRF
And so this wolf met the sheep next.

In each of the examples above, the verb is in the perfective aspect, indicating that the action is viewed as completed and that there is a definite endpoint. Only realis events may be marked by the perfective aspect.

5.3.2.1.5.2 Imperfective aspect =na

The imperfective aspect marker in Santa is =na. The imperfective aspect, as described above, characterizes an uncompleted action that may or may not have commenced yet. Some examples of the imperfective aspect are given below.

(218) “bi tʃi-ni bari-dzĩ fuja-sa dziculidzĩ=dana idzĩ=na.” F06:47
1SGNM 2SG-AC take-SS tie-DL hang.up=DQ eat=IMP
“After I catch and tie you up, I will hang you up, and then I will eat you.”

(219) tʃatʃian qusɔ iʃu, dɔi dzaŋsi 'mahari qusɔ=na. MC:047-8
tea.money give after, then formally betrothal.gifts give=IMP
After [he] gives the tea money (engagement money), then the betrothal gifts will be given.
(220) fugia otwin-ni=ni dadzio gie=na. T2:002

big daughter-AC=GN big.sister call=IMP

Her eldest daughter is called 'big sister'.

In (218), the action of ‘eating’ has not yet occurred. In (219), the narrator is describing the wedding customs of the Santa. He is thus describing a hypothetical situation, even though it often occurs, but he is not describing a specific action that has taken place. In (220), the fact that the eldest daughter is called dadzio ‘big sister’ is an uncompleted action that is ongoing.

In example (221), the narrator is describing a situation that is completed with respect to the time of utterance. However, the use of the imperfective here is relative to the time of utterance, not absolute. So the use of the imperfective in this case communicates that at the time of the described event, that it is an action that is not yet completed.

(221) ban-ja-da=ni kidzi=na, turgalaŋ bosil=na. N2:056-7

half-night-LC=TM sleep=IMP rooster.crowing get.up=IMP

I sleep half the night and get up when the rooster crows.

The imperfective aspect is often used with verbs of saying as in the example below. My impression is that when the imperfective aspect is used in this way, the narrator wishes to emphasize the uncompleted nature of the verb of saying. The effect of this is to frame the story in the narrative present. I have tried to reflect this with the gloss, ‘And so the cat is saying, ...’.

(222) ingia-so mawu- kialia=na, A2:037

and.so-DL cat say=IMP

“ha bojaŋ kun-ni waidzian-do nia qara mutun wo.” A2:038

that rich person-GN door-LC one black tree EXST

And so the cat is saying, “At that rich person’s door, there is a black tree.”
The distribution of the perfective and imperfective aspects in narrative discourse is largely determined by the choice of narrative topic. There are three fairly long narratives in my database: N1 bidzianni ṣaju sıguan ‘Our customs and habits’; N2 godzianni wəilioni kialiaja ‘I will speak of my own experience’; and MC ‘Marriage customs’. It is not surprising that N2 is almost entirely in the perfective aspect because the narrator is talking about his own personal experiences growing up before and after the Chinese liberation. On the other hand, N1 and MC are both descriptions of Santa customs and do not describe specific events that have occurred. Their primary goal is to describe the customs and habits of the Santa as they are and continue to be. Thus, these narratives are almost entirely in the imperfective and progressive aspects. In fact, N1 does not have a single occurrence of the perfective aspect.

5.3.2.1.5.3 Progressive aspect *dziwo*

The progressive aspect marker in Santa is *dziwo*. The progressive aspect, as described above, characterizes an ongoing event relative to a specific event frame. Some examples are given below.

(223) niudu kuŋ-la ha ʦuɑn dziɑ另行 jawu-dzi dawɑ+dziwo. M5:19-21
today person-PL that boat on-AB go-SS cross+PROG

*Today, people are going and crossing from that boat.*

(224) tʃiɔŋ dziɑ 칭 уровня dzo+dziwo. N1:057
ear on earring wear+PROG

*[The Santa women] are wearing earrings on the ears.*

(225) kwaŋ-sa tʃusuŋ kɔsʊŋ dzi urusu+dziwo. N2:060
foot-AB blood pus and flow+PROG

*From [my] foot, blood and pus were flowing.*

In (223) above, the action of crossing the river is ongoing. Example (224) is similar in that Santa women are still wearing earrings. In (225), however, the
use of the progressive aspect is relative to the event frame. This is because (225) describes a past event that is over now, but within the relative event frame of the utterance, blood and pus were flowing at that time.

In the example below, the progressive aspect is used to show that being unable to run is an ongoing action.

(226) či-ani kuru-ša ena otsín-la aji-dži xolu da+džiwo. T2:057
night arrive-DL this daughter-PL afraid-SS run unable+PROG

After night arrived, these daughters were so afraid they were unable to run.

In (227), the progressive aspect is used to show that the non-payment of the debt still continues and is ongoing. From the speaker’s perspective, no part of the repayment has occurred. Even though the verb is negated, the event is realis. Thus, it is the case that the repayment of the debt did not occur and that the situation is still true at the time of this utterance. For more discussion of this example, see section 5.3.2.2.1 below on the realis negative marker aša.

(227) “ti-ni laudžiga mi-ni dzan-ni dau ori aša gia+džiwo.” A1:006
2SG-GN old.man 1SG-GN debt-AC still debt R.NEG pay+PROG
“Your old man still has not repaid my debt.”

In (228), as mentioned earlier, it seems that what is being communicated in some uses of the progressive is present tense.

(228) ingia-sa galadži dajin gia+džiwo. MP:27
and.so-DL magpie agree do+PROG

And so the magpie agrees.

At this point, I am not absolutely clear whether the progressive and imperfective aspects are completely differentiated. One possibility is that the focus of the imperfective is the incomplete nature of the described situation, while
the focus of the progressive is that the action continues and is ongoing. This admittedly is a very fine line.

The imperfective and progressive aspects do differ in an important way. The difference is that the progressive aspect must be used to describe actions that have begun, thus realis events. Even in example (227) above, it can be understood that the non-repayment has begun and continues. The imperfective aspect, on the other hand, is the only one that can be used to describe irrealis events or situations, and it is most often used this way. However, it can and often is used to describe realis events as well, as examples (220) and (221) above show.

5.3.2.2 Negation

Negation is expressed in Santa in a number of different ways. The first strategy is to use one of five different negative markers that immediately precede the verb that is being negated. These markers are asa, ulia, bu, u, and pusi. The choice of marker is determined by modality (realis or irrealis), mood, and the type of verb being negated. Each of these will be discussed in turn below.

The second strategy is to use a negative verb, either wai or da. wai will be discussed below and the auxiliary verb da will be discussed in section 5.3.2.3.1.

5.3.2.2.1 Realis negative marker asa

The negative marker asa is used to negate realis events. This means asa co-occurs with both the perfective and progressive aspects, although it is found primarily in perfective contexts. In (229), the negative marker asa precedes the finite verb ira wo which is in the perfective aspect.

(229) ira sasi-sa ana taulai asa ira-wo. F08:26
come wait-DL this rabbit R.NEG come-PRF

After [the tiger] came and waited, this rabbit did not come.

asa may also precede non-finite verbs as in (230) where it precedes ogidlo. The modality is realis.
big boy-DT anything R.NEG give=DQ two-AC go.out-CS-PRF
After [she] did not give the elder boy anything, she made the two of them
leave.

The negative marker ase may also be found in progressive contexts as in
(231). As mentioned above in example (230), the modality here is also realis. The
perspective taken by the speaker is that the repayment of the debt did not occur
and that the situation is still true at the time of this utterance. The realis negative
marker is used here to assert that the non-occurrence of the repayment is a realis
event rather than an irrealis event that has not occurred yet. In addition, this
example can be understood as a negative perfect because the non-completion
extends to the time of the utterance. Unfortunately, I do not have enough
eamples of the realis negative marker being used in progressive contexts to see
whether the interpretation is always negative perfect.

(231) “tshi-ni laudzi ga mni-dza-ni dau ori ase qia+dzivo.” A1:006
2SG-GN old.man 1SG-GN debt-AC still debt R.NEG pay+PROG
“Your old man still has not repaid my debt.”

5.3.2.2.2 Irrealis negative marker ulio

The negative marker ulio is only used in irrealis contexts. This means it
coc-occurs with the imperfective aspect which must be used to express irrealis
events. In (232) and (233) are two examples of ulio preceding finite verbs in the
imperfective aspect.

(232) “ha ana-ni ulio madzi=na.” A2:045
3SGNM this-AC 1.NEG know=IMP
“He does not know this.”

208
(233) mori miska andža miska lausa miska 'basi miska dzængæi miska horse meat donkey meat mule meat tiger meat wolf meat

funisqan miska jə ulie idzie=na. N1:042
fox meat also l.NEG eat=IMP

Horse meat, donkey meat, mule meat, tiger meat, wolf meat, and fox meat
[we] also do not eat.

In (234) is an example of ulie preceding a non-finite verb, but the modality is irrealis.

(234) “bi ulie ira-tala
1SGNM l.NEG come-LMT

kian ira liaudzə ta waidziə=ni bu nia-Ø.” T2:014
who come no.matter 2SGPL door-AC IMPR.NEG open-IMPR

“As long as I do not come, no matter who comes, do not open the door.”

The irrealis negative marker ulie may also precede nominalized verbs as in (235) where it precedes ogiwuse.

(235) “tışi atşi=sa ulie ogi-wu=sa oji=na.” T5:22
2SGNM go-DL l.NEG give-l.NM-AB afraid=IMP

“If you go, I will be afraid from not giving.”

5.3.2.2.3 Imperative/desiderative mood negative marker bu

The negative marker bu is used to negate verbs in the imperative and desiderative moods. An example of bu negating a verb in the imperative mood is given below.
(236) "мамаши ты-ни квар дзан муси-сон куң чың-ла-ла ира-са
tomorrow 2SG-AC black clothes wear-P.NM person invite-VS-SP come-DL
tы бу атсі-О." T6:011
2SGNM IMPR.NEG go-IMPR
"If you are invited by a person who has worn black clothes, do not go!"

Another example of бу negating a verb in the imperative mood is given in
(237). In this case the verb is marked with both the causative and
collective/reciprocal suffixes.

(237) "ми-ни чыңдзини миңгу-ни бу гоңдзя-са-нду-О." A1:119
1SG-GN chest-AS silver-AC IMPR.NEG move-CS-C/R-IMPR
"[You guys] do not move my chest of silver."

In (238) is an example of бу negating a verb in the desiderative mood.
These cases are more rare than the previous type.

(238) "би ты-ни бу идзя-ла." T6:120
1SGNM 2SG-AC IMPR.NEG eat-DES
"I do not intend to eat you."

Although бу is phonetically identical to the Chinese imperfective negative
marker бу, it is not genetically related. The fact that it is indigenous is shown in
the comparative example below which illustrates that бу has lost its vowel length
in Santa.
(239) (Kuribayashi 1989:200)

| Script M. | buŋ | PROHIBITIVE PARTICLE |
| Mongoilan | buu |
| Dagur | buu |
| E. Yugur | bii |
| Monguor | -- |
| Baonan | bu |
| Santa | bu |

5.3.2.2.4 Negative possessive marker $u$

The negative marker $u$ precedes the verb wo when it means ‘to have’. For more on the possessive construction with wo see section 8.1.3.4 in Chapter 8. A couple examples of $u$ are given below.

(240) udza-a-ku oron $u$ wo. N2:118
see-CS-1.NM place PS.NEG have
[We] did not have a place to be seen (by a doctor).

(241) mi-ni idzia-so tsi-ni šidun dzawa-de ni ci kuru-ku-ni
1SG-AC eat-DL 2SG-GN tooth crevice-DT one be.enough-1.NM-AC

$u$ $wo$ ma. F08:09
PS.NEG have PRT
If you eat me, your stomach (tooth crevice) will not have enough.

5.3.2.2.5 Negative copula marker $pusi$

The negative marker $pusi$ precedes the Santa copula verb wo when it means ‘to be’. Some examples of $pusi$ are given below.
(242) “tši ši mini ana pusí wɔ.” T2:043
2SGNM COP.H 1SG-GN mama COP.NEG COP.S
“You are not my mama.”

(243) bi dziașau pusí wɔ.63
1SGNM professor COP.NEG COP.S
I am not a professor.

5.3.2.2.6 Negative verb wɔi

The negative verb wɔi is used to express the meaning ‘to not have’. It is clear that wɔi is a verb because a) it takes aspectual marking as in (244) and (245); b) because it can take non-finite switch-event markers; and c) because it can be nominalized. None of the negative markers that have been previously discussed can take any of this verbal morphology.64

(244) “nana-də nuɗuŋ wɔi-wɔ.” T8:08
1SG-DT eye not.have-PRF
“I did not have eyes.”

(245) “ma-də jame nante wɔi-wɔ.” T4:106
1SG-DT anything difficult not.have-PRF
“I did not have anything difficult.”

In (246), both of the instances of the negative verb wɔi are taking the switch-event marker -sə. For more on switch-event markers see section 8.3 in Chapter 8.

63 This example is from my personal notes dated October 4, 1991.
64 I am not certain whether wɔi ‘to not have’ is related to the u wɔ ‘not have’ construction discussed in section 5.3.2.2.4. The major distinction between the two is that wɔi ‘to not have’ may take finite and non-finite verb morphology while u wɔ ‘not have’ cannot.
(246) “tšima-da biari wai-so biari dan-la-ja, otcin wai-so
2SG-DT wife not.have-DL wife serve-VS-DES daughter not.have-DL

otcin dan-la-ja.” T2:136-7
daughter serve-VS-DES

“If you do not have a wife, I will serve as your wife. If you do not have a
daughter, I will serve as your daughter.”

In (247), the negative verb wai is nominalized with the imperfective
nominalizer -ku.

(247) nia udu-da=ni ana kawaj wai-ku-da dzaru-san nianagia
one day=LC=TM this boy not.have-I.NM-LC make.use-P.NM old.woman

ana biari-da asa=na, ... T6:083
this daughter.in.law-DT ask=IMP

One day when this boy having nothing that he had made use of before, the
old woman asks the daughter-in-law, ...

5.3.2.3 Auxiliary verbs

Auxiliary verbs immediately follow main verbs which can be marked with
the causative or collective/reciprocal markers, but no other morphology may be
suffixed to the main verb. The auxiliary verb may take switch-event markers,
aspect markers, or be nominalized.

Auxiliary verbs differ from main verbs in that they may not be marked for
mood categories. They differ from suffixes in that they are set apart from the main
verb intonationally. One of the ways in which this manifests itself, is that the
stress of the main verb remains unchanged when it co-occurs with an auxiliary.
Another way in which this manifests itself, is that the auxiliary verb may receive
stress if a suffix that does not cause the stress to shift is suffixed to it, for example
the imperfective suffix =na. This is illustrated with the auxiliary da ‘to be unable’.
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5.3.2.3.1 Auxiliary verb da

The negative auxiliary verb da in Santa means ‘to be unable to X’ where ‘X’ is the meaning of the main verb. In (249) da follows the main verb quri ‘to go out’. The auxiliary verb is marked for the progressive aspect.

(249) “bi nokian-sa quri da+dzimo.” T4:107
1SGNM hole-AB go.out unable+PROG
“I am unable to go out of the hole.”

In (250) is an example of da following the main verb bodzila ‘to bear’ and taking the switch-event marker =dana.

(250) mausumawatshi xo kuru-dzi bodzila da=dana giwsun-ni
witch anger reach-SS bear unable=DQ rooster-AC

idziwo ma! T2:113
eat-PRF PRT
The witch became so angry she was unable to bear it and ate the rooster!

In (251), the auxiliary verb da is also marked with the switch-event marker =dana, but the main verb in this case is marker with the causative suffix.
(251) 'basi jama guvu-ka do=dana udza bai wo. F05:17
   tiger anything change-CS unable=DQ look stand-PRF
   After the tiger was unable to make anything change, he stood and looked.

   In the example below, da is nominalized with the progressive nominalizer -tsan.

(252) nangau-da kuru da-tsang ulia gia=na. N1:028
   financial.resources-LC be.enough unable-PR.NM I.NEG do=IMP
   The one who does not have enough financial resources will not do it.

   Another example of da being nominalized is shown in (253) where the
   imperfective nominalizer -ku is used.

(253) "one udu ni mosi bidzian-ni ci-ji-dzi badzila da-ku-da
   this day one snake IPLEX-AC pillage-BVS-SS bear unable-1.NM-LC
   nia ku ira=do na mosi-ni etse aho wo." T4:090
   one person come=DQ snake-AC beat kill-PRF
   Today when a snake was pillaging us so that we were unable to bear it, a
   person came and beat and killed the snake.

5.3.2.3.2 Auxiliary verb gia

   The verb gia only functions as an auxiliary when it is used in conjunction
   with disyllabic loans from Chinese. Otherwise, it occurs independently as a main
   verb. In (254) gia ‘to do’ follows the borrowed Chinese verb dajin ‘to agree’,
   from Chinese dāyīng, and is marked for the progressive aspect.

(254) ingia-sa galadzi dajin gia+dziwo. MP:27
   and.so-DL magpie agree do+PROG
   And so the magpie agrees.
In (255) *gia* ‘to do’ follows the borrowed Chinese verb *bocio*, ‘to exploit’ from Chinese *bōxū*, and takes the switch-event marker *dzī* ‘SS’.\(^{65}\)

(255) janjin ʂɨ gomindaŋ fandunŋpai xo dzidзу-la

reason COP.H Nationalist.Party reactionaries and landlord-PL

japai *bocio* gia-dzi dziaxuai-ra-ra-san wo. N2:034
repress exploit do-SS poor-VAS-CS-P.NM COP.S

*The reason is that the Nationalist Party reactionaries and the landlords have been repressing and exploiting [us] causing us to be the poor ones.*

5.3.3 The intensifier suffix *-san* and the comparative degree in adjectives

The comparative degree in adjectives is often marked with the intensifier suffix *-san*. This is discussed in Chapter 7 in section 7.2.4.7.

5.3.4 The positional associative marker *-du*

The positional associative marker *-du* ‘P.AS’ occurs after postpositional phrases and time/place words. This marker is discussed in Chapter 7 in section 7.5.2.2.1.

\(^{65}\) An interesting question that I cannot answer at this point is whether *gia* ‘to do’ has scope over the previous verb as well, *japai* ‘to repress, to oppress’ from Chinese *yāpò*, which is a disyllabic loan as well.
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Chapter 6

The Lexicon

6. Introduction

In this chapter, I will look at the Santa lexicon. The Santa lexicon is an interesting mix of indigenous words of Mongolic origin and large numbers of nouns and verbs borrowed from Linxia Hui Chinese. In addition, there are numerous words borrowed from Turkic, Persian and Arabic.

First, I will take a look at Bu He's (1983) *Dongxiang Language Dictionary*. Next I will spend some time discussing and looking at the lexical items borrowed from the major source languages: Chinese, Turkic, Persian, and Arabic.

The Santa lexicon is a reflection of Santa’s long and varied history. The Turkic loans are presumably remnants of the Santa nationality’s ethnic roots in the Turkic peoples of Central Asia (see Chapter 2), while the Persian and Arabic loans echo the Santa peoples’ commitment to Islam. The large number of Hui Chinese loans are an indication of the close cultural and economic ties between the Santa and the Hui that have lasted for hundreds of years.

6.1 Bu He’s (1983) *Dongxiang Language Dictionary*

Bu He’s (1983) *Dongxiangyu Cihui, Dongxiang Language Dictionary* (DLD henceforth), published in the Mongolian Language and Dialect Series in 1983 by the University of Inner Mongolia in Huhhot in the People’s Republic of China, is the most complete compilation of Santa words to date with over 4500 entries. For each entry in the DLD, the part of speech and the source language, if known, are given. Although I disagree with a number of the categorizations in the DLD, especially in regard to some terms used for the less frequent parts of speech, my effort to remedy this situation has been minimal in the tabulation in Table 6.1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adj</th>
<th>Nu</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Adv</th>
<th>On</th>
<th>Ph</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>T/P</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>AV</th>
<th>Oth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa/Hui Chinese</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa/Unknown</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa/Turkic</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa/Other</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hui Chinese</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese/Santa</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese/Unknown</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese/Turkic</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese/Secret History</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese/Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Source</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/Santa</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/Chinese</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/Other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkic</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkic/Santa</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkic/Other</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic/Other</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret History</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret History/Other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian/Other</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huayi YiYu</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huayi YiYu/Other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibetan/Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4522</td>
<td>2345</td>
<td>1441</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Lexical items in Bu (1983) by part of speech and source language (Includes entries of mixed source)
Table 6.1 is a tabulation of the 4522 entries in Bu (1983) by part of speech and source language.\(^{66, 67}\)

Words of unknown origin listed in Table 6.1 above are only listed as such because the source language has not yet been identified. In most cases, these words are probably either Mongolic or Chinese origin, but no clear antecedent is yet known.

Table 6.1 includes all of the entries in the DLD. Many of these entries have mixed sources. In other words, one entry may have as its source two languages. A few of these entries and their sources are given in (1) through (4).

(1) anayxi ta∫i  ‘cobblestone’  Santa/Turkic
(2) lianxua t∫id∫a  ‘lotus flower’  Chinese/Santa
(3) mila usu  ‘stream’  Unknown/Santa
(4) maudzi anda  ‘to dislocate’  Chinese/Santa

In (1) the noun anayxi ta∫i ‘cobblestone’ is literally ‘egg rock’. ta∫i has been borrowed from Turkic and is the only word in Santa for ‘rock’ or ‘stone’. In (2), the noun lianxua t∫id∫a ‘lotus flower’ is literally ‘lotus:flower flower’, so that the semantic content of xua ‘flower’ in Chinese has been repeated in Santa with t∫id∫a. In (3), the noun mila usu ‘stream’ is literally ‘small water’. The source of mila is unknown. And in (4), the verb maudzi anda ‘to dislocate’ is literally ‘joint to:come:loose’.

One of the most striking facts about Table 6.1 is the number of borrowed nouns from Hui Chinese. There are 1352 Hui Chinese nouns (from mixed sources) out of 2345 total nouns from mixed sources. That means 58% of all

\(^{66}\) Abbreviations: Adj = Adjective; Nu = Numeral; Pro = Pronoun; Adv = Adverb; On = Onomatopoeia; Ph = Phrase; M = Measure Word; T/P = Time/Place Word; I = Interjection; AV = Auxiliary Verb; Oth = Other, includes Grammatical Particle, Conjunction, Postpositional Phrase, Suffixal, Linking Verb.

\(^{67}\) ‘Other’ in the source language column refers to combinations with one or more languages that were low in frequency.
Santa nouns are borrowed from Chinese. If we look at only nouns from unmixed sources, (see Table 6.2), 1092 of 1995 nouns are borrowed from Chinese, or 55%.

These results are likely biased on three accounts. First, researchers working on this project (who were for the most part not native Santa researchers) may have had difficulty eliciting larger numbers of indigenous Santa lexical items due to their lack of understanding of the Santa culture. An analogous example (Charles N. Li, personal communication) is found in Baonan Mongolian which has numerous words for different types of horses. If one did not understand this aspect of their culture, one might overlook this and simply ask what was the Baonan word for ‘horse’ and fail to elicit a host of other words describing different types of horses.

Secondly, a large number of words have been elicited that are not an inherent part of Santa society and culture. Since a large portion of the Santa population is bilingual, if a language consultant were asked what the Santa word was for something that is not a part of his culture, he is likely to substitute the respective Hui Chinese word in response.

Thirdly, there was political pressure on scholars in China during the sixties and seventies to include political terminologies in the lexicon. These terms are almost without exception loans from Chinese. The nouns listed in (5) provide a glimpse of such loans:

(5)  daŋ  ‘political party’
dozjan  ‘party member’
giɔminŋ  ‘revolution’
guŋso  ‘commune’
dzuçi  ‘Chairman’
fuŋgiàmin  ‘counter-revolutionary’
For more discussion concerning Bu (1983) and Hui loans in Santa, see section 6.2 and Field (1991). 68

There are a few entries for which cognates can be traced back as far as the Secret History of the Mongols, a pre-classical Middle-Mongolian literary text ‘written in 1240 in a Mongolian dialect and later transcribed with Chinese characters’ (Poppe 1974:2). Some examples are given in (6).

(6) әрүү ‘to hit, to beat, to strike’
exу ‘to run’
хө ‘he, she’
tʃинээ ‘day after tomorrow’
аби ‘father’s elder brother, uncle’
cи ro ‘base, bottom’
cи ra ‘below, under’

In addition, there are a few entries for which cognates can be traced back to the Hua-I i-yü, a Sino-Mongolic glossary which dates back to 1389 and contains Mongolian texts with Chinese transcription (Poppe 1965:22). Some examples are given in (7).

(7) бөңө ‘flea’
tума ‘radish’
tαги ‘baldhead’
fуни ‘haze, mist, smoke’
sугиө ‘to curse, to revile’

The lexical items in (6) and (7) above are of Mongolic origin and as such should be considered cognates, not borrowings.

68 It must be admitted however that many of the conclusions I reached in Field (1991) I no longer hold.
6.2 Hui Chinese Loans

In this section I will discuss Hui Chinese loanwords in the Santa lexicon and in more detail borrowed nouns, verbs, and adverbs.

According to the DLD, 1623 out of 3830 entries from unmixed sources, or 42% of the Santa lexicon consists of Hui loans.\(^{69}\) Table 6.2 is a tabulation of entries by part of speech and unmixed source language according to the DLD.\(^{70}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adj</th>
<th>Nu</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Adv</th>
<th>On</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Ph</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>T/P</th>
<th>AV</th>
<th>Oth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Source</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkic</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret History</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huai Yiyu</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3830</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Lexical items in Bu (1983) by part of speech and source language

(Does not includes entries from mixed sources)

Here are a few minor points about other parts of speech that will not be discussed in this chapter. Of the 272 adjectives from unmixed sources, 100 or 37% are borrowed from Chinese. Adjectives will be discussed in detail in section 7.2.4. All numerals above ten are borrowed from Hui Chinese. There is an indigenous word for ‘twenty’ qorun but it is archaic and rarely used. For more on numerals see section 7.2.2. 18 out 28 or 64% of measure words are also borrowed

\(^{69}\) Looking at all entries from mixed sources, 2101 of 4522 entries, or 46% of the Santa lexicon consists of Hui loans.

\(^{70}\) See footnote 66 for list of abbreviations.
from Hui Chinese. However, these should not be confused with Chinese classifiers which are not included in Table 6.2 but are occasionally borrowed. For more on measure words and classifiers see section 7.2.3.

Borrowed nouns, verbs, and adverbs will be discussed in more detail below.

6.2.1 Nouns

Table 6.2 shows that 1092 out of 1995 entries from unmixed sources or 55% of the nouns in the Santa lexicon are Hui loans. As discussed in section 6.1 above, elicitation methods probably have biased these results. Although it is clear that Santa has borrowed nouns extensively from Chinese, it is also clear that 55% is an inflated figure.

Borrowed nouns may function or occupy the same slot as Santa nouns. Special suffixes are not required to indicate that they are borrowed. As we will see in the next section, such suffixes are required for verbs.

(8) ciáudž̥ąŋ ‘school headmaster’ (from Chinese xiàozhāng)
šádʒi ‘car, vehicle’ (from Chinese chèdżi)
banfu ‘way, method’ (from Chinese bànfü)

In addition, borrowed nouns take case endings just like indigenous nouns.

(9) a Còn 'basi šidži-da asa+dzjwo ... F07:05
this tiger lion-DT ask+PROG
The tiger asked the lion ...

In (9) above, šidži is a borrowed from Chinese shízi ‘lion’. The dative case suffix -do is added directly to the borrowed noun. All other noun morphology is suffixed directly to borrowed nouns as well.
6.2.2 Verbs

337 out of 1167 entries from unmixed sources or 29% of the verbs in the Santa lexicon are borrowed.71 Borrowed verbs differ from borrowed nouns in that they require a suffix or an auxiliary verb. Monosyllabic loans ending in a vowel take the BVS suffix (Borrowed Verb Suffix) -ji as shown in example (10).

(10) dziau-ji ‘to give up, to deliver’ (from Chinese jiāo)
là-ji ‘to pull’ (from Chinese lā)
sai-ji ‘to cut out’ (from Chinese cái)

Monosyllabic loans ending with a nasal take the BVS suffix -dzi as shown in example (11).

(11) dziąŋdzi ‘to pretend, to make believe’ (from Chinese zhuāng)
pəŋdzi ‘to carry in both hands’ (from Chinese pēng)
jìn-dzi ‘to print’ (from Chinese yìn)

In addition to the BVS suffixes -ji and -dzi, there are a number of other BVS suffixes which are less common that are found on Chinese borrowed verbs. For a discussion of these see section 5.2.5.1.4 above. An example of one of these is given in (12) where the BVS -da is suffixed to dzi ‘to stick out’ (from Chinese zhī).

(12) sadźisi gaudziŋ-na dzi-da-ra+sanu ... MP:43-4
    magpie neck-RP stick.out-BVS-CS+DM

As soon as the magpie had stuck his neck out (with pride) ... 

Bisyllabic loans require the verb qio ‘do’ to them. The aspectual morphology is suffixed to the verb qia. Some examples from the DLD are given in (13).

71 Looking at all verb entries from mixed sources, 527 of 1441 entries, or 37% of the Santa verbal lexicon consists of Hui loans.
(13) daːjin giə ‘to agree’ (from Chinese dàyíng)
    fānduəi giə ‘to oppose’ (from Chinese fānduì)
    shāŋliōn giə ‘to discuss’ (from Chinese shāngliáng)

Indigenous Santa verbs do not take the BVS suffixes -ji and -dzi. However, giə ‘do’, does occur with indigenous Santa words and appears to be derivational in character, deriving verbs from nouns as in (14). It can also be used to derive verbs from Chinese nouns.

(14) budan giə ‘to make dinner’
    (from Santa budan ‘cooked rice, meal’)

Using a verb meaning ‘do’ to derive verbs from borrowed nouns is a common phenomenon and is attested in a number of typologically diverse languages.

Aspectual morphology follows the BVS suffix or the auxiliary verb as can be seen in (15) and (16).

(15) dżiši tsa-tsa=dzi dżiauli-∅ tsi-ii-wo. MP:67-8
    only ONOM-ONOM=DE jump-SN begin-BVS-PRF
    [He] only began to jump around chattering like a magpie.

(16) ingia-ə̞ galadzi daːjin giə+dziwo. MP:27
    and.so-DL pheasant agree do+PROG
    And so the pheasant agrees.

6.2.3 Adverbs

Of the 58 adverbs in the DLD, 27 or 47% are borrowed from Chinese. My discourse data reveals that adverbs are one of the most commonly borrowed grammatical categories which occur in natural language use. Example (17) has an adverb, dżisi ‘only’ sentence-initially (from Chinese zhǐshí). The subject is not mentioned in this case because it is understood from the previous context.
(17) dzisi tša-tša=dzi dziauli-Ø tsi-ji-wo. MP:67-8
only ONOM-ONOM=DE jump-SN begin-BVS-PRF
[He] only began to jump around chattering like a magpie.

In (18), there are two borrowed adverbs, dzan ‘in the process of’ (from Chinese zhèng) which lexically marks the progressive aspect and ixa ‘after’ (from Chinese yǐhòu) which marks the clause that is preceding it as a temporal adverbial. For more on adverbs see section 8.2.2.1. For more on ixa ‘after’ see section 8.1.4.2.

(18) bi šida dzan jawu-dzi atsi ixa,
1SGN close in.the.process walk-SS go after

ana kawan-ni fu-jii-Ø bosi-Ø iņa-ŋa-wo. BH:28-9
this boy-AC help-BVS-SN get.up-SN come-CS-PRF
After walking up closer, I helped the boy to get up.

6.3 Words of Turkic Origin in Santa

I have identified the following Turkic loans, listed in Table 6.3, in the Dongxiang Language Dictionary (DLD). There are also a number of loans of Turkic origin with mixed sources that are not listed in Table 6.3.

Most of the items in Table 6.3 are not associated with Islam, as the Persian and Arabic loans are that we will investigate in sections 6.4 and 6.5. It should be noted that number of these words are core vocabulary items, like ada ‘papa’, ana ‘mama’, baqr ‘money’, don ‘wall’, giędzie ‘paper’, lásica ‘noodles’, sidżawon ‘rat’, tao ‘stone’, and uqin ‘face’. This finding is noteworthy because generally, borrowed lexical items tend not to be core vocabulary. This is because these items are already present in the L1 vocabulary, in this case Santa, and thus do not need
to be borrowed from the L2 source language. The question that arises then is whether these lexical items are borrowings at all?  

From my viewpoint, at least some of these lexical items are more likely *retentions* from an earlier time period when some of the ancestors of the Santa spoke a Turkic language, and thus are not borrowings. In other words, when the Santa population shifted to Mongolic in the late 13th or early 14th century, these items remained in the Santa vocabulary and were never lost. Below I will show some historical/comparative evidence that this scenario is at least a possibility. Table 6.3 is a list of Turkic loanwords in Santa.

---

72 Of course, core vocabulary items can be borrowed, so the presence of these items alone is insufficient evidence to show that these are retentions. But see discussion below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ada</td>
<td>papa</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ana</td>
<td>mama</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ançi</td>
<td>mother</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badza</td>
<td>city, market</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡baøa</td>
<td>money</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡baøa</td>
<td>frog</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daŋ</td>
<td>wall</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡daŋga</td>
<td>dirt clods</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzãŋga</td>
<td>walnut</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡giadzia</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡gægiø</td>
<td>to hiccup; to belch, to burp</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kionți</td>
<td>hemp</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuri</td>
<td>utensil used to measure rice</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡laʃika</td>
<td>noodles</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oräu</td>
<td>apricot</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidaisa</td>
<td>feast</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidžawæŋ</td>
<td>rat</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡šidzi</td>
<td>scale, steelyard</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tași</td>
<td>stone, rock</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomo</td>
<td>mallet, hammer</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšugu</td>
<td>chopsticks</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‡tšulu</td>
<td>gum (in the eyes)</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumañ</td>
<td>fog</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†ucin</td>
<td>face, appearance</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Words of Turkic Origin in the Dongxiang Language Dictionary

---

73 Words preceded by "‡" were not originally identified as Turkic Loans in the DLD (Bu 1983).
Table 6.4 on the following pages compares the borrowed Turkic words in Santa with the same words in the Turkic languages of China. Table 6.4 is based on data drawn from Zhongguo Tujue Yuzu Yuyan Cihui Ji Turkic Languages of China Dictionary (1990), henceforth TLCD. This dictionary gives parallel listings for each entry from Uighur, Khazakh, Kirghiz, Uzbek, Tatar, Tuva, Salar, and Western Yugur, all Turkic languages which are spoken in China. Uighur is spoken throughout Xinjiang province in northwest China and has over six million speakers. It is by far the largest Turkic language in China. Khazakh is spoken in northern Xinjiang province near the Russian border and has over one million speakers. Kirghiz is spoken in extreme southwestern Xinjiang province and has over 100,000 speakers. Uzbek is spoken in western Xinjiang province in scattered areas and has only 3000 speakers or so in China. Tatar is spoken in northern Xinjiang province and has only 1000 speakers or so in China. Tuva is also spoken in northern Xinjiang province and has only 2000 speakers or so in China. Salar is spoken in the Gansu/Qinghai border region near Linxia, very close to where Santa is spoken. There are around 55,000 speakers. Western Yugur is spoken in northwestern Gansu province with around only 4600 speakers. Many of these languages that border Russia and the former Soviet Republics have speakers in these countries as well. The only two languages that don’t have speakers in other countries are Salar and Western Yugur. Population estimates are for China only (TLCD 1990:3).

The first column in Table 6.4 is the Santa loanword. (Please refer to Table 6.3 for the gloss.) The second column is the corresponding Uighur word as found in the TLCD. It should be noted that for each Turkic loanword identified as such in the DLD, a Uighur source word is given. However, I am very doubtful that Uighur is the primary source language for these loans, as will be discussed below. There are some Turkic loans that apparently have no cognates in the modern Turkic languages of China. These are b armour ‘money’, dango ‘dirt clods’, lasiga

---

74 No attempt has been made in Table 6.4 to exclude words in the TLCD that are obviously not cognate.
‘noodles’, sidwaq ‘feast given in honor of a departed friend or ancestor for the sake of charity’, sidzi ‘scale, steelyard’, and tsulu ‘gum (in the eyes)’. For both donga ‘dirt clods’ and sidwaq ‘feast’, Uighur sources are given in the DLD and Dongxiang and Mongolian (Bu 1986) respectively, but no independent confirmation of these were found in the TLCD.

At this point I want to briefly discuss the correspondences between the Santa loanwords and cognates in the Turkic languages of China. qda ‘papa’ is similar to Uighur, Khazakh, Kirghiz, and Tatar. The only difference is that the medial stop has lost its aspiration. qna ‘mama’ is identical in Uighur, Khazakh, Tatar, and Western Yugur. There are no forms identical to onq ‘mother’. Tatar has enij which is similar. bodzo ‘city, market’ has nearly identical forms in Uighur, Khazakh, Kirghiz, Uzbek, Tatar, and Tuva. The only apparent difference is the affricate dz in Santa and the fricative z in the other languages. There are no apparent modern day cognates for bao ‘money’. (Lexical items that have no modern cognates will be discussed in more detail below.) For baku ‘frog’, there is alternation in the Turkic languages between the initial p and b. The medial k in Santa is realized as q, k, and g in the other languages. There is no cognate identical with baka ‘frog’. The closest cognate to don ‘wall’ in Santa is dom in Salar. In Santa, final m becomes n. donqa ‘dirt clods’ has no cognates in the the TLCD. donqal from Uighur was given in Dongxiang and Mongolian (Bu 1986), but I have found no independent confirmation of this. dzanqa ‘walnut’ has cognates in all the languages except Salar and Western Yugur. The closest cognates are from Khazakh, Kirghiz, and Tuva which all have dz as the initial and not j. giadzia ‘paper’ has a close cognate in Western Yugur, keyde. In Santa non-nasal finals are deleted, and the d has been palatalized before a front vowel. When we look at Table 6.5 later, we will see that most of the entries from the other languages, except for Tuva, are cognates as well. gagia ‘to burp, belch’ has cognates in all the languages but the closest forms are in Tuva and Western Yugur. Final r is usually deleted in Santa. kiantsi ‘hemp’ has a close cognate in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Uighur</th>
<th>Khazakh</th>
<th>Kirghiz</th>
<th>Uzbek</th>
<th>Tatar</th>
<th>Tuva</th>
<th>Salar</th>
<th>W. Yugur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ada</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>ate,</td>
<td>ata,</td>
<td>aadʒr</td>
<td>aba</td>
<td>aadʒa,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dede</td>
<td>etij</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ana</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>ene</td>
<td>aji,</td>
<td>ana,</td>
<td>aba</td>
<td>idʒa,</td>
<td>ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ene</td>
<td>enij</td>
<td></td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anai</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>ene</td>
<td>aji,</td>
<td>ana,</td>
<td>aba</td>
<td>idʒa,</td>
<td>ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ene</td>
<td>enij</td>
<td></td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badza</td>
<td>bazar</td>
<td>bazar</td>
<td>bazar</td>
<td>bazar</td>
<td>bazar</td>
<td>bazar</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>geʃan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basær</td>
<td>pul</td>
<td>pul</td>
<td>pul</td>
<td>pul</td>
<td>aqtʃa</td>
<td>tengge</td>
<td>heli</td>
<td>menek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baxa</td>
<td>paqa</td>
<td>baqa</td>
<td>baqa</td>
<td>beqeg</td>
<td>baqa</td>
<td>pasar</td>
<td>pasar</td>
<td>baca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daŋ</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>dswar</td>
<td>diwar,</td>
<td>istena</td>
<td>balʃɔʃdʒan</td>
<td>balq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daŋca</td>
<td>tfalma,</td>
<td>kesek,</td>
<td>tfalma,</td>
<td>tfelme</td>
<td>tfalma</td>
<td>doburak</td>
<td>kezex</td>
<td>dɔrɔq,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>daŋca175</td>
<td>toparaq</td>
<td>kesek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>goda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzaŋca</td>
<td>jaŋaq</td>
<td>dʒaŋqar</td>
<td>dʒaŋqar</td>
<td>jenqaq</td>
<td>jagaq</td>
<td>dʒaŋxak</td>
<td>ʃoz</td>
<td>ʃtɔu,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>təto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giadźia</td>
<td>qeʃez</td>
<td>qarɔz</td>
<td>qaraz</td>
<td>qaraz</td>
<td>qaraz</td>
<td>saasyn</td>
<td>ʃarəd</td>
<td>keʃde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gəgiə</td>
<td>kikir</td>
<td>kekir</td>
<td>kekir</td>
<td>kekir</td>
<td>kikir</td>
<td>gegiri</td>
<td>kiʃər</td>
<td>gegər</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiantsi</td>
<td>kendir</td>
<td>kendir</td>
<td>kendir</td>
<td>kendir</td>
<td>kendir</td>
<td>gemdur</td>
<td>kendʒer,</td>
<td>kendʒir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuri</td>
<td>kyre</td>
<td>aʃaj</td>
<td>kyre:</td>
<td>kyre</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>jijaj</td>
<td>kuru</td>
<td>kur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4.(a): Words of Turkic Origin and their Correspondences in the Turkic Languages of China

75 Source is Dongxiang and Mongolian (Bu He 1986).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Uighur</th>
<th>Khazakh</th>
<th>Kirghiz</th>
<th>Uzbek</th>
<th>Tatar</th>
<th>Tuva</th>
<th>Salar</th>
<th>W. Yugur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>laşîka</td>
<td>yîlîre</td>
<td>kespe</td>
<td>kesken aʃ, kesme</td>
<td>aqre</td>
<td>kisme</td>
<td>xulur buda</td>
<td>aʃ</td>
<td>mentiozi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orau</td>
<td>yryk</td>
<td>arik</td>
<td>øryk</td>
<td>orik</td>
<td>yryk</td>
<td>øryk</td>
<td>irux</td>
<td>fiʃzi, xaʃzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidîsa</td>
<td>sediçe76</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidzâraq</td>
<td>tʃaʃqan</td>
<td>tʃaʃqan</td>
<td>tʃaʃqan</td>
<td>tʃaʃqan</td>
<td>tʃaʃqan</td>
<td>gysqe</td>
<td>geme</td>
<td>şîyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>şidzi</td>
<td>tʃarek</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>tʃeʃrek</td>
<td>tʃarek</td>
<td>tʃarek</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taʃi</td>
<td>taf</td>
<td>tas</td>
<td>taf</td>
<td>taf</td>
<td>daf</td>
<td>daf</td>
<td>daf</td>
<td>das</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomo</td>
<td>tʊmqoq, tʊmqoq</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>dʒømaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃulu</td>
<td>tʃapaq</td>
<td>bøʃaq</td>
<td>tʃapaq</td>
<td>tʃapaq</td>
<td>tʃapaq</td>
<td>eriŋ</td>
<td>goz boɣ</td>
<td>san</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃugu</td>
<td>tʃoka</td>
<td>saqə</td>
<td>tʃokə</td>
<td>naʃare</td>
<td>tʃəke</td>
<td>zəkbə</td>
<td>tʃugə</td>
<td>kuezi, şıgu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman, duman, manan</td>
<td>duman</td>
<td>manan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uʃin</td>
<td>jyɔ</td>
<td>dʒyɔ, bet</td>
<td>dʒyɔ, bet</td>
<td>jyɔ, bet</td>
<td>jyɔ, bet</td>
<td>jyɔ, bet</td>
<td>arvən</td>
<td>jyɔ, jyɔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4.(b): Words of Turkic Origin and their Correspondences in the Turkic Languages of China

Western Yugur, kendʒer, with the stop palatalized in both. Again Santa has lost the r here, but aspiration is present in the Santa form but in none of the others. kuri ‘utensil used to measure rice’ has a back vowel u as do the Salar and Western Yugur forms.

In Table 6.4.b above, laşîka ‘noodles’ has no apparent modern day cognate. orau ‘apricot’ has cognates in all languages except Western Yugur.

---

76 Source is the DLD, not the TCLD.

77 Source is the DLD, not the TCLD.
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Uzbek orik is the only language with a back vowel the same as Santa. sidawq ‘feast’ has no cognates in the TLCD. sediq from Uighur was given in the DLD but I have no other independent confirmation of this form in Uighur. sidzawon ‘rat’ has cognates in Uighur, Khazakh, Kirghiz, Uzbek, Tatar, and Western Yugur. However, none of these forms has an initial $s$. In this respect, probably the closest cognate is found in Western Yugur, sìyòn. We will come back to this problem in Table 6.5. sidzi ‘scale, steelyard’ apparently has no modern cognates in the TLCD. tøsi ‘stone, rock’ has clear cognates in all the languages. Santa is different in that a final vowel has been inserted so that the Santa syllable constraints are not violated. tømo ‘mallet, hammer’ has cognates in all languages except Salar. The closest form is the Kirghiz form tøqmoq which contains the same vowels as the Santa from. In Santa, syllable-final stops are deleted. tølu ‘gum (in the eyes)’ has no apparent cognates in the modern Turkic languages. tsuqu ‘chopsticks’ has cognates in Uighur, Kirghiz, Tatar, Salar, and Western Yugur. The Salar form tʃuqu is identical to the Santa form except that the initial consonant in Santa is retroflex. rumon ‘fog’ has cognates in all the languages. The Santa form differs from all the others in that the final nasal is velar, not alveolar. ucìn ‘face, appearance’ has cognates in all the languages except Tuva. The closest forms are in Uighur, Uzbek, Tatar, Salar, and Western Yugur which have $j$ initials. The final $n$ in Santa is probably a nominal suffix common in both Turkic and Mongolic.

Most of the sound correspondences between the Santa form and the Turkic forms for these words are reconcilable when a few simple phonetic rules are taken into account, e.g. the loss or addition of aspiration for stops and affricates, deletion of most non-nasal coda consonants, vowel epenthesis for other non-nasal coda consonants, syllable final $m$ becomes $n$, fronting and backing of vowels, palatalization of alveolar stops before front vowels, and a few other phonetic changes. But there are at least two consonant correspondences that are more difficult to explain. The first is the $j$ and $dʒ$ alternations in the Turkic languages. Looking at dzqmja ‘walnut’ and ucìn ‘face, appearance’ in Table 6.4 above, we see that the modern Turkic languages are split generally into $j$-languages — Uighur, Uzbek, Tatar, Salar, and Yugur — and $dʒ$-languages — Khazakh,
Kirghiz, and Tuva. That is to say, in many words j and dz correspond in these two types of Turkic languages. For this reason, it is unlikely that dzanga ‘walnut’ was borrowed from Uighur (at least modern Uighur) since it is a j-language. However, učin ‘face, appearance’ seems to have been borrowed from a j-language. Other evidence to support the fact that dzanga ‘walnut’ was not borrowed from Uighur is the loss of the medial consonant q which is preserved as the reflex š in Khazakh, Kirghiz, Uzbek, and Tuva, but not in Uighur.

Another correspondence which is difficult to explain is the initial š in sidzowan ‘rat’. The initial š in Western Yugur siyvan ‘rat’ is probably a palatalized version of the initial s, but it does not appear in any of the other Turkic cognates. Therefore, it would seem, that a better strategy would be to look at older sources rather than the modern Turkic languages. Table 6.5 is drawn from Sir Gerard Clauson’s An Etymological Dictionary of Pre-Thirteenth-Century Turkish (1972), henceforth EDT. This dictionary is remarkable compilation of Middle-Turkic correspondences drawn from a variety of sources. Entries are categorized according to the period from which the source text originated.

The first column is a list of the Turkic loanwords in Santa. The second column, labeled ‘Pre-13th’ refers to the oldest form of the word known, according to Clauson. The third column gives the Karakhanide Turkic (XI-XIII century) and post-Karakhanide Turkic (XII-XIV century) form, the fourth column gives the Khwarezm Türkic (XII-XIV century) form, the fifth column gives the Chagatay Türkic (XV-XVI century) form, the sixth column gives the Chinese-Uighur Dictionary* (XIV century) form, CUD below. (Periodization following Poppe 1965.) The last column gives the Gaochang Yiyu form, GCYY below, which is a source referenced in Dongxiang and Mongolian (Bu 1986: 250) but nothing else is mentioned about it. I have been unable to attain an more information on it.

* Chinese-Uighur Dictionary was “prepared by a committee of Chinese scholars towards the end of the XIV [century] (Clauson 1972: xix).” It was based on the Buddhist-Uighur manuscript suvarṇaprabhāsasūtra.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Pre-13th</th>
<th>Karakhanide</th>
<th>Khwarezm</th>
<th>Chagatay</th>
<th>CUD</th>
<th>CGYY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ada</td>
<td>papa</td>
<td>ata:</td>
<td>ata:</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ana</td>
<td>mama</td>
<td>ana:</td>
<td>ana:</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anai</td>
<td>mother</td>
<td>ana:</td>
<td>ana:</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badza</td>
<td>city, market</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baśə</td>
<td>money</td>
<td>bakir</td>
<td>bakir</td>
<td>bakir</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>baśə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>başə</td>
<td>frog</td>
<td>baka:</td>
<td>baka:</td>
<td>baka</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dan</td>
<td>wall</td>
<td>ta:m</td>
<td>ta:m, tam,</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>danca</td>
<td>dirt cloths</td>
<td>tfsalma:</td>
<td>tfsalma:</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>tfsalma:</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzanca</td>
<td>walnut</td>
<td>yaqa:k</td>
<td>yaqa:k</td>
<td>yaqak,</td>
<td>yaqac</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giadzie</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>kegde</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geği</td>
<td>to hiccup</td>
<td>kekir</td>
<td>kekir</td>
<td>gēgir</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiantşi</td>
<td>hemp</td>
<td>kendir</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuri</td>
<td>measuring wensil</td>
<td>kūri</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>kūri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lašika</td>
<td>noodles</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>laqja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orau</td>
<td>apricot</td>
<td>erük</td>
<td>erük</td>
<td>ürk, ürik</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidara</td>
<td>feast</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidzangan</td>
<td>rat</td>
<td>stšga:n</td>
<td>stšga:n</td>
<td>štškan,</td>
<td>štšan</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šidži</td>
<td>scale</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>sidir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taşi</td>
<td>stone, rock</td>
<td>ta:š</td>
<td>ta:š</td>
<td>taş</td>
<td>taş</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomo</td>
<td>mallet, hammer</td>
<td>tokrmak</td>
<td>tokrmak (XI),</td>
<td>tokmak</td>
<td>tokmak</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšulu</td>
<td>chopsticks</td>
<td>tšelpek</td>
<td>tšelpek</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>tšilpek</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšug</td>
<td>gum (in the eyes)</td>
<td>tšoke:</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>tšoki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>fog</td>
<td>tuma:n</td>
<td>tuma:n</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>tuman</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ucoin</td>
<td>face, appearance</td>
<td>yu:z</td>
<td>yu:z</td>
<td>yuiz</td>
<td>yuiz</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Words of Turkic Origin and their Correspondences in Middle Turkic
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\textit{bəər} ‘money’ has a Middle-Turkic cognate \textit{bakır} which means ‘copper coin’. This form is also cognate with the \textit{Gaochang Yuyi} form \textit{baqər}. Phonetically, the initial of the second syllable has been lost. Semantically, Clauson says \textit{bakır} was equivalent to the Chinese qián ‘copper cash’ (Clauson 1972: 802).

\textit{dzango} ‘walnut’ has cognates in Middle-Turkic, but these sources are all $i$-languages. So where does the $d$ of \textit{dzango} come from? In the 13th century Mongolian \textit{Secret History of the Mongols} literary language, Turkish borrowings that have a $j/d$ alternation begin with $d$ (Clauson 1959:184-5). This shows a $d$-language existed prior to the writing of the \textit{Secret History}, even though there seem to be no early written records of it other than the borrowings in the \textit{Secret History}. References of early Turkic loans in Mongolian do not mention \textit{dzango} ‘walnut’ as an early Turkic loan (Poppe 1955, Clauson 1959), so it would seem \textit{dzango} ‘walnut’ was not likely already present in the Mongolic variety to which the Santa ancestors switched. Therefore, although there are apparently no written records of this Middle-Turkic language $d$-language, it is at least possible that the source of this loan was a Middle-Turkic $d$-language.

\textit{giödzio} ‘paper’ has a Middle-Turkic cognate, \textit{keqde}. The only modern Turkic cognate that is similiar is found in Western Yigur, \textit{keyde}. In Santa, the initial aspiration and the syllable coda consonant $q$ have been lost. In addition, the $d$ has been palatalized before a front vowel. The other modern Turkic cognates possibly derive from the same source, but the velar stops have become uvular obstruents and $d$ has become $z$. See Table 6.4 above.

\textit{sidzawon} ‘rat’ is the most interesting case. When we compare \textit{sidzawon} ‘rat’ with the Middle-Turkic correspondences, we see that the initial $s$ is actually a preservation of the Middle-Turkic pronunciation. This is lost in all modern Turkic languages where the $s$ has become an affricate or has been palatalized to $g$. The $tsg$ coda of the first syllable in the Middle-Turkic form has lost its aspiration and an epenthetic vowel $a$ has been inserted so the Santa syllable constraints are not violated.
tomo ‘mallet, hammer’ seems to be derived directly or indirectly from the XIVth century pronunciation tokmæk where the second syllable has already been lost. In Santa, the codas of both syllables have been lost due to Santa syllable constraints.

tsulu ‘gum (in the eyes)’ appears to have a Middle-Turkic cognate, tselpek. What is interesting about this case is that none of the modern Turkic cognates in Table 6.4 retain the Middle-Turkic ḧ. Santa retains this ḧ but has apparently lost the second syllable altogether. The backing of front vowels is a common phonetic change in Santa.

There are three items where I have been unable to identify Middle-Turkic sources or cognates. badza ‘city, market’ and sidwa ‘feast’ are not found in the EDT, and the correspondences listed for Santa dango ‘dirt clods’ are not cognate. badza ‘city, market’ has cognates in the modern Turkic languages and is likely a modern borrowing. The status of sidwa ‘feast’ and dango ‘dirt clods’ is questionable. However, donqul ‘dirt clods’ is found in Hasibate’er (1985:189) Tuzuyu Cihui, Monguor Language Dictionary and it also gives donqal as its source from Uighur. On the other hand, neither of these words was found in Hahn (1991) Spoken Uyghur.

There are also two items where the only source is the Gaochang Yuyi. These are lasixa ‘noodles’ and sidzi ‘scale, steelyard’.

6.3.1 Summary

It is my hypothesis that most of the Turkic loans in Santa were either borrowed early on in Santa history, in the 13th or 14th century, or retained from the original Turkic language some of the Santa ancestors spoke. If we compare the modern Santa form of the Turkic loan with the Middle-Turkic forms in Table 6.5, there are only a few items that clearly do not seem to have been borrowed from Middle-Turkic. These are badza ‘city, market’, dango ‘dirt clods’, and sidwa

79 The original source of badza ‘city, market’ is Persian, but Santa has borrowed this lexical item from one of the modern Turkic languages, not directly from Persian.
‘feast’. In fact, the latter two, đanğä ‘dirt clods’ and sidâxa ‘feast’, are the most questionable whether they are Turkic loans at all. All of the other loans could have been derived directly from the Middle-Turkic forms. Additional evidence to support this view, is the retention of initial /s/ in sidźasən ‘rat’ and the /l/ in tsulu ‘gum (in the eyes)’, neither of which are found in the Modern Turkic languages of China. Also, baq ‘money’ has no cognates in the modern Turkic languages but a clear one is present in Middle-Turkic.

This evidence in no way proves that these loans were borrowed direct from Middle-Turkic, but it is highly supportive of the possibility. In addition, the variability of the modern Turkic reflexes in Table 6.4 make it more plausible that Santa borrowed (or retained) these items form a unitary source in Middle-Turkic, rather than a number of different modern Turkic source languages, which is what would be necessary to account for all the Turkic loans in Santa.

6.4 Persian Loans

Table 6.6 is a list of Persian loanwords in Santa. Many of these items have importance in Islam, the religion of the Santa. The source word given in the last column in classical Persian. Most of the Persian loans vary little from the classical form. Most of the changes can be easily accounted for when Santa syllable structure constraints are taken into account.80

---

80 Special thanks to Jon Armajani for his help in tracing the sources for the Persian and Arabic loans. Most of the source word information was drawn from Aryanpur-Kashani & Manoochehr (1986), Doniach (1982), Haim (1993), Steingass (1892, 1975), and Wehr (1979).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source Language</th>
<th>Source Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asiman</td>
<td>sky, heaven</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>āsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asiman dziaro</td>
<td>in the sky, in heaven</td>
<td>Persian/Santa</td>
<td>āsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asiman dziarudu taşi</td>
<td>meteorite</td>
<td>Persian/Santa/Turkic</td>
<td>āsman, taš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axun</td>
<td>ahung, imam, Islamic Priest</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>āxünd, (ākhünd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fugia adziisi</td>
<td>full ceremonial cleansing, washing of the entire body according to religious customs</td>
<td>Santa/Persian</td>
<td>ābdast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mila adziisi</td>
<td>small ceremonial cleansing, to take a small bath</td>
<td>Unknown/Persian</td>
<td>ābdast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biamar</td>
<td>illness, sickness</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>bimār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dasida</td>
<td>long piece of cloth for wrapping the head</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>dastār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dodzo</td>
<td>hell, inferno</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>dozāx, (dozakh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dosi</td>
<td>friend</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>dost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dosi ada</td>
<td>adoptive father</td>
<td>Persian/Turkic</td>
<td>dost, ata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dosi ana</td>
<td>adoptive mother</td>
<td>Persian/Turkic</td>
<td>dost, ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dosi tani</td>
<td>to make friends</td>
<td>Persian/Santa</td>
<td>dost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dosidzi</td>
<td>friend (form of address among believers of Islam)</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>dosti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzomi – dzamija</td>
<td>the earth, the globe</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>zamīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzomi gozdio</td>
<td>for the ground to freeze</td>
<td>Persian/Santa</td>
<td>zamīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzomi godziošlu</td>
<td>to have an earthquake, for the earth to quake</td>
<td>Persian/Santa</td>
<td>zamīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzomi poutci</td>
<td>to dig earth, to excavate earth</td>
<td>Persian/Chinese</td>
<td>zamīn, pdo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzami wongia</td>
<td>liver mosses, tundra</td>
<td>Persian/Santa</td>
<td>zamīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maizda</td>
<td>grave, tomb</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>mürdā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pari</td>
<td>God</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>pārī</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.5 Arabic Loans

Table 6.7 is a list of Arabic loanwords in Santa. Again, many of these items are related to Islam. The source word in the last column is classical Arabic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source Language</th>
<th>Source Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1'agili</td>
<td>wisdom, ability</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>ʔaql</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1'agilitu</td>
<td>intelligent, resourceful</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>ʔaql</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ašali</td>
<td>kinfolk, relatives</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>ʔhāli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baratšau</td>
<td>ox, bull</td>
<td>Classical Arabic</td>
<td>boqar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baratšau fugia</td>
<td>bull, ox</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>boqar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balia</td>
<td>calamity, disaster, suffering</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>balāʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balia bau</td>
<td>to meet disaster, to come across disaster, to encounter suffering</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>balāʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duja ~ dunja</td>
<td>world, man’s world, life</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>dunyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duja džiara</td>
<td>on the world, in the world</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>dunyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duja idžia</td>
<td>to die (indicates death of Islamic believer or member of local nationality)</td>
<td>Arabic/Unknown</td>
<td>dunyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dujani alan</td>
<td>world</td>
<td>Arabic/Unknown</td>
<td>dunyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>džumās</td>
<td>Friday, day of weekly Islamic worship</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>jumʔa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa'labu</td>
<td>body, stature, figure</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>qālāb, qālib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa'labu fugia</td>
<td>big and tall stature</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>qālāb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gurš nasuñni baratšau</td>
<td>three year old ox</td>
<td>Santa/Arabic</td>
<td>boqar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guršarān</td>
<td>Koran</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>qurʔān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibi'lishi</td>
<td>devil, person who sows discord</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>iblīs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'mahari</td>
<td>dowary, betrothal gifts</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>muhūr, mahrīh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māhā'luṣri ~ māhā'luṣrī</td>
<td>people and all kinds of animals</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matṣi</td>
<td>mosque</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>masjid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mudżafāfī</td>
<td>sweeper of a mosque, odd-jobman in a mosque, handyman in a mosque</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>mujāwir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naiço bāqatṣu</td>
<td>one to two year old male cow</td>
<td>Chinese/Arabic</td>
<td>nāiyā, baqar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nīka</td>
<td>marriage contract</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>nikāh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orodzo</td>
<td>fast (abstain from meat, wine, etc.), vegetarian diet adopted for religious reasons (Ramadan)</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>ramaḍān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orodzo bari</td>
<td>to seal a fast</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>ramaḍān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orodzo niə</td>
<td>to resume a meat diet, to end a fast</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>ramaḍān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orodzo tai</td>
<td>to come to the end of Ramadan</td>
<td>Arabic/Santa</td>
<td>ramaḍān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'saxāri</td>
<td>breakfast fast</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>saḥar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaṭтан</td>
<td>ghost, (evil) spirit, apparition</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>shaṭṭān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasibīxār</td>
<td>counting beads; beads, rosary</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>tasbīḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tṣidə</td>
<td>Koran</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>kitāb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zuha</td>
<td>soul, spirit</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>rūḥ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7.(b): Arabic Borrowings in Santa
In this chapter I have looked at the Santa lexicon. I have looked in detail at the borrowed Hui nouns, verbs, and adverbs in Santa. I have also gone into some detail concerning words of Turkic origin in Santa and have hypothesized that many of these lexical items may have been retentions from Turkic or at the very least they may be old loans from possibly the 13th or 14th century. Finally I have briefly listed the Persian and Arabic loans in Santa and pointed out that many of these are related to Islam.
Chapter 7

The Noun Phrase and the Postpositional Phrase

7. Introduction

In this chapter, I will describe the noun phrase and the postpositional phrase in Santa. Included in this discussion will be descriptions of word order within the noun phrase in section 7.1; the component parts of the noun phrase including determiners, numerals, measure words, adjectives, pronouns, and nouns in section 7.2; case in section 7.3; and definiteness and indefiniteness in section 7.4. The postpositional phrase is discussed in section 7.5. In addition, there is an in-depth discussion of adjectives in section 7.2.4.

7.1 Word order within the noun phrase

In this section I will give some examples of basic word order within the noun phrase. The basic word order is illustrated below.

(1) Basic noun phrase word order:

$$NP = \begin{cases} (\text{Dem}) + (\text{Num}) + (\text{Adj}) + \text{Noun}_{\text{pro}} \\ - (\text{Case}) \end{cases}$$

(1) says that a noun phrase in Santa consists of at least a noun, optionally preceded by a demonstrative, a numeral, and an adjective, in that order. The noun may be case-marked, depending on its grammatical role in the sentence, but case marking can be understood as marking the whole noun phrase, and not just the noun. Case will be discussed in more detail in section 7.2.7. A noun phrase may also consist of a lone pronominal element, such as a pronoun, or a demonstrative that is functioning as a pronominal element.
Some representative examples of NPs are given below.

(2)  xoxodau-da [niə soiŋaŋ cian]NP wo. T8:02
vole-DT one beautiful tail have.
*The vole had a beautiful tail.*

(3)  čiæni-da=ni [ana gu ранg Sançian-la]NP pasa ir=da ... A2:093
night-LC=TM this three celestial.being-PL again come=DQ
*At night, after these three celestial beings came again ...*

(4)  ... [ana dziaɾon dzia-da]NP-LC xoçi-dzi udu dawa-kə+dzĩwo. N2:028
this four market-LC sell-SS day pass-CS+PROG
*... I was passing my days selling at these four markets.*

In (2) above, the NP niə soiŋaŋ cian ‘a beautiful tail’ consists of a
numeral, an adjective, and a noun.

The NP ana gu ранg Sançianla in example (3) consists of a demonstrative, a
numeral, and a noun.

In (4), the NP ana dziaɾon dzida is in the locative case and consists of a
demonstrative, a numeral, and a noun.

There are also some types of NPs that are not covered by (1) above. In (5),
mini kidə ‘my house’ is a possessor-possessed construction. The possessor-
possessed construction actually consists of two NPs, mini ‘my’ and kidə ‘house’.
The possessor NP mini ‘my’ is in the genitive case and the possessed NP kidə
‘house’ is the head noun and is in the locative case.

(5)  maliaʃida [[mi-ni] [ki-da]]NP-LC [doloŋ kun]NP wo. N2:002
formerly 1SG-GN house-LC seven person EXST
*Formerly, there were seven people in my house.*

The second NP in (5) above is doloŋ kun ‘seven persons’ and consists of a
numeral preceding a noun.
In example (6), there are two NPs, ʰे ɲи ɚəŋŋi kun ‘that one village’s person’ and əнə ɲи ɚəŋŋi urəŋpə ‘this one village’s young lady’. Both NPs consist of a possessor NP in the genitive case and a possessed NP. In the first instance, the possessed NP is in the nominative case and in the second instance the possessed NP is in the benefactive case. The internal structure of the possessor NPs is identical consisting of a demonstrative, a numeral and a noun.

(6) uh ɪŋi-sə 珉 [ʰे ɲи ɚəŋŋi ɟi] [kun]NP 珉 [əнə ɲи ɚəŋŋi]NP uh and.so-DL that one village-GN person this one

əŋŋ-ni [urəŋ-da]NP jau tʃɑtɕiŋ qurɔ-to ɬiɾə=nc. MC:020-1
village-GN young.lady-BN want tea.money give-SP come=IMP

Uh, and so that one village’s person wants to come and offer tea money (propose engagement to the parents) for this one village’s young lady.

In (7), the NP consists of a numeral followed by a nominalized verb fugusən ‘dead’ followed by a noun. The nominalized verb and the following noun are functioning together here as a compound noun. For a discussion of compound nouns see section 7.2.6.1. For discussion of nominalized verbs and clauses see section 8.2.3 in Chapter 8.

(7) mo ɬiəɾə ɬtsi=ɬa ɕiŋdzi-ni ɲi-sə
road on go=DQ chest-AC open-DL

one die-P.NM person EXST

After going on the road, [they] opened the chest, and there was a dead person in it.

In (8) is another NP construction not covered by (1) above. Following the borrowed Chinese numeral is a borrowed Chinese measure word. Both of these in
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turn precede the head noun antan ‘gold’. Measure words and classifiers are discussed in section 7.2.3.

(8) ingia ana kawan-de [sanzi lian antan]NP ogi-wo. A1:143
    and so this boy-DT thirty MW:tael gold give-PRF
    And so [he] gave this boy thirty tael of gold.

In example (9) below, the first complex NP consists of two NPs, bidzian ‘we (exclusive)’ and dunxian kun ‘Dongxiang people’, in appositive relationship with each other. The next NP, padzadzi santala ‘other Muslim peoples’, which consists of an adjective and a noun, is in a coordinate relationship with the first NP. There is no overt conjunction which is a common strategy in Santa. But see section 7.2.7 for more information on the conjunction dzi.

(9) [[[bidzian] [dunxian kun]]NP [padzadzi santala]NP]CO-NP
    PLEXNM Dongxiang person other Muslim.persons-PL

    pig meat dog meat I.NEG eat=IMP

    We Dongxiang and and other Chinese Muslim people do not eat pig meat
    or dog meat.

The last NP in (9) above, qukaei misa nosoe misa ‘pig meat and dog meat’ also consists of two NPs in a coordinate relationship with each other without an overt conjunction. This NP is the direct object of the verb ulia idzi=na ‘not eat’ and is unmarked. The coordinated NPs both consist of compound nouns, qukaei misa ‘pig meat’ and nosoe misa ‘dog meat’.

(10) is another example of a complex NP and is not covered by (1) above. This NP consists of two attributive adjectives, sini ‘new’ and quaitson ‘old’, coordinated with dzh. These are followed by a numeral and a borrowed Chinese
classifier which in turn are followed by the borrowed Chinese head noun miandzan ‘felt blanket’.

(10) [sbin qwaitɔn dai quri teicw miandzan]NP wo. N2:115
    new old and three CL felt.blanket have

[Our house] has three new and old felt blankets.

The placement of the adjectives before the numeral and classifier is interesting and is probably motivated by the presence of the classifier following the numeral. Structures of this type are rare but deserve further investigation.

7.2 Components of the noun phrase

The basic components of the noun phrase in Santa are demonstratives described in section 7.2.1, numerals in 7.2.2, measure words and classifiers in 7.2.3, adjectives in 7.2.4, pronouns in 7.2.5, and nouns in 7.2.6.

7.2.1 Demonstratives

In this section, I will describe demonstratives in Santa. There are two demonstratives: anə ‘this (proximate)’ and ha ‘that (distal)’. They function as both demonstrative adjectives and demonstrative pronouns. The demonstrative adjective use of anə ‘this’ and ha ‘that’ is illustrated in (11) and (12).

    next day this tiger that place come.

    The next day this tiger came to that place.

    this boy that grandmother beat+DM kill-PRF

    This boy beat up that grandmother and killed her.

    In each case, anə ‘this’ occurs in an NP with a head noun. The same is true for ha ‘that’.
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They may also function as demonstrative pronouns. An example of this is shown below.

(13)  atšia-da  nio  'basi wo,
past-LC one tiger EXST

**ana** giaru-dzi ira-sa  nia  tauli  xolu-dzi  giaru-dzi  ira-wo.  F07:1-2
this cross-SS come-DL one rabbit run-SS cross-SS come-PRF

*Once upon a time, there was a tiger. As this one [the tiger] was crossing, a rabbit came running crossing.*

In this case, **ana** 'this' is co-referential with the 'tiger' that was introduced in the previous clause.

In (14), both instances of **ha** 'that' are pronominal and are co-referential with xuru xuru which is onomatopoetic for breathing.

(14)  "tši-ni  xuru  xuru  ha  ši  jaŋ  wo?"  gio-sa,
2SG-GN ONOM ONOM that COP.H what COP.S say-DL

"**ha** ši  mi-ni  qawa  wo,"  F06:18-20
that COP.H 1SG-GN nose COP.S

"*Your 'xuru xuru', what is that?* [he] says.

*That is my nose.*"

When **ana** 'this' is used as demonstrative pronoun, it may take the plural marker -la. This is because the demonstrative pronoun is the head of the NP and therefore may take the plural marker. An example of this is shown below where **analə** 'these' is co-referential with 'men' mentioned earlier in the text.

(15)  analə-la  nianda  aji-dana  xolu-ndu-∅  wəidə-wo.  A1:123
this-PL suddenly afraid=DQ run-together-SN disappear-PRF

*These [men] were suddenly afraid, and ran off together and disappeared.*
During the Muslim festival, the slaughtering of sheep, goats, and oxen is finished in three days.

In (16) above, *analani* ‘these’ is co-referential with ‘sheep, goats, and oxen’ which are not human, but are animate. Although *analani* ‘these’ is most often co-referential with animate nouns, it is sometimes co-referential with inanimates, but these cases are rare.

*ha* is also the third singular pronoun ‘3SG’\(^{81}\) and is certainly historically related to the demonstrative pronoun usage of *ha* ‘that’. Sometimes instances of *hala* are ambiguous between the demonstrative pronoun usage (which has a contrastive/emphatic function) and the third person plural pronoun usage (which does not). An example of this is given below.

They (those children) ran and ran until they came to the river’s edge, and the river was large.

When *ana* ‘this’ is used as a demonstrative pronoun, it may receive case marking because it is the head of the NP. Example (16) above has *analani* ‘these’

\(^{81}\) There is another third singular pronoun *tara* which is less common. Historically it may be older though.
in the accusative case. Another example of ǝna ‘this’ in the accusative case is
given below where it is the object of the verb medziŋ ‘to know’.

(18) "tı-ni quəina goron-da adziŋən antaŋ wo,
2SG-GN back courtyard-LC some gold EXST

tı ǝna-ni uliə medziŋ=na." A2:077-8
2SG this-AC I.NEG know=IMP

"In your back courtyard there is some gold. You do not know this."

The demonstrative pronoun ǝna ‘this’ can also be found in the dative case.
This is shown below where ǝna is co-referential with ban juanwai ‘Lord Bang’.
The NP ǝna-da ‘to him’ is in the dative case to indicate possession along with the
verb wo ‘to have’.

(19) atɕi-da nia ban juanwai wo.
long.ago-LC one Bang richman EXST

ǝna-da nia otcin wo. T5:01-2
this-DT one girl have

Once upon a time there was Lord Bang. He had a daughter.

When ǝna ‘this’ and hə ‘that’ are in the locative case, they can mean
‘here’ and ‘there’. They usually appear as ǝnən and hən respectively when they
are used in this way. Examples of ǝnanda ‘here’ and handa ‘there’ are given
below.

(20) ǝnanda nia sara ji kuai baə-ni litɕiaŋ wo. N2:048
this-LC one month one MW:dollar money-AS interest EXST

Here there is one dollar a month interest.
(21) bi ja han-da atsi=na. T2.025
1SGNM also that-LC go=IMP
I am also going there.

I have no examples of the ablative -sa or instrumental =gala case being used with demonstratives.

Another way that ona is used is as a pause filler in Santa. This is similar to the usage of nêige in Chinese except that nêige is the distal demonstrative and ona is the proximate.

7.2.2 Numerals

The use of numerals in Santa has been greatly influenced by language contact with Hui Chinese. Indigenous Santa numerals consist of the numbers one to ten and an archaic term for twenty that is rarely used. These are illustrated in the following example.

(22) niə ‘one’
gua ~ guar ‘two’
guruaŋ ~ gurwáng ‘three’
dziëroŋ ~ dziërowąŋ ‘four’
tawųŋ ‘five’
dziisọŋ ‘six’
doloŋ ‘seven’
neimaŋ ‘eight’
jasuŋ ‘nine’
haroŋ ~ harwąŋ ‘ten’
qoroŋ ‘twenty (archaic)’

All numerals in Santa above ten are borrowed from Chinese. In addition, the Chinese numerals from one to ten are also commonly used. These are given in (23).
(23)  ji  ‘one’
     ṝ  ‘two’
  san  ‘three’
  si  ‘four’
  wu  ‘five’
  liu  ‘six’
  tɕi  ‘seven’
  ba  ‘eight’
  dziu  ‘nine’
  ši  ‘ten’

The numbers ‘eleven’ through ‘nineteen’ are expressed in Santa by placing the borrowed Chinese numerals ji ‘one’ through dziu ‘nine’ after the borrowed Chinese numeral ši ‘ten’. Indigenous numerals are not used. The inferred relationship here is one of addition, where for example ši ‘ten’ plus ji ‘one’ equals šiji ‘eleven’. Some examples are given below.

(24)  šiji  ‘eleven’
     šisàn  ‘thirteen’
     šiliù  ‘sixteen’

Multiples of ten in Santa are expressed by placing the borrowed Chinese numerals ‘two’ through ‘nine’ before ‘ten’. The inferred relationship here is one of multiplication, where for example ṝ ‘two’ times ši ‘ten’ equals ṝši ‘twenty’. Some examples are given below.

(25)  ṝši  ‘twenty’
     wùši  ‘fifty’
     baši  ‘eighty’

Higher multiples are also expressed in Santa with borrowed Chinese numerals. The inferred relationship here is also one of multiplication, where for example san ‘three’ times wàn ‘ten thousand’ equals sanwàn ‘thirty thousand’.
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The unit *wan* is different from English in that there is a distinct counting unit for ‘ten thousand’ in Chinese which has been borrowed into Santa.

(26) jibai ‘one hundred’
(27) ștcian ‘one thousand’
(28) sanwan ‘ten thousand’

7.2.2.1 Some Examples of how Santa Numerals Are Used.

In this section, I will look at how indigenous Santa numerals are used. Indigenous Santa numerals precede the noun they are modifying. They may also optionally precede a measure word, but generally, they may not precede a classifier. This point is discussed in more detail in section 7.2.3. When an indigenous Santa numeral is used, usually the noun it is modifying is indigenous as well, as in example (29).

(29) nia xoŋ-da=ni bidzian curan kun cur-udu curan ciŋan
     one year-LC=TM IPLEXNM three person three-day three night

idzio-wu-ni asa idzio-wo. N2:022

eat-1.NM-AC R.NEG eat-PRF

*One year, we three people for three days and three nights did not eat anything.*

In (29) above, *curan* ‘three’ precedes *kun* ‘person’, *udu* ‘day’ and *ciŋan* ‘night’. These are all indigenous nouns. Notice that *curan* ‘three’ and *udu* ‘day’ are contracted. All the Santa numerals from one to ten are contracted when they precede *udu* ‘day’. Some other instances are shown below.

(30) ni-udu ‘one day’ from *niə*
    guar-udu ‘two days’ from *guar*
    dzįx-udu ‘six days’ from dzįxŋ
    dol-udu ‘seven days’ from dolŋ
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The contraction process is regular. In each case, the final nasal and the last vowel of the numeral are deleted and udu ‘day’ is attached.82

The numeral nia is also contracted before udžjasiljan ‘evening’ in niudžjasiljan ‘one night, a whole evening’.

A related morphophonemic process occurs in numerals when they precede certain measure words. Some instances are shown below.83

(31) guari šuaŋ ‘two pairs’ from guar ‘two’
(32) dziari ʁa ‘four bowls of’ from dziarŋ ‘four’
(33) hari fa ‘ten times’ from haroŋ ‘ten’

In cases like this, the suffix -i is attached to numerals ‘two’ through ‘ten’, but this process is not regular. For guar ‘two’, there are no morphophonemic changes and for the others, the final nasal and the last vowel are deleted before -i is attached. The irregularities arise from the insertion or retention of a vowel just before the suffix in the numerals ‘six’ through ‘nine’. All of the allomorphs are given below.

(34) guari ‘two’ from guar
guri ‘three’ from guraŋ
dziari ‘four’ from dziarŋ
tawi ‘five’ from tawuŋ
dziʃuaŋ ‘six’ from dziarŋ
dolai ‘seven’ from doloŋ
naimai ‘eight’ from naimaŋ
jaʃuaŋ ‘nine’ from jaʃuŋ
hari ‘ten’ from haroŋ

---

82 Except for in nia ‘one’ which does not have a final nasal and guar ‘two’ which ends with /r/. In the latter case, udu ‘day’ is attached with no morphophonemic changes.
83 I have not yet been able to determine why certain measure words require the -i suffixed numerals and why others do not.
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In (29) above and in (35) below, *xon* ‘year’ is a noun that measures a length of time. In both cases they are preceded by the numeral *nia* ‘one’

(35)  
nia  xon  olia-sa  guran  idzie=nə.  T5:46  
one  year  half-AB  wedding feast  eat=IMP  
*After one year and a half, the wedding feast will be eaten.*

In addition to *xon* ‘year’, *udu* ‘day’, *sara* ‘month’ are also nouns which measure a length of time. These nouns may be used as measure words if they precede another noun which they are quantifying, but generally these nouns occur independently. When a numeral precedes these temporal nouns, it is always an indigenous numeral, never a borrowed Chinese numeral. If the numeral is higher than ten, then a borrowed Chinese numeral is used along with a borrowed Chinese temporal noun. See section 7.2.2.2 for examples. An example is given in (36) where the indigenous numeral *guran* ‘three’ precedes the temporal noun *sara* ‘month’.

(36)  
əʂu=daŋə  ha  qari-dzi  gia-da-na  atʃi+sənu  
beat=DQ  3SGNM  return-SS  house-LC-RP  go+DM  

guran  sara  godziəlu  da-wo.  T5:87  
three  month  move  unable-PRF  
*After being beaten, as soon as he returned to his house, he was unable to move for three months.*

Occasionally one finds Santa nouns used as measure words following indigenous numerals.
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(37)  "gua hamusa miangu dzi gua hamusa anta
         two plate silver and two plate gold

         tʃi  aɡi-dzi  aʃi=dɔ  dzar-u-la  aʃi-0."
         T6:035
2SGNM  take-SS go=DQ make.use.of-SP go-IMPR

"Go, you go and take two plates full of silver and the two plates full of
gold and make use of it."

In the example above, *hamusa* ‘plate’ is a container and is used as a
measure word for *miangu* ‘silver’ in the sense ‘plate full of silver’. It does not
mean ‘silver plate’ in this case.

Indigenous Santa numerals can precede borrowed nouns of Chinese and
other origins as well as shown in (38) and (39).

(38)  ɛian-ɗa=ni  ɡuran  sancion  irɛ=dɔ
        night-LC=TM three celestial.being come=DQ

        ɡudau  buluŋ-ɗa  hamara-ndu-wɔ.  A2:029
        well edge-LC resting-R/C-PRF

At night, three celestial beings came and rested at the well’s edge.

(39)  bidzian  ɗa  santɔ-ɗa  nɔŋ  gua  aje  wo.  N1:001
1PLEXNM  this Santa-DT one year two Muslim.festival have

Each year, we Santa people have two Muslim festivals.

In (38) above, *ɡuran* ‘three’ modifies the noun *sancion* ‘celestial being’
(from Chinese *shènxian* ‘supernatural being, celestial being, immortal’). In (39)
above, *gua* ‘two’ modifies the noun *aje* which is borrowed from probably Persian
or Arabic and means a ‘Muslim festival’.

Indigenous numerals (below ‘ten’) may occur with Chinese measure words
which in turn modify a Chinese noun, as shown below.
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In this example, guran ‘three’ precedes the borrowed Chinese measure word dundzi ‘cluster’ which modifies the borrowed Chinese noun gansun ‘dried onions’.

The indigenous numeral plus borrowed Chinese measure word combination may also precede an indigenous noun as in (41). It should be noted the gan ‘jar’ (from Chinese gāng) is a container being used as a measure word and is not a classifier. When the indigenous numeral co-occurs with a borrowed Chinese measure word, the measure word is never obligatory.

(41) ingjia ana-la atsi-dzi quaina goron-ni dan kuan-da
and.so this.PL go-SS back courtyard-AS wall foot-LC

nia wa-ji-so haron gan antan qudz-wo. A2:079
one dig-BVS-DL ten jar gold come.out-PRF
And so these [men] went and dug at the foot of the back courtyard’s wall and ten jars full of gold came out.

Indigenous numerals are used to express age when it is ten or younger as in (42). For a similar example for age above ten with Chinese numerals, see (55) below.

(42) bi jasun olu-so ana=mi-ni duja idzia-wo. N2:011
1SGNM nine reach-DL mama=1SG-GN world eat-PRF
When I was nine years old, my mama died.
Two consecutive numerals may be placed side-by-side to express an ‘or’ relationship when the exact number is unclear. This is illustrated in (43). Also see example (54) below for a parallel case with Chinese numerals.84

(43) ... gua curan gio-ni bai-is-ra+dziwo. T6:078
    two three house-AC build-CS+PROG
    ... two or three houses had been built.

Numerals can also serve as the head of an NP as in (44).

(44) "tši-ni tciourun lian-mion-ni
    2SG-GN head two-side-NM

    [ho gua]NP ʃi ʃan wo?" F06:43
    those two COP.H what COP.S
    “On both sides of your head, what are those two things?"

In this example, lianmian ‘two sides’ is a borrowed Chinese numeral lian ‘two, couple’ followed by a Chinese measure word mian ‘side’. (The numeral lian ‘two, couple’ is used with measure words and classifiers in Chinese and not ʃ ‘two’.) The indigenous numeral gua ‘two’ is referring back to the nominalization lianmianni ‘two sides thing’. Notice that gua ‘two’ is not truly a pronominal since it is preceded by the demonstrative adjective ho ‘that’.

An interesting use of the numeral nia ‘one’ in Santa is its usage preceding verbs. When used before a verb the meaning of the verb has a delimiting aspect (Li and Thompson 1981: 232) where the meaning is ‘a little bit’ or ‘for a short

84 xodza ‘or’, a borrowed Chinese conjunction (from huòzhē) is sometimes used in Santa, but I have never seen it used with numerals.
time’. This is illustrated in (45) with two occurrences of nia ‘one’ preceding a verb.  

(45) qu ira ixau, mori nia aji-se nia lso-ji-se  
come out come after horse one frightened-DL one surprised-BVS-DL

nia dzulu xolu-wo. BH:18-21  
one short while run-PRF

After [the dog] came out, the horse was a little frightened and a little surprised, and ran for a short while.

An isolated case is given in (46), where the numeral gua ‘two’ is preceding the verb dzii ‘to blink’. It seems to be functioning here as an adverbial modifier meaning ‘twice’.

(46) gua dzii-ji-se dzang-esi funi-zang-ni lo-ji xolu-wo. F11:47  
two blink-BVS-DL wolf fox-AC pull-BVS run-PRF

Because [the fox] blinked twice, the wolf pulled the fox and ran away [with him on his back].

7.2.2.2 Some Examples of how Chinese Numerals Are Used  

In this section, I will look at how borrowed Chinese numerals are used. One way is that borrowed Chinese numerals differ from indigenous Santa ones in that a measure word or a classifier almost always follows the borrowed numeral. This is because numerals almost always co-occur with a measure word or classifier in Chinese and are thus borrowed as an inseparable unit.

85 In Chinese, however, the delimiting aspect pattern is ‘V-yi-V’ where yi is the numeral one. The verb that follows yi ‘one’ is a reduplication of the first verb. Aspect is marked on the first verb, not the reduplicated one (Li and Thompson 1981: 232-6).
In (47), the numeral liusi ‘sixty’ is followed by the borrowed classifier da which in turn is followed by the borrowed Chinese noun tunjan ‘copper coins’ they are modifying.\(^{86}\)

\[(47)\]  
\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{bi} & \text{han-do} & \text{udzæ̃-la} & \text{atei-sa} \\
\text{1SGNM} & \text{there-LC} & \text{see-CS-SP} & \text{go-DL} \\
\text{noman-sa} & \text{liusi-da} & \text{tunjan} & \text{karaü-wo}. \text{N2:120} \\
\text{1SG-AB} & \text{sixty-CL} & \text{copper.coin} & \text{want-PRF} \\
\end{array}
\]

*I went there to see [a doctor], and he wanted sixty copper coins from me.*

In (48), the Chinese numeral tcisie ‘seventy-two’ is followed by the classifier gia (phonetically adapted from the most common classifier in Chinese ge) which in turn is modifying a Santa noun mina ‘lash’. In this case, a borrowed Chinese numeral must be used because the amount is above ten. A classifier or measure word must occur after the Chinese numeral since it is modifying the following noun.

\[(48)\]  
\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{ana} & \text{dzotsha-ni} & \text{gudan} \text{kielis-wo} \\
\text{this} & \text{guest-AC} & \text{lie} \text{say-PRF} \\
\text{gia-dzi} & \text{tcisie-gia} & \text{mina akun-wo}. \text{T5:85-86} \\
\text{do-SS} & \text{seventy-two-CL} & \text{lash beat-PRF} \\
\end{array}
\]

*The guest [who] told a lie was beat with seventy-two lashes.*

A similar example is given below where the borrowed Chinese numeral sansi ‘thirty’ is followed by the borrowed Chinese measure word lian ‘tael’ which both in turn modify the Santa noun antaŋ ‘gold.

\[86\text{ da ‘CL’ may mean ‘dozen’ (from Chinese dā), but the Chinese translation in Bu (1986) gives ge ‘CL’ which is the all-purpose classifier in Chinese. I have little doubt however that da ‘CL’ is a Chinese loan.}\]
and so this boy thirty tael gold give

And so [he] gave this boy thirty tael of gold.

Similar to examples (29) through (36) above where Santa indigenous numerals must precede Santa temporal nouns for day, month, and year, borrowed Chinese numerals must also precede borrowed Chinese temporal nouns for day, month, and year. These temporal nouns are identical to their Santa counterparts in that they need not modify other nouns, but can be used as measure words. In (50), the numeral sansi ‘thirty’ precedes the temporal noun tɕiæn ‘day’.

And so we take thirty days for the Ramadan fast.

In (51), the Chinese numeral si ‘four’ precedes the the Chinese temporal noun nion ‘year’. Notice here that the numeral is under ten, so the Santa numeral diced ‘four’ could be used, but since the numeral is co-occurring with the borrowed Chinese temporal noun nion ‘year’, the borrowed Chinese numeral is used. I have encountered no exceptions to this general with respect to temporal nouns.

I served as a hired farm laborer for four years.

In (52), two adjacent borrowed Chinese numerals under ‘ten’ are followed by nion ‘year’ to indicate a specific year.
Borrowed Chinese numerals always precede borrowed Chinese classifiers or measure words. In (53) the borrowed Chinese numeral wu ‘five’ precedes the borrowed Chinese classifier kuai ‘dollar’. Even though the number is under ten, the borrowed Chinese numeral is still used. The noun bao ‘money’ is a middle Turkic borrowing.

(52) bi wu-ŋ nian-sa
1SGNM 5-2 year-AB

luŋsANGO ganbu daŋja-dzi tei-san nian kuru-wo. N2:102
village cadre serve-SS 7-3 year reach-PRF
I served as village cadre from 1952 to 1973.

Borrowed Chinese numerals can be placed side-by-side to express an ‘or’ relationship where the exact quantity is unclear. This is illustrated in (54). See also example (43) above for a similar case with Santa numerals. One difference found in (54) below from (43) above is the use of the measure word don which is necessary after borrowed Chinese numerals.

(53) nĩa fa-da=ni bi nĩa kuŋ-sa
one time-LC=TMINSGNM one person-AB

wu kuai bao la-ji-wo. N2:044
five MW money borrow-BVS-PRF
One time, I borrowed five dollars from a person.

Two consecutive borrowed Chinese numerals can be placed side-by-side to express an ‘or’ relationship where the exact quantity is unclear. This is illustrated in (54). See also example (43) above for a similar case with Santa numerals. One difference found in (54) below from (43) above is the use of the measure word don which is necessary after borrowed Chinese numerals.

(54) ana lian san dan gadzo tari+dzwo. N2:054
this two three MW field plant.crops+PROG
This [person] plants crops in two or three fields.

Borrowed Chinese numerals are used to express age when it is ten or older as in (55). For a similar example for age below ten with indigenous numerals, see
(42) above. An interesting point is that (55) below follows immediately after (42) above in the same text.

(55) sisan olu-so ada=mini duja idzio-wo. N2:012
thirteen reach-DL papa=1SG-GN world eat-PRF

When I was thirteen years old, my papa died.

In some lexical items, a borrowed Chinese numeral may not be followed by a measure word or classifier. In sandzio ‘third elder sister’ in example (56) below the borrowed Chinese numeral san ‘three’ is followed by the borrowed kinship term dzio ‘sister’ and is used as a title. The numeral is not used to indicate the quantity of the head noun. Sandzio ‘third elder sister’ is used as title in Chinese in the same way. Notice the use of the Santa numeral in guroda ‘third eldest’.

(56) gura-da-ni-ni san-dzio gia=na. T2:004
three-eldest-AC-AS three-sister call=IMP

The third eldest is called “sandzio” (literally ‘three sister’).

Another example of a borrowed Chinese numeral used in a title without a measure word or classifier following can be found in the place name sisanlin suaiku ‘the 13 Ming Tombs Reservoir’ in which the borrowed Chinese numeral sisan ‘thirteen’ precedes the noun lin ‘tomb’. These place names are all borrowed from Chinese.
(57) paso bi baidziŋ dacía, teiqxua dacía, sisonlin
also lSGNM Beijing university Qinghua university 13.Ming.tombs
šuāiku, dzinši bowuguan, šaudu teijiguan dzì maŋ săŋguan
reservoir military.affairs museum capital gymnasiu and all visit
gia-dzi udz-wō. N2:108
do-SS see-PRF
I also visited Beijing University, Qinghua University, the 13 Ming Tombs Reservoir, the Military Affairs Museum, and the Capital Gymnasium.

7.2.3 Measure Words and Classifiers
In this section, I will be discussing measure words and classifiers. For more examples and some additional discussion regarding their co-occurrence with numerals, see sections 7.2.2.1 and 7.2.2.2 above.

According to Li and Thompson (1981: 104-5), in Mandarin Chinese classifiers are lexical items that obligatorily accompany a numeral, demonstrative, or certain quantifiers. They are diachronically defined by the semantic class of the noun. When a measure word or classifier is borrowed from Chinese into Santa, this semantic class remains unchanged in Santa.

Santa does not have an indigenous grammatical category of classifier. Santa does, however, have measure words. These are items that follow the numeral and usually define a quantity of the noun. Moreover, they do not obligatorily accompany the numeral like classifiers normally do. Yet there are only a few indigenous lexical items that are used solely as measure words. In other words, they do not occur independently as nouns. A few of these are listed below.87

87 Measure words are almost always nouns. In some languages, some measure words may be grammaticized into an independent lexical category (Charles N. Li, personal communication).
(58) pičiu ‘handful of’
    usu ‘load of’
    xaija ‘bunch of, bundle of’

Indigenous measure words are adapted from nouns. Some instances are given below.

(59) amnaŋ ‘mouthful’ from ‘mouth’
    hamusa ‘plate full of’ from ‘plate’
    haŋku ‘step’

In example (60), repeated from (37) above, the noun hamusa ‘plate’ is a container that is used as a measure word. In this example hamusa ‘plate’ is a ‘plate full of’ and not a ‘silver plate’. I assume that most nouns that are containers can be used as a measure word in this way.

(60) "cuu hamusa miŋku dzı̂ cuu hamusa antan
    two plate silver and two plate gold

tʃi əgi-dzı̂ atʃi=də dzaru-la atʃi-Ø.” T6:035
2SGNM take-SS go=DQ make.use.of-SP go-IMPR
   "Go, you go and take two plates full of silver and the two plates full of gold and make use of it."

Most of the measure words found in Santa, however, are borrowed from Chinese. Some instances are given below.

(61) li ‘1/2 kilometer’ (from Chinese lǐ)
    dzı̂ŋ ‘1/2 kilogram’ (from Chinese jīn)
    şen ‘1 liter’ (from Chinese shèng)
    mu ‘0.0667 hectares’ (from Chinese mǔ)

88 xaija is actually of unknown origin.
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However most of these measure words may occur as head nouns in an NP if the numeral/measure word phrase is not quantifying another noun as in (62) below. In this case, li ‘1/2 kilometer’ is the head noun and is preceded by the borrowed Chinese numeral gi ‘ten’.

(62) “tu [gi li] NP mo dzia-rə usu idziə+dzio.” A2:069
    2PLNM ten li road on-AB water eat+PROG
    “After you all are on the road for ten li (= 5 kilometers), drink some water.”

Borrowed classifiers from Chinese, although rare, are occasionally found in Santa. A couple of the most common ones are given below.

(63) giə ‘CLASSIFIER (CL)’ (from Chinese ge)
    tɕiəu ‘CL:for long thin things’ (from Chinese tɕiəo)

The use of giə ‘CL’, the most common classifier in Chinese, is illustrated in (64) where it accompanies the borrowed Chinese numeral dziusidzioiu ‘ninty-nine’.

(64) ana kuŋ nia udu dziusidzioiu-gia bari-wo ma. T4:111
    this person one day ninety-nine-CL take-PRF PRT
    One day this person caught ninety-nine [sparrows].

Generally, borrowed Chinese classifiers which do not clearly function as measure words as well only follow borrowed Chinese numerals. This, I believe, is because the structure numeral-classifier is borrowed as an inseparable unit from Chinese rather than the numerals and classifiers being borrowed separately. Nonetheless, examples of borrowed Chinese classifiers which are not clearly measure words following indigenous numerals can be found, although they are

89 In Santa, borrowed Chinese classifiers never follow demonstratives are quantifiers as they do in Chinese.
rare. Example (65) shows three parallel clauses where an indigenous numeral precedes a classifier that is not clearly functioning as a measure word. Cases like this are rare, however.

(65) ada mi-ni ki-da dżaron gondzi gondźilia wo.
    now 1SG-GN house-LC four CL:long.thin quilt have

şini quaitşan dżi ćuri tçiou miandzan wo.
    new old and three CL:long.thin felt.blanket have

cuari tçiudzi dandzi wo. N2:114-6
    two CL:long.thin cotton.blanket have

Now my house has four quilts, three old and new felt blankets, and two cotton blankets.

The meanings of the classifiers used above are all the same. They are used with nouns that are long and thin; in this particular case quilts, felt blankets, and cotton blankets. But in each clause the choice of classifier is different: gondzi, tćiou, and tçiudzi. Classifiers co-occurring with borrowed Chinese numerals are expected since Chinese numerals and Chinese classifiers are borrowed as inseparable units. What is unusual is that the borrowed Chinese classifiers are co-occurring with indigenous numerals and in one case the noun which is being modified gondźilia ‘quilt’ is indigenous as well. However, the use of classifiers here may simply be explained stylistically due to the parallelism of the clauses and the use of analogy in a prepared published text. (Remember, Santa is not a written language.) The co-occurrence of classifiers with indigenous numerals merits further investigation.

The borrowed measure word kuai ‘dollar, piece’ always requires the use of Chinese numerals as illustrated below.
(66)  si  kuai  boor-do  nia  sara  lian  kuai  boor-ni  litcian  ogi-so
    ten  MW  money-DT  one  month  two  MW  money-AC  interest  give-DL

tsu  tsorong-ni  wo.  N2:040
SUP  few-NM  COP.S

For every ten dollars (borrowed), every month there is two dollars interest, this is the least.

In summary, Santa does not have an indigenous grammatical category of classifier. Indigenous measure words, however are common. Borrowed Chinese measure words are common and can be found with indigenous numerals. Borrowed Chinese classifiers do occur but mostly with Chinese numerals. Some cases of borrowed Chinese classifiers with indigenous numerals can be found, but these are rare. Perhaps this is evidence that Santa is in the very early stages of developing a grammatical category of classifier.

7.2.4 Adjectives 90

Santa has a distinct grammatical category of adjective. Arguments for this are given in section 7.2.4.1. This is followed by a short discussion of word order in section 7.2.4.2. In section 7.2.4.3 there is a detailed discussion of adjectives, followed by a discussion of Dixon’s adjectival semantic types in section 7.2.4.4, and a discussion of property concepts (Thompson 1988) in Santa in context in section 7.2.4.5. Finally, comparatives are described in section 7.2.4.7 and superlatives in section 7.2.4.8.

7.2.4.1 Arguments for the Grammatical Category ‘Adjective’ in Santa

What grammatical evidence supports the existence of ‘adjective’ as a viable grammatical category in Santa? In order to answer this question, it is

90 Much of this section was adapted from a talk given at the University of California, Santa Barbara on February 13, 1997. A Study of Property Concepts in Santa Mongolian.
necessary to show that adjectives do not pattern like verbs, section 7.2.4.1.1, or nouns, section 7.2.4.1.2. It is also helpful to show that adjectives have properties unique to themselves, section 7.2.4.1.3.

7.2.4.1.1 Compared with Verbs

Santa adjectives share very few properties with verbs. Santa adjectives are unlike verbs in that verbal morphology may not be directly suffixed to an adjective. Adjectives require one of several derivational VAS suffixes in order to take verbal morphology: -tu, -to, -da, -la, -lo, -sa, -si, -lu, -ra, -ra, -ro, -dzia, and -dzə.91 (These derivational VAS suffixes are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 in section 5.2.4.) An example of a verb derived from an adjective is given below.

(67) ingíŋ-so mutunj undu-da-wó. T2:104
    and.so-DL tree tall-VAS-PRF
    And so the tree became tall.

The verb undu is derived from the adjective undu ‘tall’. The suffix -wó on the verb is the perfective aspect.

There is one exception where I have encountered an adjective apparently taking verbal morphology. This is illustrated below.

(68) lama goron-la-ni şu-dzí aru-wa=da
    lama courtyard-PL-AC sweep-SS clean-CS=DQ

    ni=turonj taŋaŋ-ni nosi=pe idziə-wa=wó. A1:100
    one bowl noodles-AC dog-DT eat-CS-PRF
    The lama swept the courtyards clean, and then fed a bowl of noodles to the dog.

91 Any given adjective may not take every suffix from this list. The choice is for the most part lexically determined, although some adjectives may take more than one suffix.
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In this example, the adjective *aruŋ* ‘clean’ takes the causative suffix *-ŋa* with the derived meaning ‘to cause to clean’. However, this is an unusual case. Normally, a verb must first be derived, as mentioned above. *aru-ŋa* is likely a case of lexicalization where the derivational suffix has been lost. This is supported by the fact that Bu He’s (1983) *Dongxiang Language Dictionary* (DLD) gives *aru-lu-ŋa* as the dictionary entry for ‘to cause to clean, to make clean’ where *-lu* is the VAS suffix which derives verbs from adjectives. (See Chapter 5, section 5.2.4.8 for more on the derivational VAS suffix *-lu*.)

It is argued that there is no distinct grammatical category of adjective in Mandarin Chinese, or at least only a very limited one (Thompson 1988). For this reason, Thompson (1988) uses the term *property concepts* in order to refer to them without prejudicing opinions in regard to their grammatical categorization. Property concepts in Mandarin have primarily intransitive verbal characteristics. This issue is important when we consider borrowed Chinese ‘adjectives’ in Santa. Since adjectives in Chinese display intransitive verbal characteristics, one might expect that borrowed Chinese adjectives in Santa might be required to take a BVS suffix like verbs are required to do, but this is not the case. (See Chapter 5, section 5.2.5.1 for more on BVS suffixes.) In fact, many borrowed adjectives do not require any affixation at all, as can be seen in the examples below.

(69) putuŋ ‘ordinary, common, average’ (from Chinese *pǔtōng*)
(70) fānbían ‘convenient’ (from Chinese *fānbiàn*)
(71) xītōcí ‘gentle, kind, polite, amiable’ (from Chinese *héqi*)

However, many borrowed adjectives do require affixation. They take the BAS suffix *-ni* which is a calque of the Chinese marker *de*. The Chinese marker *de* has many functions in Chinese. These functions include marking genitivess,

---

92 This term covers the semantic types introduced in Dixon (1977) which are dimension, physical property, color, human propensity, age, value, speed, position and the semantic types similarity, difficulty, and qualification introduced in Dixon (1991). These semantic types are discussed in more detail in section 7.2.4.4.
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adverbials, relative clauses, and associative phrases in Chinese. Syntactically however, these structures share a common feature — de is suffixed to\textsuperscript{93} a phrase which precedes the head which it is modifying. When an adjective precedes a head noun in Chinese, it is often followed by de. This phrase is considered to be a relative clause. This is because of the verbal nature of adjectives in Chinese. When de is not used, the phrase is considered to be an attributive adjective (Li & Thompson 1981:116-26). Since in Chinese, adjectives preceding head nouns are frequently followed by de, the Chinese glosses of many of the borrowed Chinese adjectives in the DLD include de. In Santa, the marker de is not borrowed with the Chinese adjectives.\textsuperscript{94} Rather, the indigenous BAS suffix -ni is used instead. This particular use of the calque however has a very limited function, compared to the Chinese marker de. It is only found on borrowed Chinese adjectives. Some examples are given below.

\begin{itemize}
\item (72) făng-ni \quad 'square' (from Chinese făngde)
\item (73) ciō-ni \quad 'slanting, inclined, tilted' (from Chinese xiéde)
\item (74) šulian-ni \quad 'skilled' (from Chinese shūliànđe)
\end{itemize}

To summarize, adjectives in Santa share relatively few features with verbs. They may not take verbal morphology unless they are derived as verbs (1 lexicalized exception). In addition, borrowed Chinese adjectives (which have verbal characteristics in Chinese) do not display any verbal characteristics in Santa. Borrowed Chinese verbs must take a BVS suffix, while borrowed Chinese adjectives do not. Many borrowed Chinese adjectives do require a BAS suffix -ni which is a calque of Chinese de.

\textsuperscript{93} Or immediately follows.

\textsuperscript{94} See Table 7.16 and Table 7.17 below for a few exceptions.
7.2.4.1.2 Compared to Nouns

Santa adjectives are like nouns in that they are followed by the copula,\(^{95}\) when they are used predicatively as in example (75).

(75) \[\text{[ənə nokian]}^\text{NP} \quad \text{qun} \quad \text{wo.} \quad \text{T4:017} \]

this hole deep COP.S

This hole was deep.

In many ways example (75) above is parallel to the Santa equational construction. An example of the latter is given in (76).

(76) \[\text{[tɕiɕaŋ morai]}^\text{NP1} \quad \text{si} \quad \text{[lʊŋwɑŋ-ni kawɑŋ]}^\text{NP2} \quad \text{wo.} \quad \text{T6:010} \]

white snake COP.H Dragon.King-GN son COP.S

"The white snake is the Dragon King's son."

In (76) above, the Chinese copula \text{si} occurs between NP1 and NP2 in the equational construction.\(^{96}\) Its placement in the Santa equational construction is identical to its usage in Chinese. However, in spite of the use of the Chinese copula verb, the Santa copula \text{wo} occurs in the sentence-final position. Comparing examples (75) and (76), one might postulate that the adjective \text{qun} 'deep' functions as a noun. But example (75) is different from (76) in a very important way. The Chinese copula \text{si} may never occur between the first NP and the predicating adjective that follows. This is an important distinction between nouns and adjectives in Santa. For more on this hybrid equational construction see section 8.1.3.1.

In order for an adjective to function as the head of a predicate nominal in the NP2 slot in an equational, the adjective must be nominalized using the suffix \text{-ni}. Although this suffix also has the form \text{−ni}, its function is different from that of

---

\(^{95}\) Actually, I do not think the use of the copula is strictly obligatory, but my impression is that it occurs more often than not.

\(^{96}\) The use of the Chinese copula \text{si} is optional in equationals.
the BAS -ni in borrowed adjectives. In (77), the adjective gandzuntu ‘sleeved’ is derived from the noun gandzun ‘sleeve’ with the ANS suffix -tu. (For more on the suffix -tu see Chapter 5, section 5.2.6.1.)

(77)  
mi-ni ana si xulan gandzun-tu-ni wo.  T2:044  
1SG-GN mother COP.H red sleeve-ANS-NM COP.S  
My mother is red sleeved. (or the red sleeved one.)

Because this construction is an equational construction, an NP must occur after the borrowed Chinese copula si and before the indigenous copula wo. The phrase xulan gandzuntu ‘red sleeved’ is an adjectival phrase. In order for it to serve as a predicate nominal, the nominalizing suffix -ni is obligatory. This construction is very similar to the ‘shì ... de’ construction in Chinese. For more on this construction in Mandarin see Li & Thompson (1981:587-93).

Another way that adjectives are different from nouns is that they, for the most part, cannot take most case morphology. There are some rare exceptions where adjectives take case morphology, but only the case markers -sa ABLATIVE and -do LOCATIVE are found as in the examples below.

(78)  
pudza adzan golo-sa udza-sa ni ka pudza sida+dzwo.  A1:128  
bean master far-AB see-DL one person bean pick+PROG  
The bean master from afar sees that there is a person picking beans.

(79)  
ha qara-do udu-na dawo-la+dzwo.  T8:29  
3SG black-LC day-RP pass-CS+PROG  
He was made to pass his days in the dark.

Another way that adjectives are different from nouns is that a noun must be derived in order to function as descriptive attribute of another noun. An example is given below where the derived adjective saquntu ‘bearded’ is modifying the noun laudziga ‘old man’. (For more detail on the ANS suffix -tu see section 5.2.6.1 in Chapter 5 and Table 7.12.) Noun compounds do not require
this morphology, but noun compounds are lexicalized. See section 7.2.6.1 for
discussion on noun compounds.

(80) qará olu-dana añe kawán qari-dzi mo dzéiar e ira-
black become=DQ this boy return-SS road on come-DL

nia tšigán sawan-tu loudziga tšudziar=wo. T6:007
one white beard-ANS old.man see-PRF

After it became dark, this boy was returning on the road when he saw a
white bearded old man.

7.2.4.1.3 Unlike Nouns and Verbs

Adjectives are unlike nouns and verbs in that they take the intensifier
suffix -kan. (See Table 7.18). For some more examples with -kan see Table 7.18
and section 7.2.4.7. An example is given below.

(81) “ta gudzi-kan ira nu?” T2:109
2PLNM fast-INT come QM

“Will you all come faster?”

Adjectives are also unlike nouns and verbs in that adjectives can be
modified by the superlative tsu. This is illustrated in (82). For more on
superlatives see section 7.2.4.8.

(82) “tsu andatu wo.” T4:140
most delicious COP.S

“[It] was the most delicious.”

7.2.4.1.4 Summary

In summary, adjectives form a viable grammatical category in Santa. They
are unlike verbs in that they cannot take verbal morphology without being
derived and when they are borrowed from Chinese, they do not take a BVS suffix as borrowed Chinese verbs do.

Adjectives borrowed from Chinese are similar to nouns in that they may occur predicatively before the copula verb wo. They are unlike nouns in that the borrowed Chinese copula si can never occur before the adjective in this predicative usage, while it can before a noun. If an adjective occurs as the head of a predicate nominal in an equational construction (after the borrowed Chinese copula si and before Santa copula verb wo) then the adjective must be nominalized. In addition, adjectives normally do not take case morphology, and nouns must be derived in order to function as a descriptive attribute of a noun if it does not form a compound.

Adjectives are different from both verbs and nouns in that they may take the intensifier suffix -kon and superlative marker tsu.

7.2.4.2 Word order of adjectives

Attributive adjectives precede the noun they are modifying. In example (83) milu 'small' is modifying the noun kəwan 'son'.

(83) "bi si luŋwaŋ-ni milu kəwan wo." T6:018
    1SGM COP.H dragon.king-GN small son COP.S
    "I am the Dragon King's younger son."

Adjectives following the NP are predicative. In example (84) fuqia 'large' is predicating the NP ana kəwan 'this boy'. The copula wo immediately follows the adjective. A similar example is given in (75) above.

(84) ana kəwan fuqia wo. T5:29
    this boy large COP.S
    This boy was large.
7.2.4.2.1 Coordination of adjectives

There are a few strategies for coordinating adjectives. The first strategy is to use the conjunction dzi ‘and’ which is borrowed from Chinese jì between the two predicate adjectives as in the following example.

(85) ana usu fugis dži orun wo. A2:074
This water big and clean COP.S

(86) sini quaisan dži curi tçau miandzän wo. N2:115
new old and three CL felt.blanket have
[Our house] has three new and old felt blankets.

The next strategy is to use jì after the coordinated attributive adjectives as in (86). Notice that the adjectival phrase occurs before the numeral/classifier phrase. For more on the conjunction dži in Santa see section 7.2.7.

(87) ha jau oço jau biadun wo. T5:12
3SGNM also short also thick COP.S
He was short and thick.

7.2.4.3 Adjectives in Santa

There are approximately 256 adjectives in the Santa.97 These are tabulated in Table 7.8 by source language and derivation type. Non-derived adjectives have

97 Based on Bu He (1983) Dongxiang Language Dictionary. Bu He (1983) classifies 287 lexical entries as adjectives out of a total of 4522. Of these 287, 14 were considered alternate
no derivational morphology of any kind. Derived adjectives have some sort of derivational morphology. Phrasal (or compund) adjectives consist of more than one word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Language</th>
<th>Non-derived</th>
<th>Derived</th>
<th>Phrasal</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Santa</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Hui Chinese</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Unknown origin</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Chinese/Santa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Santa/Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Unknown/Santa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Chinese/Unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Turkic-Santa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Santa Chinese</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Arabic-Santa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Santa Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Unknown Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.8: Adjectives by source language and derivation type

From Table 7.8 we can see that 113 of 256 adjectives or 44% are of purely Santa origin and 72 of 256 adjectives or 28% are of purely Chinese origin. 20 of 256 or 8% are of unknown origin. The remaining 20% are of mixed origin.

Some examples of non-derived adjectives of Santa, Chinese, and of unknown origin are given in Table 7.9, Table 7.10, and Table 7.11 respectively below.

pronunciations, 3 were considered secondary entries, and 14 — all suffixed with -du ‘P.AS’ — have not been included in this total. For more on -du, see section 7.5.2.2.1 in Chapter 7.

98 Figures do not included 7 phrasal adjectives with derived elements. These are include in the “Phrasal” column.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xulan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fujia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otciau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soirap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.9: Non-derived adjectives native to Santa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Chinese source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>doxuaj</td>
<td>'scarlet'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guai</td>
<td>'expensive'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piŋ</td>
<td>'flat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zandζen</td>
<td>'conscientious'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>todaj</td>
<td>'appropriate'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fudza</td>
<td>'complex'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.10: Non-derived adjectives from Chinese sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ubali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qosuŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doxonoŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.11: Non-derived adjectives from unknown sources
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The most common derivational suffix is -tu ‘ANS’ which derives adjectives from nouns of all origins. Some examples are given in Table 7.12. For more on this suffix see section 5.2.6.1 above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santa root</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>saṣaṇ-tu ‘bearded’</td>
<td>saṣaṇ</td>
<td>‘beard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giōn-tu ‘sick’</td>
<td>giōn</td>
<td>‘illness’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese root</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bōngi-tu ‘skillful’</td>
<td>běnshì</td>
<td>‘skill, ability’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miŋšaŋ-tu ‘reputable’</td>
<td>mǐngshēng</td>
<td>‘reputation’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maŋzi-tu ‘pock-marked’</td>
<td>mázi</td>
<td>‘pock marks’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turkic root</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baŋ-tu ‘rich’</td>
<td>baŋ</td>
<td>‘money’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tāsi-tu ‘rocky’</td>
<td>tāsi</td>
<td>‘rock’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic root</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ácili-tu ‘intelligent,wise’</td>
<td>ácili</td>
<td>‘wisdom’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.12: Derived adjectives from nouns using Santa suffix -tu ‘ANS’

The suffix -ra also derives adjectives from nouns. The root nouns are all indigenous and have a common semantic field of bodily fluids and waste. The derived meanings all have negative connotations. For more on -ra see section 5.2.6.2 above.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṣasur-ra</td>
<td>ṣasun</td>
<td>‘urine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basur-ra</td>
<td>basun</td>
<td>‘feces’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qawar-ra</td>
<td>qawa</td>
<td>‘nasal mucus’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.13: Derived Santa adjectives from nouns with suffix -ra

The suffix -lan is the only suffix that derives adjectives from verbs. These are the only two examples in the DLD. For more on -lan see section 5.2.8.1 above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bajasu-lan</td>
<td>bajasu</td>
<td>‘to be happy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšudu-lan</td>
<td>tšudu</td>
<td>‘to be full (from eating)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.14: Derived adjectives from verbs with suffix -lan

The suffix -matsa is rare, found in only two examples in the DLD. Neither of these adjectives are indigenous and the meanings are a subtype of physical property which is something like position in space. These adjectives also occur with the suffix BAS -ni. For more on -matsa see section 5.2.10.2 above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čio-matsa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.15: Borrowed adjectives with suffix -matsa

Some Chinese adjectives are borrowed as a single unit along with with the marker de, discussed earlier. The Santa phonetic version of this marker is dzi due
to palatalization. It is interesting to note that all of these adjectives are two-syllable adjectives. These examples are rare and the only five examples found in the DLD are given in Table 7.16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese source</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zhòngyāo-de</td>
<td>‘important’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fēnsàn-de</td>
<td>‘scattered’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yīyōng-de</td>
<td>‘same’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiàncchéng-de</td>
<td>‘ready-made’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiāngsī-de</td>
<td>‘similar’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.16: Borrowed Chinese adjectives with de

The adjectives in Table 7.17 are all borrowed and take the suffix BAS -ni. As mentioned above, the suffix -ni is indigenous and is a calque of the Chinese marker de. -ni is never used with indigenous adjectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shūliàn-de</td>
<td>‘skilled’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zhí-de</td>
<td>‘straight’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nàn-da</td>
<td>‘difficult’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiāngfūn-de</td>
<td>‘opposite’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sù-de</td>
<td>‘plain (not fancy)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huā-de</td>
<td>‘flowery’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘horizontal, transverse’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.17: Borrowed adjectives with Santa suffix -ni
There are two exceptional cases where an adjective is borrowed from Chinese with the particle de intact and is affixed with -ni as well: sudzini ‘plain (not fancy)’ and xuadzini ‘flowery’. Interestingly enough, they are close to antonyms. Both of these are listed in Table 7.17 above.

The suffix -kan is an intensifier. Notice that the use of this suffix is not limited to indigenous words. Some more examples are given in section 7.2.4.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source/root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣulu-kan</td>
<td>‘more honest’</td>
<td>ṣuluŋ</td>
<td>‘honest’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xu-pa-la-kan</td>
<td>‘very red’</td>
<td>xulanaŋ</td>
<td>‘red’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nandzin-kan</td>
<td>‘more quiet’</td>
<td>ānjing &gt; nandzin</td>
<td>‘quiet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guai-kan</td>
<td>‘more expensive’</td>
<td>gu &gt; guai</td>
<td>‘expensive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zan-kan</td>
<td>‘more sticky’</td>
<td>zan</td>
<td>‘sticky’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tan-kan</td>
<td>‘slower’</td>
<td>tan</td>
<td>‘slow’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.18: Adjectives with Santa suffix -kan

In Table 7.19 are some phrasal (or compound) adjectives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santa</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭʃicəŋ dzolion</td>
<td>'credulous' (lit. ear soft)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭʃicəŋ quduŋ</td>
<td>'incredulous' (lit. ear hard)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doloŋ boŋo-tu tauləi</td>
<td>'sly' (lit. seven bottomed rabbit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Unknown</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dandzi mila</td>
<td>'cowardly' (lit. courage small)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unknown Santa</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gau dzusə-tu</td>
<td>'good intentioned' (lit. good hearted)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xudu nəŋgən</td>
<td>'especially capable'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.19: Phrasal (or compound) adjectives

7.2.4.4 Dixon’s adjectival semantic types

In this section I will look at Dixon’s adjectival semantic types and their relationship with the Santa. Dixon (1977) proposed 7 semantic types to cover all the adjectives in the world’s languages; four core types — age, color, dimension, and value — and three others — human propensity, physical property and speed. In a footnote, Dixon (1977) mentions another type, position, which he claims is usually represented by adverbials in the world’s languages, not adjectives. I have included them in my discussion. Dixon (1991) introduces three more semantic types: difficulty, similarity, and qualification. The four core types — age, color, dimension, and value — are claimed to be the semantic types usually represented by those languages that have a closed and sometimes very limited set of adjectives (Dixon 1977).

For description and examples of each semantic type, except position, I include an extended quote from Dixon (1991).
1. DIMENSION, e.g. big, great, short, thin, round, narrow, deep.
2. PHYSICAL PROPERTY, e.g. hard, strong, clean, cool, heavy, sweet, fresh, cheap; this includes a CORPOREAL subtype, e.g. well, sick, ill, dead; absent.
3. SPEED-quick, fast, rapid, slow, sudden.
4. AGE-new, old, young, modern.
5. COLOUR, e.g. white, black, red, crimson, mottled, golden.
6. VALUE, e.g. (a) good, bad, lovely, atrocious; (b) odd, strange, curious; necessary, crucial; important; lucky.
7. DIFFICULTY, e.g. easy, difficult, tough, hard, simple.
8. QUALIFICATION, with a number of subtypes:
   1(a) DEFINITE, a factual qualification regarding an event, e.g. definite, probable, true;
   2(b) POSSIBLE, expressing the speaker's opinion about an event, which is often some potential happening, e.g. possible, impossible;
   3(c) USUAL, the speaker's opinion about how predictable some happening is, e.g. usual, normal, common;
   4(d) LIKELY, again an opinion, but tending to focus on the subject's potentiality to engineer some happening, e.g. likely, certain;
   5(e) SURE, as for (d), but with a stronger focus on the subject's control, e.g. sure;
   6(f) CORRECT, e.g. correct, right, wrong, appropriate, sensible.
These have two distinct senses, commenting (i) on the, correctness of a fact, similar to (a) (e.g. That the whale is not a fish is right), and (ii) on the correctness of the subject's undertaking some activity (e.g. John was right to resign).
9. HUMAN PROPENSITY, again with a number of subtypes:
   (a) FOND, with a similar meaning to LIKING verbs ..., e.g. fond (taking preposition of);
   (b) ANGRY, describing an emotional reaction to some definite happening, e.g. angry (about), jealous (of), mad (about), sad (about);
(c) HAPPY, an emotional response to some actual or potential happening, e.g. anxious, keen, happy, thankful, careful, sorry, glad (all taking about); proud, ashamed, afraid (all taking of);

(d) UNSURE, the speaker's assessment about some potential event, e.g. certain, sure, unsure (all taking of or about), curious (about);

(e) EAGER, with meanings similar to WANTING verbs ..., e.g. eager, ready, prepared (all taking for), willing;

(f) CLEVER, referring to ability, or an attitude towards social relations with others, e.g. clever, stupid; lucky; kind, cruel; generous.

10. SIMILARITY, comparing two things, states or events, e.g. like, unlike (which are the only adjectives to take a direct object); similar (to), different (from) (which introduce the second role-obligatory for an adjective from this type-with a preposition) (Dixon 1991:78-9).

Abbreviations used in the tables below are given in Table 7.20. Core semantic types are preceded by an asterisk. The semantic type position is preceded by a cross-hatch ‘#’ sign indicating it is not one of the types in Dixon (1991).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Age</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Color</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Dimension</td>
<td>Dm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Propensity</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Property</td>
<td>Pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Position</td>
<td>Po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity</td>
<td>Sm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Value</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.20: Dixon's 1991 adjectival semantic types
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I classified each of the 256 Santa adjectives for Dixon's semantic types. Some adjectives I gave more than one classification. The results are given in Table 7.21. Borrowed property concepts from Chinese fell mainly in the physical property and human propensity types and less frequently in the value, qualification, and color types. There were no borrowed property concepts from Chinese in speed, age, and position. Borrowed color property concepts are all non-basic. There is only one borrowed Chinese adjective in the dimension semantic type in Santa, qg 'small', which is only used attributively. The 'M' category is for two miscellaneous items that were unclassifiable by Dixon's semantic types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Dm</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Santa</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Chinese</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Unknown origin</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Chinese/Santa</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Santa/Unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Unknown/Santa</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Chinese/Unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Turkic-Santa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Santa Chinese</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Arabic-Santa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Santa Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Unknown Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.21: Adjectives by source language and Dixon’s semantic types
Table 7.22 is a tabulation of non-derived adjectives by Dixon's semantic types. Most of the borrowed property concepts fall in physical property and human propensity. There are a few in value, qualification, and color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Dm</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Santa</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Chinese</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Unknown origin</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.22: Non-derived adjectives by source language and Dixon's semantic types

An important fact to note in Table 7.22 are the non-derived indigenous core items within a number of semantic types. For position the only non-derived core items are woira 'near' and colo 'far'; for qualification, dzo 'authentic' and songian 'rare'; for speed, gudzin, gudun 'fast' and udan 'slow'; for difficulty, gaira 'easy' and qusun 'hard'; and for age, sini 'new' and otgian 'old'. See discussion of color terms below.

The following tables, Table 7.23 through Table 7.25 are looking at the different derived adjective types. These tables cover about 62% of the derived adjectives.

In Table 7.23 the suffix ANS -tu is limited to the semantic types physical property, human propensity, and age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Dm</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Santa</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Turkic-Santa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Arabic-Santa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.23: Derived adjectives with -tu 'ANS' by semantic type
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In Table 7.24 the suffix BAS -ni which is used only on borrowed property concepts is found mainly in physical property types. The two unknown source entries are probably Chinese loans as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Dm</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Unknown-Santa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.24: Derived adjectives with BAS -ni by semantic type

In Table 7.25 the suffix -kan is found mostly in speed and physical property semantic types. I was surprised that there were no entries in the DLD for dimension or age with -kan. This suffix is also used with Chinese loans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Dm</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Santa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Chinese-Santa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Unknown-Santa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.25: Adjectives with -kan by semantic type

In the following tables, Table 7.26 through Table 7.29, I will give all the adjectives for color, value, dimension, and age. These are the core semantic types that Dixon (1977) identifies as being present in almost all languages as some limited adjective type.

In Table 7.26, all of the color terms are given. Limiting our observations to indigenous vocabulary, we see that Santa fits the proto-typical six color language as described by Berlin and Kay (1969), except for the addition of the term boro ‘grey’. Notice that the next term up on Berlin and Kay’s color hierarchy is ‘brown’, and that this and many of the other non-basic color terms are borrowed
from Chinese. A discussion of the infix -pa- ~ -pu- found in the terms xupalajaran 'very red' and siparanjan 'yellow-orange' can be found in section 5.2.9.1 above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source language</th>
<th>Source word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qara</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšicāŋ</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xulaŋ</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šira</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noroŋ</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kugiæ</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boro</td>
<td>grey</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xupalajaran</td>
<td>very red</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siparanjan</td>
<td>yellow-orange</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qara noroŋ</td>
<td>dark green</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šira noroŋ</td>
<td>light green</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzunsa</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>zōngsè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faŋxun</td>
<td>pink</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>fēnhóng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daŋxun</td>
<td>scarlet</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>dāhóng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzixun</td>
<td>purplish red</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>zhíhóng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tosa</td>
<td>light tan</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>tuōsè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.26: Color

In Table 7.27, all of the adjectives of value are given. Notice the large number of borrowed adjectives of value from Chinese.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source language</th>
<th>Source word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gau</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mau</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saiyan</td>
<td>beautiful</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doron</td>
<td>bad, ugly</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>andatu</td>
<td>delicious</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balian</td>
<td>unrewarding</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšicara</td>
<td>urgent</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubali</td>
<td>poor, pitiful</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>andatusan</td>
<td>more delicious</td>
<td>Santa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maucian</td>
<td>bad, broken</td>
<td>Santa-Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balian basari</td>
<td>in vain</td>
<td>Santa Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzunjoudzi</td>
<td>important</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>zhòngyōode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foñbian</td>
<td>convenient</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>fāngbiàn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futan</td>
<td>comfortable</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>shūtān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tabio</td>
<td>special</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>tèbié</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>todon</td>
<td>safe</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>tuǒdàng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taopin</td>
<td>peaceful</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>tàopíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dandzin</td>
<td>dangerous</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>dāngjīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wæćian</td>
<td>dangerous</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>wēixiān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xæg</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>hēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cixan</td>
<td>strange, curious</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>xīhan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.27: Value

In Table 7.28 are all the adjectives of *dimension*. There is only one of unknown origin, *mila* ‘small’ and only one from Chinese. They are listed in antonym pairs except for ‘small’ which has both *mila* and *gæ* and ‘thick’ which has both *biadun* and *dzudzon*. *Gæ* ‘small’ can only be used attributively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fugio</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miata</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oqo</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undu</td>
<td>tall</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gun</td>
<td>deep</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qinkian</td>
<td>shallow</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boro ni</td>
<td>short, low</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fudu</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasun</td>
<td>fat, plump</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>norun</td>
<td>thin, slender</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aqai</td>
<td>wide, broad</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitan</td>
<td>narrow</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidu</td>
<td>wide, thick</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzudzun</td>
<td>thick</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.28: Dimension

In Table 7.29 are all the adjectives of the semantic type age. There are two core adjectives, sini ‘new’ and otciou ‘old’, and two adjectives derived from nasun ‘age’. xaixun ‘young, childish’ is probably a borrowing from Chinese.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sini</td>
<td>new</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otciou</td>
<td>old</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasutu</td>
<td>... years old</td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasudzaron</td>
<td>young</td>
<td>Santa/Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xaixun</td>
<td>young, childish</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.29: Age
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7.2.4.4.1 Summary

To summarize, Dixon's adjectival semantic types revealed that 66% of the non-derived adjectives that were borrowed (including adjectives of unknown origin) were either of the the physical property or human propensity semantic type. (See Table 7.22.) In addition, many of the borrowed adjectives that have been derived are of the physical property or human propensity semantic type as well. (See Table 7.23 and Table 7.24.) I do not currently know why this is so, but it warrants further investigation.99

Dixon's semantic types also revealed that the semantic types dimension, speed, age, and position were resistant to borrowing. (See Table 7.21.) Dixon's semantic types were also useful for isolating non-derived indigenous core adjectives. (See discussion following Table 7.22 above.)

7.2.4.5 Santa property concepts in context: A look at Santa folktales and narratives

In this section I will look at property concepts in some Santa folktales and narratives. The data are listed in Table 7.30 by sentence and speech event type.

____________________________

99 It should be noted that in Santa as a whole, 65% of the adjectives are of the physical property and human propensity semantic types. See Table 7.21.
Table 7.30: Sentences by text/speech event type

The first three texts, BH, MC, and MP, are my own data, collected in China from different Santa consultants. They are all basically unplanned (U) speech events. The first two are narratives (N) and the last one is a folktale (F). The other folktales are from published sources, A Ibrahim (1987), Bu He (1987) and Todaeva (1961). Santa is not a written language. The published folktale material is considered in the genre of planned speech (P). The folktale (F) data are narrative in style, but differ from the narrative (N) data in their story-like structure and stretches of quoted speech, not found in any of the narratives.

The total number of sentences that I examined is estimated at 1032. Sentences by speech event and genre are given in Table 7.31.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Folktales</th>
<th>Narratives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planned</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplanned</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.31: Sentences by speech event type and genre

This section differs from the previous one in that I am looking at all the property concepts present in these texts and not just those items considered to be adjectives. I considered property concepts in these texts to be an lexical item the encoded one of Dixon's semantic types, discussed above.\textsuperscript{100} I coded everything that appeared to be a property concept including verbs.

One of my objectives in this section is to see if the function of property concepts in Santa correlate with Thompson (1988). According to Thompson (1988), 'Property Concept Words (as exemplified in English and Mandarin) function in spontaneous, natural conversational discourse (i) to predicate a property of an established discourse referent or (ii) to introduce a new discourse referent (Thompson 1988:180).'

I coded the following properties in Table 7.32 for each property concept. For some of these properties, I coded the associated noun, not the property concept itself. These properties were grammatical/semantic role, definite/indefinite, and new/given/accessible.

\textsuperscript{100} I did not code for the semantic type position, which Dixon considers peripheral.
Table 7.32: Coding

Table 7.33 shows property concepts by tokens and types and their source language. The main thing of interest here is the percentage of borrowed items used to indigenous items. Table 7.8 above shows that at least 44% of the adjective inventory is indigenous. In natural language use, this short study shows that 67% of tokens and 60% of types used are indigenous.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Indigenous</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
<th>Borrowed</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.33: Property concept types and tokens in 1032 clauses by source

One of the distinctions I will look at next is the attributive versus predicative use of adjectives. A short description of these uses follows. In Santa and many other languages, a grammatical adjective may occur either attributively or predicatively. An attributive usage is given in (88) where *mila* ‘small’ is modifying *kəwɔn* ‘son’. Attributive adjectives always precede the head noun in Santa.
(88) “bi ši luŋwaŋ-ni mila kawan wo.” T6:018
1SGNM COP.H dragon.king-GN small son COP.S
“I am the Dragon King's younger son.”

In (89) is a predicative usage of the same adjective mila ‘small’ where it predicates the NP tsi dandzi literally ‘your gall bladder’, idiomatically ‘your courage’.101 The Santa copula follows the adjective when it is used predicatively.

(89) “tsi dandzi tso mila wo.” F06:09
2SGNM gall.bladder too small COP.S
“Your courage is too small.”

There is one adjective in Santa that is not used predicatively, ga ‘small’, a Chinese loan. An example with ga ‘small’ used attributively is given below.

(90) dau nio ga kuaišaŋ wo. MC:239
still one small custom EXST
There is still one small custom.

In addition to these attributive and predicative uses of adjectives, property concepts can be realized as predicates well, even though they are not adjectives. In (91), milotu is a verb derived from mila, an adjective.

(91) ingia-sa moran mila-tu-wo. T2:085
and.so-DL river small-VAS-PRF
And so the river became small.

Of the 190 property concepts identified, 13 of them functioned neither as predicates nor attributes as they were grammatically realized as adverbs, nouns, or

---

101 Lexically, this phrase is a calque of a Chinese idiomatic expression. Both dandzi and tso are Chinese borrowings. However, the Santa syntax here has not been influenced and is normal.
nouns taking the ablative and locative markers mentioned earlier. A tabulation of their grammatical realization is given in Table 7.34.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributive or Predicative</th>
<th>Not Attributive or Predicative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominalized Verb</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.34: Grammatical realization of property concepts

Of the 177 property concepts that were realized as attributes or predicates, 55 of these were attributive and 122 of these were predicative. In other words, 69% of the property concepts in these texts were realized as predicates. These results are shown in Table 7.35.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attributive</th>
<th>Predicative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominalized Verb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.35: Attributive and predicative property concepts by part of speech

Table 7.35 also breaks down these 177 property concepts by part of speech. A large portion of the property concepts that were realized as predicates in these texts were grammatically verbs taking some sort of verbal morphology. 81 of 123 predicates or 66% were realized as verbs. Of these 81, 27 were verbs derived from adjectives. (See example (91) above.) That means 54 of 177 or 31% of the property concepts considered here are lexically non-derived verbs. If the verbal realization of property concepts in these texts is for the moment ignored, then the distribution of attributive and predicative (non-verbal) property concepts is 57% and 43% respectively.
Table 7.36 tabulates the grammatical/semantic role of the noun which the property concept is associated with (modifying) in the attributive sense and what NP the property concept is predicking in the predicative sense. The attributive property concepts equally modify S, O, and the second NP in an equational construction. These three ‘slots’ are normally used to introduce new referents, so this finding is expected. Whenever the property concept is used predicatively, all 122 instances predicate an S. These include 8 cases where the causative suffix was used with an intransitive verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attributive</th>
<th>Predicative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equational NP2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique-Locative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP of Existential</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique-Instrumental</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equational NP1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (Causative)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.36: Attributive and predicative property concepts by grammatical/semantic role

Table 7.37 shows the 177 attributive and predicative property concepts by Dixon’s semantic types. The ‘M’ category is a miscellaneous category for property concepts that were difficult to categorize according to Dixon’s types.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dixon's Types</th>
<th>Attributive</th>
<th>Predicative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dm</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Df</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>55</strong></td>
<td><strong>122</strong></td>
<td><strong>177</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.37: Attributive and predicative property concepts by Dixon's types

The most interesting fact that can be drawn from Table 7.37 is found in the distribution of the human propensity semantic type. Of the 51 instances identified, 49 of these were realized as predicates. 47 of the 49 are verbs. Of the 57 human propensity adjectives identified as such in the Santa lexicon, only 2 instances occur in the texts and both these occur predicatively: šidzan ‘intelligent’ and šičin ‘sincere’. Furthermore, the two instances of the human propensity type which are used attributively are both derived, one from a verb and one from a noun.

Of the 22 instances of dimension property concepts that occur predicatively, 10 of these are derived from adjectives.

In Table 7.38 I have listed the attributive and predicative property concepts by definiteness of discourse referent.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attributive</th>
<th>Predicative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definite</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.38: Attributive and predicative property concepts by definiteness of associated noun

Table 7.38 shows 32 cases of indefinite attributive property concepts, most of which are new. This is the referent introduction function mentioned in Thompson (1988) above. There are 120 cases of property concepts predicating definite NPs. This is the predicating of an established discourse referent function, mentioned in Thompson (1988) above. This distribution is expected, if not predicted, by Thompson (1988).

The following example shows one of the two exceptional indefinite NPs that were predicated with a property concept. Note that the NP in T8:09 of example (92) below, nie saixon cian ‘a beautiful tail’ has been previously mentioned in T8:02, six clauses earlier. But from the speaker’s perspective, the zokor, the referent is new. Therefore, this is a case of an unestablished discourse referent, from the zokor’s perspective, being predicated.

(92) xoxodau-đa nie saixon cian wo. T8:02
    vole-LC one beautiful tail have.
    The vole had a beautiful tail.

... (6 clauses omitted) [Story line: The zokor is thinking to himself, considering the vole’s tail, after having dust blown in his eyes.]

"nie saixon cian bi-śo giäułkuŋ gau wo." T8:09
one beautiful tail COP.S-DL how.much good COP.S
"A beautiful tail would be much better."

Eventually the zokor is swindled into trading his eyes for the vole’s tail and he becomes blind.
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Table 7.39 shows attributive and predicative property concepts by activation cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attributive</th>
<th>Predicative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given/Accessible</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.39: Attributive and predicative property concepts by activation cost of discourse referent

In Table 7.39 there are 28 cases of attributives modifying new NPs (referent introduction) and 114 cases of property concepts predating given or accessible NPs (predication of an established discourse referent). Again, this distribution is expected from Thompson (1988). However, there are 8 instances of new referents being predicated (see example (92) above), and 27 instances of attributives modifying established discourse referents. This is not expected.

Example (93) is a counter-example to Thompson (1988) and shows a new referent *ona jawudan* ‘this walking style’ that is being predicated by *gau* ‘good’. Notice that although the referent is apparently new (it is its first mention), it is treated as definite by the speaker.\(^{102}\) For examples of attributives modifying established discourse referents, see extended examples (94) and (95).

(93) “caladzi-ni *ona jawu-don* bālia *gau*.” MP.9-11
pigeon-GN this walking-style extremely good

“This walking style of the pheasant is extremely good.”

From the results of Table 7.38 and Table 7.39 above, it appears that property concepts are being used for something more than just referent introduction and the predication of established discourse referents. I would

\(^{102}\) One interpretation is to treat the NP as accessible if one accepts the pheasant’s walking style to be general shared knowledge.
suggest that property concepts are being used for referent tracking in these texts. Example (94) on the following pages is an excerpt from A Ibrahim’s (1987) text *ga sundzi* ‘The small grandson’. In my discussion of this text that follows, I will refer to clauses by the text:clause number tag that follows each clause.

(94) ana kawam lama-ni ari-dzi olu+s=anu
this boy lama-AC find-SS can+DM

⇒ nia bojan kun-ni pudza godza dziara atsi-wo. A1:124
one rich person-AC bean field on go-PRF
As soon as the boy was able to find the lama’s body, he pulled him onto a rich person’s bean field.

... (3 clauses omitted)[Story line: He makes him lean on a walking stick in one hand, and in the other hand, he makes him carry a basket, and stands him up in the middle of the field. And he himself hides in the field.]

⇒ pudza adzan colo-sa udz-sa nia kun pudza sida+dziwo. A1:128
bean master far-AB see-DL one person bean pick+PROG
The bean master sees from afar that there is a person picking beans.

toina-sa quiru gia-dzi warado-sa ana kawam ulia quir=na A1:129
that.side-AB go.out do-SS cry.out-DL this boy I.NEG go.out=IMP
From the other side[the bean master] cried, "Get out!!", the boy replied, "No!".

gia-dzi kialia=na. A1:130
do-SS say=IMP
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And so this rich person strikes the man on the head with a rock, and he collapses.

The bean master passes by and sees the person he struck has been killed. At this the boy that is hiding comes out crying that it was his grandfather that was killed.
k̄wān-do  kici’a, A1:137
boy-DT say

and said to the boy:

“ṭsi  bu  waila, A1:138
2SGNM IMPR.NEG cry

“Don’t cry,

grandfather-BN=2SG-GN 1SGM money compensate-BVS-DES

I intend to compensate you for your grandfather."

In A1:124 nia bajan kun ‘a rich person’ is the first mention of this referent. This referent is a new/indefinite NP with an attributive property concept bajan ‘rich’. This is an example of referent introduction and the initial use of the adjective here is not exceptional. In A1:128, four clauses later, the referent is rementioned, but this time a new name pudza adzan ‘bean master’ has been applied to him. The next mention of the referent is in A1:131 where the attributive adjective bajan ‘rich’ is once again used to modify the noun which is now definite and given. The use of the property concept in this case is unusual according to Thompson (1988) because it is an attributive adjective modifying a given NP, thus this is not a case of referent introduction. The function of adjective here is apparently to reidentify the referent. Remember that the previous mention of this referent introduced a different name, pudza adzan ‘bean master’. The next mention of the referent is in A1:133, and again, pudza adzan ‘bean master’ is used to identify the referent. The last mention of the referent is in A1:136 where yet again the attributive property concept bajan ‘rich’ is used to modify the noun and to apparently once more reidentify the referent. One argument against the referent tracking or reidentification approach is that the noun kun ‘person’ is semantically empty so that the property concept is carrying all the weight of identification. Another argument is that bajan kun ‘rich person’ is functioning as a name, and thus is a lexicalized expression. One problem with this latter
approach though, is that any adjective could be used in this slot to name the referent. It would seem then that the naming or reidentification function is a productive and normative use of adjectives. The function of the property concept bajan ‘rich’ in these examples is neither one of referent introduction nor of predicating an established discourse referent. The property concept is being used to track the referent; whether this tracking is done by naming or reidentification, it is a function of adjectives not previously recognized in Thompson’s (1988) conversational data.

In (95) is an excerpt from Todaeva’s (1961) noki mau-ra guala, ‘The dog and cat.’

(95) nia udu-da=ni ana kawan ula-da atshi-sa
one day-LC=TM this boy mountain-LC go-DL

⇒ nia qara mosai nia tsigan mosai guala =sum-ndu+dzixo. T6:004
one black snake one white snake two beat-R/C+PROG

One day, as the boy was going up the mountain, a black snake and a white snake were beating each other.

... (4 clauses omitted) [Story line: He uses a stick to stop them from fighting and they go off. Then the boy meets a white bearded old man who says to him, ...]

"ana udu tshi sida-wa-son guala mosai si
this day 2SG break-CS-P.NM two snake COP.H

⇒ qara mosai si jauguai wo. T6:009
black snake COP.H demon COP.S

Today, you broke apart two snakes and the black snake was a demon.

⇒ tsigan mosai si lunwans-ni kawan wo.” T6:010
white snake COP.H Dragon.King-GN son COP.S

The white snake is the Dragon King’s son.
The first mention of the black and white snake is in T6:004. In both cases
the NPs are new and indefinite, therefore the use of the color property concepts
here is a function of referent introduction.\textsuperscript{103} The next mention of the ‘black
snake’ is five clauses later in T6:009. The property concept \textit{qara} ‘black’ is used
again to modify the full lexical mention of \textit{moroai} ‘snake’ which is now definite
and given.\textsuperscript{104} This full lexical mention of the noun is exceptional in that the noun
is not reduced or completely left understood where the translation would be
something like the ‘black one’. The same is true in T6:010 where the property
concept \textit{tsigan} ‘white’ is used again with the full lexical noun \textit{moroai} ‘snake’.
Both of these uses of property concepts in T6:009 and T6:010 are similar to those
mentioned in the previous text where the use of the property concept functions to
reidentify or name the referent. It is clear here the the weight of identification is
borne by the property concepts \textit{qara} ‘black’ and \textit{tsigan} ‘white’ since the noun is
the same, but the noun \textit{moroai} ‘snake’ is mentioned in full both times as well.

In my opinion, the use of the adjectives \textit{qara} ‘black’ and \textit{tsigan} ‘white’ in
this text is not unusual. The weight of identification clearly rests with the
adjectives. My point is that this is a common use of adjectives in Santa, and that
their function here is to track referents by naming or reidentification.

The data that Thompson’s two functions for property concepts, \textit{referent
introduction} and \textit{predication of an established discourse referent}, were drawn
from is ‘spontaneous, natural conversational discourse (1988:180)’. Only a small
portion of the Santa data that my study concentrated on can be considered
spontaneous. Only 205 of the 1032 clauses (see Table 7.31 above) can be
considered as such. In addition, none of this data is natural conversation.
Although there is some conversation within the folktales, this conversation is

\textsuperscript{103} I also considered both of these NPs to be in the middle voice, see Table 7.36 above, since
neither seem to be full a A since they are fighting each other.

\textsuperscript{104} I must admit that the first use of the Chinese copula \textit{gi} in T6:009 is a puzzle to me. It may be
similar to the double use of the copula in the English structure, “The fact is is that …”
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planned. Therefore it is not surprising that looking at a different genre type would yield another function of property concepts, that of naming or reidentification.

7.2.4.6 Summary

In this portion of this chapter, I have looked at Santa adjectives and property concepts in depth. First, I claimed that Santa does have a grammatical category of adjective which is supported by grammatical evidence. Adjectives behave like neither nouns nor verbs and have unique properties as well. Secondly, I looked at Santa adjectives and broke them down by source language and whether they were derived or non-derived. I then spent some time looking at the different methods employed for deriving adjectives. Thirdly, I employed Dixon’s adjectival semantic types explicated in Dixon (1977) and (1991). This revealed some interesting patterns in borrowing and adjectival derivation. Finally, I looked at all the property concepts (Thompson 1988) in some Santa folktales and narratives. This short study revealed that many property concepts, especially Dixon’s human propensity type, are grammatically realized as intransitive verbs. Looking at only the grammatical adjectives in these texts, attributive adjectives occurred 57% of the time and predicative adjectives 43%. Functionally, property concepts in Santa were not limited to referent introduction nor the predication of established discourse referents as described by Thompson (1988). Cases were found where property concepts were used to predicate non-established discourse referents, examples (92) and (93) above, and to name or reidentify referents.

7.2.4.7 Comparatives

The suffix -w]]. is suffixed to adjectives as an intensifier. Some examples are given below. These are lexical representations of the comparative degree.
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(96) andatu-kanj 'more tasty, more delicious'
      from andatu 'tasty, delicious'
udan-kanj 'slower, more slowly'
      from udan 'slow'
quduŋ-kanj ∼ qudu-kanj 'comparatively hard'
      from quduŋ 'hard, stiff'

However, the syntactic comparative construction uses the ablative marker -so as in (97). The structure is ‘NP1 NP2-so ADJ COP.S’.

(97) ha arasunj giədzia-so niŋkian wo.105
      that skin paper-AB thin COP.S

That skin is thinner than paper.

7.2.4.8 Superlatives

Superlatives are formed with the morpheme tṣu 'most' placed before the adjective. Some examples from the DLD are given below.

(98) tṣu oloŋ 'most' (from oloŋ 'many')
    tṣu tsoŋ,<pdf>koŋ</pdf> 'fewest, least' (from tsoŋ 'little, few')
    tṣu maliəsidə 'first' (from maliəsidə 'before, formerly')

Syntactically, superlatives usually occur as predicates followed by the copula wo. An example is given below.

(99) "tṣu andatu wo." T4:140
      SUP delicious COP.S
      "It was the most delicious."

Another example is given in (100) where the superlative has been nominalized with -ni.

105 This example is from Bu (1986:99). I have no examples of syntactic comparatives in my database.
(100) șí kuái bāo-dá nǐ sā rā lián kuái bāo-ní lítśiän őgí-sā
ten dollar money-DT one month two dollar money-GN interest give-DL

tsư
tsɔwɔ̃n-ní wo.  
SUP.

N2:040

For ten dollars, two dollars interest per month is the least.

The most intriguing fact is that the superlative adverb tsu does not need to immediately precede the adjective it is modifying. This is illustrated in (101) where noun kun ‘people’ intercedes between the superlative adverb tsu and the adjective xan ‘formidable’. However, constructions of this type are very rare.

(101) “xài! tsu kun xan wo.”  
hey SUP person formidable COP.S

“Hey! People are the most formidable.”

7.2.5 Personal pronouns

The personal pronoun system in Santa consists of first, second, and third person forms with obligatory number marking.\(^{106}\) The first person plural form is subdivided into inclusive and exclusive forms. The inclusive form includes the addressee while the exclusive form excludes the addressee. According to Binnick (1987) the inclusive/exclusive distinction is an original trait of the Mongolic language family, but for the most part is not distinguished in the modern languages with only Dagur and Moghol\(^{107}\) retaining this distinction.\(^{108}\) However, Santa has clearly maintained the inclusive/exclusive distinction as well. A list of the Santa personal pronouns in the nominative case are given in Table 7.40.

\(^{106}\) Number marking is not obligatory on nouns.

\(^{107}\) Moghol is spoken in Afghanistan. The number of speakers is unknown.

\(^{108}\) According to Menges, the inclusive/exclusives distinction is ‘lacking in Turkic completely (Menges 1968:121).’ However, he does mention that Tuva has retained this distinction due to influence from the Tungus or Mongolic languages (Menges 1968:140).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nominative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>bi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>tši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>tǝǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PLEX</td>
<td>bidziǝn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPLIN</td>
<td>matan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>tǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>hǝla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>tǝrasila</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.40: Personal pronouns in the nominative case

Notice in Table 7.40 that there are two third person pronouns, ha and tǝǝ. ha is clearly related to the demonstrative ha ‘that’ and may be a more recent innovation than tǝǝ. This warrents further investigation. hǝsilǝ is yet another third plural form. The suffix -si that precedes the plural marker is found only in nominals with the feature [+human]. Other examples are kǝwsilǝ ‘children, sons, boys’ and otcisilǝ ‘daughters, girls’.\(^{109}\) The plural form of the first plural exclusive pronoun bidziǝn is apparently based on the first person pronoun bi. However, the ending -dzian is not found on any other noun or pronoun in Santa.

The accusative/genitive forms of the personal pronouns are homophonous. They either take the marker -ni or its variant -ji. The forms -ni and -ji are in free variation and are not predictable. However, -ji seems to occur more often in fast speech situations. Only the -ni forms are given in Table 7.41.\(^{110}\)

---

\(^{109}\) There is another third person singular pronoun which is quite rare, ašan and its third person plural counterpart ašasilǝ.

\(^{110}\) The form torasilani, omitted from Table 7.41, is not attested in any of my texts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accusative/Genitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>tšini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>həni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>təənɪ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PLEX</td>
<td>bidziənni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPLIN</td>
<td>matənni, mani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>tənɪ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>hələnɪ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.41: Personal pronouns in the accusative/genitive case

In Table 7.41, the only morphological differences with the nominative forms are the first person singular pronoun whose root is mi, not bi and the shortened form of the first person plural inclusive pronoun mani.

The dative/locative/benefactive forms of the personal pronouns are homophonous and are given in Table 7.42.\textsuperscript{111}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dative/Locative/Benefactive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>naməda, məda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>tšiməda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>hənda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>təənda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PLEX</td>
<td>bidziənda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPLIN</td>
<td>matənda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>tanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>hələnda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.42: Personal pronouns in the dative/locative/benefactive case

\textsuperscript{111} The form təəsələda, omitted from Table 7.42, is not attested in any of my texts.
In Table 7.42, many roots have undergone morphological changes. The first person singular root is namo or the shortened form ma. The second person singular root is tsima and the third person singular root is hon.112 The second person plural root is tan. The roots which are found in dative/locative/benefactive forms also serve as roots for the personal pronouns when they appear in the ablative -so and comitative -la case and are not listed here for that reason.

Another pronominal form that is common in Santa is guala which is based on the numeral guq ‘two’ and probably the comitative case marker -la lexicalized to -la. This form can stand alone as a pronoun as shown in (102) where guala refers to ano octinla ‘these daughters’ mentioned in the previous clause. We know from the previous context that there are two.

(102) ano octin-la qa-so anda-ka=dana ni=gi=n=ni ni=t=saxu
this daughter-PL hand-AB untie-CS=DQ one rooster-AC one teapot

usu-ni ban-la-wo. ingia=dana guala xolu-wo. T2:076-7
water-AC tie.up-BVS-PRF and.so=DQ two run-PRF
After these daughters untied their hands, they tied up a rooster and a teapot of water. After this, the two of them ran (away).

It can also be used following a plural pronoun to limit or specify the number as exactly two. An example of this is given in (103) where guala is used with matan, the first plural inclusive pronoun.

(103) "matan guala hantu jawu-jo." T2:026
IPLINNM two together walk-DES
"We two will walk together."

112 In addition to being used as a personal pronoun, hando is often used as a locative pronoun meaning ‘there’ along with its counterpart anando ‘here’.
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7.2.6 Nouns

In this section I will discuss nouns and the different inflections they may take. Nouns are inflected for the following categories: number, possession, reflexive/possessive, unstressed temporal -nï, and case. Nouns may also occur uninflected. These are discussed in section 7.3.2. Before moving on though, I want to briefly discuss compound nouns in the next section.

7.2.6.1 Compound nouns

Nominal compounds may be formed in Santa from separate nouns. Some examples of compounds created from indigenous nouns are shown in (104) through (108).

(104) xulasun mutun ‘poplar tree’  
(from xulasun ‘poplar’ and mutun ‘tree’)

(105) tsidzæ dzua ‘stamen, pistil (of a flower)’  
(from tsidzæ ‘flower’ and dzua ‘heart’)

(106) kun ajida ‘behavior, lifestyle’  
(from kun ‘person’ and aqi ‘to take’ + -dan ‘style’)

(107) mutun arasun ‘bark’  
(from mutun ‘tree’ and arasun ‘skin’)

(108) unasun xodun ‘meteor, shooting star’  
(from una ‘to fall down’ + -san ‘P.NM’ and xodun ‘star’)

Example (106) is formed from a OV compound kun aqi ‘to live’ with the derivational suffix -dan ‘style’ which derives nouns from verbs. In (108), unasan is a nominalized verb from una ‘to fall down’ using the perfective nominalizer -san.

Nominal compounds may also be formed from elements that are not nouns, as shown in the examples below.
(109) boro giarıan ‘dawn, daybreak’
(from boro ‘grey’ and giarıan ‘bright, shiny’)

(110) fudu oqo ‘length’
(from fudu ‘long’ and oqo ‘short’)

(111) xulan tšidzę ‘safflower’
(from xulan ‘red’ and tšidzę ‘flower’)

(112) giąntu kuŋ ‘patient, sick person’
(from giąn ‘sicknes, illness’ + -tu ‘ANS’ and kuŋ ‘person’)

In example (109), the compound boro giarıan ‘dawn, daybreak’ consists of two adjectives. The same is true for fudu oqo ‘length’ in (110). xulan tšidzę ‘safflower’ in (111) consists of an adjective and a noun and giąntu kuŋ ‘patient, sick person’ in (112) consists of an adjective derived from a noun and another noun.

Compounds can also consist of borrowings. Within the same compound, the sources may originate from different languages. Some examples are given below.

(113) tšidzę çændzi ‘stamen, pistil (of a flower)’
(from Santa tšidzę ‘flower’ and Chinese rúngzi ‘interior of some things’)

(114) mau dűnçü ‘bogy, demon, monster’
(from Santa mau ‘bad’ and Chinese dǭngxi ‘thing’)

(115) cįńći ji ‘Monday’
(from Chinese xíngqì ‘week’ and Chinese yì ‘one’)

(116) mująŋ goni ‘ewe (sheep)’
(from Chinese mỳyang ‘ewe’ (lit. female sheep) and Santa goni ‘sheep’)

(117) męńjà siduŋ ‘incisor’
(from Chinese mỳnyá ‘incisor’ (lit. gate tooth) and Santa siduŋ ‘tooth’)
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(118) xəsi təşi ‘flint’
(from Chinese huo‘shi ‘flint’ (lit. fire stone) and Turkic təşi ‘stone, rock’)

Example (113), tsidʒə zandzi ‘stamen, pistil (of a flower)’ consists of a Santa noun and a Chinese loan. What is interesting is that there is an indigenous compound for the same word, tsidʒə dzuŋa given in (105) above. Example (114), mau duŋci ‘bogy, demon, monster’ consists of adjective and a Chinese noun. This example is interesting because there is a Santa noun of unknown origin (but obviously not Chinese), mausumawatsi, and a Chinese loan, jauquai (from yōoquài), that mean the same thing. Examples (116) through (118) are interesting because the first word in each one is a bi-morphemic Chinese loanword with the meaning of the last morpheme being identical to the last word of the compound which is indigenous, or in (118) of Turkic origin.113

In summary, compound noun formation in Santa is varied and interesting. This topic deserves further investigation.

7.2.6.2 Gender

Nouns in Santa are not inflected for nor inherently have any grammatical gender.

7.2.6.3 Number

The plural marker in Santa is -la. This inflectional marker114 is used with principally human and sometimes animate nouns. A couple of lexical examples are given below.

(119) kuŋ-la ‘people’ (from kuŋ ‘person’)
bəŋbəŋ-la ‘honeybees’ (from bəŋbəŋ ‘honeybee’)

---

113 But see Chapter 6 section 6.3 for words of Turkic origin. This Turkic loan may date back to Middle Turkic.

114 There is some question whether this marker is actually inflectional. This is because it is optional and usually occurs with human referents. See below.
Example (120) below contains two instances of the plural marker -la. The first is santala ‘Muslim people’ and the second is analani ‘these’ which is in the genitive case. santala ‘Muslim people’ is interesting because it receives plural marking but bidzionni duncion kun ‘we Dongxiang people’ does not, although the referent is clearly plural. analani ‘these’ is noteworthy because ana is a demonstrative pronoun (co-referential with coni iman fugia tucga jadzi no toula ‘sheep, goat, cow, chicken, duck, goose, and rabbit’ in the example) in an associative relationship with the following noun misa ‘meat’. It cannot be a demonstrative adjective here. The plural marking is agreeing with the aforementioned list of animals/meats. Whether this referent should be considered animate or not is difficult to determine. These animals/meats were at least animate at one point in time. Discussion of the use of -la with demonstrative pronouns and pronouns can be found in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.5 above respectively.

(120) bidzion-ni duncion kun padzadzi santa-la misa dunda
1PLEX-GN Dongxiang person other Muslim.people-PL meat among
idzia-ku-ni ši coni iman fugia tucga jadzi no toula
eat-1.NM-AC COP.H sheep goat cow chicken duck goose rabbit
ana-la-ni misa-ni idzia-na. N1:031
this-PL-AS meat-AC eat=IMP

Among the meat we Dongxiang people and other Muslim peoples can eat are sheep, goat, cow, chicken, duck, goose, rabbit; their meats we can eat.

The plural marker -la is not obligatory, although it frequently occurs with human referents. The following two examples have plural referents but -la is not used.
(121) ɕiɬi-ɗa=ni ɲuran ʂaŋɕiən irə=ɗa
night-LC=TM three celestial.being come=DQ

ɡudəʊ buluŋ-ɗa hamara-ndu-wo. A2:029
well edge-LC rest-C/R-PRF
At night, three celestial beings came and rested together at the well’s edge.

(122) ɕiɬi-ɗa=ni ɬa ɲuran ʂaŋɕiən-la ɬa ɬa ɬa irə=ɗa
night-LC=TM this three celestial.being-PL again come=DQ

ɬa ɡudəʊ buluŋ dziaɬa hamara-ndu-wo. A2:093
this well edge on rest-C/R-PRF
At night, these three celestial beings came again and rested on the well’s edge.

In example (121) above, ɲuran ʂaŋɕiən ‘three celestial beings’ is the first mention of this referent. However, the plural marker is not used with the noun ʂaŋɕiən ‘celestial being’. In example (122) above, which is from the same text, ɲuran ʂaŋɕiənla is a reintroduction of the same referent. This time the plural marker is used. The only notable differences between the NP in (121) and (122) is that in (121) its activation cost is new and in (122) it is given or at least accessible. The demonstrative ɬa ‘this’ precedes the second instance as well. The optional nature of the plural marker warrants further study.

Although -la is used with principally human and animate nouns, it can be found on some inanimate nouns. Example (123) has two instances of inanimate nouns marked with -la.
(123) sau-san giō-la jau gau-da-wo.
    live-P.NM house-PL also good-become-PRF

    eat-I.NM-PL also good-become-PRF

Houses to live in have also become better. Food to eat is also better.

In this example, both giola ‘houses’ and idziękula ‘food’ have the plural
marker.

Another example is given in (124) where goronlani ‘courtyards’ is plural.
This example shows that the plural marker precedes case.

(124) lama goron-la-ni şu-dżi aru-ra=da
    lama courtyard-PL-AC sweep-SS clean-CS=DQ

    nia tusọń tawọń-ni nosai-da idzię-ra-wo. A1:100
    one bowl noodles-AC dog-DT eat-CS-PRF

The lama swept the courtyards clean, and then fed a bowl of noodles to
the dog.

7.2.6.4 Possession

Possession between two NPs is usually indicated by putting the possessor
NP in the genitive case with the marker -ni and placing this NP before the
possessed NP. This is illustrated in (125) where lama ‘lama’ is in the genitive
case (ći is a variant of -ni) and it is preceding the possessed NP giō ‘house’.
Notice that it is the possessed NP that receives the locative case marking because
the possessed NP giđa ‘house’ is the head of the possessor-possessed
construction.
They walked again and arrived at the lama's house.

For more on the genitive case see section 7.3.3.

7.2.6.4.1 Third person possession with =ni

Third person possession can be expressed on the possessed NP by using the genitive marker =ni. This use of the genitive marker differs from its normal use in that it does not receive stress and it is attached to the possessed NP, not the possessor NP. In fact, when the genitive marker =ni is used in this way to indicate third person possession, a possessor NP cannot immediately precede the possessed NP. An example is given in (126) where =ni is coreferential with kun ‘person’.

(126) ana kun-da māli-du biari=ni nia kawan olu=dana
dujo-ji dzia-wo. A2:002
this person-DT before-P.AS wife=GN one boy give.birth=DQ
world-AC lay.aside-PRF

This person’s previous wife gave birth to a son for him and then she passed away.

Another example is given below where =ni is coreferential with funiakan ‘fox’.

(127) funiakan fugu=dana orasun=ni kuara-la-dzi tunkjula+dzjwo. F11:50
fox die=DQ skin=GN ONOM-SS make.a.sound+PROG

After the fox died, his skin was making a 'kuara-la' sound.
7.2.6.4.2 First and second person postposed possessor pronouns

A similar process to the one discussed above with \( =\text{ni} \) is where first and second person possessor pronouns are postposed after the the possessed NP. Thus they are in paradigmatic relationship with the third person genitive marker \( =\text{ni} \). These postposed possessor pronouns are similar to \( =\text{ni} \) in that they are also clitics and are unstressed. An example is given below where mini 'my' is postposed after ana 'mama'.

\[(128)\quad \text{bi jasuŋ olu-sa } \text{ana}=\text{mi-ni} \quad \text{duja } \text{idzi-wo. } \text{N2:011} \]

\(1\text{SGNM nine reach-DL mama}=1\text{SG-GN world eat-PRF} \]

*When I was nine years old, my mama died.*

The fact that postposed possessor pronouns are clitics is supported by the placement of case marking which precedes the postposed possessor pronouns as in (129) where the benefactive case marker -da precedes tsini 'your'.

\[(129)\quad "\text{jaja-da}=\text{tsi-ni} \quad \text{bi } \text{baŋ } \text{paj-i-jaj}". \quad \text{A1:139} \]

\(\text{grandfather-BN}=2\text{SG-GN 1SGNM money compensate-BVS-DES} \]

*I intend to compensate you for your grandfather."

In addition, the scope of the postposed possessor pronoun may be more than one NP as in (130) where mini 'my' has scope over both ada 'papa' and ana 'mama'.

\[(130)\quad \text{ada ana}=\text{mi-ni} \quad \text{wo, } \text{N2:003} \]

\(\text{papa mama}=1\text{SG-GN EXST} \]

*There is my papa and mama.*

Interestingly enough, one can find cases where the possessor NP both precedes and follows the possessed NP as in (131). I imagine the function of this is for emphasis. Notice, however, that in this way first and second person postposed possessor pronouns differ from third person possession.
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“ana si mi-ni qudo=wo.”
this COP.H 1SG-GN knife COP.S

bi tsi-ni mixa-ni=tsi-ni otolu-dzi idzi=na.” F06:59-60
1SGNM 2SG-GN flesh-AC=2SG-GN cut-SS eat=IMP

"This is my knife. I will cut your flesh (of yours) and eat it."

The circumstances that lead to the postposed possessor pronouns being used at all is still an open question that requires further study, since their use is optional and apparently not motivated by any grammatical requirements.

7.2.6.5 Reflexives

There are two markers in Santa that indicate reflexive/possession: -na and -nukun.

7.2.6.5.1 Reflexive/possessive marker -na

The marker -na is similar to the third person possession marked with the genitive marker =ni in that it is affixed to the possessed NP and not the possessor NP. -na differs from the third person possession in that it receives the ultimate stress and may be used with first, second, and third person. The meaning is ‘one’s own X’ where ‘X’ is the possessed NP. In example (132), -na is coreferential with dzan juanwai ‘Lord Zhang’ in the preceding clause.

(132) dzan juanwai bajasu-dzi bar ogi-wo.
Zhang Lord be.happy-SS money give-PRF

tsein-na ja ogi-wo. T4:074-5
daughter-RP also give-PRF

Lord Zhang was happy and gave [him] money. And he also gave [him] his own daughter.
In the next example, -na is coreferential with first person pronoun bi ‘I’.

(133) “bi 'agili-na a-lə atsi-ja, ...” F07:33
1SGNM wisdom-RP fetch-SP go-DES
“I will go fetch my [own] wisdom, ...”

In (134), -na is coreferential with the second person pronoun tsi ‘you’.

(134) “tsi nudun-na xami=da bu aji-Ø ma, ...” T6:025
2SGNM eye-RP shut=DQ IMPR.NEG afraid-IMPR PRT
“Shut your [own] eyes, and do not be afraid, ...”

7.2.6.5.2 Reflexive marker -nukun

The marker -nukun differs from -na in that it is affixed to the possessor NP, not the possessed NP. The possessed NP is understood and does not follow the possessor NP. The meaning of this marker is ‘something belonging to’ the possessor NP. In example (135), each of the three instances of -nukun is coreferential with su ‘book’. In the second instance, the stem is mi ‘1SG’ not bi ‘1SGNM’.

(135) ha şi nia bandzi su wo. tsi-nukun wo nu?
that COP.H one MW:volume book COP.S 2SG-belong COP.S Q

puşĩ wo. mi-nukun puşĩ wo. ha şí tsi-nukun wo.115
NEG COP.S 1SG-belong NEG COP.S that COP.H 2SG-belong COP.S
That is a book. Is it yours? (Does it belong to you?)
It is not. It does not belong to me. That belongs to you.

115 This example is taken from Lesson 1 (examples 3 and 4) of Bu He’s (1987) Dongxiang Discourse Material. Lesson 1 is one of twenty a pedagogical lessons for teaching the Santa grammatical structures. Thus these examples seem slightly contrived.
(136) is another example with -nukun. In this case, the NP is in the accusative case, marked with -ni, which follows -nukun.

(136) pæsæ dži=sæ godžia-nukun=ni ma=mæ=na, MP:81
still then self-belong=AC forget=IMP

Still then [we] will forget [those things] that belong to ourselves.

7.2.6.6 Temporal =ni

The clitic =ni occurs only with temporal NPs. Since it is a clitic, it does not receive ultimate stress and follows other morphology suffixed to the noun. The function of =ni is not altogether clear, but it frequently appears at a shift in the temporal time frame of a narrative. In (137), =ni occurs with the NP nia ududa ‘one day’ which is in the locative case. The clause A1:019 represents a shift in the temporal time frame from the previous clause A1:018.

(137) anæ nianæigia goni cian=ni nia _EQUALS=AC one box=AC store-PRF
This old woman stored the sheep’s tail in a box.

nia udu-da=ni anæ nianæigia lama-da osun=atsemi atsemi=wo. A1:019
one day=TM this old woman lama-DT weeds hoe-SP go-PRF
One day the old woman went to hoe weeds for the lama

Example (138) below is a few clauses later in the same text. Clauses A1:037 and A1:038 set up the scene for the next day. In clause A1:039, the scene changes to the next day, and =ni is used with the temporal NP quaitši udu ‘next day’.
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"maraşi ti mi-nil uduru-dzi oadza dze-la jawu-da
tomorrow 2SGNM 1SG-AC lead-SS field on walk=DQ
aro da dura komoru-Ø ma. A1:037
back.basket underneath place.a.container.upside.down-IMPR PRT
"Tomorrow you lead me and walk onto the field, place a basket upside
down over me,
taro-da bi kialia-ja." A1:038
3SG-DT 1SGNM say-DES
I intend to speak to him."
quaitzi udu=ni ana nianoigio pasu osun aushi-la ira-wo. A1:039
next day=TM this old.woman again weeds hoe-SP come-PRF
The next day, this old woman again went to hoe weeds.

Example (139) is from a different text. In this case, a boy is instructed to
say some words to make some people appear in T6:072. In T6:073, the scene
changes to that night, and =ni is used with the temporal NP čiainido ‘night’ which
is in the locitive case. More study is needed to determine all the factors that
influence the use of temporal =ni.

(139) "ti jao kialia-so hala tsima-da gia-dzi ira=na." T6:072
2SGNM what say-DL 3P-PL 2SG-DT do-SS come=IMP
"If you say this, they will do it and come to you."
čiainido=ni ana kawo-nia uru-se dzearo-ŋ kuŋ qatsi-wo. T6:073
night-LC=TM this boy one call-DL four person come.out-PRF
That night, after this boy called out, four people came out.

7.2.7 Coordination with dzi

In Santa, the conjunction dzi, borrowed from Chinese jì may be used to
coordinate different types of constituents. As mentioned in section 7.2.4.2.1, dzi is
used to coordinate adjectives. Examples (85) and (86) from section 7.2.4.2.1 are repeated as (140) and (141) below.

(140) ana usu fūgga dʒi arun wo. A2:074
    this water big and clean COP.S
    *This water was big and clean.

(141) sini quaitsan dʒi quri ʨeɭu miːndzan wo. N2:115
    new old and three CL felt.blanket have
    *[Our house] has three new and old felt blankets.

The adjective data reveal that there are two possible strategies for placement of the conjunction dʒi, either between the coordinated phrases as in (140) or after them as in (141). The former strategy is probably borrowed from Chinese along with the coordinator dʒi. The latter strategy, commonly found in SOV languages, is probably an indigenous strategy (Charles N. Li, personal communication).

Example (142) shows two time/place words coordinated with dʒi. In this case dʒi follows the coordinated items.

(142) ingia-sa ɡatʃu-ni nasuŋ tʃoʃoŋ kuŋ-la maliŋ qaĩna dʒi
    and.so-DL everywhere-AS age some person-PL in.front behind and

    karaŋ-la ira-wo. T5:08
    want-SP come-PRF
    And so some people with varied ages in front and behind wanted to come.116

The most frequent usage of dʒi can be found with nouns. In (143), dʒi follows the coordinated nouns tʃusuŋ ‘blood’ and xosuŋ ‘pus’.

---

116 The exact free translation of this sentence is unclear to me.
(143) kuan-so tsusu$n$ xosun dzi urusu+dziwo. N2:060
foot-AB blood pus and flow+PROG
Blood and pus were flowing from the foot.

Another example of this is given below where dzi follows the coordinated nouns atsan ‘pack’ and andzare ‘donkey’.

(144) niongigia atsan-ni bau-so-se ene mau$u$mumaw@es$e$i
old.woman pack-AC come.down-CS-DL this witch

atsan andzare dzi idzi+$u$soru agi-wo. T2:030
pack donkey and eat+DM take-PRF
After [she] made the old woman’s pack come down, the witch took and ate the pack and the donkey.

In (145), dzi follows a list of materials from which clothes are now made.

(145) mi-ni ki-da-du-la ad$a$ musi-san $u$ dziulun, fadani,
1SG-GN house-LC-P.AS-PL now wear-P.NM COP.H polyester.fiber gabardine

tziulun, ma$u$ bidzi, duandzi dzi musi+dziwo. N2:113
corduroy wool ?? and wear+PROG
The things [the people] in my household are now wearing are made of polyester fiber, gabardine, corduroy, wool ?? and satin.

Another common pattern consists of the adverb man ‘all’ following the conjunction dzi when it occurs after a list of coordinated items as in (146). This adverb is used to indicate that all the items in the list are included in the predication that follows.

---

117 The translation of this word is unclear.
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(146) posa bi baizhin daciu, teinxu daciu, sisanlin
also ISGNM Beijing university Qinghua university 13. Ming. tombs
susiku, dzinsi bowuguan, sudu tejiuguan dzii man sanguan
reservoir military affairs museum capital gymnasium and all visit
gia-dzi udz=-wo. N2:108
do-SS see-PRF
I also visited Beijing University, Qinghua University, the 13 Ming Tombs Reservoir, the Military Affairs Museum, and the Capital Gymnasium.

In addition to following coordinated nouns, dzii may occur between coordinated NPs as in (147) where dzii occurs between nia nosai ‘a dog’ and nia mau- ‘a cat’.

(147) ana kawaj-ni gia-da nia nosai dzii nia mau-wo. T6:101
this boy-GN house-LC one dog and one cat EXST
At this boy’s house there was a dog and a cat.

Another example is given in (148) where dzii occurs between two NPs, gua hamusa niangu ‘two plates full of silver’ and gua hamusa antan ‘two plates full of gold’. The placement of dzii between the NPs may be governed by the fact that these NPs are not just simply isolated nouns but full noun phrases with modifying elements.

(148) “gua hamusa niangu dzii gua hamusa antan
two plate silver and two plate gold

şi agi-dzi atsi=da dzaru-la atşi-Ø.” T6:035
2SGNM take-SS go=DQ make.use.of-SP go-IMPR
“Go, you go and take two plates full of silver and the two plates full of gold and make use of it.”
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Finally, the conjunction dzi can be used to coordinate verbs as in (149). Notice that only the last verb receives the aspectual marking.\(^{118}\)

(149) udu=ni niə udu qaran-tala ulio otsi dzi ulio idzio=na. N1:007
day=TM one day black-LMT not eat and not drink=IMP

[We] do not eat or drink the whole day until dark.

7.3 Case

In this section I will look at inflectional case morphology in Santa. There are between six and nine different cases in Santa, depending on how they are analyzed. They are listed below.\(^{119}\)

(150) -Ø Nominative (NM)
-ni ~ -ji Accusative/Genitive (AC, GN)
-də Dative/Locative/Benefactive (DT, LC, BN)
-sə Ablative (AB)
=galə ~ =gualə Instrumental (INST)
-lə Comitative (CM)

All of the case markers are clitics because they attach to NPs, not just nouns.

7.3.1 Nominative Case -Ø

Nouns in the nominative case appear uninflected. In (151), the NP ana laudžiga ‘this old man’ is uninflected. It is the subject of the verb dzia ‘to lay aside’ which has an object dujajji ‘world’ in the accusative case.

\(^{118}\) For a more detailed discussion of this example, see section QQ below.

\(^{119}\) In addition to these there are two other cases mentioned in the literature. These are -ra and -run which are glossed ‘DIRECTIVE1’ and ‘DIRECTIVE2’. I have not included these in my discussion because I have no clear examples of them in my data.
(151) nia udu-da=ni ana laudziga-O duja-ji dzia-wo. A1:004
one day-LC=TM this old.man-NM world-AC lay.aside-PRF
One day this old man laid the world aside (passed away).

Nouns also appear in the nominative case if they are the subject of an intransitive verb as in (152) where ana sidzi ‘this lion’ is uninflected and is subject of the intransitive verb saki ‘to wait’.

(152) ana sidzi-O saki+dzwo. F07:42
this lion-NM wait+PROG
This lion was waiting.

Since the subject of a transitive verb in (151) and the subject of an intransitive verb in (152) receive the same case marking, the case marking pattern is nominative/accusative. It is not ergative/absolutive because the object of the transitive verb and the subject of the intransitive verb do not receive the same case marking.

7.3.2 Accusative Case -ni ~ -ji

The accusative case marker and the genitive case marker are homophonous, but they are functionally distinct.

NPs in the accusative case appear with the marker -ni ~ -ji. Objects of a transitive verb normally appear in the accusative case. In (153), the object of the verb otšira ‘to meet’ is the NP sauxuni ‘goat’ which is in the accusative case.

(153) ana dzangoai sauxu-ni maliṡido otšira-wo. F06:36
this wolf goat-AC first meet-PRF
The wolf first met the goat.

Animate object NPs can be preposed if the NP is in the accusative case. In (154) the NP sauxuni ‘goat’ has been fronted before the subject NP dzangoai ‘wolf’. Unfortunately the goat does not fare too well in this position.
(154) sauxu-ni dzəŋcba idziə ogi-wo. F06:52
goat-AC wolf eat take-PRF
*The wolf took and ate the goat.*

Inanimate object NPs may be preposed as well, and as (155) shows, it is not case-marked. However, there is no question that it is the object due to its inanimacy.

(155) “qua hamusa mianqu dzi qua hamusa antan
two plate silver and two plate gold

tși ogi-dzi ați=da dzaru-la ați-Ø.” T6:035
2SGNM take-SS go=DQ make.use.of-SP go-IMPR
*“Go, you go and take two plates full of silver and the two plates full of gold and make use of it.”*

As we see in (155) above, accusative case marking is not obligatory. Frequently NP objects appear unmarked with no overt case marking. Another example is given in (156) where the object of the verb ogi ‘to give’ is sansi lian antan ‘thirty tael of gold’. This NP object is not case-marked, but it is unlikely to be interpreted as a subject since it is inanimate and also since it is in the object slot directly preceding the verb.

(156) ingia ana kawan-da sansi lian antan ogi-wo. A1:143
and.so this boy-DT thirty MW:tael gold give-PRF
*And so [he] gave this boy thirty tael of gold.*

A human/animate unmarked object NP is illustrated in (157) where nia biari ‘a wife’ is the object of the verb ogi ‘to marry’. Although this NP is human and animate, it is unlikely to be interpreted as a subject of the verb because ana kun ‘this person’ is already in the subject slot and nia biari ‘a wife’ is in the direct
object slot preceding the verb.\textsuperscript{120} In other words, word order is a major cue for distinguishing the role of the NP.

(157) \textit{annya kəŋ pəə niə biərə agi-wə.} A2:003
\textit{this person again one wife marry-PRF}
\textit{This person again took a wife.}

7.3.3 Genitive/associative \textit{-ni} \textit{~ -ji}

NPs in the genitive case are marked with \textit{-ni} \textit{~ -ji}. They are always possessor NPs and never possessed NPs.\textsuperscript{121} This is shown in (158) where the possessor NP \textit{iman} ‘goat’ is in the genitive case and the possessed NP, which is the head, is unmarked.

(158) “\textit{annya şī iman-ai tsiçaə wo.”} F06:44
\textit{this COP.H goat-GN ear COP.S}
\textit{“These are goat’s ears.”}

When both the genitive and accusative case appear within a possessor-possessed construction, the possessor NP appears in the genitive case while the possessed NP appears in the accusative. This is illustrated in (159) below where the second occurrence of \textit{goni} ‘sheep’ appears in the genitive case\textsuperscript{122} and the possessed NP \textit{cian} ‘tail’ appears in the accusative. The first occurrence of \textit{goni} ‘sheep’ is also in the genitive case, but in this instance the possessed NP \textit{cian} ‘tail’ is in the ablative case. As a general rule, case marking other than the genitive case is always marked on the possessed NP which is the grammatical head.

\textsuperscript{120} There may also be some cultural predisposition for the female to be the object of this verb.

\textsuperscript{121} Or associative NPs and not associated NPs as discussed below.

\textsuperscript{122} I have not determined the factors which govern the alternation of \textit{-ni} and \textit{-ji}. However, it is safe to say that \textit{-ji} is phonetically a reduced form of \textit{-ni}.
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Upon going to pull the sheep’s tail, a yank on the sheep’s tail and it came off.

The use of the genitive case is not obligatory. Notice in example (160) below, which is the next sentence in the same text as (159) above, that goní ‘sheep’ is unmarked and not in the genitive case, even though there is a genitive relationship between it and the following NP cian ‘tail’. However, the genitive relationship between these two NPs has already been established in the previous clause.\(^{123}\)

This old woman left the sheep’s tail in a box.

Some pronominal genitives or postposed after the possessed NPs. See section 7.2.6.4.2 above for discussion of postposed possessor pronouns.

Another related function of -ni is its associative usage. The associative usage is similar to the genitive usage in that it is the associative NP which is marked and not the associated NP which is the head. The structure is identical to the possessor-possessed structure described above. Li & Thompson (1988) say, ‘the two noun phrases are ‘associated’ or ‘connected’ in some way; the precise meaning of the association or connection is determined entirely by the meanings of the two noun phrases involved (Li & Thompson 1981:113)’. Some examples are given below.

\(^{123}\) One of the factors that may be governing whether the genitive case marking is used or not is inalienability. In QQ, the tail is an inalienable possession of the sheep.
(161) ingia=dana quodon-ni goni-ji la-ji-la atsi-wo. A1:010
and.so=DQ pen-AS sheep-AC pull-BVS-SP go-PRF
And so [he] went and pulled the sheep from (of) the pen.

(162) "mi-ni ciandzi-ni mianqu-ni bu godzia-ka-ndu-Ø." A1:119
1SG-GN chest-AS silver-AC IMPR.NEG move-CS-C/R-IMPR
"[You guys] do not move my chest of silver."

(163) dagai liuši nian-sa malia bidzian-ni duncian-ni aro kun-la
probably sixty year-AB before 1PLEXNM-AS Santa-AS male person-PL
pici a pici-a-li=na. N1:051
waistband wear.a.waistband-VNS=IMP

Probably from sixty years before, we Santa males have been wearing waistbands.

In (161) above, the quodonni ‘pen’ does not possess the goni-ji ‘sheep’ (a genitive relationship), but rather, the ‘sheep’ is associated to it. It can be inferred that the ‘sheep’ is inside the ‘pen’. In (162) above, the ciandzini ‘chest’ does not possess the mianqu-ni ‘silver’, but rather the ‘silver’ is associated to the ‘chest’. It can also be inferred that the ‘silver’ is inside the ‘chest’. In (163), there are two associative phrases piled up recursively, bidzian-ni ‘we (exclusive)’ and duncian-ni ‘Santa’. In the first case the associative NP bidzian-ni ‘we (exclusive)’ does not possess the associated NP duncian-ni ‘Santa’, but rather the ‘Santa’ are associated to bidzian-ni ‘we (exclusive)’ and thus it is inferred they are one and the same. In the next case, the associative NP duncian-ni ‘Santa’ (which was the associated NP in the earlier case) does not possess the associated NP aro kun-la ‘males’ but it can be inferred that the ‘males’ are part of the ‘Santa’ nationality.

7.3.4 Locative Case -do

The locative, dative, and benefactive cases are homophonous, but are employed for functionally different purposes.
NPs in the locative case are marked with -da. These NPs are used to indicate the location of an action or another object. In (164), the NP halıoni nurunda ‘hawk’s back’ is in the locative case because this is where the person rode.

(164) ana kuŋ halı-o ni nurun-da unu-wo. T4:115
    this person hawk-GN back-LC ride-PRF
    *This person rode on the hawk’s back.*

In the example below, usuďo ‘water’ is in the locative case because this is where the tiger drowned.

(165) ana 'bası usu-da jan-dzi-Ø fugu-wo. F08:54
    this tiger water-LC drown-BVS-SN die-PRF
    *This tiger died by drowning in the water.*

Temporal NPs in the locative case are also very common in order to show location in time.

(166) ateja-da nia ban juaŋwai wo. T5:01
    past-LC one Bang rich.man COP.S
    *In the past, there was (a man named) Lord Bang.*

7.3.5 Dative Case -da

NPs in the dative case are also marked with -da. These NPs are either recipients of an object or action or possessors of an object. In the example below, ana kəwanda ‘this boy’ is in the dative case because he is a recipient of the ‘thirty tael of gold’.

(167) ingia ana kəwanda-sanši liŋ an总监 oyi-wo. A1:143
    and.so this boy-DT thirty MW:tael gold give-PRF
    *And so [he] gave this boy thirty tael of gold.*
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NPs which are recipients of verbs of saying like kialia ‘to say’ and asa ‘to ask’ are also in the dative case. An illustration of this is given in (168) where the 'bosida ‘tiger’ is in the dative case.

(168) ṣidzi 'bosi-da kialia+dziwo, ... F7:15
lion tiger-DT say+PROG
The lion says to the tiger, ...

NPs which possess an object are in the dative case when they are used in conjunction with the verb wo ‘to have’ as in (169).

(169) "mo-da dolon teiauru wo." T4:045
1SG-DT seven head have
"I have seven heads."

7.3.6 Benefactive Case -da

NPs in the benefactive case are also marked with -da. Benefactive NPs are ones for whose benefit or on whose behalf an action is performed. In (170), ano niia niia ‘the old woman’ is hoeing weeds for the benefit or gain of the lama ‘lama’.

(170) nía udu-da=ni ane niia niia lama-da osuŋ atsi-la atsi-wo. A1:019
one day-LC=TM this old.woman lama-BN weeds hoe-SP go-PRF
One day, this old woman went to hoe weeds for the lama.

In (171), the referent of the benefactive NP jajadatsini ‘your grandfather’ is actually dead. So the action of compensating the addressee is done on behalf of the ‘grandfather’. Neither the locative nor the dative interpretation of -da works here.
(171) “iaja-da=tsi-ni bi ba= pai-ji-ja.” A1:139

grandfather-BN=2SG-GN 1SGNM money compensate-BVS-DES
“I intend to compensate [you] for your grandfather.”

In summary, it is common in many languages for the same case marker to be used to denote locatives (in place and time), datives (recipients and possessors), and benefactives. This is true for Santa as well.

7.3.7 Ablative Case -sa

NPs in the ablative case take the case marker -sa. These NPs indicate the source or starting point of an object or action. In (172), a temporal NP ha udu-sa ‘that day’ is in the ablative case indicating that from that point in time the cat eats on the ‘kang’.

(172) ha udu-sa mau-s xui dza-ia idzi=na. T6:138
that day-AB cat on eat=IMP

From that day, the cat eats on the kang.

The ablative case differs from other case markers in that it can be affixed to postpositions like dza-ia ‘on’ as in the example below where it indicates ‘from a point on the horse’.

(173) mori dza-ia-sa anda-O bau-O iro-O
horse on-AB release-SN fall-SN come-SN

ana kawan uila-dzi sau+dziwo. BH:24-5
this boy cry-SS sit+PROG

From off the horse he falls and this boy is sitting and crying.

---

124 A ‘kang’ is a raised bed which is heated underneath by hot coals.
7.3.8 Instrumental Case =gala ~ =guala

NPs in the instrumental case take the marker =gala ~ =guala which is unstressed.\textsuperscript{125} These NPs are tools or instruments which are used in order to perform an action. In (174) the NP dziasungala is in the instrumental case and is the tool which is used to lower the boy into the well.

(174) ingi a ana mila kawan-ni dziasun=gala dziaudzilia-dzi
and.so this small boy-AC rope=INST let.down.with.a.rope-SS

gudau-da bau-ia-wo. A2:092
well-LC fall-CS-PRF
And so the small boy was let down into the well with a rope.

In the next example, qudai=guala ‘the Chinese language’ is the tool that is used by the groom to seal the engagement.

(175) ana qudai=guala kialia-sa dziaxun gia-wo bai. MC:032
this Chinese=INST say-DL engaged do-PRF PRT
After this [young man] uses Chinese to speak, the engagement is completed.

7.3.9 Comitative Case -la

NPs in the comitative case are marked with -la. These NPs along with another NP perform an action together or are acted upon together. The comitative case marking appears on the final or head NP as can be seen in example (176) below. In this example, the turca ‘chicken’ and the gogotsan ‘pigeon’ are spoken to by the sadziki ‘magpie’ and are both recipients of the the action of the verb kialia ‘to say’. Notice that gogotsan loda ‘pigeon’ is not only in the comitative

\textsuperscript{125} The factors governing the alternation between =gala and =guala have not been determined. It may be dialectal in nature.
case, but in the dative case as well. When an NP is in the comitative case, the comitative case marking precedes any other case marking.

(176) sadzisi gudzum-na dzi-da-ra+sana tuca goqotsan-la-da
    magpie  neck-RP  stick.out-BVS-CS+DM  chicken  pigeon-CM-DT

    kiala+dzwo:  MP:43-7
    say+PROG
    As the magpie stuck his neck out, he says to the chicken and the pigeon together ...

In example (177), the comitative case marker -la on the NP nianai-lo
'old woman' has scope over the NP biarine 'his wife' which is in the preceding clause.

(177) biari-na la-ji+sana nianai-la-na gau udu-na
    wife-RP pull-BVS+DM  old.woman-CT-RP  good  day-RP

    dowo-ro-la iro-wo.  A1:149
    pass-CS-SP  come-PRF
    Soon after [he] had pulled his wife [on a cart], they spent their good days together with his adopted grandmother.

This case marker does not occur very frequently in my data. However, Charles N. Li (personal communicaion) has suggested that the final syllable of guala 'two together' is historically the comitative case marker. The lexicalization and frequent use of this term may explain the phonetic difference between the comitative case marker -la and the final syllable of guala which is la, not lo.

7.4 Are there indefinite and definite markers in Santa?

In this section I will briefly discuss the possibility of the development of indefinite and definite markers in Santa. My impression is that Santa is in the
process of grammaticizing an indefinite marker from the numeral nia ‘one’ and a definite marker from the proximate demonstrative adjective ana ‘this’. The primary function of the numeral nia ‘one’ is to denote a quantity of ‘one’ as opposed to a quantity of more than one, or to denote singularity as opposed to plurality. One of the primary functions of the demonstrative adjective is to contrast or emphasize the designated NP over and against another NP. In the discussion that follows, I will attempt to show that there are cases where nia and ana are no longer clearly functioning primarily in these ways.

The following example is from the text noqai mauq cula ‘The dog and the cat’. The main protagonist is introduced in the first line by means of a presentative existential construction. The referent kawan ‘boy’ is both new and indefinite.

(178) atcia-da nia kawan wo. T6:001
    past-LC one boy EXST
    In the past, there was a boy.

In (178) above, the referent kawan ‘boy’ is preceded by nia. nia does not precede this referent again, but this is not unusual. However, this referent appears 29 more times lexically as kawan ‘boy’ (all definite and given). Of these 29 occurrences, 25 of them co-occur with ana. The frequent occurrence of ana before this given and identifiable referent makes ana look much more like a definite marker or article rather then a demonstrative adjective whose function would be for contrast or emphasis.

Another case, shown in (179), is from the text go sundzi ‘The small grandson’ where one of the protagonists, the niaqaiqia ‘old woman’ is introduced in the first line with a presentative existential construction. As is usually the case with presentative constructions, the referent is new and indefinite. It is also preceded by nia.
Once upon a time there was an old woman and an old man.

This referent occurs 17 times altogether in the text. Of these, anə co-occurs with niasagiə ‘old woman’ 11 times, leaving only 5 occurrences of niasagiə ‘old woman’ that are not preceded by either nia or anə.

This general pattern is found throughout many texts in my database. However, it should be noted that there are also instances of referents that are not preceded by anə most of the time. In the text qudzi suxu gula ‘The sheep and the goat’, one of the protagonists the suxu ‘goat’ is introduced the first time with nia and is preceded the next time by anə. The remaining five occurrences are bare. It may be that the frequency of anə may vary from speaker to speaker, or this may be signaling that the grammaticization process is still in its early stages.

My hypothesis is that as the frequency of anə co-occuring with the same referent increases, that its contrastive/emphatic function would weaken accordingly. In other words, the more it is used, the less power it will have to function contrastively or emphatically. That is because its contrastive/emphatic function relies on its occurrence as being unexpected or surprising. If the same referent is always, or even most of the time, preceded by anə, then how is it functioning contrastively or emphatically? What is it contrasting with? It is in this way that the demonstrative adjective anə seems to be losing its contrastive/emphatic function and is in the process of becoming a definite marker.

With respect to the use of nia as a indefinite marker, this is more difficult to judge since a referent is usually only indefinite when it is first introduced. So what is the criteria for determining that nia is not simply functioning as the numeral ‘one’? There are some cases given below which I believe shed some light on this issue.
(180) at-si-da nia ban Juanwai wo. T5:01
   past-LC one Bang richman EXST
   In the past, there was a lord Bang.

(181) manqi-da nia saixan nudun wo. T8:03
   zokor-DT one beautiful eye have
   The zokor had (some) beautiful eyes.

(182) ana si nia bajan kun-ni kawan wo. T5:11
   this COP.H one rich person-GN son COP.S
   He is a rich person's son.

In (180) above, the referent ban Juanwai ‘lord Bang’ is preceded by the nia. It seems unlikely that the singularity of ban Juanwai ‘lord Bang’ is what nia is denoting here since real world knowledge teaches us that it would be a rare occurrence for there to be more than one of him, especially since he is a ‘lord’.\(^{126}\) This is the first mention of this referent and it is both new and indefinite.

In (181) above, the referent being introduced is nudun ‘eye(s)’. Again, real world knowledge teaches us that ‘eyes’ usually come in pairs. We know the referent here is not a single ‘eye’, because later in the story the zokor trades his eyes for the vole’s tail and becomes blind. He would not have become blind if he had traded one eye. It also doesn’t make sense that it is denoting one set of eyes, since there is no need to contrast this with animals that have two sets of eyes. This referent is also new and indefinite.

Finally, in (182) above, the referent bajan kunni ‘rich person’ is preceded by nia. It is in the genitive case because it is the possessor NP in a possessor-possessed construction where kawan ‘son’ is the possessed NP. Again, it is unlikely that nia here is denoting singularity since a son has only one father.

\(^{126}\) Juanwai is of unknown origin (probably Chinese) and is translated ‘richman’ by Todaeva (1961), but its consistent co-occurrence with ban ‘SURNAME’ and its placement after the surname makes it clear that it is being used as a title here.
and there is no need to contrast this with someone who has two. This referent, 
bojan kuni ‘rich person’, is introduced in an equational construction and is new 
and indefinite.

These examples all lend support to the idea of nia developing into an 
indefinite marker when it is used in presentative constructions that are introducing 
ew and indefinite NPs. In each of the aforementioned cases, the denotation of the 
referent’s singularity is questionable. In (180) and (182) the denotation of plurality 
would challenge our real world knowledge. In (181), the denotation of singularity 
does the same thing. So it would seem the nia is serving a different function in 
these cases and I propose that it is to mark the indefiniteness of the referent.

Whether or not Santa is in the process of developing an indefinite/definite 
marker distinction will require further investigation, but these preliminary 
findings, I believe, are very suggestive.

7.5 The postpositional phrase

In this section I will discuss the postpositional phrase. I will discuss word 
order in section 7.5.1 and the components of the postpositional phrase in section 
7.5.2.

7.5.1 Word Order within the Postpositional Phrase

The word order of the postpositional phrase (PP) is illustrated below.

(183) PP = NP Postposition

There are no prepositional phrases in Santa, even though there has been 
considerable syntactic influence from Chinese Hui.

7.5.2 Components of the Postpositional Phrase

As is shown in (183) above, the major components of the postpositional 
phrase are the noun phrase and the postposition. For discussion of the noun 
phrase, see above. I will discuss postpositions in section 7.5.2.1 and time/place 
words, which share many features with postpositions, in section 7.5.2.2.
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7.5.2.1 Postpositions

The list of true postpositions in Santa is very small. Generally the semantic function of these is to specify the relative position or location of an object or action to another NP. I consider the postpositions listed below the only true ones because they must co-occur with an NP.

(184) dzara  ‘on, upon, on top of’  
       dura  ‘under, underneath, below’  
       dunda  ‘among, amidst’

There are a number of other lexical items in Santa that look like postpositions and commonly co-occur with an NP, but these items may occur independently as free morphemes as well, thus I do not consider them postpositions. See discussion of time/place words in section 7.5.2.2.

Some examples of postpositional phrases are given below. In (185), there are two postpositional phrases. In each case the postposition follows a simple NP.

(185) "maroši tsi mi-ni uduru-dzi [gadza dzura] jawu-da

tomorrow  2SGNM  1SG-AC  lead-SS  field  on  walk=DQ

[arou dura] komoru-Ø  ma, ...”  A1:037

back.basket  underneath  place.a.container.upside.down-IMPR  PRT

"Tomorrow you lead me onto the field, and then place me underneath an upside down basket, ... "

In (186) the postposition phrase contains a complex NP, nia bajan kunni pudza gadza ‘a rich person’s bean field’.

(186) ana kawaj lama-ni ari-dzi olu+sænu

this boy  lama-AC  find-SS  can+DM


one rich  person-AC  bean  field  on  go-PRF

As soon as the boy found the lama’s body, he pulled him onto a rich person’s bean field.
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However, there are a number of characteristics exhibited by postpositions that challenge the status of the postpositional phrase in Santa. When a postposition follows an NP, it is unstressed. So in example (187) in the postpositional phrase mutun dziara ‘on/in the tree’ the only stressed syllable with primary stress is the second syllable of mutun ‘tree’.

(187) ha [mu'nun dziara] xo,lu quri-wo. F11:33
3SGNM tree on run go.up-PRF
He ran up into the tree.

From this it appears that postpositions are enclitics that follow an NP. Other evidence to support this is that the reflexive-possessive marker -na (also an enclitic) may follow the postposition as in (188) below.

(188) kawari ni kuan doura-na kidziro-na-wo. A1:063
boy-AC feet below-RP sleep-CS-PRF
[The lama] made the boy sleep below his own feet.

In (188), the reflexive/possessive marker -na follows the postposition doura ‘below’. The reflexive/possessive marker -na is coreferential with the subject lama ‘lama’ which is not overtly mentioned, but is understood from the previous context. The kawari ‘boy’ is in the accusative case because he is the causee of causative verb kidziro ‘to make someone sleep’ which is derived from the intransitive verb kidzio ‘to sleep’. For more on causatives see section 5.3.2.1.2.1.

In addition to the reflexive/possessive marker -na, postpositional phrases may also be marked for third person possession with the genitive marker =ni as in (189). This is another characteristic the supports the fact that postpositions are enclitics.
(189) ni a udu=ni ane mudzo-na baillia=dana ula-so bau-so
day=TM this firewood-RP carry.on.back=DQ mountain-AB down-DL

mo dziara=ni cianfaŋ kai dawo-dzi ıra-wo. T4:005
road on=GN whirlwind wind pass-SS come-PRF

One day, as this person came down from the mountain carrying his firewood on his back, a whirlwind came and passed him on his road.

In (189), third person possession is indicated with the genitive marker =ni, which follows the postpositional phrase mo dziaraŋi ‘on his road’. There are only 2 other cases like this in my database, and they are both clearly instances of the third person possession.

The final characteristic that supports the notion that postpositions are better viewed as enclitics, is that the ablative case marker -sa can be found on postpositional phrases as in (190).

(190) ingia-sa lama no dunda-sa ciari-wo. A1:066
and.so-DL lama sleep amidst-AB wake.up-PRF

And so the lama woke up from his sleep.

The ablative case-marker is used to express ‘from’ the position or location described by the postpositional phrase.

Although postpositions are best understood as enclitics, there is a good argument why postpositional phrases should not be treated as NPs. This is because postpositional phrases are never case-marked as core arguments of the verb. They may be case-marked for the ablative, but this is an oblique, not a core argument.

Another way that postpositional phrases differ from NPs, is that when the noun is case-marked, the case-marker and the head noun form a tighter
phonological unit. This is because every case-marker, except for șgala ‘INST’ which is an oblique case-marker, causes the stress to shift to the final syllable of the case-marked noun. Postpositions do not cause the stress of the noun to shift. Even though the postposition does not have its own primary stress, the NP-postposition unit is less phonologically bound than a case-marked NP.

The postpositional phrase in Santa, admittedly, does not have well-defined boundaries and justification for treating postpositional phrases as such rather than as NPs is not overwhelming. But it seems that postpositional phrases in Santa are distributionally and semantically set apart and therefore distinctive from NPs. This problem deserves further consideration.

7.5.2.2 Time/place words

Time/place words share some properties with postpositions. One of the chief differences is that they are free morphemes, while postpositions must occur with an NP. Generally they are used to express the position of a referent or location of an action in space or time.

A list of some time/place words is given below.

(191)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sudoro</td>
<td>‘inside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>godana</td>
<td>‘outside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maloe</td>
<td>‘in front, before, formerly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quaino</td>
<td>‘in back, after, later’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (192) below, the time/place word sudoro ‘inside’ occurs after the NP ana manan ‘this zokor’. It could be analyzed as a postpositional phrase with ana manan ‘this zokor’ as the NP and sudorona ‘inside’ as the postposition. Since the

---

127 Case-markers are actually enclitics, since they co-occur with and have scope over the whole NP.
128 The term time/place word is a direct translation from Bu He’s publications. I have chosen to retain this term.
‘postposition’ is marked with the reflexive/possessive -na, its structure looks parallel to example (188) above.

(192) ana manan sudoro-na sumu-la+dziwo, ... T8:07
      this zokor inside-RP think-BVS+PROG
      This zokor inside himself was thinking, ...

However, as example (193) shows, sudoro ‘inside’ does not need to follow an NP. In this case it is modifying the verb, expressing where to sit. In (192) it looks much more like a noun or possibly an adverb.

(193) xuai dziara quri ixiu, sudoro sau-ka. M1:10-11
      kang on go.up after inside sit-CS
      After [they] go up on the kang, [I] make[ them] sit inside.\textsuperscript{129}

If time/place words are nouns, and do not need to co-occur with an NP, then perhaps there is no need to analyze (192) above as a postpositional phrase. Other cases of time/place words occurring independently are given in (194) and (195).

(194) novai gadana saxi-wo. T6:114
      dog outside wait-PRF
      The dog waited outside.

(195) ‘nianai, nianai! tsi quina-ni nia udzi-O.’ T2:036
      old.woman old.woman 2SGNM back-AC one look.at-IMPR
      ‘Old woman, old woman! Take a look back!’

In example (194) above, the time/place word gadana ‘outside’ is modifying the verb saxi ‘to wait’ and is not functioning as a postposition to the NP novai ‘dog’.

\textsuperscript{129} A ‘kang’ is a raised bed which is heated underneath by hot coals. Also in example QQ below.
(195) above shows that time/place words differ from postpositional phrases in that they can take the accusative case. The time/place word qaing ‘back’ is in the accusative case and is the object of the verb udza ‘to look at’. Time/place words can also take the ablative case. In addition, as example (192) above shows, they also take the reflexive/possessive marker.

Time/place words may also modify nouns as (196) shows.

(196) “töni qaing coroń-də adziqan anton wo.” A2:077
2SG-GN back courtyard-LC some gold EXST
In your back courtyard there is some gold.”

In (196), qaing ‘back’ is modifying coron ‘courtyard’ which is in the locative case.

Up to this point, we have discussed the positional function of time/place words with respect to place. They also may refer to position in time as malia ‘before’ in the following example shows.

(197) dogai liusi nian-sa malia bidzi-an ni dućiań-ni ara kuń-ia
probably sixty year-AB before PLEXNM-AS Santa-GN male person-PL
piśa piśa-li=na. N1:051
waistband wear.a.waistband-VS=IMP
From probably sixty years back, we Santa men have been wearing waistbands.

In summary, time/place words are best analyzed as a special sub-class of nouns. They are similar to postpositions in that they may follow an NP with which they are semantically linked, may take ablative case-marking and the reflexive/possessive marker. Finally they share the feature of expressing position in space. They are different from postpositions in that they are free morphemes (due to their nominal nature), they may take the accusative case (thus they may
occur as a core argument of the verb), they are semantically linked to verbs as well as NPs, and they may express position in time.

An additional feature that time/place words share with postpositions is that time/place words and postpositions are the only lexical categories that can take the clitic -du ‘P.AS’. This is discussed separately in the next section.

7.5.2.2.1 The positional associative marker -du

The clitic -du is only attached to items that express position in space and time. Bu He (1983) *Dictionary of the Dongxiang Language* categorizes lexical items marked with -du as derived adjectives, but I have rejected this categorization. Some examples of these derived ‘adjectives’ are given below.

(198)  

dziəɾa-du ‘on the surface of’ (from dziəɾa ‘on’)
dunda-du ‘in the middle of’ (from dunda ‘among’)
sudoro-du ‘inside of’ (from sudoro ‘inside’)

A closer analysis of the function of -du reveals that it is an associative marker of position ‘P.AS’. See section 7.3.3 for more on associative phrases. In (199) below, the head noun kunla ‘people’ is preceded by the clause hani qa dəurədu ‘under his leadership’. -du is attached to the postposition dəura ‘under’ but has scope over the entire postpositional phrase. The clitic -du signals that the preceding phrase is in an associative or modifying relationship with the following head noun.

(199)  

and.so-DL 3SG-GN hand under-P.AS person-PL pull.back-CS-PRF

*And so the people under his leadership pulled back.*

Another example is given below where the postpositional phrase tʃini tʃiəurun dziəɾədu ‘on your head’ is in an associative relationship with the head ho ‘that’ which is a demonstrative pronoun.
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(200) "[tʃi-ni ʨiːurun dʒiːrə-du] ha ɕi jɑŋ wo?" F06:41
2SG-GN head on-P.AS that COP.H what COP.S
"What is that which is on your head?"

As mentioned above, time/place words function differently than postpositions. This is illustrated in (201) below where maliːdu ‘previous’ occurs independently, not in a postpositional phrase. It is in an associative relationship with the head noun biarini ‘his wife’.

(201) aːnə kʊŋ-da [maliː-du] biarini nia kɔwɔŋ olu=dana
this person-DT before-P.AS wife=GN one boy give.birth=DQ

duʃo-ji dzia-wo. A2:002
world-AC lay.aside-PRF
This person’s previous wife gave birth to a son for him and then she passed away.

A similar example is given in (202), except that it is a question word qala ‘where’ which is taking the clitic -du, not a time/place word or a postpositional phrase. However, qala is a question word which is requesting location, so it falls within the semantic field of positional lexical items to which -du is attached. The associative relationship expressed by qaladu sunguna expresses something like, ‘the scallion place’ or ‘a place that has scallions’.

winter season-LC where-P.AS scallions EXST
In winter season, where is there a place that has scallions?

In summary, -du is an associative marker of position that is attached only to positional lexical items or phrases. When the lexical item is a postposition, the full postpositional phrase is associated with the head noun. When it is a time/place word or any of the other positional lexical items, then only the single lexical item is associated with the head noun.
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Chapter 8

Syntax

8. Introduction

In this chapter, I will cover the sentence in section 8.1 and clausal elements in section 8.2. I have included an in-depth study of switch-event (non-finite verbal) markers in section 8.3.

8.1 The Sentence

In this section I will discuss the sentence in Santa. In section 8.1.1 I will discuss word order within the sentence and in section 8.1.2 I will briefly discuss the components of the sentence. In section 8.1.3 I will discuss copula verbs and copular constructions. In section 8.1.4 I will discuss question formation and adverbial constructions with ixau. Before I proceed, though, I will discuss the sentence and how it contrasts with the clause.

A sentence in Santa may contain any number of clauses. A clause minimally consists of a verb and its arguments. Because Santa is a clause-chaining language, clauses are linked together within a sentence by non-finite verbal morphology. (See section 8.3 on switch-event markers.) Only the sentence-final verb in the last clause is finite and may be marked for aspect. For a more detailed description of the non-finite/finite distinction see section 5.3.2.1.1 in Chapter 5.

(1) is a sentence which consists of 11 clauses.
(1) [fju-qa]^{CL-1} [gancano-ka=dana]^{CL-2} [ana kuŋ qari-dzi]^{CL-3} [gia-da-na]
    tie-SN stretch-CS=DQ this person return-SS house-LC-RP
    come=DQ quickly drink-SS eat-SS good-VAS=DQ
    [qudoŋo-na uru-dzi]^{CL-8} [atsi=dana]^{CL-9} [ana 'basi-ni arasun-ni amitu
    knife-RP take-SS go=DQ this tiger-GN skin-AC alive
    tsoji=dana]^{CL-10} [αι-wo.]^{CL-11} F07:41
    peel.off=DQ take-PRF

    After stretching [the rope] and tying [him to the tree], the man returned to
    his home, quickly ate and drank until he was full, took his knife with him, and
    peeled off the tiger’s skin while he was still alive and then took the skin (and left).

    The perfective aspect -wo is marked on the sentence-final verb aqi ‘take’
    which is the only finite verb in the sentence. Each of the preceding verbs is
    non-finite.

8.1.1 Word order within the sentence

    The basic sentence structure in Santa is SOV and is illustrated below.

    (2) Sentence word order in Santa:

        \[ S = \text{NP}_s (\text{NP}_o) \text{ V} \]

    In (2), the sentence consists of an NP subject, an optional NP object and a
    verb in that order. If a direct object is present, it always precedes the verb. A few
    examples of simple sentences are shown below.
2SGNM that dog-AC kill-IMPR PRT
“You kill that dog!”

(4) “ingia-sa [ʦi-ni nantsin-ni]NP-O [mato da=ŋa.]V F05:08
and.so-DL 2SG-GN loving.kindness-AC forget unable=IMP
“And so I will be unable to forget your loving kindness.”

(5) ingia-sa [mutun]NP-S [undu-da-wɔ.]V T2:104
and.so-DL tree tall-VAS-PRF
And so the tree became tall.

Example (3) above is a transitive sentence with a subject NP ʦi ‘you’, a
direct object NP ha ṭosai ‘that dog’, followed by a verb ala ‘kill’ in the
imperative mood which is zero-marked. The particle ma is an utterance-final
emphatic particle.

Example (4) is also a transitive clause, but the subject is understood. The
direct object ʦini nantsinini ‘your loving kindness’ precedes the verb mato dona
‘unable to forget’. The verb consists of the main verb mato ‘forget’ and an
auxiliary verb da ‘unable’ which takes the imperfective aspect marking =ŋa.
ingia-se ‘and so’ is a sentence-level linker.

Example (5) is an intransitive sentence with a subject NP mutun ‘tree’ and
a verb undu-da ‘become tall’ in the perfective aspect marked with -wo.

If the direct object NP is case-marked, it may be preposed in front of the
subject as in the following example.

goat-AC wolf eat-SN take-PRF
The wolf took and ate the goat.

Example (6) differs from the previous example in that it consists of two
clauses. The first clause ends with the non-finite verb idziɔ ‘to eat’ which is
zero-marked. This signals that this verb’s temporal/semantic relationship with the following verb is one of integration. The verb in the second clause is ogiwo, which is in the perfective aspect. Stringing clauses together in this manner is one of the distinguishing characteristics of Santa syntax. For more on this see section 8.3.

An example of a ditransitive sentence is given in (7) where the direct object NP nia otčin ‘a girl’ precedes the verb and the indirect object recipient NP tšimado ‘you’ precedes the direct object. The non-finite verb ogi ‘to give’ is in the desiderative mood, -ja. See section 5.3.2.1.3 in Chapter 5 for more on mood markers.

    1SGNM  2SG-DT    one girl    give-DES
    I will give a girl to you.

Example (8) is similar to (7) above, except the indirect object recipient NP is not mentioned. However, it is understood from the previous context.

    and.so-DL this old.woman grandson-RP give-PRF
    And so the old woman gave her grandson [to him].

The direct object sundžina ‘her grandson’ is unmarked, but word order cues — sundžina ‘her grandson’ immediately precedes the verb — and context make it clear that it is the direct object.

8.1.2 Components of the sentence

The major components of the sentence are the noun phrase, discussed in Chapter 7; the postpositional phrase, also discussed in Chapter 7; and clausal elements discussed in section 8.2 below. Please see each of these sections for more detailed accounts of the components of the sentence in Santa.
8.1.3 Copula verbs and copular constructions

In Santa the copula verb is wo. In addition to the indigenous copula verb, there is a borrowed copula verb from Hui Chinese which is si. I will discuss the interaction of these two copula verbs in the following section on the equational construction. I will also discuss the adjectival, existential, and possessive uses of the copular verb wo.

8.1.3.1 The Equational Construction

(9) is an example of the indigenous Santa equational construction.¹³⁰

(9) [bi]₁ [dunjian kwe]₂ wo.
₁SGNM Dongxiang person COP.S
I am a Dongxiang (Santa) person.

In the above example, the first NP bi ‘I’ is being equated with the second NP dunjian kwe ‘Dongxiang person’. The copula verb wo follows these two NPs.

(10) [na]₁ si [dunjian ze]₂
₁SG COP.H Dongxiang person
I am a Dongxiang (Santa) person.

In this case, the copula falls between the two NPs. Although Hui favors SOV word order, the equational construction is SVO.

Strikingly, in Santa the following type of construction, shown in examples (11) and (12), is extremely common.

(11) [bi]₁ si [dunjian kwe]₂ wo.
₁SGNM COP.H Dongxiang person COP.S
I am a Dongxiang (Santa) person.

---

¹³⁰ Untagged examples in this section are from my personal field notes.
“[tši^nàn mókai]⁶¹ si [luŋwaŋ-ni kəwaŋ]⁶² wo.”  T6:010

white snake COP.H Dragon.King-GN son COP.S

“The white snake is the Dragon King’s son.”

In (11) and (12) above, the borrowed Chinese Hui copula occurs between the two NPs. This is significant because a) the Santa copula is still used and b) because the position of the borrowed copula is identical to its position in Hui. The borrowed Chinese Hui copula does not replace the indigenous copula, but rather it occurs between the two NPs, just as it would be in Hui. Therefore, it is not only the copula verb that has been borrowed, but the structure of the equational construction from Hui as well. The result is a hybrid equational construction consisting of two copulas: the borrowed copula si and the indigenous copula wo.

For a similar situation in Baonan, see Li (1983).

The borrowed copula, although common, is optional. Moreover, the indigenous copula may also be omitted. Thus there are four logical combinations of the Santa and Hui copula verbs.

(13)  A. Santa copula only
      B. Hui copula only
      C. Both Santa and Hui copula
      D. Neither copula

My consultant judged all of these possibilities grammatically correct. But examination of the distribution of these types in texts shows that type D does not appear and types A and B are less frequent than type C which is the most common. Example (14) is an instance from a text of the Hui copula appearing without the indigenous copula in an equational construction.

(14)  bi si duncíąŋ kŋj.  M4:01

1SGNM COP.H Dongxiang person

I am a Dongxiang (Santa) person.
The most common usage of the borrowed Chinese copula ɕi when it occurs alone is for it to be followed by a sentential complement as in (15). In this case, the indigenous copula wo cannot be used.

(15) ᶠɕi [wə kəm uq̥a-sə ṣəญ jama auailu da-wo.] ɕi
result COP.H this person look-DL then anything change unable-PRF

The result is that after this person looked, he then was unable to change anything.

The frequency of type A (or C) and the frequency of type B may be dependent on the age of the speaker. Young speakers who grew up under the current political situation are typically bilingual and their Santa shows greater Chinese influence. A (or C) may occur in their speech more frequently (Charles N. Li, personal communication).

8.1.3.2 Adjectival use of wo

The copula wo is used as a final verb after predicative adjectives as in (16) and (17). In each case, the copula wo immediately follows the predicative adjective.

(16) wə nokian gun wo. T4:017
this hole deep COP.S
This hole was deep.

(17) lama kəwəŋ idzə-sən-ni uq̥a-sə andatu wo. A1:091
lama boy eat-P.NM-AC see-DL delicious COP.S
The lama saw what the boy ate and that it was delicious.

8.1.3.3 The presentative existential use of wo

The Santa copula is also used in presentative existential constructions. Presentative existential constructions are used to introduce new referents and are frequently found at the beginning of texts. In (18), the existential use of the copula
wo follows the introduction of the referents nia sidzi 'a lion' and nia 'basi 'a tiger'.

(18) atcìà guänjiŋ-da nia sidzi wo. F07:01
    early time-LC one lion EXST

nia 'basi wo. F07:02
    one tiger EXST

Once upon a time there was a lion and a tiger.

In this example, two existential constructions are used to introduce the two referents. In the first sentence, a temporal NP in the locative case is used to ground the introduction of the referents to a specific time frame. This is a normal, but not obligatory component, of the existential construction. The second sentence in (18) above shows an existential construction that has no explicit temporal phrase. Rather, it is still grounded in the time frame already established in the previous sentence.

(19) is an example of two referents being introduced in the same existential construction.

(19) atcìà-da [nia niaŋsaŋia] [nia laudziigia] gwałwa wo. A1:001
    past-LC one old.woman one old.man two EXST

Once upon a time there was an old woman and an old man.

8.1.3.4 The possessive use of wo

The possessive use of wo is quite similar to the existential use of wo in that they both introduce new referents. The difference is that the possessive use of wo expresses a relationship of ownership or possession by another referent while the existential construction simply expresses the existence of a referent. In (20) is an example of the possessive use of wo from the same text as the previous example.
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(20) ana cuala-da nia coni wo. A1:003
    this two-DT one sheep have
    *These two had a sheep.*

    In this construction, the possessor is in the dative case and the possessed item is unmarked. This is parallel to the existential construction where the temporal NP is in the locative case. Remember that in Santa the dative and locative cases are phonetically identical. Notice that this construction differs from the possessor-possessed construction where the possessor NP is in the genitive case and the possessed NP is the head. The possessive construction described here is used primarily to introduce new referents, while the possessor-possessed construction is not. (See section 7.2.6.4 for more on the possessor-possessed construction.)

    Another example is given in (21) which is spoken by a goblin.

(21) "mo-da dolon teigurun wo." T4:045
    1SG-DT seven head have
    "I have seven heads."

8.1.4 Other syntactic constructions

    In this section, I will briefly discuss question formation in 8.1.4.1 and the adverbial clause construction with ixau in 8.1.4.2.

8.1.4.1 Question formation

    There are two types of question formation in Santa: yes/no questions and question-word questions.

8.1.4.1.1 Yes/no questions

    Yes/no questions are formed with the sentence final particle nu.
(22) “ta gudzi-kuŋ ire nu?” T2:109
2PLNM fast-INT come QM
“Will you all come faster?”

Tag questions can be formed by placing the irrealis negative marker ulia after nu ‘Q’.

(23) “imani mādzi na ulia?” MC:150
faith know QM l.NEG
Do you know the faith, or not?

8.1.4.1.2 Question-words

Questions can also be formed by using question-words. Some examples are given below.

(24) “tși jala iŋgin-daŋ cinia=na?” F11:53
2SGNM why in.this.way-SS laugh=IMP
“Why are you laughing in this way?”

(25) “tȘi-ni tSeleuruŋ dziarı-du ha și ion wo?” F06:41
2SG-GN head on-P.AS that COP.H what COP.S
“What is that which is on your head?”

(26) “nianai, nianai! tși qala atšina?” T2:019
old.woman old.woman 2SGNM where go=IMP
“Old woman, old woman! Where are you going?”
“lama, lama, tsi-ni mori ci-an dzia wo usul
lama lama 2SG-GN horse tail on hair

giaʒuǔ gandʒi wo?” A1:047
how many roots have
“Lama, lama, how many roots does the hair on your horse’s tail have?”

“tsi ana gusaj-la-na matu gia-dʒi la-ji-dʒi
2SGNM this sheep.kid-CMT-RP how do-SS pull-BVS-SS

giaʒu+dzio?” F06:05
cross+PROG
“How are you leading you and this kid of yours across [the pasture]?”

8.1.4.2 Adverbial constructions with ixau

ixau is borrowed from Chinese yi-hou and is used to form temporal adverbials. Li & Thompson (1981:633) classify ixau as a clause-final forward-linking element in Chinese. Its function in Santa is identical. In (29), ixau follows the verb atsi ‘to go’ and shows that the following clause occurs after the preceding clause.

(29) bi sida dʒiŋ jawu-dʒi atsi ixau,
1SGNM close in.the.process walk-SS go after

ana kawan-ni fu-ji-0 bosj-0 iɾa-ɾa-wo. BH:28-9
this boy-AC help-BVS-SN get.up-SN come-CS-PRF
After walking up closer, I helped the boy to get up.

The modality of the ixau marked clause may be realis as in (29) above or irrealis as in (30).
(30) tṣatein quro ixa, dziu dzəŋsi 'mahari quro=na. MC:047-8
tea.money give after, then formally bethrothal.gifts give=IMP

After [he] gives the tea money (engagement money), then the bethrothal gifts will be given.

Some more examples are given below.

(31) xuai dziar quri ixa, sudoro sau-sa. M1:10-11
kang on go.up after inside sit-CS

After [they] go up on the kang, [I make[ them] sit inside.

(32) qu ira ixa, mori nia aji-sa nia tṣa-ji-sa
go.out come after horse one frightened-DL one surprised-BVS-DL

nia dzulu xolu-wo. BH:18-21
one short.while nun-PRF

After [the dog] came out, the horse was a little frightened and a little surprised, and ran for a short while.131

An extremely important point about this construction is that the verbs immediately preceding ixa all appear in their non-finite stem form. Another point to consider, is that in these examples, ixa seems to function syntactically and semantically in a similar manner to -sa, the switch-event marker discussed in 8.3.8.1. An interesting avenue of further investigation would be to see how -sa and ixa interact.

Finally, I have one example where ixa occurs clause-initially. In this case, it is backward-linking, not forward-linking as in the previous examples.

131 qu 'to go out' is a shortened form of quri that precedes some verbs like ira 'to come'.
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(33)  [Image 17x22 to 595x792]

⇒  iṣau nia fugia xuaqniu ire=dan come=DQ two horn-AC butt=DQ

8.2 Clausal elements

In this section I will discuss elements associated with the clause in Santa. In section 8.2.1 I will look at word order within the clause and in section 8.2.2 I will look at the components of the clause.

8.2.1 Word order within the clause

In this section I will give some examples of basic word order within the clause. The basic word order is illustrated in (34).
(34) Basic word order within the clause:

(NP_{AB}) (NP_{DR}) (NP_{DO}) [NP_{INST}] (NP_{LC}) (ADV) (NEG) V (AUX)
(NP_{BN}) [NP_{DT}] B' B''
[NP_{INST}] [PP] Verbal Complex
[PP] A'
A''

The verb is the only obligatory item in the clause. All others are optional.

Within the verbal complex, if there is a negative marker, it will immediately precede the verb. If there is an auxiliary verb, it will immediately follow the verb. B' and B'' stand for mutually exclusive categories. If the auxiliary verb is do ‘to be unable’, then it may not co-occur with a negative marker that precedes the verb. Adverbs usually immediately precede the negative marker. For more discussion about the verbal complex, see section 5.3.2 in Chapter 5.

The order of phrases before the verb is more complicated. It is easiest to start with the direct object NP and first look at what may occur after it. Locative NPs always immediately precede the verb. I have found no exceptions to this. Instrumental NPs may occur after a direct object NP and before a locative. Dative NPs or postpositional phrases may occur after the the direct object NP and before the verb. However, I am unclear whether dative NPs or postpositional phrases may co-occur with either a locative or an instrumental NP following a direct object.

I have used square brackets in (34) above to indicate that a phrase may occur in either one slot or the other. Any given phrase may not occur in both slots

---

132 However, if the auxiliary is gia ‘to do’, which derives disyllabic Chinese verbs, then it may occur with a negative marker.

133 The only apparent exception to this is the presentative existential construction. See discussion in section 8.1.3.3 above.
at the same time. Thus $A'$ and $A''$ are mutually exclusive. Another way of saying this is that an instrumental NP may not occur in both $A'$ and $A''$ at the same time. This does not exclude NPs of different types occurring in both $A'$ and $A''$ at the same.

Thus, a dative NP may occur in $A'$ or $A''$, and a postpositional phrase may occur in $A'$ or $A''$. The ablative and the benefactive NP may only occur in the $A'$ slot. In addition to this, a durative NP may occur directly preceding the direct object NP.

Several examples of word order within the clause are given below.

(35) in-jia-sa kuni-la tara-ni dziu udzep da=na. F13:09
this.way-do-DL person-PL 3SG-AC then look unable=IMP

And so people could not then bear to look at him.

(36) bi tsi-ni dzasi=gala [ana mutuq-da] fuja-ja. F07:37
1SGNM 2SG-AC cord=INST this tree-LC tie-DES
"I want to tie you with a cord to this tree."

(37) [mi-ni ana sarii ciin=gala] [tsi-ni nudi=ni] arundzja=ja. T8:18
1SG-GN this beautiful tail=INST 2SG-GN eyes-AC exchange-DES
"[I] want to exchange your eyes for this beautiful tail of mine."

(38) tsi bani-sa-na ma-da [nia idziasa-0]. T2:33
2SGNM honey-AB-RP 1SG-DT one eat-CS-IMPR
"Let me eat a little from your honey."
(39)  bi [gadana kuŋ-la-da] [siwu nian] uili e gia-wo. N2:020
    1SGNM outside person-PL-BN fifteen year work do-PRF
    I worked for outside people for fifteen years.

(40)  niə xoŋ-da=ni [bidziən guran kʊŋ]
    one year-LC=TM 1PLEXNM three person
    [gur-uĎu guran cian]-ni idziə-wu-ni əsə idziə-wo. N2:022
    three-day three night eat-1.NM-AC R.NEG eat-PRF
    One year, we three people for three days and three nights did not eat anything.

(41)  ɨŋgiə [əna kawah-da] [sənʃi lian antəŋ] ogi-wo. A1:143
    and.so this boy-DT thirty MW:tael gold give-PRF
    And so [he] gave this boy thirty tael of gold.

(42)  lama ɡorŋ-la-ni šu-dzi aru-la=da
    lama courtyard-PL-AC sweep-SS clean-CS=DQ
    one bowl noodles-AC dog-DT eat-CS-PRF
    Once the lama swept the courtyards clean, he made the dog eat a bowl of noodles.
8.2.2 Components of the clause

In this section I will be only be discussing adverbs and adverbials. For discussion of verbs and the verbal complex, see section 5.3.2 in Chapter 5. For discussion of negation, see section 5.3.2.2 in Chapter 5. For discussion of auxiliary verbs, see section 5.3.2.3 in Chapter 5.

8.2.2.1 Adverbs and adverbials

Adverbs and adverbials are not necessarily confined to the clause in Santa. Although many of these adverbials may function on the sentential level as well, I will discuss them here. In this section I will look at temporal adverbials, aspectual adverbials, and manner adverbials.

8.2.2.1.1 Temporal adverbials

Temporal adverbials are quite common. Nominals such as mugaši ‘tomorrow’, futsugudu ‘yesterday’, and niudu ‘today’ occur sentence-initially as in (45) or after the first NP as in (46). Although grammatically nouns, they function as temporal adverbials here and serve to ground the utterance in a specific temporal setting.
(45) “marasi tsi taula-dzi agi da-sa,
tomorrow 2SGNM count-SS take unable-DL

bi tsi-ni ala=na.” A1:026
1SGNM 2SG-AC kill=IMP
“Tomorrow, if you are unable to take count, I will kill you.”

(46) “tsi futsurudu mi-ni amin-ni dziu-ji-sa
2SGNM yesterday 1SG-GN life-AC save-BVS-DL

ada=mi-ni bajasu+dziwo.” T6:019
papa=1SG-GN be.happy+PROG
“Because you saved my life yesterday, my papa is very happy.”

The aforementioned temporal adverbials do not take the temporal clitic =ni. Other NPs serving as temporal adverbials may take this marker which apparently marks an important or salient time reference or change in the text. An example of the use of this marker with a temporal NP is given in (47) where quatsi uduni ‘the next day’ is the temporal NP. NPs like this occur most frequently sentence-initially.

(47) quatsi udu=ni lama goja-na gia saxi-wo. A1:098
next day=TM lama self-RP house wait-PRF
The next day the lama himself waited at the house.

Another example is given below where nja ududani ‘one day’ is serving as a temporal adverbial. Notice that it is in the locative case as well as being marked with =ni.

(48) nja udu-da=ni manan ula-da tori-lo atsi-wo. T8:04
one day-LC=TM zokor mountain-LC stroll-SP go-PRF
One day the zokor went for a stroll on the mountain.
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Other adverbials which are not nominal in nature may also serve as temporal adverbials. əda ‘now’ is generally used for contrastive purposes and usually occurs sentence-initially. An example is given below.

(49) əda mi-ni ki-da dziaŋ gandzi gondzilə wo. N2:114
now 1SG-GN house-LC four CL:long.thin quilt have
Now my house has four quilts.

8.2.2.1.2 Aspectual adverbs

There are a number of adverbs in Santa which serve to clarify, emphasize, or restate the aspectual nature of the predicate. These adverbs include idziŋ ‘already’, dzən ‘in the process’, ibaizdi ‘always’, dau ‘still’, and pəsa ‘again’. Of these, only pəsa ‘again’ is not borrowed from Chinese.

The adverb idziŋ ‘already’ is used to emphasize the fact that an action is completed. Thus its use correlates with the prefactive aspect. This adverb immediately precedes the action it is modifying as in (50) where it precedes the verb suruwo ‘learned’ which is in the perfective aspect.

(50) “əna əna jama puśli wo. MP:34-5
this what-RP anything COP.NEG COP.S
idziŋ suru-wa.” MP:36
already learn-PRF
“This thing of his isn’t anything. I’ve already learned it.”

The adverb dzən clarifies that the following action is still in process. Its use correlates with the progressive aspect. In (51) below, there is no aspectual marking on the verbs jawu ‘to walk’ and atsi ‘to go’, but the adverb clarifies that the action is to be viewed as ongoing. It is unclear to me at this point to what extent dzən has been lexicalized.
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The adverb ibaidzi ‘always,’ shows that an action does not have a foreseeable endpoint. Its use correlates with the imperfective aspect. In both (52) and (53), ibaidzi ‘always’ precedes the action it is modifying and emphasizes that the action is ongoing without a foreseeable endpoint.

(52) bi ana unusun-ia-lu-ka ibaidzi laji-dzsi giru da=na. F06:06
1SGNM this goat.kid-PL-RP always drag-BVS-SS cross unable=IMP
I am always unable to drag my kids across [this pasture].

(53) bi guntsandana-ka gau-ka ibaidzi
1SGNM Communist.Party-GN loving.kindness-AC always
mata da=na. N2:132
forget unable=IMP
I will always be unable to forget the loving kindness of the Communist Party.

The adverb dau ‘still, yet’ is used to emphasize that an action is ongoing as in (54), or that it is something that has occurred once more as in (55). It precedes the action or referent it is modifying.

(54) "tshi dau madzi=da+dzwo." F07:55
2SGNM still know unable+PROG
"You still do not know."
(55) bi dou nia kun-sa wu kuai baor la-ji-wo. N2:047
SGNM still one person-AB five MW money borrow-BVS-PRF
I borrowed five dollars from yet another person.

The adverb posa ‘again, still, yet’ is probably the most commonly used
adverb in Santa. It is used to specify that an action or set of circumstances has
occurred again. The adverb posa ‘again, still, yet’ precedes the action it is
modifying, but as can be seen in (57), if the verb which it is modifying contains an
object, it precedes the direct object as well.

(56) ana cuola mutuŋ dzirnr quiri=da posa kiaia, ... T2:099
this two tree on go.up=DQ again say
After these two went up the tree, they speak once more, ...

(57) ana kun posa nia biari agi-wo. A2:003
this person again one wife take-PRF
This person again took a wife.

In (58), the meaning of posa is closer to ‘yet’. posa precedes the NP nia
duja ‘a world’ which is being introduced by the presentative existential
construction with the verb wo.

(58) bau-dzi asi-sa ha nokian-da posa nia duja wo. T4:022
fall-SS go-DL that hole-LC again one world EXST
After falling down, in that hole there was yet another world.

8.2.2.1.3 Manner adverbials

Manner adverbials are mainly expressed by means of reduplication and the
Chinese particle de, phonetically dzi in Santa. The manner adverbial construction
in Santa is identical to the Chinese manner adverbial construction and has
certainly been greatly influenced by it. Some examples from Mandarin Chinese
are given below from Li & Thompson (1981).
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Although there are many manner adverbials in Bu (1983) which are composed of non-onomatopoetic items, all of the examples I have from my texts are onomatopoetic in nature. There are some examples of non-onomatopoetic adverbials in section 5.2.13 in Chapter 5.

In example (61), tsa-tsa-dzi is a manner adverbial and precedes the verb dziauli ‘to jump’ which it is modifying.

Example (62) is a a little different in that the reduplication of iroa has a syllable-initial consonant /tɛ/ in tciroa, iroa-tciroa-dzi is modifying the verb waila ‘to cry’ which it is preceding.

Finally (63) and (64) below show that the particle dzi in fact is not obligatory. This is the same in Chinese. These two examples are taken from the same text. Example (64) is a repetition of the same words spoken earlier in the story in (63). In (64) where the words are repeated, the particle dzi does not
appear. In addition, notice that the adverbial guruguru(dzi) is modifying the demonstrative pronoun ha ‘that’.

(63) “tši-ni guruguru-dzi ha ši jaŋ wo?” F06:14
    2SG-CN ONOM-ONOM=DE that COP.H what COP.S
    “Your ‘guru-guru’ thing is what?”

(64) “tši-ni guruguru ha ši jaŋ wo?” F06:39
    2SG-CN ONOM-ONOM that COP.H what COP.S
    “Your ‘guru-guru’ thing is what?”

8.2.3 Nominalized clauses

There are three markers that are used to nominalize a verb within a clause in Santa: -san ~ -sæn; -ku ~ -wu; and -tsæn. Nominalized verbs function differently from nouns derived from verbs (discussed in section 5.2.1 in Chapter 5) in that nominalized verbs are distinguished for aspect.

Table 8.43 shows the nominalized verb complex. One of three nominalizers may be attached directly to the verb stem, or to a verb stem that is marked with the causative suffix. Notice that verbs with the collective/reciprocal marker may not be nominalized. (Compare Table 8.43 with Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 in Chapter 5.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Causative</th>
<th>Nominalizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causative</td>
<td>Perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.43: Nominalized verb complex
When a verb is nominalized in Santa, it may have associated arguments as well. Therefore, it is the clause that is being nominalized, and not just the verb. Some examples are given below.

(65) “mawasi tsi-ni qara dzian musi-san kun cin-la-la ira-sa
tomorrow 2SG-AC black clothes wear-P.NM person invite-VS-SP come-DL

tsi bu atsi-O. T6:011
2SGNM IMPR.NEG go-IMPR

tsigan dzian musi-san kun ira-sa tsi atsi.” T6:012
white clothes wear-P.NM person come-DL 2SGNM go-IMPR
“If you are invited by a person who has worn black clothes, do not go! If it is a person who has worn white clothes, you go!”

(66) lama kawan idzia-san-ni uzga-sa undatu wo. A1:091
lama boy eat-P.NM-AC see-DL delicious COP.S
The lama saw what the boy ate and that it was delicious.

In (65), the clause qara dzian musi ‘wear black clothes’ and the clause tsićan dzian musi ‘wear white clothes’ have both been nominalized with the perfective nominalizer -san. In each case, the direct object of the verb musi ‘to wear’ is present.

In (66), the clause kawan idzia ‘boy eat’ has also been nominalized with the perfective nominalizer -san. In this case, the subject of the verb, kawan ‘boy’, is present.

In addition to subjects and objects, postpositional phrases may also be part of the nominalized clause as in the example below where teigurun dzilo ‘on the head’ precedes the verb xoro ‘to wind, to roll up’.
(67) teiunun dziaro xoro-ku și dasida wo. N1:045

head on wind-1.NM COP.H head.wrapping COP.S

*What is wound on the head is a head wrapping.*

In each of these examples, the nominalized clause is serving a different function. In (65), the nominalized clauses are used to restrict the referent of the head noun. Thus these look and function like relative clauses. In this case the subject kun ‘person’ is being relativized.

In (66) the nominalized clause is an argument of the verb udza ‘to see’ and is case-marked in the accusative.

In (67), the nominalized clause is in the NP1 position preceding the borrowed Chinese copula in an equational construction. For more on the equational constructions, see section 8.1.3.1 above.

Thus, in each of these cases, the nominalized clause is used differently. In my database, about 24% of the nominalized verbs co-occur with a head noun and might be interpreted as relative clauses. However, as I have already shown, this is not the primary function of nominalized clauses. Another point is that nominalized clauses are often case-marked. In my database, around 47% of all nominalized verbs are case-marked. A large portion of these are verbs nominalized with -ku ~ -wu, the imperfective nominalizer. But -san ~ -san, the perfective nominalizer, is case marked around 24% of the time. Nominalized clauses warrant further investigation, but for now, I will briefly discuss each of the markers below.

8.2.3.1.1 Perfective nominalizer -san ~ -san

The perfective nominalizer -san ~ -san is used to nominalize clauses which characterize completed actions that have a definite endpoint. In (68), the verb kidziə ‘to sleep’ is nominalized with -san and describes a situation that is no longer true in the present. The nominalized clause in this case precedes the borrowed Chinese copula in an equational construction.
(68) kidzie-san ši tsanpai xuai wo. N2:061
    sleep-P.NM COP.H matless.adobe kang COP.S
What I slept on was a matless adobe kang.

In (69), the nominalized verb fugusam is modifying the head noun kun
‘person’. Morphosyntactically, however, fugusam is a noun meaning something
like ‘dead one’ and together with kun ‘person’ forms a noun compound.

(69) mo dzia ətši=də ciמעdži-ni nia-sə nia fugusam kun wo. A1:122
    road on go=DQ chest-AC open-DL one die-P.NM person EXST
    After going on the road, [they] opened the chest, and there was a dead
person in it.

In (70), the nominalized clause goni cian biinđzisam ‘sheep’s tail
changed’ is being equated with bi ‘I’. The perfective nominalizer is used because
the change is complete.

(70) “nianai, nianai.
    old.woman old.woman
    bi ši ho goni cian biin-dzi-san wo.” A1:031
    1SGNM COP.H that sheep tail change-BVS-P.NM COP.S
    “Old woman, old woman, I am the changed one from that sheep’s tail .”

As mentioned above, verbs with the causative marker may be nominalized.
In (71), the verb stem dziaxua isra ‘to become poor’ is a verb derived from an
adjective. The perfective nominalizer follows the causative suffix -sa.
(71)  jänjia și  gömindoŋ  fanduŋpái  xo  dzidžu-la
reason COP.H Nationalist.Party reactionaries and landlord-PL
japái  bòčía  giá-dži  dziaxuai-ra-ka-san  wo.  N2:034
repress exploit do-SS poor-VAS-CS-P.NM COP.S

The reason is that the Nationalist Party reactionaries and the landlords have been repressing and exploiting [us] causing us to be the poor ones.

Nominalized clauses may also be marked for case. In (72), the nominalized verb írasənni is in the accusative case because it is the object of the verb medzio dądzíwo ‘to be unable to know’. See section 5.3.2.3.1 for more on the auxiliary verb da ‘to be unable’.

(72)  ana  kəwəŋ  qala-sə  íra-sən-ni  mədzıə  də+džiwo.  T6:050
this boy where-AB come-P.NM-AC know unable+PROG

This boy is unable to know where all the things came from.

In (73), is an example of a nominalized verb in the locative case. This usage is apparently lexicalized from the verb giəru ‘to cross’ because giərusando ‘in the past’ is found as a dictionary entry in Bu He (1983).

(73)  giəru-sən-do  bi  dziu  imutu  nanein  wo.  N2:122
cross-P.NM-LC ISGNM then this.way difficult COP.S

In the past, I was in this kind of difficulty.

8.2.3.1.2 Imperfective nominalizer -ku ∼ -wu

The imperfective nominalizer -ku ∼ -wu is used to nominalize verbs and clauses which characterize uncompleted actions that may or may not have commenced yet. In (74), the clause kuan dziaəu musiku ‘to wear on the feet’ is nominalized with the imperfective nominalizer to show that the ‘wearing’ has not necessarily commenced yet.
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(74) kuan  dziara  musi-ku  ṣi  masiṣr  wo.  N1:046
foot  on  wear-I.NM  COP.H  leather.socks  COP.S

For wearing on the feet are leather socks.

In (75), the nominalized clause motan  guola  ane  mo  dziara  irakuda  ‘we two were coming on this road’ is in the locative case. The locative case is used with the imperfective nominalizer to express ‘when’ or ‘during’ the action of the nominalized clause.

(75) “motan  guola  ane  mo  dziara  ira-ku-da”
1PLINNM  two  this  road  on  come-I.NM-LC

ha  dzian-na  tai=dana  dzian-da-na  bosun  ala+dziwo.”  F07:11
3SGNMI clothes-RP  take.off=DQ  clothes-LC-RP  lose  kill+PROG
“When we two were coming on this road, he was taking off his clothes and killing the lice on them.”

In (76), the nominalized clause mutun  dziara  qurikuni  ‘going up trees’ is in the accusative case because it is the object of the verb suxa  ‘to teach’. The imperfective nominalizer was used because it is an action that has not commenced yet.

(76) “tsi  jola  mutun  dziara  quri-ku-ni  ma-da”
3SGNMI  why  tree  on  go.up-I.NM-AC  2SG-DT

asa  su-xa-wo?”  F05:19
P.NEG  learn-CS-PRF
“Why didn’t you teach me tree-climbing?”

In (77), both the accusative and the locative case occur on the nominalized verb idziakunida. Although this is a description of a situation that occurred in the past, the imperfective nominalizer is used because the things to eat are unrealized.
(77) idzi-ku-ni-do lidali nancin-no wo. N2:025
eat-LNM-AC-LC truly difficult-very COP.S
When I wanted to eat something, it was truly very difficult.

In (78), the nominalized clause uliŋ ogiwusa ‘not give’ is in the ablative case.

(78) “tsi atsi-so uliŋ ogi-wu-so aji=na.” T5:22
2SGNM go-DL 1.NEG give-LNM-AB afraid=IMP
“If you go, I will be afraid from not giving.”

The reflexive/possessive marker -na can also be used with nominalized verbs as shown below.

(79) atsi-wu-da-na ocin-la-da-na kialia, ...
2SGNM go-LNM-LC-RP daughter-PL-DT-RP say
At her going she says to her daughters, ...

As mentioned above, the stem of the nominalized verb may appear with the causative marker. In (80), the verb udžawaka is marker with the causative suffix and means ‘a place to be seen (by a doctor)’.

(80) udžawaka oron u wo. N2:118
see-CS-LNM place NEG have
[We] did not have a place to be seen (by a doctor).

In (81) through (83) are some lexicalized uses of the imperfective nominalizer -ku found in Bu He (1983).

(81) dzíałora-ku ‘disgusting things, nasty things’
from dzíałora ‘to loathe, to be disgusted with’
(82) dzíausí-ku ‘cotten-padded mattress, cushion’
from dzíausí ‘to pad (a mattress)’
(83) nadu-ku ‘toy, play thing’ from nadu ‘to play’
8.2.3.1.3 *Progressive nominalizer -tsan*

The progressive nominalizer -tsan is used to nominalize verbs and clauses which characterize an ongoing event relative to a specific event frame. In (84) nongaudo kuru-tsàn is nominalized signifying one who has enough resources at that time. In this case the nominalized clause is modifying the head noun kun ‘person’.

(84) nongaudo kuru-tsàn kun goni iman fugia
financial.resources-LC be.enough-PR.NM person sheep goat cow
dzaru-dzi aja gi=na. N1:027
slaughter-SS festival do=IMP
*The person who has enough financial resources will slaughter a sheep, a goat, and a cow for the festival.*

In (85) is another example where the nominalized clause xodzi sau-tsàn shows that the process of the hired laborer living-in continues.

(85) ana xodzi sau-tsàn kun dzu imutu lolian wo. N2:085
this hired.laborer live-PR.NM person then this.way oppressed COP.S
*The hired laborer who is living-in then in this way is oppressed.*

In both (84) and (85) above, the nominalized clauses are modifying the head noun kun ‘person’. In (86), gua nasu olu-tsàn ‘two-year-old’ precedes the NP nja otcinda ‘for my one daughter’. The progressive nominalized verb indicates that the daughter continues to be two years old at that point in time.
One day I was roasting two small potatoes for my one daughter who is two years old to eat.

In example (87) are some lexicalized uses of the progressive nominalizer -tșəŋ found in Bu He (1983). These lexicalized instances have probably arisen through the dropping of the head noun, usually kun ‘person’, with which they were associated.

(87) dəulə-tșəŋ ‘singer’ from dəulə ‘to sing’
    gojị-tșəŋ ‘beggard’ from gojị ‘to borrow’

In addition, some nominalized clauses with direct objects have been lexicalized as well as the examples below show.

(88) dzwəkusəŋ bari-tșəŋ ‘fisherman’
    from dzwəkusəŋ bari əlit. ‘fish catch’
(89) wəidziən sasi-tșəŋ ‘doorkeeper’
    from wəidziən sasi əlit. ‘door wait’

The marker -tșəŋ may also be used with borrowed Chinese verbs as in the example below.

(90) kə-jı-tșəŋ ‘engraver’
    (from Chinese kè ‘to engrave’ + -jı ‘BVS’)

Notice that the BVS suffix -jı follows the verb and the derivational marker -tșəŋ follows that. The BVS suffix -jı is discussed in section 5.2.5.1.1 in Chapter 5.
8.3 A Study in Switch-Event Markers

In this section, I will discuss the Santa switch-event (non-finite verbal) markers. Clause chaining is one of the major strategies for encoding both single and multiple events in Santa. Mongolic languages have not been previously recognized as clause chaining languages per se. Therefore, my first objective will be to demonstrate that Santa is, in fact, a clause chaining language.

One of the distinctive features said to accompany clause chaining languages is switch-reference (Longacre 1985). In section 8.3.5, however, I will argue that switch-reference is not the relevant distinction in Santa, but rather switch-event. In Santa, switch-event markers are suffixed to non-finite medial verb forms. (See section 5.3.2.1.1 in Chapter 5 for discussion on non-finite vs. finite and medial vs. final verbs.) My second objective will be to discuss the non-finite verbal markers and the function and distribution of each of them and any syntactic restrictions that may accompany them. The set of non-finite medial verb markers in Santa includes: -sa, -dana, -dzi, -la, -sanu, and -tala. Each of these markers will be discussed in detail below.

Furthermore, medial verbs may appear as bare verb stems with zero-marking -Ø. Because unmarked medial verbs are in a paradigmatic relationship with the other medial verbs carrying overt switch-event markers, I will consider zero-marking to be a type of switch-event marking as well.

The database for this study includes seven Santa folktales which contain 611 verbs, of which 269 are non-finite and 294 are finite. There are 48 other non-finite verbs which include 17 nominalized verbs and 31 instances of the

134 This section is adapted from an unpublished manuscript, Clause Chaining in Dongxiang: A Study in Medial Verb Morphology (Field 1992).
135 I will be using the term switch-event throughout my discussion in this section. I will define and motivate the use of this term later on in my discussion.
136 The stress assignment on -tala is unknown due to lack of spoken data on this item.
137 These texts are MP, F05, F06, F07, F08, F11, and F13 and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
borrowed Chinese copula ʂɨ. Since these verbs take neither medial or final verb morphology, they have been excluded from the discussion except where noted. This breakdown is illustrated in Table 8.44.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb type</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-finite verbs</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite verbs</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-finite verbs</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.44: Verb types in seven Santa folktales

The high percentage of non-finite verb forms in this database, 44%, is indicative of their relative importance in Santa for encoding events. This section will concentrate primarily on these non-finite verb forms but some discussion of the finite verb forms will be included where relevant.

8.3.1 Santa as a clause chaining language

The sentence in Santa frequently consists of more than one verb. For what I consider to be the sentence in Santa, see section 8.3.6.2. In the database for this short study, 58% of the sentences have more than one verb.138 The distribution of single and multiple verb sentences is illustrated in Table 8.45.

---

138 These counts include the 17 nominalized verbs and the 31 instances of the borrowed Chinese copula.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with one verb</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with two verbs</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with three verbs</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with four verbs</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with five verbs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with six verbs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with seven verbs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with eleven verbs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>305</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.45: Distribution of single and multiple verb sentences in the database

A sentence with more than one verb is given in example (91).

(91)  
```
/bi  tši-nil barı-sa  dziaku nıa  sa-ji-dzi/
```

1SGNM  2SG-AC  take-DL  rope  one  make.rope-BVS-SS

dziuliædzi=dana  idzıa=na.”  F06:66

hang.up=DQ  eat=IMP

"After I catch you, I will make a rope and hang you up, then I will eat you."

This example contains four verbs: barı ‘to take’, saji ‘to make a rope’, dziuliædzi ‘to hang up’, and idzıa ‘to eat’. The first three verbs are non-finite and each has a different non-finite marker: -sa, -dzi, and =dana respectively. The fourth and last verb idzıa ‘eat’ is the only verb marked for aspect, in this case the imperfective aspect =na. This is the only finite verb in the sentence. The finite verb always occurs sentence-finally since SANTA is an SOV language.

Khalkha, the standard language of Mongolia, exhibits the same syntactic restrictions in a sentence where the last verb is finite and the preceding verbs are non-finite and marked with a limited set of suffixes. Previous descriptions of
Khalkha have referred to these non-finite verb forms with various terms; *converbial particles* by Street (1963), *converbs* by Bosson (1964) and Hangin (1968), *gerunds or converbs* by Poppe (1970), and *converbals* by Binnick (1979). Bosson’s 1964 *Modern Mongolian* says, ‘... these forms do not occur independently of another verb, and are never used as predicates. They signify a coordinate or a subordinate action that either parallels or modifies the action of the main verb (Bosson 1964:55).’

Chinese scholars writing on Santa (Liu 1981, Bu 1986, A Ibrahim 1987) call these ᠡᠤᠳᠦᠩᠴᠢ or adverbial participles which are actions that modify, complement, or are coordinated with the main verb (Liu 1981:64).

Longacre, however, (1985) identifies constructions of this type as chaining structures while contrasting these with co-ranking structures. According to Longacre, ‘In co-ranking structures ... it is possible to have several verbs of the same rank, commonly referred to as independent clauses. Thus, we can speak of a sentence as consisting of a coordination of independent clauses (Longacre 1985:238).’ English is a typical language that commonly employs co-ranking structures. Longacre goes on to differentiate chaining structures from co-ranking structures. ‘In a chaining structure, on the other hand, it is simply not possible to combine two verbs of the same rank in the same sentence. A sentence typically ends in a dominating verb of fuller structure than any of the preceding verbs. These preceding verbs are commonly referred to as medial verbs while the dominating verb at the end is known as the final verb (Longacre 1985:238).’

Thus by Longacre’s definition, Santa is a clause chaining language, not a co-ranking one. This is because Santa allows only one finite verb per sentence, while any number of verbs may appear before the finite verb, but they cannot be marked for aspect. Aspect is marked only on the last verb. So referring back to example (91) above, we can now see that the first three verbs are medial verbs, in Longacre’s terminology, and the fourth and last verb is a final verb because it is the only verb marked for aspect and because it occurs sentence-finally where the main verb occurs in Santa.
Before we move on, I need to take into account the recent discussion of conversbs (Haspelmath & König 1995) and how this relates to Santa.

8.3.2 Medial verbs vs. conversbs in Santa

As mentioned above, non-finite verbs in Mongolic languages have been traditionally described in terms of conversbs (Street 1963, Bosson 1964, Hangin 1968, Poppe 1970, Binnick 1979). Many of the articles in Haspelmath & König (1995), editors of Converbs in Cross-Linguistic Perspective, also treat Mongolic non-finite verb forms as conversbs. Haspelmath (1995) addresses the issue of the differences between conversbs and medial verbs in the opening chapter of Haspelmath & König (1995). The major difference, according to Haspelmath, is that clauses containing conversbs are subordinate to the clause containing the finite verb, while clauses that contain medial verbs are cosubordinate to the clause containing the finite verb (Haspelmath 1995:26). Foley and Van Valin (1984:242) introduced the term cosubordinate to capture the fact that clauses with medial verbs are dependent, since they must co-occur with a main verb, but not embedded. Clauses with conversbs are also dependent, but in contrast to medial verbs, are embedded. Haspelmath (1995:12) gives the following criteria for distinguishing subordinate clauses from coordinate (main) clauses:

Criteria for subordination:
   a. clause-internal word order
   b. variable position
   c. possibility of backwards pronominal anaphora (i.e. pronominal cataphora) and control
   d. semantic restrictiveness, and hence focusability
   e. possibility of extraction

If these criteria are applied to Santa, it becomes clear that clauses containing non-finite verb forms are not subordinate.

For point A, clause-internal word order, Haspelmath (1995:12) shows that a converb clause may appear within the superordinate clause making it
discontinuous. However, in Santa, this is never the case. A clause with a non-finite verb form in Santa never makes the superordinate or main clause discontinuous. If a subject is explicitly expressed in a clause, it must be the subject of the verb that immediately follows it. If the main verb does not have an explicitly expressed subject, then it is implicit from the context of the immediately preceding verb.

For point B, variable position, Haspelmath (1995:13) shows that subordinate clauses with preverbs may precede or follow the main clause. In my database, there are no examples of non-finite clauses following the main clause.

For point C, possibility of backwards pronominal anaphora and control, Haspelmath (1995:14) shows that subordinate clauses with preverbs may contain instances of backwards pronominal anaphora and control. In Santa, however, this situation is not possible and does not occur in my data.

For point D, restrictiveness and focusability, Haspelmath (1995:15) shows that subordinate clauses may be interpreted restrictively, but coordinate clauses may not. In other words, subordinate clauses may be used to restrict the reference of the main clause. In Santa, one can find cases where non-finite verbs are used to restrict the reference of the main clause as in the example below.

(92) 꼬 atsi-da ni a kuŋ-da qaʁ or qu-ɖʐ jɨ iʁe+ɖʐiwo.
    long.ago-LC one person-LC two horn come.out-SS come+PROG

    ana kuŋ jawu-ɖʐ waiɖzian-da atsi-so ja musu=na.
    this person walk-SS door-LC go-DL also butt=IMP

    kuŋ-ni atsi-so ja musu=na. F13:01-3
    person-AC go-DL also butt=IMP

    Long ago, there was a man with horns growing out of his head. Whenever
    this man went to a door, he would butt it. Whenever he met people, he would also
    butt them.
In this case, clauses marked with -ša do restrict the reference of the main verb. However, according to Haspelmath’s discussion, this only shows that the clauses in question are not coordinate (or main) clauses. An important question that has not been asked here, and which merits further investigation, is whether cosubordinate clauses can be used restrictively or not. Since according to Haspelmath (1995:25), cosubordination is intermediate between coordination and subordination, it would be likely that cosubordinate clauses may share some features with subordinate clauses, since they are both dependent on the main clause.

For point E, possibility of extraction, Haspelmath (1995:16) shows that subordinate structures do not restrict the possibility of extraction from the superordinate clause while coordinate structures do. Unfortunately, I have no data to support or refute this point.

In summary, the only evidence that might suggest that non-finite clauses in Santa are subordinate is that that some forms — -ša, -šantu, and -šolu — may be used restrictively in some cases. Otherwise, none of the other points apply to Santa non-finite clauses. According to Haspelmath (1995:26), ‘A converb is a verb form that is used primarily in (adverbial) subordinate clauses, and a medial verb is a verb form used primarily in cosubordinate clauses.’ Taking our previous discussion into account, I would assert that Santa non-finite verb forms are used primarily in cosubordinate clauses, and the non-finite verb forms under discussion here are thus medial verbs, not converbs. Haspelmath (1995:26) does allow for some overlap between converbs and medial verbs, and this is apparently warranted by the fact that some Santa non-finite verb forms may be used restrictively. But the overall syntactic evidence (or lack thereof) strongly argues against the subordinate interpretation and for the cosubordinate one.

Since the grammatical requirements of clause chaining, as described by Longacre (1985), are fulfilled in Santa, and since the non-finite verb forms in Santa are used primarily in cosubordinate clauses as defined by Haspelmath (1995), I will henceforth consider Santa to be a clause chaining language. The languages of the Mongolic language family have not been previously recognized
as clause chaining languages as such. What previous scholars have called conversbs and gerunds in Khalkha and adverbial participles in Santa, I am identifying as medial verbs in Santa. Therefore, it would seem that further syntactic investigation of Mongolic non-finite verb forms would be a fruitful avenue of future research.

8.3.3 Unmarked verbs and clause chains

In order to show how common clause chaining is in Santa, the relative number of sentences that have chaining structures are tabulated in Table 8.46. It shows that 49% of the sentences in my database have clause chaining structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-chaining sentences</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaining sentences</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.46: Chaining and non-chaining sentences in the database

Up to this point, the fact that medial verbs may be unmarked has not been discussed in detail. This point is particularly important when discussing Santa because Khalkha (Standard Mongolian) and Baoran (a Mongolic language spoken in the Gansu/Qinghai border region in China) do not allow unmarked medial verbs.\(^{139}\)

An example with unmarked medial verbs is given in (93). Examples of this sort are particular difficult to translate into idiomatic English. The literal

\(^{139}\) I have no information regarding other Mongolic languages regarding this point.
translation is 'I run escape came.' In this case, neither the verb xolu 'to run' nor the verb anda 'to escape' has an overt switch-event marker.\footnote{In this example, the lexical meaning of the final verb iro 'to come' has been bleached leaving for the most part only the directional sense. This type of serial verb construction is referred to by Givon (1991:83) as deictic-directional.}

(93) “bi xolu-Ø anda-Ø iro-wo.” F08:37
1SGNM run-SN escape-SN come-PRF

“I ran and escaped.” or “I escaped by running.” or “I came by means of escaping by running.”

Example (93) is a good example of a serial verb construction. Li & Thompson define this as, ‘a sentence that contains two or more verb phrases or clauses juxtaposed without any marker indicating what the relationship is between them (Li & Thompson 1981:594).’ However, my claim that will be supported later is that the relationship between the juxtaposed verbs can be inferred from the zero-marking. The function of the unmarked medial verbs will be discussed in section 8.3.8.6.\footnote{Since constructions of this type are not allowed in Khalkha or Baonan, how did they develop in Santa? A tentative hypothesis is that constructions of this type developed through language contact with Hui Chinese, which has serial verb constructions.}

In order to see how common unmarked medial verbs are in Santa, Table 8.47 subdivides sentences into those that have purely chaining verbs, those that mix chaining and unmarked medial verbs, and those that have purely unmarked medial verbs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with only clause chaining verbs</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with chaining and unmarked medial verbs</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences with only unmarked medial verbs</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.47: Instances of clause chaining and unmarked medial verbs in the database

From Table 8.47 we can see that the use of unmarked medial verbs is a common clause combining strategy in Santa, but not nearly as common as clause chaining. Although one might argue that instances of unmarked medial verbs should be omitted from the discussion of chaining structures, I am going to include them because, as we will see later, a) unmarked verbs form a distinct category along the eventhood-continuity continuum; and b) the function of unmarked medial verbs is analogous to medial verbs with switch-event markers. Therefore I will treat the -Ø marking as meaningful and as an integral part of the switch-event marking paradigm.

8.3.4 What is an event?

According to Hopper and Thompson (1984), 'A discourse event can be seen as an answer to the question 'What happened?' (1984:276).’ This definition of an event then limits events to non-stative realis assertions (Payne 1991:249). But as will be seen below, the Santa medial verb suffixes link realis to realis, irrealis to irrealis, irrealis to realis, and realis to irrealis situations. Thus it would seem that this definition of event does not sufficiently describe what the Santa medial verb suffixes are linking.
In Givon’s discussion of topic continuity, he gives ‘. . . four parameters which constitute major threads of the narrative:

a) Continuity of time
b) Continuity of place
c) Continuity of action
d) Continuity of participants (Givon 1983:192)

These parameters can be used to measure continuity between clauses. Thus in an indirect way, one might be able to delineate events using these parameters.

Results for the first two parameters are as follows. I found no instances of change in time following a medial verb. All 23 instances of change in time in my database occurred after finite verbs. Of the 15 instances of change in place, 11 occurred after finite verbs and 4 after medial verbs: 2 after -so and 2 after =dona. This is expected, because -so and =dona, as I claim in section 8.3.7, specify the least amount of continuity with the following clause.

The last two parameters will be investigated in greater detail in section 8.3.7 where I discuss each of the switch-event markers in turn. Change in action will be discussed in terms of the temporal/semantic relationship between clauses and change in participant will be discussed in terms of switch-reference.

Therefore what I am considering to be an event consists of an action (realized or unrealized) that cannot occur at different places or times, but can consist of multiple simultaneous sub-actions and can involve multiple participants. This event then is viewed by the narrator as a Gestalt, a unified or integrated whole.

Therefore I want to say that in example (94) below, although as yet unrealized (irrealis), the action of the magpie walking and the others watching him as he walks can be understood as a single Gestalt when the situation is objectively viewed from the outside, and thus as one event.
8.3.5 Switch-event versus switch-reference

Longacre (1985) claims that cross-linguistically clause chaining has three distinctive features. In his words:

(a) There is a clause (characteristically final in a chain of clauses) that has a verb of distinctive structure that occurs but once in the entire chain while other (typically non-final) clauses have verbs of different structure.

(b) Each non-final clause is marked so as to indicate whether the following clause has same subject or different subject from itself ...

(c) A further feature of chaining is considerable attention to temporal relations such as chronological overlap (‘while’, ‘at the same time’) versus chronological succession (‘and then’) which shade off into logical relations such as cause and effect, result, and so forth. Temporal relations appear to be central in these languages and are extended metaphorically in other directions (Longacre 1985:264-5).

I have already addressed point (a) in section 8.3.1 above. As we will see in sections 8.3.7 and 8.3.8, point (c) is a central distinction in Santa as well. In this section I would like to address point (b), whether the Santa medial verb suffixes in fact mark switch-reference. Table 8.48 summarizes for each medial verb suffix whether the subject of the following verb is the same or different. Discussion of
-tala, and +sanu have not been included here because of the low number of tokens in this database. However, they will be included in the discussion in section 8.3.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Same subject</th>
<th>Different subject</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-sa</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=pene</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dzj</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lə</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.48: Switch-reference statistics for the medial verb suffixes

Although correspondence for same subject is high for the latter four suffixes, the suffix -sa marks different subject only 74% of the time. It would seem then, that if one wants to characterize this whole set as switch-reference markers, one is missing an important distinction, especially for the suffix -sa. I propose that these are not switch-reference markers at all, but rather switch-event markers, and that their tendency to indicate switch-reference is only a by-product of their two primary functions which are to mark switch-event and semantic/temporal relations.

Mithun (1993) found a similar situation in Central Pomo, a Pomoan language of Northern California. In Central Pomo, there is a set a six morphemes that seem to serve as switch-reference markers, but as Mithun points out, ‘Their primary function is to specify relations between actions, states, or events, not participants. They mark same versus different eventhood, rather than same versus different subject (Mithun 1993).’ This conclusion is in accord with my findings, in that the function of the medial verb suffixes in Santa is not to mark switch-reference but to mark switch-event.

Another study that supports these findings is Bakker (1993) in which he describes event continuity in Ancient Greek. He defines event continuity as, ‘the degree of discreteness of events in a story and the relative distance distance (continuity) between them, temporally, spatially or conceptually (Bakker 1993).’
As we will see, this is exactly the function of the switch-event markers in Santa, to specify the continuity of events.

8.3.6 Methodology for this study

8.3.6.1 The database

The database for this project consists of seven Santa folktales: MP, F05, F06, F07, F08, F11 and F13. One of the folktales included in this database, MP, I tape-recorded in the city of Linxia, Gansu Province, in the People’s Republic of China during the summer of 1990. The other folktales were published in Bu He (1987), Dongxiangyu huayu cailiao [Dongxiang discourse material], henceforth DHC. (See Chapter 2 for more information on these folktales.)

An issue that needs to be addressed is whether the six published texts vary in any way from the oral one included in the database. Since Santa has no accepted written form and thus no literary tradition, differences between literary style (in the published texts) and oral style (in the spoken text) should be minimal. Granted, the published texts are more planned than spoken ones, but the oral folktale included in the present database was pre-planned (but not written) by its narrator before it was tape-recorded. Therefore, I believe significant differences between literary and oral style in the database will be limited.

Another relevant issue is whether the speaker style of a particular author/narrator might skew the data. In order to minimize this effect, I have chosen folktales with six different author/narrators.

8.3.6.2 What is a sentence?

It is possible for a sentence in Santa to contain any number of clauses. Since the sentence in Santa may contain no more than one finite verb and any other verbs in the sentence must be non-finite and marked with one of the seven
switch-event markers previously mentioned, I have chosen the sentence as my basic unit of analysis.  

Each of the texts has been subdivided into sentences. A sentence boundary has been marked after each final verb. This methodology would imply that each sentence has at least one final verb.

This, in fact, cannot be maintained rigorously. The exceptions are as follows:

a) There are 2 sentences of quoted Chinese Hui speech in F11. These sentences and their verbs are excluded from all statistical counts.

b) There are 9 sentences that contain a single non-finite medial verb but no final verb. In each instance, the verb is the verb of saying giasa which follows quoted speech.

These sentences are all one-word sentences. This verb is composed of the verb stem gia ‘to say’ and the switch-event marker -sa. giasa is consistently set apart by the editors of the DHC from quoted speech by punctuation and is always followed by a comma or in one instance by no punctuation at all. A quick glance at other folktales in the DHC yields numerous examples of this sort where there is no punctuation following the quotative verb giasa, and it is only in instances of the verb giasa that they sometimes choose not to use punctuation. The manner in which the editors of the DHC chose to punctuate (or not punctuate) these

---

142 It should be understood that the sentence in Santa is not necessarily equivalent to the sentence in English. Longacre (1985) makes a similar point about the non-equivalence of the sentence in clause chaining languages compared to the English sentence. The Santa sentence may more closely approximate the English paragraph. For an example of this, see example QQ below in section 8.3.8.3.

143 Occasionally there are sentence-final particles that follow the verb. Whenever this is the case, the sentence boundary follows the particle.

144 Charles N. Li (personal communication) suggests that giasa may have been grammaticized as a quotative marker and thus is no longer a verb. However, I have included giasa in my statistical counts.
particular examples suggests that they consider them to be non-final, in other words, where a reply or response by word or action is expected to follow. This phenomenon is clearer when one realizes that the quoted speech complement associated with 7 of the 9 instances of *qieša* are questions which are answered in the immediately following context. For these reasons I have considered them to be non-final. I have also decided to set them apart so that they are considered sentences by themselves, even though they are non-final.

8.3.7 The Hypothesis

I will argue that the Santa switch-event markers have two primary functions:

A. to specify whether the eventhood of the marked verb and following verb is same or different

B. to specify the semantic/temporal relationship of the marked verb to the following verb

Corollary: the extent to which the switch-event markers indicate switch-reference (whether the subject of the following verb is the same or different) is purely a consequence of the aforementioned primary functions

Table 8.49 lists each of the primary non-finite verbal markers (including zero-marking), and summarizes a) its semantic/temporal function, b) whether it marks the following event as same or different, and c) whether the following subject tends to be same or different. Each of the non-finite verbal markers will be discussed in more detail in section 8.3.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>S/T Function</th>
<th>Eventhood</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-sə</td>
<td>Loose temporal</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=dəna</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td></td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dzǐ</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lə</td>
<td>Purposive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>Integrative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.49: The Santa non-finite verbal markers
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In (95), the non-finite verbal markers are distributed across a continuum so that those markers further to the left specify a greater degree of continuity with the following verb and the markers further to the right specify a lesser degree of continuity with the following verb. Support for the eventhood-continuity continuum will be presented below as I discuss each marker.

(95) The Eventhood-Continuity Continuum:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most Continuity</th>
<th>Least Continuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-la</td>
<td>=dənə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-∅</td>
<td>-sə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dʒi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.8 Discussion of the primary switch-event markers

In this section I will discuss each of the switch-event markers. Although the switch-event markers +sanu, and -tala occur infrequently or are not at all in the database used for this switch-event marker study, these markers will be discussed in section 8.3.9 employing other data.

Distribution of the switch-event markers in the current database is summarized in Table 8.50. Of the primary switch-event markers, -sə was the most common at 29%, followed closely by -dʒi at 27% and -∅ at 23%. =dənə came next at 16% and then -la at only 4%.145

---

145 There were 3 instances of +sanu, accounting for 1% of the switch-event markers in my database for this study.
8.3.8.1 Prototypical vs. non-prototypical uses of switch-event markers

In my analysis of the different functions of the switch-event markers, I have concentrated on the prototypical uses of each marker. One can find instances of each switch-event marker that are more peripheral to the prototypical uses described here. But my goal here is not to explain every use of a given marker, but rather to show the prototypical uses of each marker.

Another factor that may influence the choice of a marker in a given situation is the perspective which the author wishes to convey. Since the use of any particular switch-event marker, other than -la, is not syntactically constrained to any great degree, the author/narrator has some freedom in his choice of markers. Taking this factor into account may explain some of the less prototypical uses of a given marker.

8.3.8.2 -sə Different event/Loose temporal (DL)

There are 78 instances of the switch-event marker -sə as shown in Table 8.50. Out of 269 instances of non-finite verbs, it occurs 29% of the time.

The primary function of -sə is to specify 1) that the verb marked by -sə and the following verb are different events; and 2) that there is loose temporal/semantic relationship between these two events.
The relationship of the clause which is marked by -sə with the following clause is determined by context, but this relationship generally falls in one of the following categories, shown in Table 8.51.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causal</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ingiása/teingiása)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotative</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different simultaneous events</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-expectation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.51: The uses of -sə

These uses are listed from most to least common. It is also true that as one goes down the list, the usage becomes less prototypical and more peripheral. In my opinion, the prototypical temporal/semantic relationship is one of implication. However, there are many cases where the implicational relationship of the -sə clause with the following clause is very weak or non-existent. Therefore, it seems that the best approach is to describe this relationship as loosely temporal.

8.3.8.2.1 Causal

46 of the 78 instances of -sə I considered to be causal. But of these 46 instances, 13 involved the verb ingiása ‘in this way do-DI’ and 1 involved the verb teingiása ‘in that way do-DI’. I will treat these 14 instances separately in section 8.3.8.2.1.1. The remaining 32 causal instances of -sə will be discussed here. What I mean by causal is that the situation that is marked by the -sə clause implies a situation that has come about due to the state of affairs of the clause marked by -sə. This usage is illustrated in example (96) below.
He was groping in this way, and because he brushed past the wolf’s hindquarters (he thought) this is the donkey. He quickly climbed on to ride it. Since he quickly climbed on to ride him, the wolf ran off carrying him on his back.

Both events contained in the clauses marked with -sa are in a causal relationship with the events in the respective following clauses. Conversely, it can be understood that the action of the following clause is a result of the action in the -sa marked clause.

Another example is given below.

He started to walk, and as a result he forgot his own walking style.

In this example, the action contained in the clause marked by -sa, his starting to walk, is in a causal relationship with the action in the following clause where he forgets his own walking style.

8.3.8.2.1.1 ingiasa and tcingiasa

The verbs ingia and tcingia are literally translated ‘in this way do’ and ‘in that way do’ respectively, but forms marked with -sa function differently than
other verbs marked with -sa. There are two ways in which they are different: a) these forms generally do not have an overt subject; and b) they are almost always sentence-initial.146 Their function, therefore, seems to be for sentence-linking rather than clause-linking.147 When they occur sentence-initially, they mean ‘and so’ or ‘and then’. However, some of their causal function has been retained. The situation or state of affairs in the discourse that immediately precedes ingi̱esa/tensi̱esa brings about or results in the situation or state of affairs that follows ingi̱esa/tensi̱esa. Example (98) illustrates this use of ingi̱esa.

(98) kuŋ-la-ni șida ați-sa șidază=na,
    person-PL-AC close.to go-DL feel.shame=IMP
    ja oji=na.
    also afraid=IMP
    this.way-do-DL person-PL 3SG-AC then look unable=IMP
    Whenever he would go near people he would feel shame and also he would be afraid. And so [ingi̱esa] people could not bear to look at him.

Notice in (98) above that ingi̱esa has no subject, but it links the discourse back to the previous sentence with the result that follows. Another usage of ingi̱esa is given in example (99).
In this folk tale, a goat and a sheep are trying to stay out of the wolf’s path. The goat is unsuccessful and gets eaten. In this particular example, the state of affairs that follows ingiṣa seems to follow only temporally rather than implicationally. In other words, just because the wolf has eaten the goat, there is no explicit reason why the wolf should meet the sheep next. But, because of what we know about the storyline and how stories generally progress, we expect that the next state of affairs will involve the wolf meeting the sheep. Thus, the implicational sense of -ṣa in this usage of ingiṣa is very weak or non-existent, leaving only the loose temporal sense.

Another example of ingiṣa and the only example of tẹingiṣa in this database are given in (100).

(100) Tẹingiṣa ẹbọṣi ṣidzi-da kialia+dziwo:
this.way-do-DL tiger lion-DT say+PROG

“Tẹingiṣa gaji dziwun! tši ẹna doro
that.way-do-DL elder.brother younger.brother 2SGNM this place

mi-ni nia sari-ọ!” F07:20-1
1SG-AC one wait-IMPR

And so [ingiṣa] the tiger said to the lion, “So [tẹingiṣa] friend! You wait for me in this place for a little while!”
The first use of ingiəsa links this sentence to the previous discourse where the lion has claimed that it is man's wisdom that is the greatest. The tiger disagrees and decides to respond, based on that claim. The use of teingiəsa occurs within the tiger’s quoted speech. The tiger has arrived at a decision based on the previous discourse and his speech to the lion is introduced with teingiəsa.

Because the use of ingiəsa/teingiəsa is syntactically limited, and because the implicational nature has been significantly bleached, these forms are most likely grammaticized and one might want to exclude these from any statistical counts. However I suggest that their function is basically the same, but on a higher level as sentence linkers. Table 8.52 gives the switch-reference results for verbs with -sa, excluding ingiəsa/teingiəsa. Comparing Table 8.52 with Table 8.48 above, the correspondence for different subject without ingiəsa/teingiəsa is 72% and with ingiəsa/teingiəsa is 74%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Same subject</th>
<th>Different subject</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.52: Switch-reference results for -sa without ingiəsa/teingiəsa

8.3.8.2.2 Conditional
14 of the 78 instances of -sa I identified as conditional. These constructions vary semantically from the rest in that the modality of conditional constructions is always irrealis. In the following example, it is difficult to determine whether this construction should be interpreted as an irrealis causal or a conditional.
(101) ðatsi-da ńia kūn-da guar or qu-dzi iré+džiwo.
long.ago-LC one person-LC two horn come.out-SS come+PROG

ana kūn jëwu-dzi wëdzian-da atsi-sa ja musu=ńa.
this person walk-SS door-LC go-DL also butt=IMP

kūn-ni atsi-sa ja musu=ńa. F13:01-3
person-AC go-DL also butt=IMP

Long ago, there was a man with horns growing out of his head. Whenever this man went to a door, he would butt it. Whenever he met people, he would also butt them.

One could interpret this example to mean that either his encountering doors and people makes him butt them (the causal interpretation) or that whenever this condition is fulfilled, he butts them (the conditional interpretation).

This imprecise boundary between the irrealis causal and conditional interpretation may have led to a semantic extension of the causal use of -sa into the conditional use. In other words, the conditional use might have developed historically from the causal use.

There are a number of examples in the database that are clearly conditional and not causal. Two of these are given in (102) and (103).

(102) “dz fraught iro-sa tsi ig-gia-sa kialia-0, ...” F06:10
wolf come-DL 2SGNM this.way-do-DL speak-IMPR
“If the wolf comes, you in this way speak to him, ...”

(103) “bi tsi-ni bari-sa džiaku nia so-ji-dzi
1SGNM 2SG-AC take-DL rope one make.rope-BVS-SS
dziudži=ńa idzi=n=ńa.” F06:66
hang.up=DQ eat=IMP
“If I catch you, I will make a rope and hang you up, then I will eat you.”
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In both of these examples the -sa clause is unambiguously conditional and not causal. In (102) if the wolf comes, dzanga'i irasa, the goat then should say what the sheep is advising. In example (103), the sheep is telling the wolf if he (the sheep) catches him (the wolf), he (the sheep) will tie him up with a rope and eat him.

8.3.8.2.3 Quotative

10 of the 78 uses of -sa were used with quoted speech. 7 of the 10 instances of the quotative usage were question/answer pairs. All of these instances involve the verb giessa. In each case, the verb giessa follows a quoted question and a response to the question immediately follows. An example of this is given below.

(104) "'tši-ni xuru xuru ha ši jaŋ wo?' giessa.
2SG-GN ONOM ONOM that COP.H what COP.S say-DL

'ha ši mi-ni qawa wo.
that COP.H 1SG-GN nose COP.S

bi tši-ni fumitcia-dzi idzia=nə."
1SGNM 2SG-AC smell-SS eat=IMP

"'What is that "xuru xuru" of yours?' he said.
'That is my nose, so I can smell you while I'm eating you.'"

3 of the 10 instances of the quotative usage were reported speech. An instance of direct reported speech is shown in (105).

(105) "xai! gaji dziau! tši kialia-sa kun-ni nia
hey elder.brother younger.brother 2SGNM say-DL person-AS one

gau 'agili wo giə=nə," F07:48-9
good wisdom have say=IMP

"Hey! Friend! You said this person had good wisdom."

406
Two instances of reported thought are given in (106).

(106) dzæŋɔi sumu-la-sa ana “go laulau” mï ni unu-wo.
    wolf think-BVS-DL this pot leak ISG-AC ride-PRF

guɔi sumu-la-sa bi ana “go laulau-ni” unu+dzjwo. F11:21-2
    thief think-BVS-DL ISGNM this pot leak-AC ride+PROG

The wolf thought this “leaky pot” is riding me. The thief thought I am
    riding the “leaky pot”.

This use of -sɔ differs from direct quotation in that a finite verb usually
    always precedes a direct quote. The use of -sɔ seems to imply a greater distancing
from what is said or thought than when the speech is directly quoted.

Syntactically, the question/answer use of -sɔ differs from the reported
    speech use in that it falls between the question and the answer while the reported
speech use always precedes the reported speech.

8.3.8.2.4 Different simultaneous events

5 of the 78 instances of -sɔ were different simultaneous events. This use of
    -sɔ is less prototypical. An example of this usage is given in (107).

(107) ꩌ a tęia-da ni a ’bossi wo,
    long.ago-LC one tiger EXST

ana giaru-dzi ira-sɔ ni a tɔulɔi xolu-dzi giaru-dzi ira-wo.
    his cross-SS come-DL one rabbit run-SS cross-SS come-PRF

tɔulɔi xolu-Ø giaru-dzi ira-sɔ ja ana ’bossi bari=dana agi-wo. F08:1-3
    rabbit run-SN cross-SS come-DL PRT this tiger catch=DQ take-PRF

Long ago there was a tiger. As he was crossing, a rabbit came running
    across. As the rabbit came running across, the tiger caught him and took him.
The relationship of the _sa clauses and the following clauses is loosely temporal. The _sa marked clauses occur simultaneously or overlap with the following clauses. The main point though is that they are construed as different events by the narrator. The relationship of the _sa marked clause to the following clause is easily interpreted from context.

8.3.8.2.5 Counter-expectation

There are 3 instances of what I call counter-expectation out of 78 instances of _sa. This use of _sa seems to specify that the result of the following clause runs counter to the original expectation as in (108).

(108) dzaiali-Ø bau-Ø atsi-sa ana qalo-du 'basi wo. F08:53
jump-SN down-SN go-DL this where-P.AS tiger COP.S
He jumped down where (he thought) the tiger was.

In this part of the story, the tiger has seen his reflection in a well and he thinks it is another tiger. So he jumps into the well expecting the other tiger to be there. The end result is that the other tiger is not there after all and the tiger drowns.

The second example is given in (109).

(109) ira-Ø sakiri-go ana toulai sez ira-wo. F08:26
come-SN wait-DL this rabbit R.NEG come-PRF
[The tiger] came and waited, but the rabbit did not come.

We know from the story that the tiger came specifically to wait for the rabbit who had promised to meet him there, but the end result is that the rabbit does not come.

The last example is given in (110).
(110) “bi ana 'aqili udze-la ina-sa
ISGNM this wisdom see-SP come-DL
ana ma-da 'aqili-na ase udze-ko-wo.” F07:50
this ISG-DT wisdom-RP R.NEG see-CS-PRF
“I came in order to see his wisdom, but he did not show it to me.”

The tiger in this story went to see man’s great wisdom, but the end result from the tiger’s perspective is that he does not see it.

The counter-expectation use of -sa is similar to the different simultaneous events usage, except that the outcome of the event following the -sa clause is negative or unexpected.

8.3.8.2.6 Summary

We have seen that the -sa marked clause and the following clause always constitute different events and that the most prototypical temporal/semantic relationship between them is one of implication. However, other uses such as different simultaneous events and counter-expectation are also possible. I assume that the uses of -sa are not limited to those uses I have described in this section. In fact, some of my interpretations are arguable because the boundaries between different uses are unclear. The main point that I wish to express is that the clause following the -sa marked clause always constitutes a different event. The temporal/semantic relationship is a loose temporal one. The specific relationship of the two clauses, however, may be determined from the context.

One aspect, not noted above about -sa clauses, is that -sa is rarely used more than once in a sentence. A rare instance is given below where there are two -sa clauses. Notice, in this example, that neither -sa clause restricts the referent or action of the main clause.
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After [the dog] came out, the horse was a little frightened and a little surprised, and ran for a short while.

The limitation on more than one -so clause occurring in a sentence may be related to the fact that -so clauses may be used to restrict the action of the final verb. (See section 8.3.2 above.) This evidence suggests that -so clauses (including ingiasa and tingiasa) may be best understood as adverbial clauses, but without further syntactic evidence to support this claim, I am going to continue to consider -so clauses to be clause chaining forms, although they are not prototypical.

With respect to the eventhood-continuity continuum, different events do not have a high degree of continuity. There is always a change in action from the -so clause to the following one, even though they may be implicationally related. Participants are more likely to change than not from one event to the next. This is reflected in the fact that 74% of the clauses that follow -so clauses have different subjects. (If ingiasa/tingiasa are excluded the percentage is 72%). Thus, overall, clauses that follow -so have a very low degree of continuity.

8.3.8.3  =dana ~ =de Different event/Sequential (DQ)

There are 43 instances of the switch-event marker =dana in the database. Out of 269 instances of non-finite verbs, it occurs 16% of the time.

The primary function of =dana is to specify 1) that the verb marked by =dana and the following verb are different events; and 2) that there is a temporal/semantic relationship of sequentiality between these two events. This is to say that the action expressed by the verb that follows the one marked by =dana is a different event, but that this event closely follows the preceding one. Unlike the switch-event marker -so discussed above, there is not necessarily an
implicational relationship between the first and second event. A wonderful example of the use of =dana is found in example (112) which altogether contains 11 verbs, the longest sentence in the database.

(112) fuja-Ø gangana-ts=dana ana kun qari-dzi gia-da-na ira=dana
tie-SN stretch-CS=DQ this person return-SS house-LC-RP come=DQ
nianda otsi-dzi idzi-dzi gau-da=dana qudoka-na usu-dzi otsi=dana
quickly drink-SS eat-SS good-VS=DQ knife-RP take-SS go=DQ

ana 'busi-ni urasu-ni amitu tsoji=dana agi-wo. F07.41
this tiger-GN skin-AC alive peel-off=DQ take-PRF

After stretching (the rope) and tying (him to the tree) [=dana], the man returned to his home [=dana], quickly ate and drank until he was full [=dana], took his knife with him [=dana], and peeled off the tiger’s skin while he was still alive [=dana]; then he took the skin (and left).

The placement of the switch-event marker =dana in the free translation above highlights its different event/sequential action nature. The two verbs fuja ‘to tie’ and ganganaka ‘to stretch’ constitute a single gestalt event of ‘stretching and tying the rope to the tree’. Zero-marking on the first verb indicates the following verb is part of the same event (see section 8.3.8.6). The second verb, ganganaka ‘to stretch’, is marked by =dana indicating what follows is a different event. This event of stretching and tying takes place at the tree.

The next event of ‘returning home’ consists of two directional motion verbs qari ‘to return’ and ire ‘to come’, the first being marked by -dzi indicating that the verb so marked and the following verb constitute a single event (see section 8.3.8.4). The second verb is marked by =dana indicating that what follows is still another event. This event of returning home is transitional from the tree to the person’s home.

The next event of ‘eating and drinking until he was full’ consists of three verbs. The first two, otsi ‘to drink’ and idzi ‘to eat’ are both marked by -dzi
indicating that this is a single event along with the following verb gauda ‘to become full’. The verb gauda ‘to become full’ is marked by =dana indicating that what follows is yet another event. This event takes place at the person’s home.

The next event of ‘taking his knife’ consists of two verbs uku ‘to take’ and atsi ‘to go’. The first verb is marked by -dzi and the second by =dana indicating another event still yet to follow. This event is transitional between the person’s home and the tree.

The event of ‘peeling off the tiger’s skin while he is still alive’ consists of only one verb tsoji ‘to peel’ which is marked by =dana indicating that there is yet another event to follow. This event takes place at the tree.

The final event of ‘taking it away’ consists of the finite form of the verb aqiwo ‘to take (away)’ in the perfective aspect. Altogether there are 11 verbs used to express this string of 6 events all carried out by the same subject.

Of the 43 instances of =dana in the database, 41 of these or 95% have the same subject as the following verb. There were 2 examples where the subject of the following verb was not clearly the same as the subject of the verb marked by =dana. The first of these is given below.
(113) “bu pa dzai bu pa laŋ a, F11:9
   not afraid thief not afraid wolf PRT

dzi pa wo-dzi ‘go laulau.’ F11:10
   only afraid 1SG-GN pot leak

ŋuŋi dzŋaŋai galo sonosu-wo. F11:11
   thief wolf two hear-PRF

ana dzŋaŋai-se ulia qii-Ø gusí-se ulia qii=dana
   this wolf-AB I.NEG afraid-SN thief-AB I.NEG afraid=DQ

“go laulau” si jaŋ odzišn wo ša? F11:12
   pot leak COP.H what thing COP.S PRT
   “I’m not afraid of the thief. I’m not afraid of the wolf. I’m only afraid of
   my ‘leaky pot.’ ”

The thief and the wolf both heard this. (She’s) not afraid of the wolf and
not afraid of the thief, but what is this “leaky pot”? 

As mentioned earlier, the first two sentences, F11:9 and F11:10 are not
Santa, but Chinese Hui. In the story, this couplet is spoken by an old woman who
is trying to protect her donkey from a thief and a wolf. In F11:12, the understood
subject of the first verb qii ‘to be afraid’ is the old woman. The subject of the
second qii is also the old woman, but the subject of the following verb which is
the Chinese copula si is go laulau ‘leaky pot’. But this does not matter if one
accepts the hypothesis that the primary function of =dana is to link different
sequential events that are not implicationally related. So in this example, this
sequentiality is not so much temporal as it is a linear thought progression that
parallels the old woman’s speech. In this way one can understand the event
following the verb marked by =dana is in sequential relationship with the
preceding clause.
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The other example of a verb marked by =dana where the following subject is different is given below.

(114) "adə ti tsi-Ø!
now 2SGNM go-IMPR

atsi=dana masošidzi-ku jən ana ciändzi-da bi tsi-ni jən
go=DQ tomorrow-L.NM still this time-LC 1SGNM 2SG-AC still

ana oron-da sarį-ja ja!
this place-LC wait-DES PRT

tsi ira-Ø!! F08:22-4
2SGNM come-IMPR

"Now you go! After you go, tomorrow I will wait for you at this same place and time. Then you come!"

The rabbit is the subject of the verb atsidana ‘to go’, even though it is not overtly mentioned. The temporal distance between these two events is greater than those previously exemplified. But =dana is used, in my opinion, to mainly express the sequentiality of these two events. See discussion of +sənu in section 8.3.9.1.

8.3.8.3.1 One of the functions of finite verbs

We have looked at the two switch-event markers -so and =dana that specify that the following event is different. We have seen that when -so is used, there is usually an implicational relationship between the event expressed by the verb marked with -so and the following event. Usually, the subject of the following clause is different as well. We have also seen that when =dana is used, the following event is temporally related by sequentiality. How then, are different events encoded that have different subjects if there is no implicational relationship? It seems that this function is fulfilled by the use of finite verbs. In other words, when the following event is different and non-implicational, and the
subject is different as well, then a finite verb is used to terminate the first event and a new sentence is used with an overt different subject. This can be seen in the example below.

\[(115)\]  pọ̀sọ̀  bai-so  ànà  taulí  niàdàraàh  iro-wọ.
still  stay-DL  this  rabbit  alone  come-PRF

\[\text{乏力 asa-wo: } \text{F08:28-9}\]
tiger  ask-PRF
(The tiger) was still waiting when the rabbit came alone.
The tiger asked, . . .

In this example, the rabbit coming and the tiger asking are different events with different subjects. Since there is no strong implicational relationship here, the verb iro ‘to come’ is finite and a new sentence follows with the tiger as its subject.

In the database, there are 294 finite verbs. 7 occur at the end of the story so there is no following subject, leaving a total of 287. Of these, 198 or 69% have different subjects following while 31% have same subjects.

8.3.8.3.2 Summary

We have seen that the =dána clause and the following clause always constitute different events and that the most prototypical temporal/semantic relationship is one of sequentiality.

With respect to the eventhood-continuity continuum, different events do not have a high degree of continuity. There is always a change of event from the =dána clause to the following one. With respect to change of participants, 95% of the clauses that follow =dána have the same subject. Thus, clauses that follow =dána have a higher degree of continuity than clauses that follow -sọ since -sọ clauses are usually followed by clauses with different subjects. Overall, clauses that follow =dána have a somewhat low degree of continuity.
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8.3.8.4  -dzi  Same event/Simultaneous (SS)

There are 72 instances of the switch-event marker -dzi in the database. Out of 269 instances of non-finite verbs, it occurs 27% of the time.

The primary function of -dzi is to specify 1) that the verb marked by -dzi and the following verb are the same event; and 2) that there is a temporal/semantic relationship of simultaneity. In other words, the action of the verb marked by -dzi and the action of the following verb occur simultaneously, or are at least partially overlap. An example of the use of -dzi is given in (116).

(116) ana guada jawu-dzi ula-da qu-dzi atsi=na. F07:3
    this two walk-SS mountain-LC go.up-SS go=IMP

    These two would walk up the mountain.

The act ‘to walk up’ or ‘to go up the mountain’ is a single gestalt event. But three verbs are utilized to encode this event: the medial verb jawu ‘to walk’ denotes the manner in which they were going (as opposed to running, for instance); the medial verb qu ‘to go up’ denotes their directionality (as opposed to going down the mountain); and the final finite verb atsina ‘go’ which is in the imperfective aspect. Although the verb atsina ‘go’ carries the least specific information, it tells us this event is about ‘going’ and contains the directional sense of movement away from some point. It would be incorrect, in my opinion, to interpret this particular example as composed of three discrete actions that comprise one event. Rather, it should be interpreted as three different perspectives or components of a single gestalt event. And the relationship of these components is one of simultaneity.

There is also a high degree of semantic integration in this case. But a high degree of semantic integration is not always found when -dzi is used. Example (117) illustrates this.
(117) ana kung dzian-na musi-dzi bosi-dzi ira=dana

this person clothes-RP put.on-SS get.up-SS come=DQ

'bosi-da kialia+dzjwo, ... F07:35
tiger-DT say+PROG

This person got up while putting on his clothes and then says to the tiger, ...

In this example, musi ‘to put on’ and bosi ‘to get up’ are less semantically integrated. In other words, the ‘putting on’ and ‘getting up’ can be interpreted as separate actions that are construed as a unified event. In this case, their temporal relationship may not be strictly simultaneous, but partially overlapping.

On the other hand, bosi ‘to get up’ and ira ‘to come’ are more semantically integrated. The meaning of the verb ira ‘to come’ in this particular example is probably bleached to some degree and is semantically integrated with ‘getting up’. I would argue that there is no sense of movement towards the tiger, but the movement or directionality is part of the ‘getting up’. This interpretation is supported by the Chinese gloss which does not translate any movement towards the tiger.

This example contains three verbs linked by -dzi. musi ‘to put on’ and bosi ‘to get up’ are linked, and bosi and ira ‘to come’ are also linked. When three verbs are linked in this manner by -dzi, together they constitute a single event, not two events that overlap. The switch-event marker =dana, used on the verb ira ‘to come’ in this example, shows that the verb following the =dana marked clause will constitute a different event that is sequentially linked to the preceding one (see section 8.3.8.3 above). Since we already know from this discussion that dzian-na musidzi bosi-dzi ira- constitutes a single event, then the result is that the scope of =dana covers this whole event and sequentially links it to the following one, which in this case is the action expressed by the single verb kialia ‘to say’ or ‘to speak’. See example (112) above in section 8.3.8.3 for a similar case.
65 out of 72 verbs marked by -dzi or 90% have the same subject as the following verb. This fact does not mean that -dzi is a same subject marker, even though this is a strong tendency. This syntactic tendency is only a by-product of the semantic or real-world tendency that any given event usually has only one instigator who carries out a particular action, not multiple instigators carrying out multiple actions. However, example (94), repeated as (118) below, is a good illustration of a singular event with multiple participants and actions.

(118) tsga kialia+dziwo.
    chicken say+PROG

"tši ni jawa-dzi bidziän ni udza-ja." MP:51-3
2SGNM one walk-SS 1PLEXNM one see-DES
The chicken said, "We will watch a bit while you walk."

Although the subject of the verb jawa 'to walk' is tši 'you' and the subject of the verb udza 'to see' is bidziän 'we (exclusive)', the situation can be construed as one simultaneous gestalt event: the magpie will walk as the others look on. The crucial factor here is whether the following verb is to be construed as part of the same event, not whether it has the same subject or not.

8.3.8.4.1 Summary

We have seen that the -dzi clause and the following clause constitute a single gestalt event and that the prototypical temporal/semantic relationship is one of simultaneity. Less prototypical uses may arise from the narrator's extension of the prototypical usage.

With respect to the eventhood-continuity continuum, a single gestalt event comprised of simultaneous actions which are semantically integrated to varying degrees can be understood as having a fairly high degree of continuity. As for change in participants, 90% of the clauses that follow have the same subject. Different subjects occur only 10% of the time. Therefore, clauses that follow -dzi
have a higher degree of continuity than clauses that follow *ða* and *sa*. Overall, clauses that follow *dzi* have a fairly high degree of continuity.

8.3.8.5  *-la* Same event/Purposive (SP)

There are 12 instances of suffix *-la* in the database. Out of 269 instances of non-finite verbs, *-la* occurs 4% of the time.

The primary function of *-la* is to specify 1) that the verb marked by *-la* and the following verb are the same event; and 2) that there is a temporal/semantic relationship of *purpose* between the two verbs. This purposive relationship manifests itself in two syntactically different subtypes: *irrealis* and *realis*.

8.3.8.5.1  Irrealis purposive

10 of the 12 instances of *-la* are irrealis purposive.

The irrealis purposive use of *-la* is best described as ‘for the purpose of’ or ‘in order to’ relationship between the final verb and the medial verb. For example, in English ‘He will go to swim’ can be understood as someone going for the purpose of swimming or in order to swim. Example (119) illustrates the irrealis purposive use of *-la*.

(119) ana dzaŋsa:i andʒa:i-ni یدیا-la اتی-wo,
    this wolf donkey-AC eat-SP go-PRF

قئری یکتا-ni گیلا-la اتی-wo. F11:14-5
thief donkey-AC steal-SP go-PRF

*The wolf went in order to eat the donkey, the thief went in order to steal the donkey.*

This use is irrealis because the outcome of the purpose is not known at this point.
Syntactically, the -la construction is quite restricted. A medial verb marked by -la must be immediately followed by another verb. 148 There is a semantic restriction on the verb that follows as well; it must be a directional verb. A complete list of the directional verbs used in the irrealis purposive chains in my database include: ire ‘to come’, atsi ‘to go’, yawu ‘to walk, to go’, and quri ‘to go up’. The medial verb marked by -la is the action which the subject hopes to or expects to carry out.

The medial verb marked by -la and the following verb can be understood as a single event, although as yet, unrealized. This is because it is the purpose or intention that is important here, not the the actual goal of the -la marked verb. The actual goal may never be attained. This is illustrated in example (120) where the action of the verb udza ‘see’ is not realized from the speaker’s perspective.

(120) ‘bi ana ’acili udza-la ira-sa
1SGNM this wisdom see-SP come-DL
ana ma-da ’acili-na ase udza-na-wa.” F07:50
this 1SG-DT wisdom-RP R.NEG see-CS-PRF
“I came in order to see his wisdom, but he did not show it to me.”

This is why the irrealis purposive construction should not be construed as a sequence of separate events but a single one. Due to the syntactic and semantic restrictions on this construction and its single eventive nature, it is not surprising that both verbs in this construction always share the same subject.

8.3.8.5.2 Realis purposive

2 of the 12 instances of -la are realis purposive. The realis purposive use of -la is best described as a ‘to start to’ or ‘to begin to’ relationship between the final verb and the medial verb; such as in English ‘to start to drive’. The inherent

148 Investigation of a larger body of data reveals that the borrowed Chinese adverb ja ‘also’ may intervene.
inchoativity in the realis purposive is probably an artifact of the realis nature of this construction, in that as the goal of the purposive is realized, the action begins. Example (121) illustrates the realis purposive use of -la.

(121) ingia-so tuọa gogoọan-la dadziọ-la

and.so-DL chicken pigeon-CM everybody-PL

cinia-la tci-ji-wo. MP:69-72
laugh-SP begin-BVS-PRF

*And so the chicken and the pigeon and everybody with them started to laugh.*

In this construction, the medial verb marked by -la and the following verb are also construed as a single event. But in this case, the modality of the medial verb is not irrealis as it is in the previous construction, it is realis.

Syntactically, the realis purposive use of -la is identical to the irrealis purposive use. A verb marked by -la must be immediately followed by another verb with nothing intervening. In this construction, however, the semantic limitation on the following verb is even more restricted. The verb tciji ‘to begin, to start’ is the only one that I have encountered thus far.\(^{149}\) The verb tciji used in this construction is actually borrowed from the Chinese verb qi ‘to rise up’ with the BVS suffix -ji. In Chinese, this verb is usually a directional verb, but when it is used in the inchoative sense in Chinese it loses some of its directional meaning. This is very similar to its use in Santa where its meaning is ‘to begin’. The inchoative meaning probably developed out of ‘to rise up and do something’. Whether this verb was originally borrowed with the directional or the inchoative sense is not clear at this point.

---

\(^{149}\) In looking at other data, I have also found the borrowed Chinese verb kùi which is used in inchoative constructions and disyllabic compounds with inchoative meanings.
8.3.8.5.3 Summary

We have seen that the -lo clause and the following clause constitute a single event and that the temporal/semantic relationship is one of purpose. However, due to the syntactic and lexical restrictions of this construction, it is probably best analyzed as a purpose complement marker rather than a switch-event marker. Therefore, I will not be including -lo in my discussion henceforth. An updated version of the eventhood-continuity is given in (122).

(122) The Eventhood-Continuity Continuum (1st Revision):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most Continuity</th>
<th>Least Continuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-dži</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>=dɛn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ɛs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.8.6 -Ø Same event/Integrative (SN)

There are 61 instances of zero-marked non-finite verbs in the database. Out of 269 instances of non-finite verbs, it occurs 23% of the time.

As indicated above, the primary function of -Ø is to specify 1) that the unmarked verb and the following verb are the same event; and 2) that there is a temporal/semantic relationship of integration between the two verbs. This temporal/semantic relationship is similar to simultaneity, as discussed in section 8.3.8.4 above, except that there is a higher degree of semantic integration. An example of this is given in (123).

(123) “bi aji-Ø xolu-Ø hatšo-Ø bučin-da+džiwo.”

F11:34

1SGNM afraid-SN run-SN tire-SN weak-VAS+PROG

“I am running because I was afraid and I have became so tired I am weak.”

In this example, the verbs aji ‘to be afraid’, xolu ‘to run’, hatšo ‘to tire’ are all unmarked. hatšo ‘to tire’ is linked to the following verb bučinda ‘to become weak’ which is finite and is marked with the progressive aspect. The
actions represented by this string of verbs are semantically integrated to a high degree.

As with the previous example, example (124) repeated from (93) above, constructions of this type are difficult to translate into idiomatic English without losing some of the semantic integration present in Santa.

(124) “bi xolu-Ø anda-Ø ira-wo.” F08:37

SGNM run-SN escape-SN come-PRF

“I ran and escaped.” or “I escaped by running.” or “I came by means of escaping by running.”

Iconically, the use of -Ø marking between two clauses would suggest that two clauses so linked are more integrated than clauses linked by an overt marker. This seems to be borne out by the fact clauses that follow -Ø seem to have a higher degree of continuity than those that follow -se, =dana, or -dzi.

8.3.8.6.1 Alternation of -Ø with -dzi

The integrative nature of -Ø marking can be understood more clearly when we look at how -Ø alternates with -dzi. A good illustration of -Ø alternating with -dzi is given in example (107) above repeated as (125) below.

(125) ᴶᵃᵗᵃⁱᵃ-nɔ nia 'basi wo. F08:1

long,ago-SC one tiger EXST

ana giaru-dzi ira-se nia taulai xolu-dzi giaru-dzi ira-wo. F08:2
his cross-SS come-DL one rabbit run-SS cross-SS come-PRF

taulai xolu-Ø giaru-dzi ira-se ja ana 'basi bari=dana agi-wo. F08:3
rabbit run-SN cross-SS come-DL PRT this tiger catch=DQ take-PRF

Long ago there was a tiger. As he was crossing, a rabbit came running across. As the rabbit came running across, the tiger caught him and took him.
In F08:2 above, the verb xolu ‘to run’ has been linked to the verb qiāru ‘to cross’ by -dži. This means they constitute a single simultaneous event along with the final verb iro ‘to come’. But in the next sentence the verb xolu has been linked to the verb qiāru by -Ø rather than -dži. Thus in the re-cap clause in F08:03, which restates the last half of F08:02, the relationship between xolu ‘to run’ qiāru ‘to cross’ is even more integrated or closely connected than before.

Another example of an alteration between -Ø and -dži is shown in (126). (F07:41 is example (112) above).

(126) ingia-sa ənə 'basi dzudzua bici-dzi ogi-dzì niānda
and.so-DL this tiger claw tightly-DE give-SS quickly

mutuŋ-da fuja-dzi gāngana-ko-wo. F7:40
tree-LC tie-SS stretch-CS-PRF

fuja-Ø gāngana-ko=dana ənə kun qari-dži gia-da-na iro=dana
tie-SN stretch-CS=DQ this person return-SS house-LC-RP come=DQ

niānda otšì-dži ídzìa-džì gau-da=dana qudotò-nə uzu-džì atšì=dana
quickly drink-SS eat-SS good-VS=DQ knife-RP take-SS go=DQ

ənə 'basi-ni arasuŋ-ni amitu ṭsojì=dana əgi-wo. F07:41
this tiger-GN skin-AC alive peel.off=DQ take-PRF

And so the tiger gave his claw which was quickly stretched [-dži] and tied to the tree.

After stretching [-Ø] (the rope) and tying (him to the tree), the man returned to his home, quickly ate and drank until he was full, took his knife with him, and peeled off the tiger’s skin while he was still alive; then he took the skin (and left).

A similar explanation applies in this case. In F7:40, the verb fuja ‘to tie’ is linked to the verb gāngana ‘to stretch’ by -dži. But when the last portion of
F07:40 is repeated in the re-cap clause in F7:41, -Ø is used instead of -dzi. Because there has already been an overt syntactic marker used to specify the relationship between these two verbs in F07:40, once these two verbs are restated in the re-cap clause in F7:41, there is no need to restate the already established relationship. It can be argued that this non-use of -dzi in a re-cap clause is evidence that verbs linked by -Ø have a higher degree of continuity than ones that are linked by other markers.

It is important to note that -Ø alternates with only -dzi, not with -sa or =dœna. This is, of course, additional support for my analysis of the Santa switch-event markers. -Ø can only alternate with -dzi because it is a same-event marker and not with -sa and =dœna because they are different-event markers.

8.3.8.6.2 Summary

We have seen that the -Ø marked clause and the following clause constitute a single integrated event.

With respect to the eventhood-continuity continuum, a single event comprised of integrated actions can be understood as having a high degree of continuity. With respect to change in participants, 97% of the clauses that follow have the same subject.

8.3.9 Discussion of the other non-finite markers

In this section I will discuss the remaining non-finite verbal markers, +sænu, -tala. The data used for this discussion is the larger body of data discussed in Chapter 2.

It should be noted that both +sænu and -tala may be used restrictively. (See section 8.3.2 above.) Thus, there is some evidence that suggests that clauses containing these markers are adverbial. However, as mentioned above, further typological research is needed to show whether cosubordinate clauses may be used restrictively. Thus, for now, I will not draw any conclusions at this point as to whether +sænu and -tala are primarily used as to mark adverbial clauses.
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8.3.9.1 +sanu Different event/Immediate sequential (DM)

There were 45 instances of the non-finite marker +sanu in the larger body of data used for my dissertation. In almost all these instances of +sanu, the subject remains the same from the +sanu marked clause to the next. More importantly, the clause following the +sanu marked clause is a different event. How then is +sanu different from =dana, which has a similar function? In my opinion, clauses linked with +sanu have a greater degree of continuity than clauses marked by =dana. This greater degree of continuity is reflected in a temporal/semantic relationship of immediate sequentiality. This is best glossed as ‘as soon as’. In other words, once the event of the +sanu marked clause is finished, the action of the next clause immediately begins.

In the following extended example, the body of the lama has been carried off in a chest by hoodlums thinking it was full of silver. Once they see it is a dead body, they run off. As soon as the boy finds the body (immediate sequentiality), he pulls him into a rich person’s bean field.

(127) mo dziārā asti=do ciandzi-ni nia-se nia fugu-san kun wa. A1:122
road on go=DQ chest-AC open-DL one die-P.NM person COP.S

an-łu nian=do aji=dana xolu-ndu wəida-wo. A1:123
this-PL suddenly afraid=DQ run-C/R disappear-PRF

ana kəwəŋ lama-ni eti-dzi olu+sanu
this boy lama-AC find-SS can+DM

nia bajan kun-ni pudza gadza dziārā asti-wo. A1:124
one rich person-AC bean field on go-PRF

After going on the road, they opened the chest, and there was a dead person in it. They were suddenly afraid, and ran off together and disappeared.

As soon as the boy found the lama’s body, he pulled him onto a rich person’s bean field.
Example (128) has examples of both =dana and +sənu.

(128) sənu=dana ha qori-dzi gia-da-na atsi+sənu
beat=DQ 3SGNM return-SS house-LC-RP go+DM

gurang sara godzi slu da-wo. T5:87
three month move unable-PRF

*After being beaten, as soon as he returned to his house, he was unable to move for three months.*

After he is beaten, somehow he returns home. The relationship between these two events is one of sequentiality. But as soon as he returns home, not before, he is unable to move. Therefore it seems that the relationship expressed by +sənu between two events is more semantically marked than the one expressed by =dana. The fact that +sənu occurs less frequently than =dana may also be a reflection that it is more marked.

Another example of +sənu is given below.

(129) dziafan gia+sənu tugai gia-wo. N2:110
liberation do+DM land.reform do-PRF

*As soon as the liberation happened, there was land reform.*

In this example, land reform follows soon after liberation. In this case, the relationship of immediate sequentiality is expressed metaphorically over a larger time depth. It is understood that political reform may take a while to implement due to the nature of government, but in this case the government is being praised for quick and expedient action.

If we were to include +sənu in the eventhood-continuity continuum, it would fall in between =dana and -dzi, as shown in (130).

(130) The Eventhood-Continuity Continuum (2nd Revision):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most Continuity</th>
<th>Least Continuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>+sənu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dzi</td>
<td>-sənu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3.9.2 -tala

The non-finite marker -tala is used on clauses to express ‘up until that point in time’. So in (131), the clause bi ulia irətala ‘as long as I do not come’ is used to express a limitation on a time frame for the clause that follows. In other words, in (131), as long as the limitation expressed in the -tala clause holds, then the the restriction expressed in the second clause holds.

(131) “bi ulia irə-tala
1SGM I.NEG come-LMT

kiən irə liudzə ta wədzian-ni bu nia-Ø.” T2:014
who come no.matter 2SGPL door-AC IMPR.NEG open-IMPR

“As long as I do not come, no matter who comes, do not open the door.”

A similar example is given in (132) where the father will not give his daughter for marriage unless he sees the husband.

(132) “mi-ñi ana otqin-ni kiən kəɾəu-ə
1SG-GN this daughter-AC who want-DL

bi qurəq-ni ulia udəz-tala ulia oqi=nə.” T5:07
1SGM husband-AC I.NEG see-LMT I.NEG give=IMP

“Whoever wants this daughter of mine, as long as I do not see the (future) husband, I will not give [her].”

Example (133) expresses a limitation on time, so that qorəntala ‘the whole day until dark’, nothing is eaten or drunk. What is unusual about this case is that -tala is apparently not suffixed to a verb, unless the n on the adjective qora ‘black’ is a derivational verb suffix I have not yet encountered. This n is more likely a nominal suffix. If so, this may show that -tala is a clitic, and is not necessarily directly suffixed to verbs. The grammatical status of -tala deserves further study.
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(133) udu=nǐ nǐ udu qaran-tanl uliɔ otsi Dzi uliɔ idzi=nɔ. N1:007
day=TM one day black-LMT 1.NEG eat and 1.NEG drink=IMP

The whole day until dark,[we] do not eat or drink.

8.3.10 Further support for the eventhood-continuity continuum

This section includes two objective evaluations which provide further empirical support for the continuity continuum. These are 1) the grammatical category of the word immediately following the switch-event marker; and 2) whether a pause occurs after the switch-event marker in spoken texts or not.

8.3.10.1 Grammatical category of the immediately following word

In this section I will look at the grammatical category of the word that immediately follows any switch event-marker. My hypothesis here is that verbal elements will occur more often after switch-event markers that marked a greater degree of continuity in the following clause. The switch-event markers -sa and =dana specify a lesser degree of continuity and are thus more likely to be immediately followed by a nominal element than the other markers. The function of this nominal element will more than likely be to introduce a different participant. The switch-event markers -dzi, and -Ø specify a higher degree of continuity and are thus more likely to be followed by a verbal element. This is because there is less likely to be a change in participant after switch-event markers that have a greater degree of continuity.

One verb immediately following another is not necessarily indicative of a change in event in Santa, since more that one verb may be used to describe the same event. Thus, a change in event is much more likely if a medial verb is followed by a nominal rather than a verbal.

Grammatical categories of the following word have been generalized into three cover categories: nominals, verbs, and others. Nominals include nouns, pronouns, determiners, numerals, and measure words. Verbals include verbs,
adverbs,\textsuperscript{150} and predicate adjectives. Items covered in the ‘Others’ category include nominalized verbs and some grammatical morphemes which were difficult to assign to either the nominal or verbal category. However, there were so few of these that their assignment to either one category or the other would not significantly change the findings summarized in Table 8.53.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Nominals</th>
<th>Verbals</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-sə</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=dana</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dzi</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.53: Grammatical category of immediately following word

The findings in Table 8.53 correspond precisely to what my hypothesis predicts. Event-markers that mark clauses with the least continuity, -sə and =dana, are followed by nominals to a greater degree than event markers that mark clauses with the most continuity, -dzi, and -Ø. Moreover, the order of the event-markers with respect to the following category corresponds exactly with the eventhood-continuity continuum in (130) above.

8.3.10.2 Pauses in a spoken text

In this section I looked at pauses in the only spoken text included in the database for this study on switch-event markers, MP. All pauses and their length were transcribed. I looked at each switch-event marker in the text and noted whether a pause followed it or not. Then I grouped these pauses into their respective lengths: N is no pause, <.4 is less than four-tenths of a second, <.7 is

\textsuperscript{150} I have included adverbs with verbs, although the presence of an adverb would indicate less continuity than the presence of a verb. However, since adverbs normally precede verbs, I believe the presence of an adverb would indicate more continuity than the presence of a nominal.
greater than four-tenths of a second and less than seven-tenths of a second, > .7 is greater than seven-tenths of a second.

My hypothesis is that for those event markers that have the lesser degree of continuity, -so and =dona, that they will more likely be followed by a pause in spoken discourse than those switch-event markers that have a higher degree of continuity, -dzi, and -Ø. The correlation of a pause following a switch-event marker in my opinion is a cognitive reflection of a lesser degree of continuity. The findings are summarized in Table 8.54.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>&lt; .4</th>
<th>&lt; .7</th>
<th>&gt; .7</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+sənu</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-so</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6 66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dzi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>8 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.54: Summary of pauses following switch-event markers in MP

It is agreed that the switch-event marker tokens in this text are relatively few. Altogether there were only 25 switch-event markers. 2 of these were instances of +sənu which were covered briefly in section 8.3.9.1 above. However, I believe the results are instructive and enlightening, nonetheless.

The switch-event marker -so, which indicates the following clause will have a low degree of continuity, is associated with a pause 78% of the time. The switch-event markers -dzi and -Ø, which indicate the following clause will have a fairly high degree of continuity are associated with pauses 50% and 12% of the time respectively. However, the longer pauses associated with both instances of +sənu may be evidence against my analysis in section 8.3.9.1 above. Unfortunately, there were no instances of =dona in this text. In any case, these results lend some support to the eventhood-continuity continuum. However, more spoken texts need to be analyzed to corroborate these findings.
8.3.11 Conclusion

I have shown that the medial verb suffixes in Santa are better described as switch-event markers rather than switch-reference markers. Each switch-event marker a) specifies whether the event coded in the following clause is the same or different; and b) signals the semantic/temporal relationship of the clause to the following one. I have also shown that the continuity of the clause that follows a verb marked by a switch-event marker has a higher or lesser degree of continuity depending on which switch-event marker it follows. Therefore these switch-event markers constitute an eventhood-continuity continuum.
Chapter 9

Texts

9. Introduction

In this chapter I have included two short texts, collected in Linxia, Gansu Province in 1990. These texts are presented by intonation units, rather than clauses. An *intonation unit* is a unit of speech that occurs in natural discourse that is unified by a single intonation contour.

For each intonation unit transcribed, the first line contains transcription conventions from Du Bois et al. (1993). The second line is divided into morphemes and does not employ Du Bois et al. (1993) transcription conventions. Rather, normal punctuation as you might find it in a written text is used. The third line is a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss.

Following each text is a free translation with references to intonation unit numbers. Some intonation units are not numbered for consistency with my database.

Before presenting the texts, I want to briefly discuss the transcription conventions that I am using from Du Bois et al. (1993). As mentioned above, each line in the text is an intonation unit, and thus represents a unified intonational contour. A period ‘.’ is used at the end of an intonation unit to indicate a final intonation unit contour; a comma ‘,’ is used to indicate a continuing contour; and a double-hyphen is used to indicated a truncated contour. Intonational contours do not necessarily correlate with syntactic boundaries.

Pauses of three types have been indicated: short, medium, and long. Pauses most often occur between intonation units. When this is the case, the pause is marked at the beginning of the line.

A few other conventions have been used as well: ‘=’ is used to indicate non-phonemic lengthening, ‘-’ is used to indicate a truncated word, and ‘(Hx)’ is used to indicate exhalation.
The transcription conventions used from Du Bois et al. (1993) are summarized below.\textsuperscript{151}

Intonational contour class
- Final intonation unit contour
, Continuing intonation unit contour
-- Truncated intonation unit contour

Pauses
.. Short pause (less than .4 seconds)
... Medium pause (more than .4 seconds but shorter than .7 seconds)
.... Long (timed) pause (.7 seconds or longer, exact length in parentheses)

Other Symbols
= Non-phonemic segment lengthening
- Truncated word
(Hx) Exhalation

\textsuperscript{151} I have also used quotation marks for quotations in the first line of transcription. This is not a Du Bois et al. (1993) transcription convention.
9.1 The magpie and the pheasant

Genre: Folktale, somewhat planned (Hand-written in Chinese on a piece of paper and then told in Santa as he followed the text on the paper.)

Tape recorded: 7-11-90
Narrator: Mā Kèxiáng

... m=.
m
Mm

...(8) sadžisi=.
sadžisi
01 magpie

...(8) gogotšən=.
gogotšən
02 pigeon

...(8) tupa=.
tupa
03 chicken

...(7) jadzi=.
jadzi
04 duck

...(7) ga'ladzi=.
ga'ladzi
05 pheasant
...(1.8) nĩ= ula kuandœ nadjĩwo.
nĩ ula kuandœ nadjĩwo.
06 one mountain foot-LC play+PROG

...(2.2) tœga,
tœga
07 chicken

...(2.6) kiəlĩadžiwo.
kielœ+dzjwo,
08 say+PROG

...(1.4) ʺga'ladžini œnœ,
galadži-ni œnœ
09 pheasant-GN this

...(9) jawudœn, jawu-dœn
10 walk-style

...(1.1) boldia gau.
boldia gau.
11 extremely good

...(1.4) udðadjĩ seĩran xun.ʺ
udžadjĩ seĩran xun.
12 look-SS handsome very

...(3.2) sadžijĩ, sadžijĩ
13 magpie
...\(1.1\) nafu \(u\) \(wo\).
nafu \(u\) \(wo\).
\(14\) satisfaction PS.NEG have

...(1.2) kio\(l\)ia,
kio\(l\)ia,
\(15\) say

...(3.1) "h\(e\)ji \(j\)a\(n\) --
h\(e\)-ji \(j\)a\(n\) --
\(16\) 3SG-GN what

...(2.5) a,
a
uh

.. h\(e\)ji \(j\)a\(n\) \(wai\)na.
h\(e\)-ji \(j\)a\(n\) \(wai\)na.
\(17\) 3SG-GN what have

...(2.1) h\(e\)ji \(b\)i \(n\)i\(e\) u\(d\)us\(e\) \(d\)zi\(u\),
h\(e\)-ji \(b\)i \(n\)i\(e\) u\(d\)u-\(e\) \(d\)zi\(u\)
\(18\) 3SG-NM 1SGNM one day-AB then

...(1.3) suru\(w\)o \(m\)a."
suru-\(w\)o \(m\)a.
\(19\) learn-PRF PRT

...(2.5) in\(g\)i\(e\)-\(s\)e,
in\(g\)i\(e\)-\(s\)e
\(20\) and.so-DL
... (1.4) dadziala,
dadzia-la

21 everynody-PL

... (1.8) dau ulie piciere=ne.
dau ulie piciere=na.
22 still I.NEG believe=IMP

... (3.1) sadzisi,
sadzizi
23 magpie

... (1.4) ga'ladzida kieladzijo.
ga'ladzi-da kielie+dzijo,
24 pheasant say+PROG

... (1.7) "tși modə,
tși ma-de
25 2SGNM 1SG-DT

... nia udu suza dziu olowo (Hx)."
nia udu su-ka dziu olo-wo.
26 one day learn-CS then satisfactory-PRF

... (3.0) ingiasi ga'ladzi dajin giadzijo.
ingia-se ga'ladzi dajin gia+dzijo.
27 and.so-DL pheasant agree do+PROG

... (3.6) ga'ladzi,
ga'ladzi
28 pheasant
... (1.0) sadžiši-da, sadžiši-də
29 magpie-DT
...

dzi nə udu,
dzi nə udu
30 only one day
...
jawudan .. surušawo.
jawu-dan suru-kə-wo.
31 walk-style learn-CS-PRF
...
...(3.3) sadžiši nə udu surusə,
sadžiši nə udu suru-šə,
32 magpie one day learn-DL
...
...(1.3) kišiə mə,
kišiə mə,
33 say PRT
...
“ənə jənə, ənə jən-na
34 this thing-RP
...
jama puši wo (Hx).
jama puši wo.
35 anything COP.NEG COP.S
...
...(8) idziŋ suruwo (Hx).
idziŋ suru-wo.
36 already learn-PRF
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...(9) surudzi idziŋ,
suru-dziŋ idziŋ
37 learn-SS already

...(9) ga’ladzisa,
galadzi-sa
38 pheasant-AB

... jawudan’ dau gau (Hx).”
jawu-dan’ dau gau.
39 walk-style still good

...(1.4) ing’ge pese ese suru dziu,
ing’ge pese ese suru dziu
40 and.so again R.NEG learn then

...(8) ’baluwo.
’balu-wo.
41 finish-PRF

...(1.7) gi’e udu dawasənu,
gi’e udu dawa+sənu,
42 some day pass+DM

...(1.3) sadziŋi,
sadziŋi
43 magpie

...(1.0) gudzəŋənə dzidawasənu,
gudzəŋ-ənə dži-da-ka+sənu,
44 neck-RP stick.out-BVS-CS+DM
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...(2.4) tuqa,
tuqa
45 chicken

...
gogo- --
gogo- --
46 pigeon

... gogotšënłade kišiædziwo.
gogotšën-lo-de kišiæ+dziwo,
47 pigeon-CM say+PROG

...(1.5) “bi idziŋ,
bi idziŋ
48 1SGNM already

.. ga'ladzini jawu- --
ga'ladzi-ni jawu- --
49 pheasant-GN walk

... jawudanñni suruwo (Hx).”
jawu-dañ-ni suru-wo.
50 walk-style-AC learn-PRF

...(1.5) tuqa kišiædziwo.
tuqa kišiæ+dziwo,
51 chicken say+PROG

...(8) “tši nia jawudzi,
tši nia jawu-dží
52 2SGNM one walk-SS
... bidziən nia udzəje (Hx).”
    bidziən nia udzə-jə.
53 PLEXNM one look-DES

...(3.3) ingiasə sodziəki,
ingiasə sodziəki
54 and.so-DL magpie

...(1.1) jawulə təjiwo (Hx).
    jawu-la tə-ji-wo.
55 walk-SP begin-BVS-PRF

...(2.3) nia jawusa,
    nia jawu-sə
56 one walk-DL

...(7) hə godziənəni,
    hə godziə-nə-ni
57 3SG self-RP-GN

...(1.5) jawudəŋni,
jawu-daŋ-ni
58 walk-style-AC

... martadžiwo.
marta+dzıwo.
59 forget+PROG

...(1.0) surusanji,
suru-san-ji
60 learn-P.NM-AC
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... dziši niŋ udu surudzi.
dziši niŋ udu suru-dzi,
61 only one day learn-SS

...(8) je martawo.
je mart-a-wo.
62 also forget-PRF

...(2.1) ingleoe,
ingle-o-e
63 and.so-DL

...(2.0) godzi-an-anuŋ martawo,
godzi-na-nuŋ marta-wo.
64 self-RP-belong forget-PRF

... surukujii susa dawo.
suru-ku-ji su-ka da-wo.
65 learn-I.NM-AC learn-CS unable-PRF

...(1.0) jawu madzie dawo.
jawu madzie da-wo.
66 walk know unable-PRF

...(3.3) dziši,
dziši
67 only

...(7) tšatšadzi diauli tcijiwo.
tša-tša=dzi diauli-Ø tci-ji-wo.
68 ONOM-ONOM=DE jump-SN begin-BVS-PRF
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.. (Hx).
(Hx)

...(3.0) ingiasiə,
ingia-sə
69 and.so-DL

...(1.0) tuga .. gogotsəna,
tuga gogotsə-nə
70 chicken pigdeon-COM

...(Hx),
(Hx)
71

... dadzialə ciniələ tejiiwo.
dadzia-lə ciniə-lə tejii-wo.
72 everybody-CM laugh-SP begin-BVS-PRF

... tsi niə jan susawo.
tsi niə jan su-sa-wo?
73 2SGNM one what learn-CS-PRF

... godziənanusənuñi martawo.
godziə-nə-nusənuñ-ni marta-wo.
74 self-RP=belong-AC forget-PRF

...(9) kəŋnusənuñi suru da-wa.
kəŋ-nusənuñ-ni suru da-wa.
75 person-belong-AC learn unable-PRF
... (1.5) ənəji kielə kuši, ənə-jə kielə kuši
76 this-AC say story

... (1.0) jəranə suru-sə, jəranə suru-sə, 77 extremely.well learn-DL

... (.9) idzinh jəu, idzinh jəu 78 already have

... surudzi, suru-dzi 79 learn-SS

... daudzia giəsə dziu tšu olo=ne. daudzia giə-sə dziu tšu olo-nə. 80 reach.a.high.level do-DL then SUP satisfactory=IMP

... pəsə dziu godzianusunəni marta=ne, pəsə dziu godzia-nusun-ni marta-ne. 81 again then self-belong-AC forget=IMP

... kənənu- -- kən- nu- -- 82

... kənənu-jəni, kən- nu-jəni 83 person-belong
... jə suru dənə.
jə suru də=nuə.
84 also learn unable=IMP

...(1.3) bara wo.
bara-wo.
85 finish-PRF
(01) A magpie, pigeon, chicken, duck, and pheasant were playing at the foot of a mountain. (07) The chicken was saying, "The walking style of the pheasant is extremely good. It looks very handsome." (13) The magpie is not satisfied and says, "What does he have? I will have learned his walking style in one day's time." (20) And so everybody still did not believe it. (23) The magpie says to the pheasant, "You teach me for one day, then that's enough." (27) And so the pheasant agrees. (28) The pheasant for only one day taught the magpie his walking style. (32) The magpie after learning for one day says, "This thing of his isn't anything. I have already learned it. (37) Having already learned it, compared to the pheasant, my walking style is better." (40) And so still not having learned it, he finished. (42) After some days had passed, sticking his neck out (with pride), he says to the chicken and the pigeon, "I have already learned the pheasant's walking style." (51) The chicken says, "We want to watch a little while you walk a bit." (54) And so the magpie began to walk. (56) After walking a bit, he forgets his own walking style. (60) What he had learned from one day of learning, he also forgot. (63) And so the things that belonged to himself he forgot. (65) What he would learn, he is unable to be taught. (66) He does not know how to walk. (67) He just began to jump around 'cha-cha' like. (69) And so the chicken and the pigeon along with everybody began to laugh. (73) What were you taught? (74) The things that belong to one's self are forgot. (75) The things that belong to other people you are unable to learn. (76) What this story says is, if you learn extremely well what you already have, then learning will reach the highest level and will be the most satisfactory. (81) And yet things that belong to oneself will be forgotten. (83) The things that belong to other people one is also unable to learn. Finished.
9.2 A boy and his horse

Genre: Unplanned short narrative of a real life experience
Tape recorded: 7-25-90
Narrator: Mā Jūn

... bi= niə fa,
bi niə fa
01 1SGNM one time

...(7) mo dziə= pangdzisan niə pitɕin,
mo dzierə pən-dzi-sən niə pitɕin.
02 road on meet.unexpectedly-BVS-P.NM one affair

.. niə kialiaja.
niə kialia-jə.
03 one say-DES

...(1.9) niə faɗə.
niə fu-da
04 one time-LC

... bi dzəŋ= mo dzierə jawudʒi saudʒiwo.
bi dzəŋ mo dzierə jawu-dʒi sau+dzjwo.
05 1SGNM in.the.process road on walk-SS stay+PROG

...(1.4) jawudʒi=,
jawu-dʒ
06 walk-SS

...(1.1) jawukudə.
jawu-ku-da,
07 walk-I.NM-LC
...(2.1) miji quina mi'endə niə,
miji quina mi'endə niə
08 1SG-GN behind side-LC one

...(1.6) ga kəwən niə mori unu,
gə kəwən niə mori unu-Ø
09 small boy one horse ride-SN

...(7) idzi miji ku irəwo.
idzi mi-ji ku irə-wo.
10 all.the.way 1SG-AC with come-PRF

...(1.9) jawu jawu masə maliešiλawo,
jawu-Ø jawu-Ø ma-ə malieši-la-wo.
11 walk-SN walk-SN 1SG-AB in.front.toward-VS-PRF

... maliešila niə akəŋdo,
malieši-la-Ø niə akəŋ-dø
12 in.front.toward-VS-SN one village-LC

.. dzəŋ=,
dzəŋ
13 in.the.process

...(1.1) niə akəŋ uŋduŋ ətʃi-sə.
niə akəŋ uŋduŋ ətʃi-sə,
14 one village edge-LC go-DL

... eə akəŋ-eə one
... eə akəŋ-eə niə
15 this village-AB one
... nošei  b-  
... nošei
16 dog

...(9) ba=dzi  qurį  irəwo.
ba=dzi  qurį-Ø  irə-wo.
17 suddenly=DE  come.out-SN  come-PRF

...(1.8) qurį  irə  ixəu,
qurį-Ø  irə  ixəu,
18 come.out-SN  come  after

... mori  niə  ajisə,
mori  niə  aji-se,
19 horse  one  afraid-DL

...(1.4) niə  tšajisə,
niə  tša-ji-se,
20 one  surprised-BVS-DL

...(1.3) niə  dzulu  xoluwo,
niə  dzulu  xolu-wo.
21 one  while  run-PRF

...(1.3) xoludzı  xoludzı  ingiasiə,
xolu-dzı  xolu-dzı  ingia-se
22 run-SS  run-SS  in.this.way-DL

...(1.4) niə  dziaulisə  ene  kəwəŋ  andə  bau  irəwo.
niə  dziaulisiə  ene  kəwəŋ  andə-Ø  bau-Ø  irə-wo.
23 one  jump-DL  this  boy  release-SN  fall-SN  come-PRF
... mori dziæææ.
mori dziææ-sæ.
24 horse on-AB

...(3.3) anda bau ire ene kwaæh uiladzi saudziwo.
anda-Ø bau-Ø ire-Ø ene kwaæh uila-dzi sau+dziwo.
25 release-SN fall-SN come-SN this boy cry-SS sit+PROG

... mori,
mori
26 horse

... niæ xolu baiwo.
niæ xolu-Ø bai-wo.
27 one run-SN stop-PRF

...(1.8) bi šida dzæŋ jawudzi etši ixæu,
bi šida dzæŋ jawu-dzi etši ixæu,
28 ISGNM close in.the.process walk-SS go after

...(3.2) ene kwaæhni fuji bosí ireææwo.
en ene kwaæh-ni fu-ji-Ø bosí-Ø ire-ææ-wo.
29 this boy-AC help-BVS-SN rise.up-SN come-CS-PRF

...(3.3) šañšida dziæææ niæ udzæææ,
šañšida dziæææ niæ udzææ-sæ,
30 body on one look-DL

...(3.4) ene kwaæhni odæææ,
en ene kwaæh-ni odææ-sæ
31 this boy-GN knee-AB
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... tšusun quridži irodžiwo.
tšusun quri-dži ire+dzjwo.
32 blood come.out-SS come+PROG

...(3.7) ingie bi mori,
ingie-Ø bi mori
33 and.so-SN 1SGNM horse

...(8) lajidži šida etsi xa,
laji-dži šida etsi xa,
34 pull-SS close go PRT

...(1.0) aŋe kawanŋi,
aŋe kawanŋi
35 this boy-AC

... fujidži mori dzisre pesə qurikawo.
fu-ji-dži mori dzisre pesə quri-ka-wo.
36 help-BVS-SS horse on again go.up-CS-PRF

...(2.2) ingiesə aŋe kawanŋ,
ingie-se aŋe kawanŋ
37 and.so-DL this boy

... unu miši maliə,
unu-Ø mi-jí maliə
38 ride-SN 1SG-GN in.front

...(7) jawulawo.
jawu-la-wo
39 walk-VS-PRF
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(01) I will speak of an affair I unexpectedly came upon. (04) One time I was walking on the road. (06) And while I was walking and walking, I was behind a small boy riding a horse, he came all the way with me. (11) Walking and walking he went ahead of me. (12) He was in the process of going towards a village... (14) After going to the edge of a village, from this village a dog suddenly came out. (18) After the dog came out, the horse was frightened a bit, and then surprised a bit, and then the horse ran a while. (22) After running and running in this way, the horse jumped and then this boy fell off from the horse. (25) Falling off, this boy is crying as he is sitting. (26) The horse stopped running a bit. (28) After walking up close, I helped this boy to get up. (30) I took a look on his body, and from this boy's knee, blood was coming out. (33) And so I pulled his horse close and helped the boy to get up on his horse again. (37) He rode in front of me as I walked behind.
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